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Preface

Abstract

Astrophysics has identified a range of fascinating molecular species residing in the large gas

clouds which are present in regions of interstellar and circumstellar space. Some of the more

interesting of these are hydrocarbon cumulenes of the form CnH and CnH2' We present here

methodologies for the synthesis of charged analogues of a number of these species in the gas

phase. These ions have been subjected to neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry to

establish the stability of the corresponding neutrals on the mass spectrometric timescale'

These studies represent some of the first terrestrial observations of such cumulenes and

further investigation has yielded novel homologues and structural isomers' Quantum

chemical calculations have been employed in this study to provide further insight into the

structure and energetics of these unusual molecules.
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Chapter L: The Generation and Characterisation of

Ions in the Gas Phase

(I) ABSTRACT

Astrophysics has provided a challenge to the laboratory chemist with a vast range of

seemingly unstable molecules detected in interstellar and circumstellar gas clouds. One of

the fundamental problems facing the chemist is the ability to generate and observe such

transient neutrals in the terrestrial laboratory. The formation and analysis of unusual ionic

species has long been the domain of mass spectrometry. If ionic analogues of these unstable

neutrals can be generated in the gas phase utilising mass spectrometry, then their structures

and reactivities can be studied. The most difficult part of the mass spectrometric approach to

the formation of transient molecules comes in finding suitable precursors and ionisation

techniques to generate the ions of interest. The theory behind a number of important ion

generation methodologies will be discussed in this Chapter along with a description of the

techniques for ion characterisation employed in this thesis. Methods for the generation of

transient neutrals and assessment of their stability will also be discussed'
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(II) GENERATING IONS

A. Positive Ions

l. Electron imPact ionisation

All positive ions discussed in this thesis have been generated by electron impact (EI)

ionisation. This is the oldest and still the most widely used form of ion generation in mass

spectrometry.l Electrons are generated by the heating in vacuo of a filament generally

consisting of tungsten wire or rhenium ribbon. A smail accelerating voltage is applied (most

typically 70 v¡+ generating a beam of electrons whilst a weak magnetic field (ca' 300 gauss)

confines the beam to a narrow helical path. when an electron in the beam interacts with a

volatilised compound (M) the electron may impart some of its energy to the neutral substrate'

Providing there is sufficient energy transfer in this interaction (i'e' an energy greater than the

ionisation energy of M) then a molecular cation M'+ can be produced (Scheme l ' 1)'

Scheme 1.1

M+e-+M'++2e

It is estimated that only 1 in 1000 gas molecules are actually ionised' Ions thus formed are

extracted from the ion source by a small perpendicular voltage'2 Ionisation of the neutral

substrate by the accelerated electrons is a vertical process: that is, electron removal occurs to

yield a product ion with an intial structure similar to that of the progenitor molecule' Thus EI

ionisation may produce either (i), a stable radical cation as suggested in Scheme 1'1 or (ii)'

an unstable cationic species leading directly to dissociation products' The latter process is

often referred to as dissociative ionisation and is illustrated by the Morse potential curves

shown in Figure 1.1.3

2

# Most standard reference mass spectra are recorded with electrons accelerated to 70 eV
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(b)-e

Potential
Energy

[Ae'+ ¡t .+ A' + B+

AB.+

A'+B+
AB

(a)-e

Atomic
Separation

Figure l,.I Stylised Morse potential curves for some diatomic AB. Vertical ionisation of
the neutral by electon impact (EI) results in access of (a), a stable (bound) radical cotion

AB'+ and (b), an unbound potential surface resulting in dissociation to a neutral radical A'

and the even electron cation B+ (dissociative ionisation).

B. Even Electron Negative lons

L Resonance capture

Negative ions may also be formed under EI conditions by a process known as resonance

capture. This involves a molecule of substrate gas M, of positive electron affinity, capturing

an electron from the ionisation beam to form a radical anion (Scheme 1.2).

Scheme 1.2

M+ e- + M'-

Resonance capture is less probable than electron removal (Scheme 1. I ) by a factor of about

100.3 The actual probability of electron capture depends on the nature of M and can vary

widely between substrates. For example, formation of the carbon tetrachloride radical anion

J
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by resonance capture is more favourable than the analogous process for hexane by a factor of

about 106.4 Electron attachment is a vertical transition and necessarily provides an excess

energy to the nascent ion.# Consequently, fragmentation and ion-pair formation may occur

(Scheme 1.3, e and d) in a manner analogous to the dissociative ionisation processes

discussed for EI ionisation (Figure 1.1). Such ionisation is described as dissociative

electron attachment. However, if the neutral substrate has a high electron affinity and a large

number of internal degrees of freedom through which to dissipate the excess energy gained

from electron attachment, it will be much more likely to survive on the mass spectrometric

timescale (ca. 10-6 s;.5

Excited radical anions formed by electron capture may dissipate excess internal energy by

radiative emissions or through collisions with other gas molecules (Scheme 1.3, a and b).

Alternatively they may undergo (i) electron ejection (ii) fragmentation or (iii) ion pair

formation in order to lower their internal energy (Scheme 1.3, c, d and e respectively). The

latter three processes form low energy electrons and./or even electron anions which may then

particpate in secondary reactions in the source of the mass spectrometer.6 These secondary

processes can be utilised in negative ion chemical ionisation which is discussed in the next

sectron.

Scheme 1.3

AB+ e -+ [AB'-]+

[Aa'-1+ +
IAB'1+ +

[AB'-1+ -+

[Aa'-1+ -+

[AB'-1+ -+

+hu

X AB'- + [X]+

+e-

AB.

-+

AB

A+

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

+ B-+ e

A-+ B

4

# The 
"*c"ss 

energy must be greater than, or equal to, the electron affinity of the neutral substrate
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2. Negative lon Chemical lonisation

At higher source pressures (often ca. 0.1 Torr) than those used for EI ionisation a greater

number of interactions occur between the electron beam and the substrate molecules. Under

such conditions the processes resulting from resonance capture are favoured. The

consequent production of low energy electrons (Scheme 1.3, / and fl facilitates further

electron capture and thus an overall increase in the production of negative ions. In addition,

at these higher pressures, ion-molecule reactions may occur between the nascent anions and

neutral gas molecules. This forms the basis of negative ion chemical ionisation (NICI).7

This technique often involves introducing a small amount of the substrate of interest with a

reasonably high pressure of reagent gas into the ion source. The reagent gas, typically water

(although ammonia and methanol are also commonly used), undergoes dissociative

resonance capture to give a hydride anion and a hydroxyl radical (Scheme 1.4, a). Under the

high pressure conditions of the source the hydride anion then rapidly deprotonates a further

water molecule producing hydroxide ions (Scheme I.4, b). Hydroxide ions are produced in

high concentrations by this process and they react further to deprotonate substrate molecules

(M) and produce even electron [M-H]- anions (Scheme 1.4, c).

Scheme 1.4

H2O + e- -+ [H2O'-1+ --¡ HO' + H

H2O + H- -+ HO- + H2

HO- + MHn -) [MHn-l]- + H2O

(a)

(b)

(c)

3. Decarboxylation and Desilylation

A problem with deprotonation in NICI (as described above) is that it is not necessarily site

specific. When a substrate molecule (M) has more than one acidic proton then in principle a

number of isomeric tM-H]- anions may be formed. Another problem arises for molecr-rles

which bear no suitable acidic protons (for example alkenes and alkanes) since they will not

deprotonate by traditional methods, In the latter case, alternative methods have been

developed to overcome the problem. The first involves decarboxylation of a carboxylate

5
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anion. Decarboxylation involves selection of a precursor molecule with a carboxylic acid

moiety at the site which should bear the negative charge.S Deprotonation will lead to

formation of carboxylate anions and some of these may have sufficient internal energy to

undergo decarboxylation (Scheme 1.5).* This method has been used to generate alkenyl and

alkyl anions [for example H2C=CH- and (CH3)zCH-]'9

Scheme 1.5

RCO2H + HO- -> RCO2- + H2O

RCø- -+ R- + CO2

The second method of generating elusive R- ions involves an S¡2(Si) reaction between

RSiMe3 and Nu- (where Nu = F, OH, etc.). Precursor molecules substituted with a

trimethyl silyl (TMS) function have been shown to react with a gas phase nucleophile as

shown in Scheme 1.6. The anion is formed at the site previously substituted with the

silicon. The fluoride anion has been most commonly used nucleophile for this technique

because of its well known affinity for silicon.l0 It hur been shown however that other gas

phase anions such as hydroxide can also displace TMS.ll Thit technique has been used to

synthesise the two isomeric C:H¡ anions, -C:CCH3 and -CH2C:CH in the gas phase'10

It has also been utilised in the preparation of unusual species such as the acetyl anion

(CHsCO-).12

Scheme 1.6

R-SiMe3 + Nu- -+ R- + Nu-SiMe3

C. Radical Anions

l. Resonance capture

Radical anions are also of interest and a number of methodologies have been established

specifically for the generation of these species in the gas phase: these have recently been

6

* 
Collisional activation of the carboxylate anion may be required in some cases
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reviewed.l3 As previously discussed (pp 3), some substrates will simply capture an electron

under EI or CI conditions, but this is highly dependent on the nature of the compound.

2. Radical loss from even electron anions

The fragmentation of even electron anions under collisional activation has been well

documented and reviewed.14'15 The more conìmon of these will be discussed later, but it is

pertinent to note here that a number of even electron anions decompose via homolytic

cleavage of covalent bonds resulting in the loss of a radical and the generation of a radical

anion. For example, deprotonated benzyl ethers of the form [PhCHOR]-, on collisional

activation readily lose R as a radical resulting in the formation of the PhCHO radical anion.l6

Similar fragmentations may also occur in the source of the mass spectrometer. For example,

the C5O radical anion may be formed in the source by loss of the tert -bulyl radical from the

even electron precursor, -C=CC=CC(O)C(CH¡)¡' l7

3.Ion-molecule reactions of the oxygen ra-dical anion

The oxygen radical anion is readily formed from the dissociative resonance capture of nitrous

oxide (Scheme L7, a). This dissociative electron attachment has been used extensively to

generate O'-.18'19 The utility of this ion as a chemical ionisation reagent was realised by

Dawson and Jennings who showed the formation of a range of radical anions from the

reactions between organic substrates and O'-.20 It was found that for many organic

substrates, the loss of a proton and a hydrogen radical (the elements of H2'+) could compete

favourably with simple deprotonation (Scheme 1.7,b and c respectively).

Scheme 1.7

NzO + e- -) Nz + O'-

RF{2 + O'- -+ R'- + H2O

RHz + O'- -+ RH- + HO'

(a)

(b)

(c)

1
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This methodology has proved extremely useful for producing a great many radical anions.2l

It has been used to synthesise the radical anion of vinylidene, an important organic

intermediate. It was found that reaction of H2C=CD2 with the oxygen radical anion lead to

formation of H2C=C'- and D2C=C'- by loss of D2O and H2O respectively with no

observation of [DC=CH1'-.22 Subsequent analysis of the available thermochemical data for

this reaction reveals that it probably proceeds via \nitial H-atom abstraction followed by

proton abstraction (Scheme 1.8). This is largely athermodynamic argument, as initial H'

abstraction from ethylene is endothermic by < I kcal mol- I whilst H+ abstraction is

endothermic by almost 25 kcal mol-l .5'21'23 This is the generally accepted mechanism fot'

the ion-molecule reactions of O'- with organic substrates which result in the elimination of

the elements of H2'+.

Scheme 1.8

H2C=CH2 + O'- -+ [(H2C=CH') HO-] -+ H2C=C'- + H2O

4. Diazo compounds

Dissociative resonance capture of diazo-substituted organic substrates generates the

corresponding radical anion in good abundance (Scheme 1.9). The loss of dinitrogen from

such a precursor molecule is generally quite facile.24

Scheme 1.9

RC(N2)R' + e- -) [RCR]'- + Nz

This method has been used to successfully synthesise the radical anion of the reactive

intermediate, acetyl carbene (CH¡COCH).25

5. Double- D esilylation

A relatively recent methodology for the generation of radical anions has been termed double

desilylation36'27 It follows on from the single desilylation previously discussed which

8



gives rise to an even electron anion. In this case a substrate molecule substituted with two

trimethylsilyl (TMS) moieties is reacted with an ion flux containing fluoride ions and

molecular fluorine. The result is the loss of both TMS groups and the formation of a radical

anion. The big advantage of this method is that it allows for the selective generation of

distonic2S radicar anions, i.e. where the charge and the unpaired electron reside on different

atoms within the molecule. This is illustrated by some of the successful applications of this

technique: (TMSCH2)2C=CH2when reacted with F-/F2 in the gas phase produces the

trimethylene methane radical anion.26 The proposed mechanism for this type of chemical

ionisation is outlined in scheme 1.10 using trimethylene methane as the prototypical

example. The formation of para -benzynez7 and oxyallyl25 radical anions are two further

examples of the utility of this methodology'

Scheme 1.10
TMSCH2

TMSCHZ
F+

- CHa\-
MSCHZ

'CHz

scHá

+ TMSF

F

+ TMSF

+ F2 + F

T TM

'c
F

2 - CHz

9



Chapter I

(III) THE MASS SPECTROMETER

A. The VG ZAB 2HF instrument

All ions discussed in this thesis were generated and analysed using the VG ZAB 2HF mass

spectrometer (ZAB) at the university of Adelaide (Figure 1'2)' The ZAB is a two sector

reverse geometry instrument.2g This refers to the arrangement of the Sectofs with the

magnetic (B) preceding the electric (E) sector. This is sometimes denoted BE and has

several advantages over the conventional or Nier-Johnson geometry (EB)'30 By far the

major advantage is the ability of a BE instrument to mass select a parent ion and record the

spectrum of its fragment ions by scanning the voltage across the electric sector' This is

known as mass-analysed ion kinetic energy (MIKE) spectrometry.3l

magnetic
sector FFR2

beam /-''
defining slit

electric
sector

VFFRl
collision
cells

\ 
- 

o-t¡¡1

collector
slit (variable)

source slit (variable)

El/Cl ion source electron
multiplier

Figure 1.2 A simplifiect schematic representation of the VG ZAB 2HF (FFR refers to

.field-free region).

B. Mass-Analysed Ion Kinetic Energy Spectrometry

once formed in the EVCI source of the ZAB instrument, ions are accelerated to 7 kv before

being mass selected using the magnetic sector. This is achieved by adjusting the magnetic

field strength (B) such that the ion of interest will traverse the circular radius of the sector (r)

and is thus transmitted through the instrument (see Equation 1.1). In this way, an ion of

mass to charge ratio m/z accelerated to voltage v will be transmitted exclusively (e = l '6 x

10-1e c).

t0
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Equation 1.L

m/z B2r2el2Y

The mass selected, or parent ion, is transmitted through the second field free region to the

electric sector. The electric sector is then scanned from the maximum voltage V (typically

7 kV for the ZAB) to 0 V. Ions are transmitted through the electric sector to the detector

when the ratio of their kinetic energy (V) and the electric field strength (E) matches the fixed

sector radius (r) according to Equation l'2.

Equation 1.2

t = zYlE

The spectrum achieved from a mass selected parent ion shows the parent ion and any

fragment ions which may form from it in the second field free region. When a parent ion

AB- decomposes in this region, the kinetic energy (V) of AB- is divided between the charged

and neutral fragments A- and B in the ratio of their masses. Consequently the fragment (or

daughter) ions A- will appear in the spectrum at a voltage (VÐ which is related to its mass

(M4) according to Equation 1.3. As all ions are detected on the basis of their kinetic energy,

this technique is termed mass-analysed ion kinetic energy (MIKE) spectrometry.3l

Equation 1.3

M¡,/IvI¡,s V,q/VAB
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Chapter I

(IV) CHARACTERISATION OF IONS

A. Collisional Activation

Decomposition of the parent ion in the second field free region (i) may occur spontaneously

due to internal energy already located in the ion: this is called a metastable decomposition'32

or (ii) it may be induced by a glancing collision between the ion and a neutral gu''33 Th"

latter process is known as either collisional activation (cA) or collisionally induced

decomposition (CID).

Collision between a translationally energetic ion (AB-) and a neutral gas (N) can lead to

either vibrational or electronic excitation, depending on the energy of the collision'* At high

translational energies such as those utilised in the ZAB mass spectrometer (typically 7 kv) it

is generally accepted that a collision with a neutral gas will lead to vertical electronic

excitation.32,34 The excited ion may then undergo fragmentation in order to lower its

internal energy (Scheme 1' I 1).

Scheme 1.1L

AB-+N-+ tABl++N-)A-+B+N

The distribution of energies imparted in a high energy, kilovolt collision is thought to be

predominantly less than 10 
"y.32'34 

The distribution does possess a high energy tail with

processes requiring almost 16 eV observed in some CA spectra'35

In the ZAB mass spectrometer, CA occurs in one of the two collision cells which are located

in the second field free region (Figure 1.2). The nature and the pressure of the gas used has

significance on the efficiency of the CA process. Collisionally induced decomposition

(scheme 1.11) is not the only process which may occur upon collision between an

accelerated ion and a neutral gas. For example, neutralisation and ion scattering must also be

considered (Scheme LI2). Whilst the former process may in fact be useful in some

* Thi, ditcu.sion is equally pertinent to positive lons'
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instances,# for a typical CA experiment, conditions which suppress both these alternate

pathways will increase the efficiency of decomposition ptott"""''36

Scheme t.lz
AB-+N+AB+N+e- (a)

(b)AB- + N + AB-lscattered) + N

Inert atomic gases such as helium and argon are amongst the most efficient collision gases

for CA processes. This is because of the low propensity of these gases to induce

neutralisation and scattering processes (compared with other gases investigated)'37 The

pressure of gas in the collision cell is also important' An increase in pressure results in an

increase in the probability of collision between a translationally energetic ion and a neutral

molecule. The optimal scenario is for the maximum number of ions to undergo a single

collision, while the minimum number of ions undergo multiple collisions' The attenuation of

the parent ion beam (i.e. the reduction in intensity) with the introduction of collision gas into

the cells is an indication of the collision conditions. It has been demonstrated that for

attenuation between l¡-2OVo about 1 in 5 ions will undergo collision with the neutral gas' Of

these, more than gOVo willundergo a single collision, while less than lOTo w\ll be involved

in double or multiple collisions.3S Thur, if the gas pressure in a collision cell is adjusted to

achieve IO-Z}Vo attenuation of the parent ion beam' then these may be considered single

collision conditions.

Fragment ions formed in the second field free region (either by metastable decomposltton or

CA) in a MIKE experiment may gain some energy released in the decomposition of the

parent. This energy could be kinetic and the process may be detected by an alteration of peak

shape in a MIKE spectrum . This phenomena is known as kinetic energy release and can be

extremely useful in the elucidation of unimolecular reactions of ions'32

# See later discussion on charge reversal and neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry
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B. Charge Reversal

It has been observed that many ions, particularly negative ions, do not fragment under CA

conditions. This creates a problem with assigning structure in the gas phase' In the mid-

1970's Bowie and Blumenthal reported the detection of charge reversed negative ions under

CA conditions.39'4O This procedure has become known as charge reversal (CR) and it

involves the charge stripping of incident negative ions (AB-) in a high energy collision with a

neutral gas (N). This process forms the corresponding positive ions following loss of two

electrons (Scheme 1.13, a).41 The energy (E) imparted in the collision is at least the sum of

the elecrron affinity (EA) and the ionisation energy (IE) of AB (Equation 1.4). The energy

loss in conversion of the anion to the cation can actually be measured in a MIKE

experiment.42,43 Like all collision induced processes, it is generally accepted that CR is

vertical, with the nascent cation initially formed with the same structure as the progenitor

anion. CR is also most commonly a single step stripping of two electronr43 u, depicted in

Scheme 1.13 although some examples do exist for a sequential two step electron loss'44 The

nature of the collision gas can be of paramount importance for charge inversion experiments.

Oxygen is commonly used for CR because it has been demonstrated to readily capture

electrons in collision events and, in addition, causes less fragmentation of the charge inverled

ions than a hard target gas such as helium'*

Scheme 1.13

AB- +

AB- +

N-+AB++N+2e-

N+A++B+N+2e-

(a)

(b)

Equation L.4

E EA(AB-) + IE(AB)

Cation fragmentations are also commonly observed (Scheme 1.13, b)42 andthese sometimes

prove to be structurally characteristic such that CR has become a useful technique for

* 
See also later discussion on selection of target gases for neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry
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distinguishing isomeric anions.# For example, the three isomeric carbanions CH2=C=CH-,

CH3C=C- and cyc -CH2CH=C- show distinct charge reversal spectra.46 In addition, the

CR technique has enabled the generation of some ionic species not readily accessible by

traditional ionisation methods (cl CH3O+)'47

It should be mentioned that the other permutation of charge reversal has also been observed,

where the high energy collision of a positive ion and a neutral gas results in the ploduction of

a negative ion signal.48 This method has not found broad application because of the

difficulty of attaching two electrons in a collision process. Nevertheless, to differentiate the

two charge reversal permutations the charge states sometimes appear in the nomenclature for

the experiment. For example, the charge reversal of an incident anion to the corresponding

cation is denoted -CR+

C. Neutralisation Reionisation

It may sound paradoxical to indicate that mass spectrometry is a technique for the generation

and investigation of neutrals, but in fact this has become an important application of mass

spectrometry in recent years. Earlier discussions mentioned that neutralisation of an incident

ion (positive or negative) is a process which can co-occur with collisionally induced

decomposition of an ion (Scheme I.I2, pp 13). In a two-sector reverse geometry instrument

(or the equivalent) such as the ZAB (Figure 1.2) a parent ion can be mass selected, and then

neutralised in a collision occurring in the first of the two collision cells in the second field

free region. A voltage applied perpendicular to the flight path after the first collision cell

deflects all ionic species resulting in the transmission of a pure beam of neutrals' The

neutrals themselves cannot, of course, be detected and so a second collision in the second

cell is required, resulting in reionisation. The reionised particles can then be detected along

with fragment ions by scanning the electric sector as occurs in a traditional MIKE spectrum'

# Som" care must be exercised here given the proclivity of some cations to scramble and rearrange. For

example the CR spectrum of the 2,4,6-d3-methyl benzoate anion demonstrates that scrambling of the rin-e

hydrogens precedes decomposition of the parent cation,45
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This is the basis of neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry49-52 lNRtr'tS, Figure 1.3)

which was pioneered by Mclafferty et. al' inthe early 1980's'53

AB

AB*/'
A*/-

B*/-

56

nt neutrals will be discussed in the

deflection
ca. l kV

neutralisation reionisation

Figure 1.3 A simplified schematic depicting the neutralisation reionisation process.

All charge permutations are possible for NRMS. The most common are (i) neutralisation of

an incident positive ion and reionisation to an ion of the same charge (+NR+) and (ii) the

stepwise stripping of two electrons from an incident negative ion to form a positively

charged species (-Nn+;. Successful +NR- and -NR- have also been reported but are limited

by the difficulty in inducing electron attachment to a neutral species in a binary collision'54

Careful selection of collision gases can maximise the observed NRMS signal, as 'was seen in

the case of CR. For +NR+ a typical configuration uses *"non55 or benzen"48 fo,

neutralisation* of the cation in the first cell and oxygen for reionisation in the second. Whilst

for -NR+ oxygen is typically used in both collision cells. Oxygen has found favout' as a

reionisation gas (and neutralisation for -NR+) because (i) it has been demonstrated to readily

undergo electron capture in a collision and (ii) it is known as a soft target gas because it

minimises fragmentation of the reionised (or neutralised) species.5T The use of soft target

gases is important when examining the stability or otherwise of some neutral AB by NRMS'

Neutralisation with a soft target gas ensures maximum yield of AB. This is because minimal

energy is deposited into the nascent neutral during the neutraiisation event and consequently

potential fragmentation and rearrangernent pathways of AB are suppressed.# In addition to

* 
Vapourised metals such as mercury or sodium have also been utilised.

# The possibility of fragmentation and/or rearrangement of transie

following section.
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soft neutralisation, optimal NRMS may require soft reionisation so that the signal

corresponding to reionised AB+/- is maximised (this is often referred to as the recovery

signal). Use of a soft reionisation target gas such as oxygen ensures that the abundance of

the recovery signal is optimal relative to fragmentation of the ion.

Most commonly, NRMS experiments have been aimed at demonstrating the stability ot'

otherwise of a transient neutral in the gas phase. If a recovery signal is observed then it can

generally be inferred that the neutral species is stable for the time taken to traverse the

distance between the two collision cells.# This is dependent on the configuration of the

instrument. In most instruments the distance (d) between the two collision cells is of the

order of ca. 50 mm. For an ion accelerated to voltage, V (typically 7 keV) the flight time of

the neutral is of the order of microseconds ( 10-6 s, Equation 1.5) depending on its mass (m,

in kilograms).

Equation 1.5

t dl(2eYlm)rt2

It is estimated that for a keV collision, the electron transfer proceeds in ca. 10-15 s and may

therefore be regarded as vertical (this is equally applicable to any of the processes described:

CA, CR or NR), As a consequence, geometry changes during neutralisation and

reionisation steps of a NRMS experiment are considered to be negligible'58 Franck-Condon

factors therefore dictate the efficiency of both steps, and accordingly, determine the internal

energies of the species and the observed fragmentation patterns.58'59 This is best illustrated

by the simplified Franck-Condon representation depicted in Figure 1.4. The figure focusses

specifically on the efficiency of a +NR+ experiment, however the concepts are applicable to

all charge permutations. The first scenario (Figure 1.4, a) shows a situation where both the

neutral and cationic charge states of AB are stable with respect to dissociation, have similar

geometries and hence a favourable Franck-Condon overlap. Consequently, neutralisation of

# The possibility ofreactive behaviour of transient neutrals cannot be excluded and will be discussed in the

following section.
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AB+ produces energetically cold AB and similarly, reionisation regenerates AB+ without

significant excitation. Therefore, this scenario results in minimal fragmentation and a large

recovery signal. In the second example, AB and AB+ have quite different geometries' The

poor Franck-Condon overlap between cation and neutral poten(lþl surfaces results in

excitation occurring in both neutralisation and reionisation events' Consequently'

fragmentation of AB and/or AB+ may occur producing a decrease in the recovefy signal and

a concomitant increase in fragment ions'60

AB+

AB

AB+

AB

$

Recovery

signal

AB+
$

A+

B+
Recovery

signal

AB+A* B*

-t- 
m/z - m/z

Figure !.4 Franck-Condon diagrams illustrating the effects of the vertical electron

transitions in a +NR+ experiment: (a) represents the situation where the geometries of AB

and AB+ are similar whilst in (b) the structures are different.60

Since its inception, NRMS has been used to pursue many and varied reactive neutral

intermediates. Formation of (i), neutral diradicals such as CO¡5a and CH2OCH26l and (ii)'

hypervalent species such as HCNCH262 u." 
"*u-ples 

of the utility of this technique'

Recently, a comprehensive effort has been focussed toward observation of the elusive

molecule CZOZ. Whilst unsuccessful, this study is a good example of the breadth of NRMS

methodology which can be invoked, utilising all four NR permutations'63 Further examples

with particular relevance to the work in this thesis will be discussed later in Chapter 3'
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D. Neutral ReactivitY

While NRMS has been most often concerned with the generation and detection of transient

neutrals, recent efforts have demonstrated its ability to detect unimolecular behaviour of

neutrals in the gas phase. A number of methods have been devised and have been recently

reviewed but three techniques in particular will be discussed here'60

l. N eutralis ation C ollisional Activ ation Re ionisation

pioneered by Mclafferty and co-workers, this technique is similar to traditional NRMS

except that it requires an instrument with three differentially pumped collision cells'64 An

incident ion is (i) neutralised in the first collision cell, (ii) the neutral formed is then passed to

a second collision cell where it is collisionally activated and finally (iii) reionisation occurs in

the final cell (Figure 1.5). The name neutralisation collisional activation reionisation (NCR)

is derived from this sequence.

AB*Ê
A*/-
B*/-

AB*/-
A*l'
B*l'

AB+/- ^BlA?
Bl

BA
A
B

A
A
B

AB*/'
A*l-
B*/-

AB*/
A*l-
B*/-

deflection
ca. l kV

def lection
ca. l kV

neutralisation collisional
activation

reionisation

Figure t.5 The experimental arrangemenl for an NCR experiment

The NCR technique has been used to demonstrate the stability of transient neutrals generated

by NRMS, and conversely, some studies show rearrangement of the activated neutral' An

example of the latter is the CH2OCH2 diradical which has been shown to be a stable

intermediate on the NRMS timescale but activation of this neutral in a NCR experiment

shows isomerisation, predominantly to oxirane.6l
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2. Variable lifetime NRMS

Variable lifetime NRMS experiments can be carried out using an instrument with NCR

capabilities. This technique is useful when rearrangement or decomposition of a transient

neutral occurs on the approximate timescale of the NR experiment (ca' t0-6 s)' In such an

instance, comparing the NR spectra achieved with the neutral traversing first, a 'short

distance, (SD-NR), and second a 'long distance' (LD-NR) may show some variations in

peak abundance corresponding to the greater reaction time allowed in the latter experiment'60

However, care must be taken to ensure that the collision conditions are as similar as possible

for the two experiments, because the variation between spectra is usually subtle.65

3. Neutral lon Decomposition Dffirence

Neutral ion decomposition difference (NIDD) spectrometry is the newest and perhaps the

simplest way of investigating the unimolecular behaviour of neutrals formed by NRMS.66

The advantage of this approach is that unlike the other methods discussed it requires no more

specialist equipment than is necessary to run conventional NR spectra'

Consider the differences between the single step charge inversion, -CR+ and the stepwise

charge inversion, -NR+ for a given anion. Peaks appearing in the -CR+ spectrum ideally

correspond to cationic fragmentations whilst peaks appearing in the -NR+ spectrum form a

superposition of cationic and neutral processes. Normalisation of the spectra to the sum of

the intensities of all fragment ions (I), followed by subtraction of the normalised CR peaks

from the NR, results in the NIDD spectrum (Equation 1.6). This spectrum elucidates the

processes of the neutral shown on the positive scale with ionic contributions observed on the

negative axis.

Equation 1.6

IiNIDD) IIi(NR)/IiIiNR)] [It(CR)/IiIi(CR)]
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Scheme l.l4
NR (eJ
-+ tHco¿+ --> H' + co2

CR (-2e-)

-+ [HCO2+1+ -+ HCO+ + O

NR (e)
-+ COz* (a)

HCq-

liCO2-

The technique is best illustrated by an example. The -NR+ and -CR+ spectra of the formate

anion, HCO2-,are noticeably different from each other (Figure 1'6, a and b)'66 The former

shows almost no recovery signal whereas the latter has an intense HCOz+ peak' In addition'

the -CR+ spectrum shows an abundant HCo+ signal which barely appears in the -NR+

spectrum. The -NIDD+ spectrum generated from -NR+ and -CR+ data is also shown in

Figure 1.6. This representation clearly demonstrates the formation of co2, on the positive

scale, as a neutral process, whereas the formation of HCO+, Seen on the negative scale' is

predominantly formed from the cation. These observations are in line with theoretical

predictions. Neutral HCO2 is calculated to have only a small energy requirement to effect

dissociation to form radical hydrogen and Co2 (Scheme 1.I4, a). Similarly, triplet HCo2+

requires little activation energy to cause dissociation to HCO+ and triplet oxygen (Scheme

1.14, b)

Further examples of this technique include the investigation of unimolecular behaviour of the

transient neutrals methyl hydroperoxide (CH3OOH)66 and the oxyallyl diradical

TCHZC(O) CHZI.ZS A 1,5-hydrogen migration (as observed in solution by Barton and co-

workers)67 has also been identified occurring with long chain alkoxy radicals on the NRMS

timescale.63

It is necessary to point out that for a meaningful comparison in a NIDD spectrum the

component CR and NR spectra must be run under near identical conditions' This is

generally achieved by utilising a typical NRMS configuration (i.e. collision gas in both cells)

where the NR spectrum is recorded with the deflector electrode active and the CR with the

(b)

deflector earthed
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(a)

c .+

co2'*

HCO+

co2'*
RecoverY

signal

HCO2+
(b)

HCO+

o'*
\

co'*

/

Recovery
signal

HCO2+
co'+

I c'*
\

o'+

\
\

m/z + m/z +

(c) Coz'*

co' +

I

RecoverY

signal

HCO2+

m/z +

Figure 1.6 (a)-NR+, (b) - Cn+ and (c) -NIDD+ specta for the formate anion (HCOz- )'66

(v) FRAGMENTATION BEHAVIOUR

The most useful probe of the structure of an ion is its fragmentation behaviour'

Ftagmentation may occur spontaneously if an ion is formed with sufficient internal energy'

or alternatively it may be induced by collisional activation' Either way, the decomposition

pathways of both positive and negative ions have been exhaustively investigated in order that

mass spectrometry may be used as a tool for structural elucidation' Several general patterns

have emerged from this work and are briefly outlined in this section'

c'+ o'*

\l
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A. Negative ions

The studies of even electron negative ion fragmentations allow a reasonable understanding

and broad categorisation of their decomposition behaviour. Several comprehensive treatise

are available.l4'15

I. Simple homolytic cleavages

Most [M-H]- species lose a hydrogen radical to some extent. In systems where a stabilised

radical anion is the product, this loss may be more pronounced' Such stability r.nay also be

the driving force for the loss of methyl, alkyl and sometimes more complex radicals from the

parent anion (cl Scheme 1.15, a and b).

Scheme 1.15

CH3CO2- -+ 'CH2CO2- + H'

[EI2CCO2CH3]- -+ [EtzCCOz]'- + CH3

(a)

(b)

2. I on-ne utral c omPlex formation

A decomposing [M-H]- ion may also undergo charge mediated heterolytic cleavage to form

an ion and a neutral. These two entities may (i) separate (Scheme l'16, a) or (ii) stay

associated in a ion-neutral complex.69 The complex is loosely bound by hydrogen bonds

and ion-induced dipole interactions and can facilitate reaction of the anion on the neutral'

This can take the form of deprotonation, S¡2 substitution or hydride donation (cl Scheme

1. 16).

Scheme 1.16

[EtzCCOzCHs]- -+ [(EI2C=C=O) 
-OCH3] -+ Et2CCO + -OCH3

-) IEt(CHgCH)CCO]- + HOCH3

-+ ETCCO- + EIOCH3

-) IEIzCCHO]- + OCH2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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3. Rearrangement prece ding ftagmentation

In some instances it has been demonstrated that rearrangement of the initially formed anion

precedes the observed fragmentation. This may take the form of simple proton transfer or a

more complex skeletal rearrangement. These can be identified by the comparison of spectra

of the rearranged species with those of the proposed rearrangement product synthesised by

an independent means. Deprotonation of alkenyl alkyl ethers at the acidic allylic position

genérates an anion which undergoes proton transfer to form an unstable alkyl anion' The

less stable species decomposes by loss of an alkene to generate the alkoxide anion (Scheme

I.17, a).70 Deprotonated diallyl ethers however undergo skeletal rearrangemenr' via

sequential Wittig and Oxy Cope mechanisms to form the more stable enolate anion (Scheme

1.17, b).71

Scheme t.l1 o-ol
+ ll t"r

o
(b)

B. Charge inverted ions

I. Fragmentation of Positive ions

The fragmentations of positive ions, in particular those of radical cations formed from EI

ionisation have been thoroughly studied and exhaustively teviewed.l2-75 It is not our

intention to attempt to condense this volume of work here. It is necessary however' to give

some background to unimolecular decomposition by simple homolytic cleavage'

2. Simple homolYtic cleavage

Radical cations formed by EI or similar ionisation techniques typically undergo facile

homolytic cleavage of o-bonds in order to form a stable cation and neutral radical (Scheme

1.18).

;
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Scheme 1.18

ABC.++AB++C

In principle, mechanisms may be presented to show charge retention by either AB or C. In

practice however, the relative stability of the two possible product cations determines the

observed ratio of AB+ and C+. For example, in the case of ionised methyl benzoate

[PhCO2Me'+] homolysis of the ester C-OMe bond proceeds to form the phenyl acyl cation

and the methoxide radical (Scheme 1.19).

Scheme 1.19

lPhC(O)-OCHsl'+ + PhCO+ +'OCH3

3. Charge inverted ions

From the earliest examples it is clear that the fragmentation of charge inverted ions (formed

from either CR or NR processes) display a different fragmentation behaviour to the

corresponding ions formed by direct ionisation. For example, Bowie and Blumenthal

observed that the CR spectra achieved from the nitrobenzene anion is notably different to that

of the nitrobenzene radical cation formed by EI.39 This has been rationalised in terms of the

differing internal energy of the ions formed in each processes. The corollary of this is that

fragmentations appearing in CR and NR spectra may not adhere stringently to the types of

behaviour outlined above. Even so, these types of spectra do provide a significant amount

of structural information in their own right. Examples of the differentiation of isomeric ions

by these methodologies have already been provided in the pertinent sections.
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Chapte r 2z Theoretical Methods for the

Determination of structure and Energetics

(I) ABSTRACT

The interplay between theory and experiment is now integral to modern chemistry'

Advances in the application of quantum chemical theory make highly accurate prediction of

chemical properties routinely available to the non-specialist, Quantum chemical calculations

have proved particularly useful for investigating transient species such as the ions and

neutrals which are commonly observed in the gas phase by mass spectrometry' Whereas in

the early years molecular orbital theory was used to elucidate pre-existing problems, it is

now common place for quantum chemical predictions to prompt an experimental

investigation. The synergy between theory and experiment is apparent throughout this

thesis. This Chapter provides a brief introduction to the different theoretical methods utilised

in this study and the significance of the results obtained'
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(II) MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORYT6-78

A. The Schrödinger Equation

The electronic structure of an atom or molecule may be described by the time-independent

Schrödinger equation (Equation 2.1). Here, É1 is the Hamiltonian operator which can be

applied to the mathematical function y, known as the wavefunction, and E is the electronic

energy of the system.

Equation 2.L

H V(t, R) = E V(r, R)

The wavefunction of the system, y, depends on (i) the coordinates of the electrons'

comprising spatial and spin coordinates, represented by the vector r and (ii) the coordinates

of the nuclei represented by the vector R. The physical interpretation of ry is that of a

probability distribution, such that the probability of finding an electron at a given point in

space is given by the scalar square of its wavefunction, I V 12. Equation 2.I can be expanded

by considering the nuclei to be stationary with respect to the motion of the electrons in the

molecule. This is known as the non-relativistic Born-Oppenheimer approximationT9 and

leads to Equation 2.2.

Equation 2.2

¡7 etec \r,,tec (r, *, =__[ 

,"1,,,,,, I,J,, i,. *eiec 

qr,R) I r/ etec_etec g)] yyeLec (r, R)

Here, the nuclear coordinates R are treated as fixed parameters determined by the given

geometry of the molecular system under investigation. The Hamiltonian is reduced to the

sum of electron kinetic energy (T elec ), nucleus-electron attraction energy çyttuc-elec ) and

electron-electron repulsion energy (V elec-elec ) operators. Solving this equation for the

electronic wavefunction (ytetec ) produces the electronic energy (E elec ) of the molecular

system. The total energy of the molecule however, depends also on the nucleus-nucleus
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repulsive energy but this can be added in subsequent to the solution of the electrontc energy'

Once the energy of a given molecular geometry can be determined, the variation in energy

with variation in geometry can be established and a potential surface can be calculated'

Critical points on the potential energy surface such as local and global minima and first order

saddle points (transition states) allow insight into the chemical behaviour of a molecular

system (see further discussion pp 35). Furthermore' once the eigenfunctions of Equation

2.2 arecalculated, all electronic and magnetic properties of a system become accessible by

applying the corresponding operators to the electronic wavefunction' The power of the

Schrödinger equation is apparent. However, for all but the most trivial of molecules an exact

solution is not easily attained. This problem can be circumvented by applying a number of

simplifying assumptions, which allow for an approximate solution to the Schrödinger

equation for a broad range of systems.

B. Hartree-Fock TheorY

The electronic wavefunction (\¡) can be approximated as the product of molecular orbitals (Q)

which in turn can be estimated as a linear combination of one electron functions (X) often

called the basis functions (Equation 2.3), Basis functions are centred on nuclei and hence

approximate atomic orbitals.

Equations 2.3

Qi=IcikX,k

The coefficients (cit) which determine the contribution of each basis function to the

molecular orbital may be iteratively optimised with an approach known as the self-consistent

field (SCF) procedure. This is done in order to minimise the electronic energy (E elec 
¡

according to Equation 2.2, andis known as the Hartree-Fock (HF) method' The basis set is

a well defined set of basis functions given to each type of atom: put simply the larger the

basis set the greater the number of basis functions used to describe each molecular orbital'

Expanding the basis to infinity however, does not lead to the true molecular wavefunction
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but rather to the limit of the assumptions in the HF-SCF procedure. This is the so-called

Hartree-Fock limit and produces an electronic energy higher than the real energy of the

system. Inaccuracies arise for one, because the HF method treats electrons as independent

particles and thus electron-electron interactions are treated as an averaged rather than as a

many-body problem. Put simply, HF theory treats an electron's motion as if it moves in an

averaged field of stationary electrons. In reality, electrons move in order to get out of each

others'way. This is the so-called dynamic electron correlation effect. This problem must be

addressed in order to accurately predict the energy of molecular systems'

C. Electron correlation

How significant is correlation energy? Correlation energy (E.o*) is the difference between

the exact non-relativistic energy (E) of an atom or molecule and its HF energy (Ege) and it is

typically of the order of 0.5Vo to IVo of the energy of the system (Equation 2.4). This

means, for example, that using HF theory the energy of a carbon atom is in error by

approximately 5 eV. Therefore, in order to successfully calculate energies it is necessary to

incorporate electron correlation energy.

Equation 2.4

Ecorr=E-Em

One of the most common methods for the treatment of the electron correlation is the use of

Møller-Plesset (MP) perturbation theory. Many body perturbation theory is used to describe

systems of many interacting particles. It is therefore ideally suited to the problem of electron

correlation where the interaction between electrons has to be addressed. In a general sense,

it is based on dividing the Hamiltonian (lL1 ) into two parts: an exactly soluble Hg and a

correction or perturbation operat or (?"H') applied to it. It is assumed that the perturbation is

small compared with 11¿ .
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Equation 2.5

H=Ho +)uH'

Møller-plesset perturbation theory treats the contribution of electron correlation energy to the

overall electronic energy as a series of perturbations to the (zeroth order) HF energy. The

order that the perturbations are truncated at is defined in the name of the method. For

example, MP2 includes a second order perturbation correction to the HF energy and is

therefore the cheapest (computationally) of the MP methods, By extrapolation, the more

accurate MP4 approach is more time consuming and thus expensive, because it produces

fourth order perturbation. Qualitatively, MP perturbation theory adds higher electronic

excitations to HF theory as a non-iterative conection.

A different approach to the treatment of electron correlation is the coupled-cluster (CC)

method.80 Here the HF-SCF wavefunction is augmented by the exponential operator ef .

according to Equation 2.6.

Equation 2.6

TVcc=e Vscp

The effect of the ef operator is to express the electronic wavefunction as a function of all

possible excitations of electrons from occupied to vacant spin-orbitals. The mixing in of

these excited states allows the electrons to keep away from each other and thereby provide

for electron correlation. The cluster operator I is defined as the sum of one-electron (Z l),

two-electron (T Z), three-electron (T 3) up to N-electron (Z ¡) excitation operators where N

is the number of electrons in the system (Equation 2.7)'

T = Tt + T2 + T3 * ....'.. + ZN

Equation 2.7
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This summation must be truncated to make the calculation tractable. It is found that the I2

operator is the most important and inclusion of this term only is known as the coupled cluster

doubles (CCD) method. Further accuracy can be achieved by incorporating the I 1 and I3

terms which give rise to, coupled cluster with singles and doubles (CCSD) and coupled

cluster with singles doubles and triples (CCSDT), respectively.s l The latter is

computationally very expensive and hence a number of approximate forms have been

developed, of which CCSD(T) is one.

D. Basis Sets

The role of basis functions in the calculation of the electron wavefunction has already been

described (Equation 2.3). IT, is necessary however to give some insight into the nature of

these sets of functions, or basis sets, and their importance for the accurate prediction of

molecular energy.

Two types of mathematical functions have predominantly been used to generate basis

functions. Slater-type Orbitals (STOs) were used early on but were found to generate

mathematical difficulties and so for ease of calculation Gaussian-type Functions (GTFs) are

most commonly adopted. Linear combinations of GTFs can be used to describe atomic

orbitals (1) which in turn are combined, linearly, to give molecular orbitals (0) as outlined in

Equation 2.3. It follows that the greater the number of functions used to describe an orbital,

the greater the flexibility and hence, the greater the accuracy of the molecular orbital

description. It is also important, particularly for valence-orbitals, to include more than one

size of function. Such an approach is known as a split valence orbital. An example of this is

the 6-3lG basis set: here a linear combination of 6 primitive Gaussian functions are used to

describe inner core orbitals (i.e., atomic ls and 2s orbitals for atoms Li-Ne) , whereas the

valence orbitals (i.e., atomic 2p orbitals for atoms Li-Ne) are split into 3 primitive

Gaussians for the inner part of the orbital and 1 larger function for the outer. It is also

possible to split the inner core orbitals in this way and such a basis is described as a double

zeta (DZ) basis set.
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While split valence and double zetasets allow orbitals to change size they do not allow them

to change shape. It is often the practice to add into the basis set orbitals with angular

momentum higher than that required for the ground state description of the atom' For

example, sometimes GTFs describing d -type atomic orbitals are added to second row atoms

(Li-Ne) to form what are known as polarised basis sets. In a chemical sense, this allows the

atomic d -orbitals to make a significant contribution to the bonding of second row atoms'

polarisation functions are designated with an asterisk or by the type of function added [eg' 6-

3lcx or 6-3lc(d)1. In a similar way molecules with lone pairs of electrons, anions and

systems which incorporate hydrogen bonding often have significant electron density far

removed from the nuclei. This is best described by incorporating large versions of s and p

-type functions into the basis set. These diffuse functions are designated with a "+" or

sometimes with the prefix "aug" [eg'6-31+G(d)]' '

Aside from electron correlation, the other major Source of error in energy calculations of

small molecular systems is the so-called basis set truncation error. If the basis set chosen for

a particular calculation is too small then the energy of the system will be overestimated' So

while a modest basis set may lead to an appropriate geometry in an optimisation calculation,

accurate description of the energy of the system may require a larger basis set' A typical

theoretical protocol is therefore likely to involve: (i) optimisation of the molecular structure at

a level of theory which incorporates treatment of electron correlation and a modestly sized

basis set, followed by (ii) accurate calculation of the energy for the optimised structure

incorporating a more comprehensive treatment of electron correlation and a larger basis set

including polarisation and diffuse functions. The nomenclature for such a protocol is a two

part expression where the first part designates the level of theory and basis set of the final

energy calculation and the second designates the level of theory and basis set used for the

strucrural oprimisarion [eg. ccsD(T)iÚ-3 1+G(d)//MP2l 6-3 lG(d)].
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(III) DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORYs2

A. Density Functional TheorY

Density functional theory (DFf) is a completely different approach to the ab initio schemes

previously discussed. Instead of attempting to generate the electron wavefunction, density

functional theory targets its scalar square (l V l2), which equates to the electron density (p)'

as the central quantity. The Hohenberg-Kohn theoremS3 proves that the ground-state

molecular energy, wavefunction and all other molecular properties may in principle be

described as functionals of the electron probability density p. Kohn-Sham orbitalsS4 can be

introduced to convert the many body problem to one-electron equations which may be solved

in a self consistent manner, analogous to the HF-SCF approach.# The starting functional for

most DFT methods is the local density approximation (LDA) which includes terms for

kinetic energy, coulomb repulsion, exchange, and correlation as derived from the

homogeneous electron gas. By itself, however, the LDA has problems in properly

describing the properties of molecular systems. As such, gradient corrections to LDA have

been introduced for exchange and correlation energy terms by BeckeS5 and PerdewS6 to give

the corrected LDA+Bp functional. In fact, pure DFT methods are defined by pairing an

exchange functional with a correlation functional in this way. Another common example is

the pairing of Becke's gradient-corrected exchange functional with the gradient-corrected

correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr87 in the BLYP method. The major advantages

of DFT methods are the inherent treatment of electron correlation and the inexpensive nature

of the calculations.

B. Hybrid Methods

Electron exchange energy is treated exactly in HF theory. It is therefore possible to utilise a

combination of DFT and HF terms to generate a so called hybrid functional. This idea was

originally introduced by BeckeS8 and has become increasingly popular because of its

consistent generation of accurate results for a low computational cost. The most popular of

the hybrid methods is the B3LYP approach which represents the exchange and correlation

# Kohn-Sham orbitals are mathematical auxiliary quanitities ancl are not directly related to molecular orbitals

as is the case for the HF aPProach'
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functional as a linear combination of the terms given by LDA, SCF, Becke and LYP

functionals.39 The coefficients for this combination have been determined in a semi-

empirical fashion based on the computational reproduction of experimental heats of

formation for various molecules. The B3LYP hybrid method generates an exchange and

correlation functional (E *") as a linear combination of functionals given by LDA (E *LDA),

SCF (E 
^SCF), 

Becke (E *B ) and LYP (E *Lvr; functionals. The coefficients for this

expansion were determined semi-empirically with respect to computational reproduction of

experimental heats of formation. The resultant combination is given in Equation 2'8.

Equation 2.8

E xc (B3LYP) = 0'8 E *LDA + 0'2 E *SCF + O'12 E xB + 0.81 É: *I-vr

The B3LYP method is the theory most used for the prediction of the molecular geometrles

appearing in this thesis.

(IV) CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR PROPERTIES

A. The Theoretical Protocols Adopted for This Study

This study is concerned with the prediction of structure and energy of cumulated carbon

chains and their corresponding anions and cations. DFT and DFT/IIF methods have proven

themselves cost effective methods for the theoretical prediction of molecular geometries and

their physical properties.90 For example, used in conjunction with a moderately sized basis

set such as 6-31G(d) the B3LYP method has been used to calculate vibrational frequencies

for over 100 common organic and inorganic molecules with an average deviation from

experimentally determined values of less than 50.m-1.91 The structures presented in this

thesis were therefore optimised using the B3LYP method with the 6-31G(d) or larger basis

sets within the GAUSSIAN 94 suite of prog.urnr.g2

Some concerns have been raised in the literature concerning the use of DFT and DFTiHF

methods for accurate prediction of the energies of polycarbon systems. It is known, for
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example, that at the B3LYP/6-3lc(d) level, l-propyne is determined to be almost 3 kcal

mol-1 more positive in energy than allene. This is contrary to the experimentally known

energetics which suggest the latter is less stable by 1.7 kcal mol-1.93 Further, many of the

systems under investigation here involve anionic species and hence the incorporation of

diffuse functions in the basis set is required for accurate prediction of energies. It is

therefore pertinent to further probe the energetics of the predicted geometries at a higher level

of theory. In this study, single point energy calculations for the B3LYP structures have been

carried out using the coupled cluster approach, CCSD(T). These calculations have been

carried out using the MOLPRO 97.4 program package.g4 It has been shown that accurate

prediction of the energy of anions (and the cognate thermodynamic properties such as

electron affinities) require extensive basis sets. Consequently, the correlation consistent

basis sets of Dunning95,96 ¡uu. been employed in the energy calculations. In particular' the

double zeta, aûg-cc-pYDZ and triple zeta, aug-cc-pYTZ basis sets have been used' These

basis sets include polarisation functions and large diffuse functions [such as 4s ,3p and 2d

orbitals on all second row atoms (Li-Ne)l in the calculation. The latter are particularly

relevant to the determination of accurate energies for anionic species.gT

The precise theoretical protocols are given in the relevant Chapters along with comparisons

with other theoretical and experimental data where available'

(V) UNIMOLECULAR REACTIONS

The identification of critical points on the potential surface has already been mentioned.

Once located these stationary points can be classified as either local minima (no imaginary

frequencies) or transition states (one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies

using analytical gradient procedures.TS Chemically, it is important to ascertain which

minima are connected by a given transition state. This can be determined by an intrinsic

reaction coordinate (IRC) calculation which follows the reaction coordinate down-hill (in

each direction) from the transition structure to the pertinent minimum.98 Th" energy

difference between a minimum and the transition state which connects it to a second
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minimum represents the activation energy (Eu) required for the reaction. For example, the

reaction coordinate diagram for the unimolecular rearrangement of ABC to ACB is shown in

Figure 2.1. The two local minima are connected by the transition structure [ABC]+ which is

Eu kcal mol-1 more positive in energy than ABC and ACB.

lABClf

Ea

ABC ACB

Figure 2.1 The reaction coordinate diagramfor the idealised unimolecular reorrangement
of ABC to ACB

It should be noted that the rate of this reaction depends on more than simply the activation

energy (Eu). The empirical observation is that the rate of many chemical reactions (k)

follows the Arrhenius equation (Equation 2.Ð.99

Equation 2.9

k=Aexp(-EulRT;

This relation demonstrates the dependence of rate on the activation energy (Eu), the gas

constant (R), the temperature (T) and the pre-Arrhenius factor (A), The latter parameter is an

experimentally determined value. Transition state theory provides one theoretical approach

to allow estimation of the rate constant.l00 It gives the expression for unimolecular rate

constant (k) shown in Equation 2.10 for a canonical ensemble of molecules at temperature,

T.

k (T) = (67
h

Q+ exp( -Eo / RT¡
Qn

Equation 2.1,0
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In this expression, k6 is Boltzman's constant, h is Planck's constant, Eu is the activation

barrier at 0 K and Qf and Qn are the molecular partition function densities of the transition

state and reactants respectively. The equation can be considered in two parts, an exponential

factor which is primarily dependent on the activation energy and a pre-exponential factor

which effectively describes the entropy of the transition state. The rate of reaction is

determined by both of these terms. While the activation energy may be calculated using the

theoretical protocols discussed previously, estimation of the pre-exponential factor is more

complex.
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Chapter 3: Interstellar and Circumstellar Cumulenes'

Mass spectrometric and Related studies

(I) ABSTRACT

The last few years have brought an increasing interest in the chemistry of the interstellar and

circumstellar environs. Many of the molecular species discovered in remote galactic regions

have been dubbed "non-teffestrial" because of their unique structures' 
l0l 1¡it has provided

a challenge to chemists in many differing fields to attempt to generate these unusual species

in the laboratory. of particular interest have been the unsaturated hydrocarbon families cnH

and C¡1H2 which have been pursued by a number of diverse methodologies' Mass

spectrometry has proved an invaluable tool in this quest, as it has the ability' in its many

forms to (i), generate charged analogues of these species in the gas phase, (ii) probe their

connectivity, ion chemistry and thermochemistry and (iii), in some cases elucidate the

neutrals themselves. Here we will discuss the progress of these studies to this time in order

to place in context the investigations described in this thesis.
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(II) INTERSTELLAR CUMULENES

A. Detection of Molecules in Interstellar and Circumstellar Clouds

Advances in astrophysics over recent years have been responsible for both probing some of

the furthest regions of the known universe and just as amazingly, uncovering its minutest

secrets. More than 100 molecular species have now been positively identified across a range

of disparate galactic media.102 Molecules have been identified in diffuse interstellar clouds

of low density (some l-100 particles per cm3), dark clouds (that are opaque to UV

radiation), and circumstellar envelopes.l03 Th" latter category have proved to be some of the

richest extraterrestrial molecular sources. The expanding envelopes of gas and dust

surrounding carbon rich red giant stars contain a wide variety of carbon based molecules'

perhaps the best example of this is the carbon star IRC+10216, which is a source of more

than 50 detected molecules and, in particular, a number of the more exotic cumulenes which

will be discussed here.l04 The spatial distribution of the species HC3N, HC5N, C4H and

C3N within the circumstellar envelope surrounding this star have been determined. In each

case, a characteristic hollow shell has been observed indicating such species are more likely

to have been synthesised in the outer regions of the envelope rather than in the dense regions

close to the star (Figure 3'1).105

(a) (b

Right Ascension
Right Ascension

the annular distribution of (a) HCIN and (b) C jN in theFigure 3,I Contour depiction of
10216. The darker shadingcircumstellar envelope su ruounding the red giant star IRC+
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Of the species detected in galactic sources, all but a handful have been initially detected by

their rotational transitions which occur at radio/millimetre wavelengths. There are a number

of reasons for this. Firstly, molecular sources such as those previously mentioned are

typically low-temperature, low-density media, thus making vibrational and electronic

transitions energetically improbable. Secondly, Earth based observation of astronomical

lines is more strongly obscured at shorter wavelengths by interference from the terrestrial

atmosphere. Finally, the nature of molecular clouds results in narrow line widths allowing

for high resolution spectra (including fine and hyperfine structure) to be obtained. It is not

our intention to discuss these detection methodologies which have been the subject of

reuie*.106 However it is important to this discussion to consider what bias, if any, exists

in these detection procedures in order to establish how representative the available data is,

with reference to the chemistry of these environs. Consider the case of molecules which do

not possess a perïnanent electric dipole moment and cannot, therefore, give rise to rotational

transitions. Molecules of this type, inluding methane, oxygen and nitrogen cannot be

detected by radioastronomy even though they are most probably ubiqitous in the galactic

environment. Consider also the comparison between simple linear but highly polar

molecules, which have only a few energetically separated rotational states giving rise to

strong well defined emission spectra, and complicated asymmetric tops in which the

population is spread over a number of closely spaced levels. This type of bias must be kept

in mind when considering the molecular species so far identified in these galactic environs

(Table 3.1). It is clear that these detection criteria strongly favour molecules such as the long

chain cumulenic species targeted in this thesis. Most of these cumulenes have large dipole

moments and relatively simple linear geometries giving rise to pronounced rotational

transitions
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Table 3. I Interstellar molecules detected so far.l02

Number atoms Molecular species

2-atomic

3-atomic

4-atomic

5-atomic

6-atomic

H2, CH, OH, C2, CN, CO, NO, HCl, CS, SiO, PN, PC, SN, SO,

SiS, AlF, NaCl, AlCl, KCl.

HzO, HCN, HNC, HCO, HNO, H2S, OCS, SO2, C2Si, CzH,

C2S, C2O*.

NH3, H2CO, CzHz, HNCO, H2CS, HNCS, C3N, C3O, C3S,

I -C3H, cyc -C3H, HC2N*.

CH2NH, CH2CN, CH2CO, NH2CN, HCO2H, C4H, HC3N, CH4,

SiH4, cyc -C3H2, I -C3H2*, C4Si*, C5*.

CH3OH, CH3CN, CH3NC, NH2CHO, CH3SH, HC2CHO, C5H,

CzH+, C+IF,,z*.

CH3NH2, CH3C2H, CH3CHO, C2H3CN, C6H, HC5N.

CH3C3N, CH3CO2H, C7H*, CoHz*.

C2H5OH, CH3OCH3, C2H5CN, CH3C4H, HC7N, CgH*.

CH3COCH3, CH3C5N.

HCeN.

HC11N.

7-atomic

8-atomic

9-atomic

1O-atomic

l1-atomic

l3-atomic

ions CH+, SO+, HCO+ , HOC+, HCS+, NrH+, HrO+, HCOz+, HrCN+
*These additional relevant species have been taken from NIST and NASA

online databases.

Even a cursory inspection of the types of molecules detected, reveals many interesting and in

some cases novel connectivities. Of particular note in the context of this thesis are the

unsaturated hydrocarbons CnH, starting with the trivial C2H and progressing through to

CgH and CnH2, where Ír=2,3,4 and 6. Higher analogues of both these families have been

proposed as interstellar molecules and as good candidates for detection.l0T'108 W. huu"

decided, for simplicity, to refer to species containing such unsaturated polycarbon chains as

cumulenes, or heterocumulenes (where nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur, etc. are included in the

chain), even though this may not be strictly correct in each case. It is significant to note that

for some of these cumulenes there exist structural isomers as in the cases of C3H and CzHz,

where both linear and cyclic isomers have been detected. Along with the unsaturated

hydrocarbons, many species which include heteroatoms in the carbon chain, such as CnO,

HC.O, CnN, HC.N and CnS have also been detected. In fact these molecules form some of
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the largest (up to 13 atoms) thus far detected in interstellar and circumstellar clouds. It is

worthwhile also to highlight the small number of charged species that have been detected

(Table 3.1), lending support to models of ion-molecule chemistry in these environs as well

as adding validity to investigations of charged analogues of the identified neutrals.

Despite the successes of radio-astronomy in detection of interstellar molecules, curl'ent

limitations still encourage the pursuit of other methodologies. Of particular relevance to this

discussion are ongoing investigations into spectroscopy in the IR, visible and UV regions'

Many of the spectral features at these frequencies are as yet unassigned, for example the so

called "UV hump" at22O nm and the diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) in the visible and near-

IR regions. Interestingly, highly unsaturated hydrocarbons have been nominated as possible

candidates to explain these spectroscopic characteristics. Linear carbon chains of the types

cn, cnH, cnHz and c¡H4 (where n may be as high as 12), polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) and even buckminster fullerenes have been investigated as

possibilities. 109' 1 lo

B. Molecule Formation in Galactic Gas Clouds.

With the increase in knowledge of the morphology of these molecular clouds, has come a

growing interest in the types and rates of chemical reactions which evolve such a complex

suite of species. A number of different models have been put forward to explain the

astrophysical observations, as well as to make some further predictions about the types of

molecules which may be present. Most models predict a chemistry dominated by positive

ion-neutral and positive ion-electron type reactions (c/. Scheme 3.1) these have been

thoroughly reviewed and can adequately account for the formation of long chain unsaturated

hydrocarbonr.l02 These reactions are favoured because they are not kinetically impaired by

the low densities and temperatures which exist in these molecular clouds.
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Scheme 3.1

Radiative association:

Dissociative recombination:

Scheme 3.3

Radiative attachment:

ca'+

qF{2'*

+ Czlþ -+

+e--+

CsFþ'* + hu

Csl-1- + H'

Although reactions between stable neutrals are likely to be slow at low temperatures' recent

investigations have revealed that open shell neutrals may react rapidly with other uncharged

species under these conditions. This has lead to the inclusion of this class of reaction into

models of interstellar chemistry.llt'112 This has been supported by elegant laboratory

investigations revealing possible new pathways to the synthesis of hydrocarbons in the

interstellar environme nt (cf. Scheme 3.2¡.113'tt+

Scheme 3.2

Neutral-neutral reaction: 'C' + Czlþ -+ 'qH + H'

Despite the fact that no negative ions have been detected so far in any interstellar or

circumstellar source, their contribution to the chemistry of these environments has been

postulated. It was first thought that negative ion formation in interstellar clouds would be

somewhat inefficient, particularly for small molecules with few vibrational and rotational

modes through which to disperse excess energy acquired in a radiative attachment type

process (Scheme 3.3). 
I l5

X+e-ê) tx-lt-+r+hu

When X is a small molecule, electron attachment gives the energetically excited intermediate

[X-]+, which has a very short lifetime against electron detachment (the reverse process)' It

has since been postulated however, that if larger species such as PAHs are present ln

interstellar clouds, then they may undergo more efficient radiative attachment to form large

negative ions.116,117 A number of larger linear cumulene anions of the forms CnH- and
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C'HZ'- (where n = 10-23) appear in some models of the hydrocarbon chemistry of these

environs.ll8 Th" possibility of large negative charge carriers has led to the suggestion that

charge transfer processes may take place involving relatively small neutrals with high

electron affinities. A recent example of this is the cyanide anion. A detectable concentration

of CN- has been estimated for some interstellar gas clouds. This model predicts reasonably

efficient formation of CN- by charge transfer processes from large PAH anions [EA(CN)

3.g2 + 0.02 eVl.119 Similarly C¡N- and C3H- have been proposed as possible small,

detectable interstellar anions with a potential role in the chemistry of this enuironnl"nt'120

C. Laboratory Detection of Interstellar Cumulenes

The discovery of CnH, CnH 2 and other unusual molecular species in interstellar and

circumstellar clouds has prompted a wealth of research into generating both these and their

analogues in the laboratory. Most of these efforts have been focussed on utilising

microwave (radio/millimetre) spectroscopy to probe electrical discharges in helium/acetylene

or helium/diacetylene atmospheres. These investigations have lead to the detection and

characterisation in the laboratory of a number of the CnH and the C'HZ

cumulenes ]ol,l21,l22 In the last few years a technique employing a Fourier transform

microwave Spectrometer has been used to observe pulsed supersonic molecular

beams.108,123 These techniques have allowed for the characterisation of rotational lines for

(i) CnH, where n < 14 and (ii) CnH2, where n17, with a few exceptions' However' as

may be expected from such techniques, a grealmany species are formed simultaneously, and

a good deal of calculation and intuition is required to decipher the large range of signals

generated. Despite these difficulties, the predictive advantages of this methodology are clear:

a new species once characterised in the laboratory may be searched for directly amongst the

unassigned astronomical radio/millimetre lines'

A different and perhaps a more structurally selective approach, is thc use of low temperatllre

matrix trapping techniques where UV photolysis or flash pyrolysis of suitable precursot's is

carried out and the products are trapped in a low temperature matrix. For example,
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photolysis of diazopropyne in an argon matrix (12K) has generated propargylene (Scheme

3.4,2),124 which was then characterised by infrared red (IR) spectroscopy. Similar

trapping experiments have yielded cyclopropenylidene (Scheme 3.4, 1)125 and

propadienylidene (Scheme 3.4,3),126 sffessing the structural selectivity of this approach.

Scheme 3.4

H-C- C-C.. c c c
H

H\

HHH

3)1

Generation and detection of unusual and transient ionic species has long been the domain of

mass spectrometry and a number of advantages are evident when approaching the problem in

this way. Firstly, the high dilution conditions used in mass spectrometry allow for the

generation of unstable ionic species because of the low probabilities of destructive

interactions with another reactive particle. These conditions are, in some ways, analogous to

the diffuse atmosphere of galactic gas clouds. Secondly, tandem mass spectrometric

techniques allow for the generation, detection and further investigation of the species of

interest (a major advantage over the other techniques discussed). Thirdly, the application of

many of the gas phase ionisation techniques outlined in Chapter I permits individual

structural isomers to be generated. Mass spectrometry can also be used in conjunction with

NRMS, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), and related methods, to investigate transient

neutrals. Finally, mass spectrometry allows for the study of reactions between cumulene

ions and appropriate neutrals; this further elucidates reaction pathways operating in the

interstellar medium. A surprisingly large volume of work exists in this area and forms an

essential background to the investigations described in this thesis.
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(III) GENERATION OF INTERSTELLAR CUMULENES BY MASS

SPECTROMETRY

A. Isomers of C3H2

I. Anionic approaches

The most thoroughly investigated interstellar hydrocarbon species have been the isomers of

CzHz. These have been studied by a range of mass spectrometric techniques' some of the

earliest work on this species was carried out as a part of broader investigations into the

chemical ionisation behaviour of O'-.20,+ It was shown that reaction of methyl acetylene

(cH3c=cH) and allene (cH2=Q=ÇHz) with o'- yielded some c3H2'- species together

with loss of water. A later study more fully investigated the mechanism of H2'+ abstraction

from methyl acetylene and showed that both 1,1- and 1,3-Ht'+ abstraction co-occurred,

yielding CH2CC.- and HCCCH'- isomers.l2T This was shown by deuterium labelling

when d3-methyl acetylene was allowed to react with O'- in an ion-cyclotron resonance

(ICR) mass spectrometer (Scheme 3.5)'

Scheme 3.5

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Further confirmation of these structural assignments was achieved by carrying out

subsequent ion-molecule reactions. It was found that the mass selected ion [CDzC=C]'- did

not react with methyl formate while [CD=C=CH]'- added to the ester and eliminated a

methoxy radical to give a stabilised enolate (Scheme 3'6)'

CD3C4H + O'- + CD3C4- +'OH

> [CD2C{H]- + 'OD

) [CD2H]'- + HOD

) [CD=C=CH]'- + DzO

# Fo. u discussion on the chemical ionisation behaviour of O'- see Chapter I' pp 8
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Scheme 3.6

[CD2C-=c]'-

IDC=C=CH]

+ HCO2CH3 -) no reaction

+ HCO2CH3 + DC4-CH=CH-O- + CH30'

The structure of the CIHZ'- species formed from the analogous O'- and allene reaction was

probed by this chemistry. It was found here that only a "small fraction" of the CzHz.'-

formed in this way reacted with methyl formate, thus suggesting very limited formation of

HCCCH.-. This implied 1,1-Hr'+ abstraction was the dominant process, leading to almost

exclusive formation of CH2CC'- in this reaction. More recently, this ion chemistry has been

used to generate precursors for both NRMS and PES experiments. These will be discussed

later

The species C3H2'- has been the subject of a number of different spectroscoplc

investigations. In the earliest of these, the anion was generated along with C3H- and Cr'- in

a high pressure electrical discharge in a 4:1 propene and oxygen mixture'128 The mass

selected anions were then studied by photoelectron spectroscopy thus determining the

electron affinity of C3H2 to be 1.794 + 0.025 eV. The authors postulate that the

photoelectron spectrum of C3H2'- is not "highly structured", suggesting similarity between

both anion and neutral geometries, favouring the CH2CC over the HCCCH connectivity'

Although early calculations predicted neutral HCCCH to be some 17 kcal mol-l more stable

than neutraICHzCC.lzg

Subsequen t ab initio studies have probed the structures of neutrals I 30' I 3 I and anionsl32 at

the much more comprehensive levels now available. In the case of the neutral isomers most

theoretical studies maintain cyclic C¡Hz as the global minimum, more stable than HCCCH

which in turn is less energetic than CH2CC. Significantly, theory shows the CH2CC anion

to be the global minimum at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZleveI of theory, some 13'5 kcal

mol-1 more stable than the HCCCH anion and40.3 kcal mol-l more stable than electron

attachment to the cyclic CZHz isomer,l32 Culculation, at this level, of the electron affinity
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(EA) of CH2CC gives a value of LlI2 eV, in reasonable agreement with the photoelectron

measurements mentioned, particularly when compared with the corresponding value of 1.10

eV, for HCCCH. This theoretical work is in agreement with the experimental structural

assignment.

The EA of CH2CC has been revisited by more recent photoelectron spectroscopic

measurements: the ion was generated by the reaction of allene with O'- as previously

described.l33 Interestingly, this study also revealed a triplet excited state of the CH2CC

diradical, some 30 kcal mol-l less stable than the ground state. This work included proton

affinity bracketing experiments using flowing afterglow selected ion flow tube (FA-SIFT)

methodologies to determine the gas phase acidity of the parent propargyl radical:

ÂH¿ç¡¿('CHzCCH) = 312 + 5 kcal mol-1. When used in conjunction with the electron

affinity data via a simple thermodynamic cycle, bond dissociation energies for the acetylenic

hydrogen of the propargyl radical can be evaluated: BDE('CHzCC-H) = 100 + 5 kcal mol-l .

Significantly, by further manipulation of these data, the heat of formation of neutral

propadienylidene, AH¡,29g(CH2CC¡ = I29 + 4 kcal mol-I, was obtained from the simple

relation given in Equation 3.1. The sensitivity of these techniques to probe both structure

and thermochemistry of a neutral from its corresponding anion provides impetus for the

development of gas phase anion syntheses, such as those described in Chapters 4-7.

Equation 3.1

AH¡,2es(CH2CC¡ =BDE('CHzCC-H) + AHr,zqs('CHzCCH) - AH¡,2e3('H)

2. Cationic approaches

Despite a number of earlier studies on the empirical CzFzradical cation, significant insight

was not gained until structural investigations were performed with two C3H2'+ isomers

found to be products of electron impact on methyl acetylene.l34 Reaction of C3H2'+ with

CO and other neutral reagents in a selected ion flow tube (SIFT) apparatus yielded results

inconsistent with a single reactant ion (Scheme 3.7). A rapid initial reaction quickly
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terminated leaving the product formation dominated by a much slower process' This was

rationalised in terms of an incident ion beam consisting of a reactive open chain HCCCH'+

isomer and a more stable, less reactive cyclic species, cyc -C3H2'+ (where the nomenclature

cyc denotes a three membered ring system, cf structure 1, scheme 3.4).

Scheme 3.7

Structural assignments were confirmed from the reaction of C3H+ with D2, in the SIFT,

apparatus, where C3HD'+ and C3D2'+ formed in the ratio of 2:1 (Scheme 3.8). It was

proposed that this ratio was indicative of complete scrambling occurring through a

symmetrical cyclic C3HD2'+ intermediate and hence forming the cyclic C3D2(H)'+ isomer

exclusively. Furthermore, the C3D2(H)'+ reaction products reacted further with CO at rates

consistent with the less reactive of the two species formed from methyl acetylene.

Scheme 3.8

cYc -CgH2'+ + CO -+ C3H2CO'+

HCCCH'+ + CO -) C3H2CO'+

(slow)

(fast)

-+ cyc -CgD2'+ + H'

--) cyc -C3HD'+ + D'

Q4H+ + Dz + cyc -CsHþ+

cyc -C1HD2+

cyc -C1HD2+

The overall reaction depicted in Scheme 3.8 was found to be endothermic by around I kcal

mol-1. The heat of formation of cyc -C3H2'+ is thus calculated as 329 + 4 kcal mol-1. The

structural assignments have been further supported by subsequent ab initio studies which

show cyc -C3H2'+to be approximately I2.l kcal mol-l more stable than HCCCH'+ and

38.5 kcal mol-l more stable than the CH2CÇ'+ geometry at the CISD(Q)/6-31 lc*x level of

theory,135 The differing reaction rates of these two isomeric CzHz radical cations with CO

and also N2O allows quenching of the more reactive HCCCH'+ isomer. Subsequent
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flowing afterglow (FA-SIFT) studies have utilised this technique to investigate cyc -c3H2'+

in isolation and further probe the chemistry and thermochemistry of both isomers.l36- 
138

Wong and Radom have critically evaluated the available thermochemical data: using G2

calculations, they propose the following heats of formation for the three stable isomeric

cations, AH¡,293[cyc -C:Hz'+] = 332 kcal mol-1, AHr,zgs[HCCCH.+] = 339 kcal mol-l .

ÂH¡,293[cH2cc.+1 = 37g kcal mol-1.139 Th. stabitity of the 3-membered ring system

relative to its open chain isomers is an interesting observation' It is presumably due to

aromatic stabilisation energy in this cyclic Zr-electtonic system. This is evident in

consideration of the valence bond structure shown in Scheme 3.9 and is in contrast to the

relative instability of the corresponding anion which does not adhere to Hückel's (4n + 2) n-

electron rule. Aromatic stabilisation is also observed for the corresponding cyclic neutral'

for which the thermochemistry has been reported. This data is reviewed in the following

discussion

Scheme 3.9
+

H HHHH

1

H

1.+ 1'-

Another approach to the generation of C3H2'+ isomers has been to use laser photoionisation

time-of-flight (TOF) mass and photoelectron spectrometers to analyse supersonic expansions

of the corresponding neutral carbenes.l40 In this study three isomeric carbenes were

produced by supersonic jet flash pyrolysis of appropriate precursors (Scheme 3'i0)' The

pyrolytes so produced were then expanded into a vacuum chamber and ionised with a 10'49

eV laser. Subsequent detection of ions and electrons was effected using TOF spectrometers'
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Scheme 3.10

N.'
+

Br N
Br H

H H

A - HCt
^

- 2Br'
^

N2

H

H H

The three radical cations cyc -C3H2, CH2CC and HCCCH, were detected, with ionisation

potentials determined for all but the last isomer (ionisation potentials measured to be 9.15 +

0.03 eV and 10.43 + 0.02 eV respectively). These data are particularly useful in the case of

the cyc -CzHz radical cation since this represents the global minimum on the potential

surface, and can thus be used in conjunction with other available data to calculate the heat of

formation of neutral cyc -C3H2. The sum of the measured ionisation potential,IP[cyc

-C¡Hzl = 9.15 + 0.03 eV and the heat of formation of the product cation, AH¡,29g[c-C:Hz +]

= 322 * 4 kcal mol-1 (use of this value has been questioned and will be further discussed)

gave a heat of formation, AH¡,29g[cyc -C3H2] = II4 t 4 kcal mol-l for the neutral species.

The thermochemistry of cyc -CzHz has also been addressed by a novel flowing afterglow-

triple quadrupole study.141 H"r", the proton affinity of cyc -CzHzwas determined from the

measured activation energy of the proton transfer from cyc -C¡H¡* to ammonia. Combined

with the known heats of formation of cyc -C¡H¡* and H+ (by the relation given in Equation

3.2), a heat of formation for cyc -CzFzof 119.5 + 2.2kcaI mol-l was obtained. Although

seemingly in conflict with the earlier result, it is interesting to note that if the IP from the

former experiment is combined with the theoretically derived valuel35 of AH¡,298[c],c

-C3H2'+1 = 332 kcal mol-l the resulting heat of formation AH¡,29s[cyc -C3H2) = 121 kcal

mol-l is in good agreement with the latter experiment.

H

H
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Equation 3.2

AH¡,2e3[cyc -C3H2] = AHr,zsslc]c -C3H3+l - AH¡,2e3[H+] - PA[cyc -C¡Hz]

Worthwhile comparisons can be made between the heats of formation of cyc -CzHz and the

linear CH2CC species previously discussed, remembering that the value AH¡,29g[CHzCC) =

l2g + 4 kcal mol-1, was derived from experiments utilising the corresponding anion'

Despite the large errors stated, these values seem at least in reasonable agreement with

theoretical data referred to earlier which suggest that CH2CC is less stable than cyc -C3H2 by

anywhere from 8-14 kcal mol-1.130-132 The surprising stability of this highly strained

cyclopropene structure compared with the open chain isomers is due to its aromatic character

(see the valence bond structure depicted in Scheme 3.9).142 ll-is significant to note how

investigation of charge d C3H2 anaolgues has produced useful thermochemical insight into

the corresponding neutral isomers.

B. Isomers of C3H

I. Anionic approaches

An investigation into possible candidates for remote reactions of energetic anions led to the

serendipitous discovery of the novel gas phase ion chemistry of propargyl-oxy systems.

This has provided a means for structurally specific syntheses of a number of negative ion

analogues of interstellar hydrocarbons. The collisional activation mass analysed ion kinetic

energy (CA-MIKE) spectrum of terminally deprotonated methylprop-2-ynyl ether

(-C:CCH2OCH:) shows losses of formaldehyde, methoxide radical and methanol, yielding

rhe product ions, C:H¡-, CZHz'- and C3H- respectively (Figure 3.2).143 This was

rationalised in terms of decomposition of the parent ion via an ion-neutral complex,

unambigously giving the connectivities shown in Scheme 3.1 1. In the case of formaldehyde

loss, the possibility of hydride donation to the opposite terminus of the carbon chain was

considered (Scheme 3.11, a) but was discounted by independent synthesis of the two

possible C:H¡- isomers. 143
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Scheme 3.11

-C{CH2OCH3 -) [(cCCHz)-OcHg] + -CCCH3 +

-) -'CCCH2 +

-+ -CCCH +

OCH2

'@Hs

HOCH3

(a)

(b)

(c)

G'
37

39

38

st

mlz +>
Figure 3.2 The collisional activation MIKE spectrum of -C=CCH2OCHj.l43 Peaks at
m/z 37, 38 and 39 coruespond to the anionic species, C2CHì C2CHf 'and C2CH j-
respectively.

This is only the second reported observation of the C¡H- anion and the first whereby the

structure could be unequivocally assigned to linear C2CH-. The first was the photoelectron

spectroscopic study of Oakes and Ellison,l2S where the adiabatic electron affinity of some

C3H species was determined to be 1.858 + 0.023 eV. The structure of this anion was

unconfirmed until a recent high level ab initio study calculated the EA of the linear C2CH to

be 1.825 eV, corresponding well with the experimental value.laa Thir may at first appear

trivial for such a simple anionic system but as with the corresponding neutrals, the

possibility of structural isomers must be considered. This is illustrated in another theoretical

study.l4s The global minimumon the C3H- potential surface is in fact the cyclic singlet

state, cyc -C:H-, stabilised by the aromatic character of the C3-ring and > 5.0 kcal mol-l

more stable than both singlet and triplet electronic states of the experimentally observed

C2CH- connectivity (cl Scheme 3.12).
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Scheme 3.12
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This further exemplifies the need for structurally specific synthesis in the gas phase, since

cyc -C3H- is yet to be unequivocally generated. Interestingly, Ikuta has predicted neutral c'r'c

-C¡H to be more stable than the linear structure by I kcal mol-1, whereas in contrast the

corresponding cyclic cation is less stable than its linear counterpart by some l7 kcal

mol-1.146 All three charge states of the cyclic C3H structure may be qualitatively considered

as aromatic, with valence structures depicting Zn-e\ecftons in each case (Scheme 3' 13)' The

calculated æ-electron population has been shown to decrease from the integer value of two in

the order cyc -C3H-, cyc -C3H, cyc -C3H+' This suggests decreasing aromatic character

and may hence account for the decreasing stability of these species relative to their

corresponding open chain iso-e.r. 146

Scheme 3.13

+
HH

1-

H

I 1*

2. Cationic approaches

Experimentally, the C3H cation is also known. It has been produced by electron impact

ionisation on propylene (CH3CH-CHz), and the structure is presumed to be linear, in line

with theoretical predictions. Flowing afterglow methodologies have probed a range of

reactions of this cation. 141 '148 Significantly, it has been shown that C:H* proton transfers

to methanol but not to acetonitrile, thus bracketing the proton affinity of C3 as 184 + 4 kcal
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mol-1. These data can then be combined with the known heats of formation of H+ and C3 by

the thermochemical expression given in Equation 3.3 to yield the heat of formation,

AHr,zgs[C¡H+] = 383 + 8 kcal mol-1.149 This value was subsequently supported by V/ong

and Radom who calculated it to be 383 kcal mol-l using G2 theory.l39 As yet there have

been no reports of the generation or characterisation of any isomeric C¡H+ species.

Equation 3.3

AH¡,2es[C3H+] =AH¡,2es[C3] + AH¡,2e8[H+] + PAIC¡I

C. Longer chains, CnH and C"Hz

l. C5H

The CaH and C5H cations have been generated by electron impact ionisation of diacetylene

(HC=CC=CH) and 1,4-pentadiyne (HC:CCH2C=CH) respectively. The connectivities

have been presumed to be C3CH and CaCH. Reactions of these and similar ions with

carbon monoxide have been investigated in a flowing afterglow study.150 Int.r.rtingly, it

has been found that ions of the form CnH+ undergo rapid reactions with carbon monoxide to

generate HC¡ç1O+ (Scheme 3.I4, a). It has been suggested that by either charge transfer ot'

proton transfer to another molecule (X) such an ion may form neutral interstellar polycarbon

monoxides of the types HC'O and CnO (Scheme 3.14,b and c).151 P"thups such reactions

may be responsible for the galactic observation of these heterocumulenes (cl Table 3.1).

Scheme 3.14

CnH* + CO -) HC¡a1O+

HG+ld + X -+HC¡¡-¡1O

HQ*IO*+X-+Cn¡lO

(a)

(b)

(c)

+X+

+ HX+

The C5H anion has also been synthesised in the gas phase. The ionisation methodology

utilised in this study allows unequivocal assignment of the ion structure. Chemistry directly

analogous to that of the methylprop -2-ynyl ether system (-C:CCH2OCH:) was observed for
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deproronated methylpenta-2,4-dienyl ether (-C=CC=CCH2OCH3) yielding linear, -CaCH by

loss of methanol (Scheme 3.15).152 Low level ab initio calculations performed in this study

predict a bent triplet ground state for CaCH- which is separated by only 12.7 kcal mol-l from

a singlet excited state. The geometries of these ions and a number of other stable CsH-

isomers are investigated by theory and experiment in Chapter 4'

Scheme 3.15

-ç4ç4CHzOCHs + t(CCCCCH2)-OcHsl -+ -ccCcCH + HOCH3

2. C2H2 and CaH2 isomers

We have shown how isomeric C3H2 cations and anions may be distinguished on the basis of

differing rates of ion-molecule reactions in the gas phase (Schemes 3.6 and 3.7). Isomers

have also been identified based on spectroscopic assignments (Scheme 3'10). It is however

also possible to differentiate some isomeric cumulenes on the basis of their fragmentations in

collision experiments. Two good examples of the structural sensitivity of this approach have

been reported for CZHz and C4H2 isomers. By analogy to the reaction of ethene with O'- in

the gas phase (Scheme 1.8, pp t¡22 itwas found that reaction of this reagent with butatriene

(H2C=C=C=CHz) produced an abundance of the C3CT2radical anion.l53 This ion was

examined by neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry, in this case designated -NR+.

This spectrum was directly compared with the +NR+ spectrum of HC4H'+, produced by

electron impact ionisation of diacetylene (Figure 3.3). This comparison shows that only the

C3Cp2structure gives peaks corresponding to CnHr'+ fragments. This is logical, as losses

of carbon from a cation of HCaH connectivity must include a concomitant loss of hydrogen'

unless some rearrangement processes are occurring. This comparison serves to illustrate not

only the structural differences between the incident ions but also, by extrapolation, the

uniqueness of the neutrals. This is significant, as it suggests that the previoursly

uncharacterised carbene C3CH2 is a stable species with a lifetime in the order of

microseconds. Similar results were obtained for the neutral CCH2 carbene when compared

with acetyl"n".l54
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(a)

x50

(b)

x50
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C3CH2+'

CHz*'

I CzHz*
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czH*

CsHz*'

I

csH*

Recovery
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HCCCCH+

mlz 
->

cH+

I

I
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of the NR spectra of (a) cjc.H2'- (-lrn*,¡ and (b) HCaH'+

(+NR+). It is signiJicant to note the low abundance of peaks coryesponding to fragments o.f

the type CnHr'+ in spectrum (a) compared to spectrum (b)'153

3. C6H and higher homologues

An interesting study combined mass spectrometric and' ab initio calculations to characterise

triacetylen e, C6H2, and the C6H radical.l55 It was found that C6H- could be successfully

generated under negative ion chemical ionisation conditions from both acetylene and

fluorobenzene. Neither ionisation process can be readily rationalised but both produce the

the same COH- isomer which appears consistent with the C5CH- structure' This

methodology allowed successful bracketing of the gas phase acidity of coHz in a FT-ICR

instrument to AG¿si¿ = 347 + 3 kcal mol- 1, since proton transfer to C6H- was observed from
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4-methylpyrazole but not N,N-hexamethyldisilazane. This determination was then used as

the bench-mark from which to calculate (i) the C-H bond dissociation energy of C6H2

(126.8 + 1.6 kcal mol-l) and (ii) electron affinity of the C6H radical (3.69 t 0'05 eV)'

These results have been supported by subsequent spectroscopic investigation' 156

A comprehensive Survey of the even carbon, C2nH, homologous series has recently been

carried out.l56 Neumark and co-workers were able to generate CznH anions, (n = 1-4) from

a pulsed discharge in a molecular beam of acetylene and carbon dioxide' Once formed' the

anions were maSS selected, using a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer' photodetached

and their photoelectron spectra collected. These spectra allowed determination of (i) electron

affinities and (ii), some of the vibrational modes of the CZ'H neutrals' The ground

electronic states for each of the neutral homologues were also determined and are shown

together with electron affinities in Table 3.2. The spectroscopic determination of the electron

affinity of the C6H radical is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical work previously

described. A salient feature of these data is the very high electron affinities of all these

polyacetylides. This seems significant in terms of the introductory discussion regarding the

possible existence of interstellar anions. Each of these neutral species has been detected in

interstellar and circumstellar environs and with such large electron binding energies it seems

only reasonable to presume that the cogesponding anions may be present also' This type of

study is an example of the electronic and structural insight that can be gained for transient

neutral species from spectroscopic interrogation of the corresponding negative ions' It

stresses the importance of investigations into methodologies for generating structurally

specific anions in the gas Phase.

Table 3.2 Electron affinities of H homolo for n = I-4.156

Molecule Ground electronic state Electron Affinity (ev)

CzH

C¿H

coH

CrH

2>+

2L+

2¡1

2¡1

2.956 + 0.006

3.558 + 0.020

3.809 + 0.015

3.966 + 0.010
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(IV) SUMMARY

Astrophysical studies have cletected a number of cumulenic species of the forms CnH and

C'HZ in interstellar and circumstellar gas clouds. The expanding number of detected

molecules reveals cumulenes of increasing carbon-chain length and also increasing

complexity, with several examples of structural isomerism identified' These fascinating

compounds have prompted extensive laboratory studies'

previous mass spectrometric investigations have demonstrated the ability to generate charged

analogues of the cumulenes CnH and C'HZ. Methods have been devised which produce

reasonably long carbon chains as well as some structural isomers as positive and negatively

charged ions. Examples have been provided, where the elucidation of the structure and

energetics of neutral cumulenes has been achieved by investigation of the corresponding

charged species. These include spectroscopic and ion-molecule reaction studies' some

neutral cumulene structures (for example, C3CH2) have been produced from their charged

analogues by NRMS, where no other technique has demonstrated suitable structural

selectivity. These studies highlight the need for further development of protocols for the gas

phase preparation of charged analogues of cumulenes'

previous mass spectral investigations combined with theoretical data have revealed

something of the thermochemistry and relative energies of cumulenic anions, cations ancl

neutrals. Some interesting trends have emerged from these clata' For example' the

surprising thermochemical stability of some cumuleuic isomers which contain the highly

strained, unsaturated C3-ring system.

In this thesis methodologies for the generation and characterisation of a number of interstellar

type cumulenes are describecl. Se.¿eral isomeric C5H, C5H2 and C7FI2 anions have been

produced and their structures identified by high energy collision experiments (Chapters 4, 5

and 6 respectively). NRMS has been employed to generate the corresponding neutral

cumulenes all of which are found to be stable and most of which have not previously been
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identified. The heterocumulene C:Nz has also been investigated by NRMS of its charged

analogues. This neutral species provides an example of a system where unimolecular

reactivity is observed on the mass spectrometric timescale.

Theoretical calculations are discussed which further elucidate the structure and energetics of

these unusual species. Some surprising stability trends are observed for the cumulene

families including indications of aromaticity in some cyclic structures. For some of these

systems theoretical predictions of stability have prompted the experimental pursuit of a

particular cumulene structure which may not have otherwise been considered. This synergy

between experiment and theory is well illustrated by the results presented here.
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Chapter 4z Generation of Two Isomers of CsH From

the Corresponding Anions.

A Theoretically Motivated Mass Spectrometric
StudY.

(I) ABSTRACT

Molecular orbital calculations have predicted the stability of a range of connectivities for the

radical C5H potential surface. The most energetically favourable of these include the linear

CaCH geometry and two ring-chain structures, HC2C3 and C2C3H. The corresponding

anions are also shown to be theoretically stable and furthermore a fourth isomer, C2CHC2 is

predicted to be the most stable anion connectivity. These results have motivated

experimental efforts. Methodologies for the generation of the non-ring containing isomeric

anions CaCH and C2CHC2have been developed utilising negative ion mass spectrometry.

The absolute connectivities of the anions has been established using deuterium labelling and

the collision based, charge reversal and neutralisation reionisation techniques. The success

of the latter experiment confirms theoretical predictions of stability of the corresponding

neutral species. This is the first reported observation of the neutral C2CHC2 species which

calculations predict to be substantially less stable than the CaCH connectivity but still bound

relative to isomerisation processes.
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(II) INTRODUCTION

The history of the homologous hydrocarbon series CnH is an interesting one. The discovery

of these species in interstellar and circumstellar clouds in many cases predates their

characterisation in the laboratory. This has lead to them being broadly categorised, along

with a number of other species, as "non-terrestrial" molecules.l0l The homologues with an

even number of carbons, C2H and C4H were the first to be detected in both galactic features

as well as in the laboratory,l57-160 It was later discovered that the odd carbon species' C3H

and C5H were also present in circumstellar envelopes, detected virtually simultaneously in

both astrophysical and terrestrial experimenß.161-164 It has been shown that CnH species of

odd n, are generally less abundant in the galactic environment, sometimes by an order of

magnitude or more than their even n homologuer.l04 It has been suggested that the even

members of the series are relatively stable, formed from removal of a single hydrogen atom

from an acetylenic chain. In contrast the odd members are likely to be much more reactive

with up to three incomplete valencies'163

A range of theoretical and experimental studies has attempted to characterise and structurally

elucidate this fascinating group of molecules. Microwave spectroscopy, Fourier transform

microwave spectroscopy and photoelectron spectroscopy have so far been the most

successful experimental techniques with linear chains as large as Ct¿H now

characteris ed.123,128,156,* Th"oretical interest in CnH radicals has also been high: a number

of studies have been concerned with the structures and electronic natures of the linear

C¡- 1 CH connectivities. 107' 144' I 65' 166

H-C=C-C: æ H-C=C=C !

# Fo. u more comprehensive cliscussion of these techniques and the CnH species which have been

characterised thus far see Chapter 3.

H

BA
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Astrophysical detection of the cyclic C3H structural isomer (A) has also been reported'167

with the ratio of cyclic (A) to linear (B) varying from unity in some cold molecular clouds'

to around 0.2 in circumstellar enveloper.168 Th"oretical studies have attempted to predict the

structures and relative energies of the linear144'165'166 and cyclicl6l'169'170 ito-"tt'

Further, the anionr43-r45 and cation165'l7l structures have also been investigated

theoretically. Ikuta has established a stability trend across all three surfaces.l46 His studies

using the CCSD(T) and multireference CI approaches have suggested that neutral cyclic C3H

(now denot ed cyc -c¡H) is more stable than linear c¡H (now denoted / -c3H) by only I kcal

mol-I. For the anion surface, cyc -C3H is less energetic by 7 kcal mol-l whilst for the

corresponding cations ,l -C3His lower in energy by some 17 kcal mol-1' It should be noted

that all three cyc -c3H charge states can be described as aromatic, adhering to Hückel's (4n

+ 2) nrule (n = 0). Calculations indicate that the n-electron populations on the C3 ring

decrease from the integer value of 2, in the order cyc -C3H-, cyc -C3H and cyc -çjH+' This

observation suggests a decrease in aromatic stabilisation and has been used to account for the

relative energies of cyclic to linear structures across the three potential surfaces'

The neutrals C3H and C3H2 are the only interstellar hydrocarbon species thus far to be

detected with more than one structural connectivity' This is largely because of the strong

astrophysical bias towards detection of linear species with large dipole moments'* The

interplay between isomers in these environments is not yet fully resolved, however it has

been demonstrated that both isomers may be formed in the binary collision between triplet

carbon and acetylene.l6S'r7Z Further, ab initio studies point to the possibility of

isomerisation of the linear to the cyclic structure via electron attachment. Eìectron capture by

linear c3H should result in sufficient energy gain to overcome the isomerisation barrier on

the anion surface: subsequent ejection of an electron gives neutral cyc -C3H'120

By comparison with C3H, isomeric studies of the higher C¡H homologues are relatively

few. At this stage no experimental studies have shown the existence of a CnH radical (n > 3)

* 
Detection bias in radioastronomy has been outlined in Chapter I' pp 40
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which is not the linear connectivity. Previous theoretical studies have addressed the linear

CaCH neutral structure, but only recently have predictions emerged suggesting potentially

stable non-linear geometries. The isomers, L-7 have all been shown to be stable on the

neutral potential su.face.173 The ring-chain species, HC2C3 (2) and C2C3H (3) are of

particular significance since they are extensions of the cyc -C3H geometry' By analogy with

the cyc -C3H radical, these species are surprisingly stable with respect to linear CaCH (l):2

and 3 are predicted to be less stable than 1by only 4.9 and 22.0kcal mol-l respectively' A

number of other intriguing geometries have been proposed as minima on this surface

including the comparatively unstable C2CHC2(4) geometry, predicted to be around 45 kcal

mol-l above CaCH.

! C=C-C-C= C-H

H
I

C--

'Þc=c-H

2

t/=U

H
1 3

H

75

H c

c H

4

Charged analogues of C5H have also received comparatively little attention. Bohme and co-

workers have reported a number of ion-molecule reactions of the C5H cation.lT4 Formed

from electron impact ionisation of 1,4-pentadiyne by a mechanism which is not clear, the

C5H+ ion observed is assumed to adopt a linear structure (since low level calculations have

suggested this cation to be stable with a linear geometry).165 Of more interest however, is

related work by the same group which shows that reaction between cationic carbon and

neutral diacetylene leads to rapid formation of C5H+.151 This is proposed as a possible

synthon for both neutral C5H and C5 in the interstellar environment (Scheme 4.1).

-.9' c.

tc"

Å

6

+'C + HC{-C{H -l +C-C=C-C-CH + H'

+C=C=C=C=CH + X -+'C-C=C=C=CH + X+'

+c=c=c=c=cH + X _+ .c_c_c_c-c: + xH+

Scheme 4.1

Experimental

Proposed

Proposed
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Theoretical calculations presented here suggest the stability of the anions C4CH-, C2CHC2-,

HC2C3- and C2C3H-. A number of thermodynamically less favourable, yet still stable

connectivities are also discussed. The energetics of the relevant neutral species are also

outlined, with particular reference to the possibility of isomerisation. Methodology for the

generation of cacH- from a suitable precursor in the ion source of a mass spectrometer has

been reported .152,# In this Chapter we present the gas phase synthesis of C2CHC2- br'rt

suitable precursors for the remaining two stable anion minima could not be prepared'175

CR and NR mass spectrometry have been shown to be good methods for distinguishing

isomeric ions (for example, isomers of C212and CaH2).153'154'x Further, NR experiments

have shown the gas phase stability of the corresponding neutral species on the microsecond

timescale. The results of NR experiments involving the CaCH and C2CHC2 anions will be

discussed here together with the experimental evidence that these provide for the stability of

the corresponding neutrals.

# This methodology is described in Chapter 3' pp 57.
* 

Differentiation ãi structural isomers by NR is well illustrated by the c4H2 example' see Figure 3 3 pp 40'
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(III) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Theoretical Studies

I. C¿CH

Of the seven stable C5H neutral geometries predicted by Crawfotd et al.,l73 the most stable

anions are formed by electron attachment to structures L-4. The relative energies of the

stable anionic species are given in Table 4.1 and their structures are depicted in Figures 4. I

and 4.3-4.5.

Table 4.1. Energies of various C5H isomers on the anion tial surface. Calculated at

4

YD7.IIB3L level ZPE uncorrected.the

Energy
(Hartrees)

VC

EnergyState
(point group)

A'(Cs)

Energy
(Hartrees) mol-l

(1-) C¿CH-

(2-) HCzCz-

(3') C2C3H-

(4-) CzCHCz-

(5-) HCC+-

(6-)cyc -C¡CHC-

(7-) CC¡HC-

(8-) CzCCzH-

(9') I -C¡CHC-

triplet (C1)
lAr (czu)

triplet
1A' (Cs)

triplet (C1)
lAr (czu)
3Br (czu)

singlet
triplet
singlet

3A'(Cs)
singlet
triplet

1A'(CS)
trþlet
singlet

-t90.4t392
-r90.41072

unstablet
-r90.4215r
-r90.34509
-r90.42212
-r9034205

unstable
unstable
unstable

-r9032661
unstable
unstable

-190.36594
unstable
unstable

-t90.3394357

0.02612
0.02179

0.02950
0.02618
0.02940
o.02633

0.027 t0

0.02123

0.8
47.r
0.0
48.1

58.9

34.3

50.2

3.5
6.5

37¡" 0.026059

T Relative energy given including ZPE, cortected by 0'9804

f These anions are unstable with respect to isomerisation processes

178.4 174.8 185.7
179.0 172.7 189.6 1 14.5

1 .1 084

1.2966 1 .3133 1.3130 1.2669
1.0724

1 .2816 1.3238 1.2839 1.3238
Dihedrals:
C1-C2-Ca-C4 = 1 62.0

(a) 1' 3:-3:-3::3'==',T¿u, (b) 1'

Figure 4.1 Optimised geometries for (a) triptet and (b) singlet electronic stcttes of CaCH-

(l:). These geometries were calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. All
bond lengths are given in angstroms and all angles in degrees'
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The CaCH anion shows two closely spaced electronic states: a singlet lA' state and a non-

planar triplet state which is the more stable by 3.1 kcal mol-1. The structure of the singlet

state anion (Figure 4.1) is consistent with the valence bond picture of a cumulenic carbenoid,

with a formal negative charge on the hydrogen bearing terminal carbon. For example, the

Cz-Cqand C4-C5 bond lengths are 1.28 Ä and,I.32 Å, respectively. The carbon-hydrogen

bond length of 1.11 Å, and bond angle of l15o are similar to those of a terminal sp2 system'

The slightly bent carbon chain (C2-C3-Ca = l73o and C3-C4-Cs = 1700) is in keeping with

theoretical predictions made for the C3H anion which suggest C-C-C bond angles of around

17 5o.144,145 In contrast to the structure of the anion, the neutral ground state has the strictly

linear structure of a polyacetylide: with alternating carbon-carbon bond lengths (C3-C4 =

1.33 Å and C4-C5 = I.23 Å,) and a contracted sp-like carbon hydrogen bond length of 1.07

Å,.* The geometry of the stable triplet anion (Figure 4.1) falls somewhere between that of

the singlet anion (carbenoid cumulene) and the neutral (polyacetylide) and can be

represented, in valence bond terms, aS a resonance hybrid of the two.

c_c_c_c_c-H

I

The geometric differences between both singlet and triplet anions and the radical neutral have

significance for the neutralisation reionisation experiments carried out. The electronic

transitions in such an experiment are considered as vertical5S'59 un¿ in the case of C4CH,

Franck-Condon factors will lead to a vibrationally hot neutral being formed. However

neutral C¿CH lies in a deep potential well on the radical C5H surface (see Figure 4.2) and is

thus unlikely to rearrange even when the small amount of surplus energy arising from the

neutralisation process is considered. Rearrangement of CaCH by cyclisation to either

HC2C3(2) or C2C3H(3), are high energy processes requiring some 29 and 50 kcal mol-l

* 
The g.orn.tries of all neutrals calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZlevel of theory are very similar to

those reported by Crawford et al. 173 Th" structures calculated at this level appear as appenclices to this

Chapter (Table 4.6),
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respectively (Figure 4.2¡.+ These values were calculated at the B3lYP/aug-cc-

pyDZ/B3Lyp/6-3lG level of theory and compare favourably with those obtained at higher

level by Crawford ,t ol.l13 Rearrangement by hydrogen transfer is also energetically

demanding. Formation of C2CH Cz @) from C4CH (1) is endothermic by some 48 kcal

mol-t and requires a further þ Ucal mol-l to overcome the barrier to this process'

Calculations also predict C+CH cations to be stable (Table 4.2). The theoretical results

suggest that a -NR+ experiment should lead to successful gas phase generation of the C¿CH

radical, which should not isomerise and should be observable by the detection of the

analogous cation.

TS4/e Ft

c-c-c-c-c
72.1

TS9/1 
,H

C-C-C-C-ç

<ZPE

TS1/3

c-c-c-

H
I

?
C

53.3
49.6

C' c-c-c.
c

C

r

4

9

ç TS1/2
c-c-c-c-H

s0.5

9.8

c-c-c-H
2

29.

0.0

c-c-c-c-c-H
1

22.9

c-c-c( ç
ç
h3

ç-
C.

Figure 4.2 The reaction coordinate d
neutral radical C5H potential surface'
at the B3LYP/6-3lG level of theory: struc
intermediates appear as appendices to this C
calculated using the same theory with the larg
mol-1, with zero-point energy contributions included.

# The structures of all transition states and reactive intermediates were calculated at the B3LYP/6-3lG level of

theory and appear as appendices to this Chapter (Table 4.7). The activation baniers were calculated usin-s the

same level of theory with the larger aug-cc-pYDZ basis set.
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Table 4.2 Relative energies of C5H cations for which stable anions of the same

connectivity have been calcülated. Caiculated at the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pYDZllB3LYP/aug-
VDZI level of ZPE uncorrected.

State Energy
Hartrees

VE

(kcal mol-l;l

(1+) CaCH+
(1+) CaCH+

(2+) HCzCz+
(2+) HCzCz+
(3+) C2C3H+
(3+) C2C3H+
(4+) C2CHC2+

lA'
3¡

singlet
38z

singlet
34,
tAr
3A'

Energy
(Hartrees

- 189.96608

unstableY
-r89.97303

unstable
- 189.9503 1

- 189.89883
- 189.88452

0.02691

0.02941

0.03038
o.o214r
0.02536

0
37.6

34.8

49.7
80.1
87.84+ C CHC +

The geometries
(Table 4.8).

f Relative energy

calculated at this level appear as appendices to this Chapter

given including ZPE, conected by 0.9804.91
Y These cations are unstable with respect to isomerisation processes

2. HCzCs

148.6
180.0 180.0

1.4605

1.0676 1.2283 1.3908

1.4030
,,.

Figure 4.3 Optimised geometry for the IA¡ ground state of HC.ZC¡. (2'). ,The geometry

wãs calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. All bond lengths are given in
angstroms and all angles in degrees.

The ground state HC2C3 anion was found to be a lA1 electronic state. No corresponding

triplet structure could be found, with ring opening leading to fot'mation of triplet CaCH

without barrier. The structure of the stable singlet state shown in Figure 4.3 is very similar

to that of the corresponding neutral radical species.* It can be considered as a terminal

alkyne bonded to one of the sp2 carbons of cyclopropene, with the other ring carbons

bearing a carbene and the negative charge.

* Th" g"o*.tries of all neutrals calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZlevel of theory appear as appendices to

this Chapter (Table 4,6).
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CI

H-C-C H-c-
b

This structure is in keeping with the observed linearity of the H-C1-C2 moiety, and the

contracted, acetylenic type, H-C1 and Ct-Cz bonds (1.07 Å. and I'23 Å respectively)' Such

a representation provides some insight into the stability of the anion (only some 3 kcal mol-l

above the triplet c+cH ground state anion) as it possesses the (4n + 2) n electrons (n = 0)

required for aromatic stabilisation. The same rationale has previously been applied to the c-r'c

-C¡H anion.l45,146 In effect, HCzC{ may be considered as cyc -C¡H- with the ring

hydrogen replaced by an alkyne moiety. The stability of this anion suggests that it is a good

candidate for formation in the gas phase if a suitable precursor can be found' The structural

similarity between anion and neutral points to favourable overlap of the potential surfaces

and hence a good probability of forming the neutral radical from the anion in either a

collision based or spectroscopic neutralisation event'

Table 4.3 Energies of various C5H isomers on the neutral Potential surface. Calculated at

the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-p VDZIIB3LYP VDZ level of theorY. The geo metnes are/aug-cc-p
(Table 4.this Chapter 6). ZPE uncorrected Electron affinity

1

glven as
estimated

Isomer

appendices to
from indicated neutral and the

Energy
(Hartrees)

state anron able 4.1

Energy
(Hartrees)

Energyt
(kcalmol

StudYt
(kcalmol-1)

Affinity
(ev)

(2) HCzCt
(3) CzC¡H
(4) CzCHCz
(5) HCC+
(6)cyc -C¡CHC
(7) CC¡HC

2¡1
2Bz
2¡'
2P2
2^'
26,

4.6
20.9
41.6
33.6
49.5

4.9
22.0
49.7¿
32.5
49.r
67.0

2.39
3.34
4.54

N/AIi
N/A

-t90.3233r
-r90.29798
-t90.25421
-r90.21610
- 190.25050

N/AY

0.02814
0.02885
0.02713
0.02781
0.02693

T CCSD(T) IDZPIICCSD(T)IDZP IEVCI Of thEOry.
t73

t Relative energy given including ZPE, corrected by 0.9804.e1
113

â Estimated from EOMIP-CCSD*/DZP I IEOMIP-CCSD/DZP calculations'

$ Electron affinities are not available at this level of theory because the corresponding

minima on the anion surface are not stable for these geometries.

Y A minimum corïesponding to geometry 7 could not be located at this level of theory
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1so.o 1

179.5

1.2633 1.3767

15

3

1.3947

1.0913

Figure 4.4 Optimised g_eometry for t -rJ4'.tronnd 
state of C2C jH-.(3-). ,The 

geometrv"

was calcurated at tlnr'n'srviloí!-cc-pvDZ täver of theory." Ail bond rengths are given hr

angstroms and all angles in degrees.

3. CzCsH

The cacH structure is not the most stable arrangement on the anion potential surface'

Whilst the CaCH neutral radical is 21 kcal mol- I more stable than C2C3H' the trend is

reversed for the anions (Tables 4.1 and 4.3)' The ground state of C2C3H- is more stable

than the triplet C¿CH anion by approximately 2kcalmol-I. The ground state CzC¡H anion

(Figure 4.4 andTable 4.1) is a singlet 1A' , with an excited non-planar triplet state calculated

to be 46 kcal mol-l less stable (Tables 4.1). Once again it is reasonable to consider the

structure of the c2c3H ground state anion based on the valence picture of the cyc -c3H

anion. If, in this instance, the negative charge of cyc -C¡H- is replaced with an acetylide

moiety, the resulting Structure agrees with calculated parameters' These structural

characteristics are best highlighted by the shortened acetylenic Ct-Czbond length (l'26 
'Å')

and the two long sides (C3-C q = I,4] Å, and C+-Cs = 1.39,Â.; and the one short side (C¡-Cs

= I.36 Å.) of the 3-membered carbon ring. 
/:\
V

3-

The ground state c2c3H anion may be thought of as possessing a carbon-carbon double

bond bonded directly to the acetylide anion. This represents a contrast to the situation for the

neutral. The neutral radical has less alternation in the bond lengths C ¡-C2 and C2-C3 (l '29

cc

7l
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Å and 1.33 Å respecrively).* The alkene like bond C+-Csin the 3-membered ring is l'35 Å',

compared with C¡-C+ and C¡-CS (1.46 Å, and 1.42 Å. respectively)' This structure is more

in keeping with an allenic carbene fused to a dehydro-cyclopropene'

3H

Some insight can be gained as to the relative stability of the anionic and radical species on

their respective surfaces by contrasting these two valence structures. Whilst the anion may

be considered aromatic with 27r electrons, the corresponding neutral has less aromatic

stabilisation with a n-electron population of > 2, because of the greater n-overlap of carbons

Ct , Cz and C3,

4. CzCHCz

1.1037
1 15.4

174.5

1.3798

1.2710 129.1

4-

Figure 4.5 Optimised geometry for the la41 ground state of c29!lcz: .Ø'). .The geometry

iãs catculated at the È3ryp/a1þ-cc-pVDZ level of theory. AII bond lengths are given in

angstroms and all angles in degrees.

At the level of theory used in this investigation, C2CHC2 (4) proves to be the most stable

anion (Table 4.1). However the ground state anions derived from 1-4 have energies within

a 10 kcal mol-1 range. The stability of C2CHC2- is surprising, since the corresponding

neutral radical is almost 50 kcal mol-l less stable than C4CH, the global minimum on the

neutral surface (Table 4.3). Both singlet and triplet states have been calculated for C2CHC2-

* 
The geo-"tries of all neutrals calculated at the B3lYP/aug-cc-pVDZlevel of theory appear as appendices to

this Chapter (Table 4.6).
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with the lA1 ground state being some 49 kcal mol-l more stable that the 38t state' The

structures of these anions are given in Figure 4.5 and Table 4'4 (pp 75) respectively'

The ground state anion structure is best represented as an allene carbenoid substituted with

hydrogen and an acetYlide ion.

\

I

^rc"''
c2"

H

I

-c\^t\"

c Þ-

This structure is consistent with (i) the contracted Cr-Cz and C4-C5 bond lengths of I '21 k'

(ii) the CZ-CZ and C¡-C+ bond lengths of 1.38 Å. (representative of carbon-carbon bonds

between single and double bond character) and (iii) the c2-c3-H bond angle of 1150 (close

to the 1200 expected for an sp2 hybridised carbon). This anion structure differs somewhat

from that calculated for the corresponding neutral' While the relative bond lengths remain

almost the same, the cz-c¡-c+ bond angle is reduced from 129.10 in the anion to 112o in the

neutral.# As with C4CH, this geometric difference between the minimum energy geometries

on the anion and neutral surfaces becomes significant when discussing neutralisation

reionisation experiments. In this case a vertical neutralisation process will yield a

vibrationally hot C2CHC2, particularly with respect to the C2-C3-Ca bending mode'

calculation of the energy of the anion geometry on the neutral surface gives an indication of

the excess energy which may be attained. At the B3LYP/au g-cc-pYDZllB3LYPl6-3lG level

of theory the anion geometry on the neutral surface was found to be 4.5 kcal mol-l above the

radical minimum.* Transition state calculations for the neutral surface suggest that CzCHCz

is stable with respect to isomerisation processes even when generated with 4'5 kcal mol-l of

excess internal energy. Only one isomerisation pathway has been found leading from the

c2clC2minimum (Figure 4.2, pp 68). This involves a 1,2-hydrogen shift viu TS4l9

which produces non-cyclic / -c¡cHC (9). Structure 9 is essentially unstable' with the

# Crawford et al. obtained a geometry for neurral C2CHC2 with signilicant out of plane disto[tion

However these authors predict in plane twisting to be a very- low energy process (< 0' I kcal mol-l ) and hence

the real equilibrium geometry may ln fäct be 
'y-rntt'itol' 

173

* 
This value does not include zero-point energy contributions'

4
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barrier to a further 1,2-hydrogen shift below the zero-point energy of the minimum' Thus

further rearrangem ent via TS9/1 yields C¿CH. TS4/9 lies some 22 kcal mol-l above

C2CHC2: this is therefore the barrier for isomerisation through to CaCH' Isomerisation

pathways leading from 4, via cyclisation processes were not found' The energies of

cationic CZCHCZspecies have also been calculated (see Table 4'2,pp 69)' Stable singlet

and triplet electronic states were calculated and it is therefore expected that these cations

would be observed in vertical electron transfers from either anion or neutral charged states'

We conclude from these data that (i) C2CHC2- is stable and a good candidate for synthesis in

the gas phase and (ii) we would predict this anion should be a suitable precursor for

laboratory generation of the C2CnC2radical by vertical neutralisation'

5. Other stable C5H anions

Several other stable anion connectivities have been established by this computational

approach. These species are dramatically less stable than the ground state anions discussed

so far (for energies and structures see Table 4.1, pp 66 and Table 4'4,pp 75 respectively)'

The neutral cyc -C3CHC is stable, although nearly 50 kcal mol-l more energetic than C¿CH'

Electron attachment to this radical produces a 3A' species almost 60 kcal mol-1 above the

anionic global minimum: the conesponding singlet is unstable and rearranges by ring closure

ro form a 3,3-bicyclic species which is referred to here as C2CC2H- (S). CzCC2H- is only

34 kcal mol-1 above c2cHC2-. The remaining srable anion connectivity is I -c3cHC (9)'

This has a 3A,, ground state and is 50 kcal mol-l above the global minima. This structure is

essentially a ring opened form of cyc -C3CHC and is only stable on the anion surface' The

corresponding neutral undergoes a barrierless 1,2-hydrogen transfer to give c+cH in the

manner previously discussed (Figure 4.2,pp 69)'
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Table 4.4 Geometries of excited electronic states and less stable C5H anion minima

for 1-4 are given in Figures 4.1 and 4.3-4.5) Calculated at the B3LYP/aug-

of All bond are ven in and all in de S

Ct-cz- I

."1""-"0-.,\
CsH C1

3- (Cr) triplet
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

6' 1C5¡:4'
bond length

angle

9' (Cs) 34"
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

CrCz 1.2160
Cz-Cz 1.3488
Cz-C+ 1.3554
C¡-Cs 1.6260
C¿-Cs 1.4025
Cs-H 1.1019
Cr-Cz-C¡ Ill.5
Cz-Cz-C+ 166.7
C3-Ca-C5 138.0
C3-C5-H 122'8
CyC2-C3-Ca 147 '3
C2-C3-Ca-C5 -26.7
C3-Ca-C5-H 51.2
t'-.r-" (1^

/ -cs
H

4' (Czu) 3B 
r

bond length

angle

8'(C5; t4'
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

CrCz 1.3751
Cz-H 1.1 109
Cz-Ct 1.4146
Cz-Cq L3927
C¡-Cs 1.4579
C+-Cs L3576
CrCz-Cz 125.5
H Cz-Cz 113.5
Cz-Cz-Ca, 156.5
Cz-Cz-Cs 146.7

CrCz 1.2855
Cz-Ct 1.3809
Cz-C+ 1.3809
C¿-Cs 1.2855
Cs-H l.Il2l
C¡C2-C3 180.1
C2-C3-Ca 140'4
C¡-C¿-Cs 180.1
H-C3-C2 109'8

1').(1'cí c5
\

H

CrCz 1.3234
Cr-C¡ 1.5193
Cz-Cz 1.5952
Cz-Cq 1.5431
C¡-Cs 1.3948
Cq-Cs 1.3543
Cs-H 1.0909
C¡C2-C3 6l'9
C2-C3-Ca 118.6
C3-Ca-C5 57 'l
H-Cs-C¿ 151'3
C¡C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 0.0
H-C5-Ca-C3 180.0H

c|-c2-cr-"(.-
C5

CrCz L3041
Cz-Cz 1.3003
C¡-C+ 1.3886
C+-Cs 1.3599
H-C+ 1.1030
C¡C2-C3 114.6
C2-C3-Ca 111.4
C¡-C¿-Cs 106.9
H-Ca-C3 124.1
Cr-Cz-C¡-Ca 180.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 0'0
H-C¿-C:-Cz 180.0
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6. Summary of theoretical results

To summarise the theoretical results: (i) the radicals c¿cH (1)' HCzc: (2)' c2c3H (3) are

the most stable of the neutral c5H isomers. Electron attachment to each of these species is a

highly exothermic process with electron affinities estimated at 2.44, 2.39 and 3'34 eV

respectively. Consequently, the conesponding anions would seem logical precursors for the

neutral radicals in the gas phase, via anelectron detachment process' (ii) The most stable

C5H anion structure is found to be C2CHC2 which represents the global minimum on the

anion potential surface. The C2CHC2 anion would therefore be a logical starting point in

attempts to generate the neutral C2CTC2radical (and hence the first non-linear C5H species)

in the laboratory.

B. Syntheses of Two Isomeric C5H Anions and their Neutrals' Experimental

Confirmation of Structure.

l. Gas phase syntheses of two isomeric C5H anions

previous studies have established the negative ion decomposition behaviour of -C=CCHz-

OCH3.1a3 Collisional activation of this ion induced loss of methanol, forming I -C3H- as

one of the major product ions. This process is rationalised as shown in Scheme 4'2'

Scheme 4.2

-C=CCH2-OCH3 -+ [(:C=C=CH2)-OCHs] --) :C=C=CH- + HOCH3

Simple extension of this procedure to the corresponding diacetylide precursor resulted in the

formation of CaCH-.152 The precursor ion -ç:ÇÇ=CCH2-OCH3 can be formed by

deuterium abstraction from DC=CC=CCH2-OCH3 or by desilylation of TMSC=CC:CCHz-

OCH3 by hydroxide ions under the same chemical ionisation conditions' The latter method

is analogous to the general method originally developed by DePuy and coworkers'10'#

Collisional activation of -C=CC=CCH2OCH3 leads to losses of methanol' the methoxide

radical and formaldehyde producing the anions of C5H, CSHZ and C5H3 respectively (Table

# See also ChaPter l, PP 6
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4.5). The C5H3- species should have the structure C¿CH¡- given that hydride donation

from the methoxide ion occurs at the same terminus from which it was eliminated.l43 Th.

ion C5H2 has been shown by deuterium labelling to be CaCH2,* whilst the loss of methanol

from -C=CC:CCHz-OCH3 can only generate the CaCH anion. These processes can also

occur in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. The CaCH anion can therefore be mass

selected and subjected to -CR+ and -NR+ experiments.

Table 4.5 The CA-MIKE for and CH anlon
lon lons

lm/z Ooss or formation) relative abundanceil

ITMSC=CC:CCHzOCH3 -TMS+I -

(m/z 93)

[HC=CCH(OCOCH¡)C:CH - H+]-
(m/z I2l)

[HC=CCD(OCOCH:)C:CH - H+]-
(m/z 122)

[DC=CCH(OCOCH¡)C:CD - D+]-
(m/z r22)

[HC=CCH(OCOH)C=CH - H+]-
(m/z IOl)

[HC=CCH(OCOCHzCH3)C=CH - H+]-
(m/z 135)

78 (CH¡') 43,71 (CH¿) 54,63 (CH2O) 47,

62 (CHIO) 42,61(CH¡OH) 100.

120 (H') 46,95 (CzHù 100, 93 (Co) 45,19
(HzCzO) 44,71 (COz) 39,61(CsH-) 43, 59

(CHzCOz-) 31.

121 (H') 66,96(CzHù95,95 (C2HD) 100,

80 (HzCzO) 49,18 (COz) 36,62 (C5D-) 29,

59 (CH:CO2-) 14.

121 (H') 66,95 (CzHD) 100, 80 (HzCzO)
41,78 (COz) 24, 6l (CsH-) 41, 59
(CH¡Coz-) 30.

106 (H') 53, 81 (CzHz)
(HzCO) 5,63 (C5H3-)

16,19 (co) 40,17
100,61 (CsH-) 16,51

(C+H:-) 5,49 (CaH-) 5,45 (HCOz-) 9

134 (H') 60, l2O (CH¡') 21, 109 (CzHz)
100, 107 (CO) 67,91 (COz) 26,73
(CH3CH2COz-) 21,61 (CsH-) 11.

T The abundances presented here are relative to the base peak of the CA-MIKE spectrum.

Theoretical predictions of the stability of the symmetrical C2CHC2 anion led us to investigate

ways to generate this ion in the gas phase. Initially it was proposed that an analogous

chemistry could be used for this system as for CaCH described, that is, loss of methanol

from a 3-substituted pentadiyne precursor. Methanol is lost from the precursor ion

* 
This experiment is presented and discussed in Chapter 5.
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-C=CCH(OCH3)C=CDundercollisionalactivationhoweverdeuteriumlabellingatthe

acetylenic positions shows exclusive loss of CH3OH to form C¿CD- (Scheme 4'3)'

Scheme 4,3

-C-4CH(OCH3)C=CD-+[(:C=C=CHC=CD)-OCH3]-)C¿CD-+HOCHg

The methoxide ion shows preference for removing the proton from the 3-position' rather

than migration of CH3O- to the end of the carbon chain and removal of the more acidic

acetylenic deuterium. A new approach was therefore required in order to synthesise

czc1Cz- in the gas phase. The acetylide anion, -c=ccH(ococH3)C=CH was formed by

deprotonation of 3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate under typical negative ion chemical ionisation

conditions. The collisional activation spectrum of this ion showed formation of "c5H-" at

m/z 6I(Table 4.5). Deuterium labelling assisted with structure determination of the product

ion. The precursor ion [HC=CCD(OCOCH¡)C=CH - H+]-,yields only m/z' 62 whilst

[DC=CCH(OCOCH¡)C=CD - D+]- gives exclusively m/z 6l (Table 4'5)' The products of

these two reactions are thus C2CDC2- and C2CHC2- respectively' The mechanism of this

reaction has been probed by examination of the labelling data and by investigation of the

behaviour of some related esters. The GA-MIKE spectrum of [Dc=ccH(ococH¡)c=cD -

D+]-ShowsformationofC2CHC2-,suggestingthattheprecursorionisanacetyliderather

than an enolate anion. This points to either elimination of acetic acid or loss of carbon

dioxide and methane as two possible reaction pathways (Scheme 4'4)'

Scheme 4.4

-C=CCH(OCOCHg)C=CH + C2CHC2- + CH3CO2H

-C{CH(OCOCH3)C=CH -+ C2CHC2- + CO2 + CH4

The corresponding formate and propionate esters have also been synthesised' The [M-H]-

ions of both of these precursors show m/z 6l in their respective cA mass spectra'# Source

# The propionate ester is used as the C2CHC2 anion precursor for the CR and NR spectra shown here as rt

gives a particularly intense source signal'
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formed c5H anions from all these ester precursors gave identical -cR+ spectra confirming

the proposal of the same atom connectivity in each case'

2. Characterisation of isomeric c5H anions by charge reversal

Further support for the structures of the two C5H anions can be gained by examining their

spectra. The conventional CA mass spectra of the respective ions yield virtually no structural

information since both species show only loss of a hydrogen radical with formation of C5'-'

In comparison, the -cR+ spectra show extensive fragmentation, with the decomposition of

the carbon chain giving fragments cnH+ and cn'+ (n = 2-5). The charge reversal spectra of

both isomers show the formation of common fragments but the abundances of some peaks

are dramatically different (Figure 4.6, pp 80)'

Consideration of the charge reversed parent ion C5H+ in each spectrum serves to illustrate

the difference between the species. The ion corresponding to C4CH+ is the base peak in the

-CR+ spectrum of CaCH- suggesting this cation is a very stable species with respect to

decomposition processes. The major fragmentation observed is loss of a hydrogen radical

(79Vo ofthe base peak) while further decompositions are minor processes with the largest of

these being the formation of c4.+ ar. m/z 4g (9vo). This is in contrast to the situation for the

isomeric C2CHC2anion. The -CR+ spectrum of this species shows not the charge reversed

parent ion but a fragment ion, namely C5'+, as the base peak of the spectrum' Further

fragmentations to lower mass product ions are also much more pronounced, with C4'+

(31Vo) of comparable intensity with the parent cation (497o). This result suggests a much

lower stability of the cation produced in the latter charge reversal experiment over that

generated in the former. This is in line with the trend predicted for connectivities CaCH and

CzCHCzby the molecular orbital calculations previously described. That is, while the

anions of these geometries are of comparable energy their corresponding cations (formed

here by vertical two electron transfer in the charge reversal process;41'aa diff"t significantly

in stability. Ground state C4CH+ is some 80 kcal mol-l lower in energy than singlet

CzCHCz+ (Table 4.2, pp 69) and as such is significantly more stable with respect to
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decomposition processes. These charge reversal spectra clearly distinguish the structures of

the two csH- anions by the differing abundances of each fragmentation from their

corresponding cations. This established, it would seem that these anions are suitable

precursors for the formation of the corresponding neutrals by neutralisation reionisation

mass spectrometry.

61

(a)

36

37
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24 2s

x5

(b) 60

24
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Figure 4,6 -CR+ (Oz, 80vo T; 02, 807o r) spectra of m/z 6l .from (u)

TMSC:CC=CCH2OCH j, giving CaCH- and (b) HC=CCH(OCOCHzCHj)C=CH givittg

C2CHC2-. These spectra both show fragments of the forms CnH+ and C';+'
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3. Gas phase syntheses of neutral CaCH and C2CHC2

The -NR+ spectra of both c+cH- and c2cHC2- ate shown in Figure 4'7' As with the

charge reversal spectra, the peaks observed in these spectra are of masses corresponding to

the ions CnH* and Cn'+ (n = 2-5). Significantly, survivor ions (ions of ln/z 6l'

corresponding to CSH* species) are detected in the -NR+ spectra of CaCH- and C2CHC2-'

This can only occur if some stable neutral "C5H" is accessed in the neutralisation reionisation

process. From the molecular orbital calculations previously outlined it has been shown that

both cacH and c2cHC2 have stable anions, neutrals and cations and as such it is expected

that the neutral produced in each NR experiment is of the same connectivity as the incident

anion. Experimentally, should isomerisation of the neutral occur it would be expected that

there should be major discrepancies between the corresponding -cR+ and -NR+ spectra'

The cations resulting from both processes should have different geometries and energies and

should display different fragmentations, cf 25'66'68. Comparison of the charge reversal and

neutralisation reionisation specrra of C2CHC2 [Figures 4.6(b) and 4.7(b)] reveal a

consistency between the fragmentations observed. Most noticeably, the parent cafion Qn/z'

61) remains at about the same intensity with respect to the c5+ fragment (567o)' The

similarities between these spectra point to (i) structural continuity between the incident

C2CHC2 anion and the neutral and cation formed in this experiment and (ii) favourable

Franck-Condon overlap of the three surfaces.58 It can be concluded that the neutral

C2CBC2radical has been generated in this experiment'

A similar inspection of the cacH- spectra fFigures a.6@) and 4.7(a)] reveals some subtle

variation, most notably in the region of the parent cation. Whilst m/z 6l is the base peak in

the -CR+ spectrum it is slightly less intense than the C5+ signal (92Vo) in the -NR+ spectrum'

This is most likely due to some fragmentation of the neutral. In their theoretical work,

Crawford et al. discovered that along with the stable 2ll ground state of neutral C4CH there

exists a dissociative 2I+ surface which leads to production of C2H and C3.173 This surface

could be accessible by vertical excitation of the CaCH anion by collision, producing neutral

fragments concomitant with the generation of the stable cacH neutral 2lI state. This
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rationale is proposed to account for the different abundances of m/z 61 in CR and NR

experiments. Such a process is more probable than isomerisation of neutral CaCH (Figure

W2¡. The recovery signal observed in the -NR+ spectrum of CaCH- is thus attributed to the

neutral 2n C¿CH species.

(a)
36 61

48

49
37

12
25

x5

(b) 60

36

48

61

37
49

24

x2

Figure 4.7 -NR + (Oz, 807o T; 02, 807o f ) spectra of m/z 6l from (a)

TMSC=CC=CCHzOCHj, giving C¿CH- and (b) HC=CCH(OCOCHzCH j)C=CH givittg

C2CHC2-. These spectraboth showfragments of theforms C,,H+ and C,;+.

60

24
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(W) CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical studies have shown the stability of a range of anions of the form C5H. This has

prompted attempts to use these charged species as gas phase precursors of the corresponding

neutrals by neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry. Anions and neutrals with the

connectivities C4CH and C2CHC 2have been synthesised in the gas phase with the neutrals

shown to be stable on the time scale of the NR experiment (ca. 10-6 s). This is the first

report of the observation of a non-linear CnH isomer (where n > 3). The stability of this

molecule in the laboratory lends support to its candidacy as a possible interstellar species.

Further, the large electron affinities of the radicals CaCH and C2CHCZ Q.44 and 4.54 eV)

suggest the anions too may be present in these galactic environments.
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(V) EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Computational Methods

Geometry optimisations were canied out with the Becke 3LYP methodSS'89 initiully using

the 6-3lG basis within the GAUSSIAN 9492 suite of programs. The larger Dunning aug-

cc-pyD295,96 basis was used to further optimise minima on the anion, neutral and cation

surfaces. Stationary points were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies)

or transition states (one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using

analytical gradient procedures. The minima connected by a given transition structure were

confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The calculated frequencies

were also used to determine the zero-point vibrational energies which were then scaled by

0.9g0491 and used as a zero-point energy correction for the electronic energies calculated at

this and higher levels of theory. Some problems with the linear CaCH radical structure arose

using these methods. The B3LYP methods predicted a very slightly bent geometry

(deviating by less than a degree). With C-v symmetry imposed, the resulting stationary

point was almost identical in geometry and energy to that of lower symmetry, but a number

of imaginary frequencies were observed. In this case the linear geometry is reported, in

agreement with higher level optimisations.l44'173 More accurate energies for the B3LYP

geometries were determined with the RCCSD(T;t76-t81 method, using the Dunning aug-cc-

pyDZbasis set, within the MOLPRO package.94 Th" described computational method was

tested using / -C3H (B) giving a computed electron affinity of 1.19 eV compared with the

experimentally determined 1.858 + 0.023 eV.l28 Calculations involving GAUSSIAN 94

geometry optimisation were carried out using the Power Challenge Super Computer at the

South Australian Super Computing Centre (Adelaide). MOLPRO single point energy

calculations were carried out with the Power Challenge Super Computer at the Australian

National University Super Computing Facility (Canberra).
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B. Mass Spectrometric Methods

CA, CR and NR spectra were measured using a two-sector reversed geometry VG ZAB

2HF spectrometer. This instrument and the typical experimental conditions for NICI' CA'

CR and NR experiments have been described in Chapter 1. Specifically however, spectra

were generated in the following manner. Samples were introduced into the source vict a

heated septum inlet, producing a measured pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr inside the source

housing. Typical ionisation conditions were: source temperature, 200oC; ionising energy,

70eV (tungsten filament); accelerating voltage, -7kV. All slits were fully open in order to

minimise mass discrimination effects due to energy resolution.46'182 The reagent ions HO-

and CH3O- were generated respectively from substrates H2O and CH3OH (introduced

through the heated septum inlet) to give an operating pressure inside the source housing of

ca. 5 x 10-5 Torr, and thus an estimated pressure inside the ion source of close to 0.1 Torr.

Negative ion chemical ionisation of the sample either effected (i) deprotonation or

dedeuteration as appropriate, or (ii) desilylation of a neutral trimethylsilylated substrate, by

analogy to the method originally developed by DePuy and coworkers.l0 Collisional

activation (CA) spectra were obtained by collision of the incident anions with argon in the

first of two collision cells at a pressure typically around 10-7 Torr. Neutralisation of the

anion beam in the first collision cell was achieved by collision with oxygen gas at a typical

pressure of 5x10-6 Torr: this reduces the main beam to SOVo of its initial value, producing

essentially single collision conditions in the collision cell.183 Residual ions were removed

using the deflector electrode, with neutrals passing into the second cell where they were

reionised to the corresponding cation under identical conditions to those used in the first cell.

The spectra were collected by reversing the polarity of the electric sector voltage and

scanning the sector voltage. CR spectra were measured under the same conditions as those

used for NR spectra, except that the deflector electrode is grounded. Although this CR

method does increase the likelihood of double collisions, it allows direct comparison

between NR and CR spectra .25,60'66'68,# All spectra were repeated a minimum of three times

in order to establish their reproducibility.

# Comparison of the NR and CR spectra collected in this way equates to a qualitative NIDD treatment (see

Chapter I, pp 20).
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C. Synthesis of Precursor Molecules

Many of the precursor compounds necessary for this study had not previously been

reported. The synthetic procedures employed to prepare them are given in this section'

|.Methyl(5-trimethylsityl)penta-2,4-diynylether|TMSC=CC=CCH2OCH3].

A solution of trimethylsilylbutadiyne lithiate was prepared by dropwise addition of methyl

lithium-lithium bromide complex (1.7 cm3, 1.5 M solution in ether) to a stirred solution of

(bistrimethylsilyl)butadiyne (0.5 g) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (20 cm3)' at OoC' under a

nitrogen atmosphere.l34 The resultant mixture was stirred at goC for 15 min' warmed to

20oC and stirred for 2 hr, cooled to OoC and freshly distilled chloromethyl methyl ether

(0.23 cm3) was added dropwise, the mixture stirred at20oC for 12 hr' The reaction mixture

was cooled to OoC, quenched with aqueous ammonium chloride (saturated' l0 cm3)'

extracted with diethyl ether (3 x 20 cm3), the ethereal extract separated, washed with water

(20 cm3) and sodium chloride (saturated, 10 cm3) and dried (MgSO+)' The solvent was then

removed in vacuo to yield methyl (5-trimethylsilyl)penta-2,4-d\ynyl ether (0'36 g' 87Vo)'

tM-Hl- = 165.0125 CeHlaOSi requires 165.0136. lg NMR (200MH2, cDCl3) ô 0'16 çs'

9H), 3.36 (s, 3H), 4'13 (s, 2H)..

2. 3-Penta- 1,4-diynyt acetate IHC=CCH(OCOCH¡)C=CH]'

1,4-pentadiyn-3-o1186,187 (0.5 g) was heated at 120oC in acetic anhydride (3 cm3) for I hr'

with vigorous stirring. The resultant mixture was quenched with ice (10 g)' neutralised with

aqueous sodium hydrogen carbonate (saturated, ca. l0 cm3), extracted with diethyl ether (3

x 20 cm3), the ethereal extract separated, washed with water (20 cm3) and aqueous sodium

chloride (saturated, 10 cm3) and dried (MgSO¿). The solvent was removed in vocLto to

yield 3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate (0.76 g,90Vo). lU NMR (200 MHz, CDCI3) õ 2'09 (s,

3lH),2.54 (d, 2H), 5.98 (t, iH)'+

sive hence further purification of these* 
Polyacetylenes are known to be unstable and potentially explo

compounds was not attempted unless absolut.ly n.t""u'y' 185

# Accurate mass data is presented for the D2-labelled species pp 87'
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3. t 3 -D il -Penta- 1,4-diyn-3 -ol [HC=CCD(OH)C=CH]'

[3-D1]-penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol was prepared by a standard procedurel36'187 except that methyl-

[D1]-formate was used in place of ethyl formate. Yield =J37o. Dt =98Vo'

a. 3- ID il -3 -Penta- ],4-diynyl acetate IHC=CCD(OCOCH¡)C=CH]

3-[Dr]-3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate was prepared as for the unlabelled species excepting [3-

D1l-penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol was used as the starting material. Yield = 887o. Dt = 98Vo'

5. 1,5-Bis(trimethylsilyl)-3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate [TMSC=CCH(OCOCH3)C=CTMS].

1,5-Bis(trimerhylsilyl)penta-1,4-diyn-3-oll88 (0.5 g) was heated at l20oc in acetic

anhydride (3 cm3) for t hr, with vigorous stirring. The resultant mixture was quenched with

ice (10 g), neutralised with aqueous sodium hydrogen carbonate (saturated' ca. 10 cm3),

extracted with diethyl ether (3 x 20 cm3), the ethereal extract separated, washed with water

(20 cm3) and aqueous sodium chloride (saturated, 10 cm3) and dried (MgSO¿). The solvent

was removed in vacuo to yield 1,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)-3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate (0.55 g,

88Vo). l¡¡ NMR (200 MHz, cDCl3) ô 0.16 (s, 18H), 2.10 (s, 3H), 6'02 (s, 1H)'

6. [ 1, 5-Dz] -3 -Penta- 1,4-diynyl acetate IDC=CCH(OCOCH¡)C=CD]'

A solution containing 1,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)-3-penta-1,4-diynyl acetate (0'55 g) and 18-

crown-6 (0.005 g) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (10 cm3) was added dropwise over 0.5 hr

to a stirred solution of dry potassium fluoride (1.0 g) in deuterium oxide (1 cm3)' at OoC,

under a nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was then stirred at25oC for 12 hr, dried

(MgSOa), followedby removal of the solvent invacuo to give [1,5-Dz]-3-penta-1,4-diynyl

acerate (0.22 g, 95Vo,D2> 97Vo). tM-Hl- = 123.0423 C7H3D2O requires 123.0415.
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7. 3-Penta-1,4-diynyl propionate [HC=CCH(OCOCHzCH:)C=CH]

procedure adapted from that of Vogel.l89 1,4-Pentadiyn-3-ol (0.6 g) in anhydrous

dichloromethane (20 cm3) was cooled to goC, and a mixture of propionyl chloride (3'89

cm3¡ in anhydrous dichloromethane (30 cm3¡ was added dropwise at QoC under a nitrogen

atmosphere. The mixture was then heated under reflux for 2 hr, cooled to 20oC' ice (10 g)

was added and the mixture was extracted with dichloromethane (3 x 20.'''3;' The combined

organic extract was washed with aqueous sodium hydrogen carbonate (saturated' 3 x 20

cm3), dried (MgSO4), the solvent was remov ed in vacuo and the product purified on a short

silica column (eluted with ethyl acetate:hexane, 30:70) to give 3-penta-1,4-diynyl propionate

(0.83 g, SIVo). tM-Hl- = 135.0441 C3H7O2 requires t35'0446. lH NVIR (200 MHz'

CDCI¡) ô 1.15 (t,3H), 2.34 (q,2H),2'55 (d,2H),6'03 (t' 1H)'

8. 3 -P enta- 1,4-diynyl formate [HC=CCH(OCOH)C=CH]

procedure adapted from that of Carlson et al.I90 3-Penta-l,4-diynol (0.5 g) was added to a

mixture of boron oxide (0.12 g), para-toluenesulfonic acid (0.12 g), formic acid (0'33 g)

and anhydrous dichloromethane (20 cm3) at 20oC under an atmosphere of nitrogen' The

mixture was heated under reflux for t hr, cooled to OoC, filtered, and the filtrate stirred with

potassium carbonate (0.5 g) for 0.25 hr, refiltered and the solvent removed in vacuo' The

residue was purified on a short silica column (eluting with dichloromethane) to give 3-penta-

l,4-diynylformate(0'07g,I4vo),tM-H]-=t01.012]CeH¡ozrequiresl0T'0133.19

NMR (200 MHz, CDCI3) ô 2.60 (d, 2H), 6'10 (t, 1H), 8'04 (s' 1H)'
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(vI) APPENDICES

Table 4.6 Geometries of minima on the C5H neutral radical potential surface. Calculated at

ttr" g3l-ipluug-..-pVó/iã""i 
"f 

theory." All bond lengths are given in angstroms and all

angles in degrees

C1-C2-C3-Ca-C5-H H-Cl-Cz-
1 (C""v) 2lI
bond length

3 (C5¡ z4'
bond length

angle

5 (C5¡ z4'
bond length

angle

r.3t17
r.2151
1.3301
r.2335
1.0709

2 (C2)282
bond length

angle

4 (C2)282
bond length

angle

6 (C5) 2A'
bond length

angle

crCz
cz-ct
cz-cq
cq-Cs
cs-H

Cr-H 1.0713
CrCz 1.2183
Cz-Cz 1.3832
Cz-Cq 1.4011
C¡-Cs 1.4011
Cz-Ct-H 180.0
Ct-Cz-Cz 180.0
Cz-CyC+ 150.8

Cr-H 1.0805
CrCz 1.2913
Cz-Cz 1.4448
Cz-C+ 1.4115
C¡-Cs 1.4255
H-C¡-C2 144.6
C¡C2-C3 148.3
CrCz-C¿, 148.6
Cz-Cz-Cs lll.2

Cz-Cz s 150.8

C¿_r

CrCz 1.2930
Cz-Cz 1.3701
CyC+ 1.3101
C+-Cs 1.2930
C¡-H 1.0950
C¡C2-C3 184.6
C2-C3-Ca Il2'0
C3-Ca-C5 184.6
H-C3-C2 124.0

-C
H

I

^ -ctt'Lo
C1 U5

CrCz 1.289'l
Cz-Cz 1.3285
Ct-C+ 1.4575
C¡-Cs 1.4160
C+-Cs 1.3418
Cs-H 1.0860
C¡C2-C3 181. I
C2-C3-Ca 156.4
C2-C3-C5 141'1
C¡-Cs-H 140.8

-Ca

,zcrc{¿}t.
c<1'

U5

CrCz l.3ll9
Cz-H 1.1037
Cz-Cz 1.4391
Cz-C+ 1,.3154
C¡-Cs 1.4056
Cr-Cz-C¡ 126'4
H-Cz-Ct 120.1
Cz-Cz-C+ 153.0
Cr-Cr-Cs 141.8
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Table 4.7 Geometries of transition states and unstable intermediates on the C5H tleutral
radical potential surface Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G level of theory. All bond lengths

are glven ln angstroms and all angles in degrees

C1-C2-Cs-C¿-Cs

H

c1-c2-c r-c(-

H

/
C1-C2-Cg-C¿.-

H

C5TS4/9
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

TS9/1
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

TS 1/3
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

CrCz 1.3005
Cz-Cz 1.2983
CTCq 1.3259
C+-Cs 1.3359
H-C+ 1.3222
Ct-Cz-Ct 119.1
Cz-Ct-C+ Il5.I
C:-C+-Cs 113.5
H-C¿-C: 625
C1-C2-C3-Ca 180.0
Cz-CTCq-Cs 0.0
H-C¿-C¡-C2 180.0

9
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

"rsu2
bond length

angle

dihedral
angle

CrCz 1.3305
Cz-Ct L2614
Cz-C+ 1.3121
C¿-Cs 1.3511
H-C+ 1.1039
C1-C2-C3 119.6
Cz-Cz-C+ 119.5
C:-C¿-Cs 134.7
H-C+-C¡ 118.2
CrCz-Ct-C¿, 0.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 0.0
H-C¿-C¡-C2 180.0

trC

I

C5

CrCz 1.3308
Cz-Cz 1.2692
Cz-C+ 1.3524
Cq-Cs 1.3146
H-C¿ I.2Ol1
C¡C2-C3 178.9
C2-C3-Ca 114.9
Cz-C+-Cs 160.5
H-Ca-C3 125.6
C¡C2-C3-C+ 180.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 180.0
H-C¿-C:-C2 0.0

H

I

1'
C1-C2-Cs-C¿

H-C1-Cz-Cz-Cq

CrCz L2436
Cz-Cz 1.3111
Ct-C+ 1.3548
C¿-Cs 1.3393
H-Cr 1.0660
C¡C2-C3 116.1
C2-C3-Ca 114.8
C3-Ca-C5 95.8
H-C¡C2 171.0
C¡C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 0.0
H-C1-C2-C3 180.0

CrCz L3209
Cz-Cz L2716
Cz-Cq 1.4379
C+-Cs L2191
H-Cs 1.0114
C¡C2-C3 114.8
Cz-Cz-C+ 170.5
C¡-C¿-Cs 96.4
H-C5-Ca 174.7
CrCz-Ct-C+ 180.0
C2-C3-Ca-Cs 0.0
H-Cs-C¿-Cr 180.0
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Table 4.8 Geometries of minima on the c5H- cation potential surface' calculated at the

B3lyp/au g_""_pvDùl;ñîiiÃry All bõnd lengths'are given in angsrroms and alr angres

in degrees.
C1-C2-C3- Ca- C5-H C1-C2-Cs-C+-Cs- H

1+ (Cs) 1A',

bond length

angle

2+ (C2)382
bond length

angle

4+ (C2u) lA1
bond length

angle

CrCz 1.3311
Cz-Ct 1.2599
Cz-C+ 1.327I
C+-Cs l'2294
Cs-H 1.0815
C1-C2-C3 ll6'3
C2-C3-Ca 178.1
C3-Ca-C5 111.5
Ca-C5-H 119.2

9t
H-cr-cz-cí I-Cs

1+ iç-u;3lI
bond length

angle

3+ i6r¡ 14'
bond length

angle

4+ (Cs) 3A'
bond length

angle

CrCz 1.2566
Cz-Cz 1.2915
Cz-C+ 1.3061
C+-Cs 1.2433
Cs-H 1.0802
C¡C2-C3 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180'0
Ca-C5-H 180.0

,Ç+
c1-c2-cí I-C5

\
H

CrCz 1.2212
Cz-Ct 1.3648
Cz-Cq 1.3929
C:-Cs L4233
C+-Cs t.3494
Cs-H 1'0907
CyC2-C3 183.8
C2-C3-Ca 155.9
C2-C3-C5 146.9
C3-C5-H 143.5

H

l

C../ "\^
crcí to'.

C5

CrCz 1.2101
Cz-Cz 113186
Cz-C+ 1.3131
C¿-Cs 1.2819
Cs-H I.lO43
C¡C2-C3 199.1
Cz-Cz-C+ 124.3
C¡-C¿-Cs 155.1
H-C3-C2 lll.l

Cr-H l'0192
Ct-Cz 1.2231
Cz-Cz 1.3581
Cz-C+ 1.4236
C¡-Cs 1.4236
Cq-Cs 1.3651
C2-C1-H 180'0
CyC2-C3 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 151.3
C2-C3-C5 151.3

H

I

C3

^/\Vt-Vl

c( tu

Ct-Cz 1.3503
Cz-Ct 1.3144
Cz-Cq 1.3744
C¿-Cs 1'3503
Cz-Cq 1.5353
Cs-H 1.0935
C¡C2-C3 152.7
C2-C3-Ca 67.9
C3-Ca-C5 152.1

146.0H-Cz-Cz

9l
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Chapter 5: Gas Phase Syntheses of Three Isomeric

CsHz Radical Anions and Their Elusive Neutrals.
A Joint Experimental and Theoretical Study.

(I) ABSTRACT

Three different radical anions of the empirical formula CSHZ have been generated by negative

ion chemical ionisation mass spectrometry in the gas phase. The isomers C4CH2'-,

CzCHCzH'- and HC5H'- have been synthesised by unequivocal routes and their structures

confirmed by deuterium labelling and the collision based, charge reversal and neutralisation

reionisation experiments. The results also provide evidence for the existence of neutrals

C4CH2,CzCHCzH and HC5H as stable species: this is the first reported observation of

C2CHC2H. Theoretical calculations confirm these structures to be minima on the anion and

neutral potential energy surfaces. Electron attachment to two stable cyclic CSHZ neutrals has

also been investigated theoretically to probe the possibility of using anion precursors to

generate these neutrals in the gas phase.
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(II) INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the cyclic carbene CzHz (1) in interstellar and circumstellar

environments, interest in the generation and characterisation of carbenes of the form CpH2

has increased.l01'191 Cyclic ClHz, together with its isomers and charged analogues, has

been the subject of intensive investigation in recent years. Matrix trapping experiments have

characterised the neutrals cyclopropenylidene (1), propargylene (2) and propadienylidene

(3),124-126,130,192 while mass spectrometry has probed the molecular cations of I -

3134,136,137,140,741and the molecular anions of 2 and 3.20'127 '133 A number of theoretical

studies have also been reported pertaining to these elusive systems .132'193 These studies

have all been outlined in some detail in Chapter 3.

H-C=C-ó'-*
H

Þ=C=c:
H

3I

Some isomers of neutral CsHz have also been described. Pentadiynylidene (4), has been

trapped in a neon matrix and characterised by its electronic spectrum,l94 while

pentatetraenylidene (5) and ethynylcyclopropenylidene (6) have been identified in a

molecular beam using Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy.l0S

2

H-C= C=C= C=C-H

H-C=C-ö-C=C-H

^- ^-^-^ .
\:- \v-\v-V .

5

H cr.
6 c-

H

H

)c=
H

4

T
C--

;"-v
H-'

c
"c.

The related even numbered cumulenes CnHz (n = 2,4) have been studied by mass

spectrometric techniques.l53'154 In these cases, radical anions of the type C¡CH2 (n = 1,3)

were formed in the gas phase by negative ion chemical ionisation of appropriate precursors.
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Comparison of the -NR+ spectra of these radical anions with the +NR+ spectl'a of acetylene

(HC2H.+) and diacetylene (HC4H'+; radical cations proves to be surprisingly diagnostic of

structure.l53,l54 The spectrum of C3CH2'- shows fragments C¡1CH2'+ (where m = I and

2), whilst these fragmentations are minimal for the HCaH'+ isomer (chapter 3, Figure 3'3,

pp 57). TheC2ï2system also shows this trend.l54 Similarly, we have demonstrated in

chapter 4 that the cR and NR spectra of c5H- and c2cHC 2- ate diagnostic of structural

connectivity. Following from this work, three isomeric c5H2 radical anions have been

generated by procedures outlined in this Chapter. CR and NR techniques have been

employed to establish the uniqueness of the structures in each case, with the latter experiment

providing an indication of the stability of the corresponding neutrals'

The stabilities of 4,5 and 6 have been studied using various ab initio methods,l65'195'196

and a thorough investigation of the CSHZ potential surface at high level has revealed two

further stable isomers of neutral CsHz, namely ethynylpropadienylidene (7) and 3-

(dihydrovinylidene)cyclopropen" (8).193 In this Chapter theoretical calculations are

presented which investigate the effect of electron attachment to these stable CsHz neutral

isomers. The structures and relative energies of these anions are discussed'
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(III) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthesis of Isomeric csH z Radical Anions and their Neutrals.

Experimental Confirmation of Structure.

L Gas phase syntheses of three isomeric C5H2 anions

Our initial approach to this problem followed earlier work on the collision induced

dissociation (CID) behaviour of -C=CCH2OCH3 (Chapter 3, Figure 3.2,pp 53;'143 this

anion decomposes in a number of ways including loss of CH¡O' to yield C2CH2'- (Scheme

5.1, a). The analogous process from -C=CC:CCH2OCH3 should give CaCHZ'- (the

radical anion of 5). The precursor anion is formed by the reaction between methyl (5-

trimethylsilyl)penta-2,4-diynyl ether and HO- in the ion source of the mass spectrometer'

This ion-molecule reaction is analogous to the method developed by DePuy et al- whete the

fluoride ion is used as the reagent species.l0 However this reaction has also been shown to

be effective with the use of hydroxide as the nucleophile.ll Once formed the

-C:CC=CCH2OCH3 ion then undergoes facile metastable decomposition to yield a

pronouncedpeak (m/z 62) corresponding to an ion of formula CsHz'- (Scheme 5.1, b).

This anion must be CaCH2'- unless either hydrogen or carbon rearrangement accompanies

or precedes the formation of the ion. To support this assignment the corresponding

deuterium analogue CaCD2'- has also been synthesised: in this case from precursor anion

-ç:gÇ=CCD2OH (Scheme 5.1, c) formed by the reaction between TMSC=CC=CCD2OH

and HO-, followed by loss of hydroxide radical.

Scheme 5.1

-C=CCHzOCHg -+

TMSC=CC{CH2OCH3

-C:CC:CCHzOCHs

(a)[C=C=CH2]'- + 'OCH3

+ -OH -+ -C{C{CH2OCH3 + TMSOH

-+ [C=C=C=C=CHZ]'- + 'OCH3

+ -OH + -C{C-:CCD2OH + TMSOH

-+ [C=C=C=C=CDZ]- + 'OH

TMSC=CC-=CCD20H

-C=CC=CCD2OH

(b)

(c)
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We next effected the synthesis of HC5H'- (the radical anion of neutral 4). In principle'

HC5H'- can be formed from anion [HC=C-C(OH)C=CH]- following loss of Ho' and

indeed reaction of HC:CCD(OH)C=CH and DC=CCH(OH)C=CD with HO- in the ion

source yielded csHz'- (m/z 62, Scheme 5.2)# and c5D2'- Qn/z 64) respectively' These

isotopomers should have the desired HC5H (also DC5D) connectivity provided that no

hydrogen (or deuterium) or carbon reaffangement precedes or accompanies formation of the

anion. Coincident to the synthesis of the desired species, C5HD Qn/z 63) radical anions

were observed as products, in the source reactions of both labelled precursors'* This could

occur yia loss of HO' from the ions [C=C-CD(OH)C:CH]- and [C=C-CH(OH)C:CD]-

thus suggesting C2CD CZH'- (m/z 63,Scheme 5.2) and C2CHC2D'-, respectively' to be the

structures of the observed ions. To further investigate this novel connectivity' the precursor

TMSC:CCH(OH)C=CH was ionised under the same conditions and in a prÔcess analogous

to scheme 5.1(b), yielded a peak of m/z 62, corresponding to c2cHC2H'-' the radical

anion of 7

Scheme 5.2

HC{CD(OH)C=CH + -OH Hzo

IHC=CCDC{I'- + 'Ol-{

m/z 63

+ HC4CD(OH)C=C- +

HC4CD(OH)C-=C' -+

HC{CD(OH)C=CH + -OH -) [HC=CC(OH)C4H]-

IHC=Cc(oH)c=cHl-

+ HOD

--) IHC=CCC=CHI'- + 'OH

m/z 62

# We have used the HO substituent instead of CH3O, because the latter, although forming C5H2'- also

undergoes some hydride transfer to form CSH¡- (nt/z 63) and CH2O' Use of a hydroxide substituent does

open r-eaction channels through deprotonation ãt the HO moiety, however the resulting alkoxide ion cannot

fragment to give CSHZ'--
* it" cH3O substituted precursor also gave C2CHC2D'- (nt/z 63) and is the precursor of choice hele

because its higher isotopic purity precludes a contribution from HC5D'- in the spectrum'
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2. Characterisation of isonteric C5H2 aniorts by CR and NR

Despite the simple logic of the formation of these isomeric radical anions, furlher evidence is

needed to confirm their co^tnectivities. The conventional negative ion CA spectla of these

isomers show only losses of H' and H2, and thus do not differentiate the isomers' In

contrast, the -CR+ and -NR+ Spectra may be used as probes of structure as was

demonstrated in Chapter 4, Consider first, the deuterated isomers DC5D'- and CaCD2'- (the

radical anions of deuterated 4 and 5 respectively). Their -CR+ spectra are listed in Table

5.1, while the -NR+ spectra are illustrated, for comparative purposes, in Figure 5.1.

Both sets of spectra show peaks colresponding to C¡D2'+' CnD+ and Cn'+ (n = l-5)

confirming the empirical assignments made for the parent anions. Closer inspection of the

spectra of the isomer DC5D'- reveals a low abundance of peaks corresponding to fragments

C*Dr.+ (m = 2-4).# This seems intuitive for the anticipated DC5D structure given that

formation of these ions must occur through loss of carbon with deuterium migration: that is,

loss of carbon with concomitant loss of deuterium (C-D) is much more probable than pule

carbon losses (Crn). Such fragmentation behaviour is directly analogous to the

decomposition observed in the +NR+ spectrum of HC4H'+ reported by Goldberg et ul'

(Chapter 3, Figure 3.3, pp 57).153 The -NR+ spectrum of CaCD2'- contrasts markedly to

that of DC5D'-, with the former showing CrnDZ'+ (m = 2-4) fragment peaks with a relative

abundance more than twice that observed for DC5D'- (Figure 5.1). Identical trends are

observed for the respective -CR+ spectra (Table 5.1) The significant differences between

these two isomeric species in their -NR+ and -CR+ spectra appear logical and support the

assignment of distinct structures to these ions'

# It should be noted that the spectrum of DC5D'- also shows a number of very small peaks al nt/2. 63 and

61, it is suggested that these are fragmentations from the l3C isotopomer of C2CDC2H'- which may make a

small contribution to the m/z 64 parent ton.
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(a) 50

36 48

62

64

60
40

x10 1214

(b)

50

36

12 52
14 64x1 00

24za 40

x10 28 60

Figure 5.1 -NR + (Oz, 807o T: O2, 807o f) spectra of m/z 64 from (a)

DC=CCH(OH)C=CD, giving DC5D'- and (b) TMSC=CC:CCD2OH, giving CaCD2'-'

These spectra both show fragment ions of the forms, CnD2'+, CnD'+ and Cu'+ (where n =
1-s).

24

28

38
62

48
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Table 5.L Charge Reversal (-Cn*; and Neutralisation Reionisation (-NR+) spectra for the

and of three H '- lsomers

nt/z ( relative to base Pe ak)

m/z 64 from DC=CCH(OH)C=CD

D C5D'-

m/z 64 from TMSC:CC:CCDzOH

CaCD2'-

m/z 63 from DC=CCH(OCH¡)C=CD

CzCHCzD"

m/2. 63 from HC=CCD(OH)C=CH

CzCDCzIJ"

cR 64(88), 62(100), 60(34), 52(2),50(21),
48(6), 40(.3), 38(7.5), 36(3.5), 28(0.1),
26(t), 24(0.6), 16(<0.02), 14(<0. l),
12(<0.1).
NR 64(70), 62(100), 60(31), 52(2),50(14),
48(1), 40(0.5), 38(8), 36(1), 28(0.7), 26(2),
24(r.3), 16(<0.02), 14(0.2), L2(0.2).

cR 64(49), 62(100), 60(33), 52(14),
50(23), 48(1 1), 40(3), 38(8), 36(5), 28(.3),
26(.1), 24(.8), 16(<0.02), 14(<0.02),
1 2(. 1).
NR 64(53), 62(100), 60(33), 52(5), 50(14),
48(1), 40(2), 38(9), 36(8), 28(0.6), 26(1.5),
24(1.5), 16(<0.02), l4(0. 1), l2(0.2).

cR 63(68), 62(100), 61(48), 60(21), ,
51(1 1), 50(7.5), 49(9),48(7.5), 39(5.5),
38(5), 37(8), 36(6), 21 (0.5), 26(1.4), 25(l),
24(1.4), 15(<0.02), 14(<0, 1), 13(<0.02),
t2(0.2).
NR 63(97), 62(100), 61(69), 60(66), 5l(8),
50(9), 49(rr), 48(15), 39(4), 38( 13),
37 (r5), 36(23), 21(<0.02), 26(3),
25(<0.02), 24(6), I 5(<0.02), l4(<0.02),
13(<0.02), l2(<0.02).

cR 63(71), 62(100), 61(35), 60(7), 51(3),
50(1 1), 49(8), 48(2.5), 39(1.5), 38(7),
37(7), 36(4.5), 21(0.2), 26(0.9), 25(1.5),
24(t), 1 5(<0.02), 14(<0.02), I 3(<0. I ),
12(<0.1),
NR 63(73), 62(100), 6l(41),60(9), 5l(3),
50( 14), 49( 10), 48(4), 39(4), 38( 1 I ), 31 (16)
36( 10), 21 (l), 26(3), 25(4), 24(4),
1 5(<0.02), l4(<0.02), 1 3(<0.02),
r2(<0.02).
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While it is difficult to compare the spectra in Figure 5.1 directly with those of the third

labelled isomer it is useful to compare the results from the two isotopomers C2CDC2H'- and

C2CHC2D'- (Table 5.1). If we consider here the -CR+ spectra, both show the isotopically

analogous fragment ions to those already discussed, namely, C'DH'+, CnD*, CnH+ and

Cn.+ (where n = 1-5). Significantly, however, in the spectrum of CzCHCzD'- the losses of

CD' and C2D' predominate over losses of CH' and CzH' while the opposite is observed for

C2CDC2H.-. This would be in accord with the assigned connectivities, with the terminal

cH/D unit lost preferentially to that at the central position, where some rearrangement or

migration would be required. In particular, the comparison of the two different

monolabelled C5HD'- ions unambiguously demonstrates that the radical anion formed has

two non-equivalent hydrogen atoms, thus excluding structures, HC5H and CaCH2'

The -CR+ spectra of the unlabelled analogues HC5H'-, CaCH2'- and C2CHC2H'- are

illustrated in Figure 5.2. These spectra show the same trends as do those of their labelled

counterparts (cl Table 5.1). The -CR+ spectrum of HC5H'- shows low abundance peaks

from ions C*Hr'+ (m = 2-4): in contrast, such peaks are more abundant in the CR spectrum

of CaCH2.-, The -CR+ spectrum of the final isomer (Figure 5.2, c) is hardly characteristic,

appearing quite similar to that of CaCH2'-. However the propensity for CH' and C2H' loss

from this structure, established previously from the labelled ions, is consistent with the

major losses observed in this spectrum. The -NR+ spectra of all three isomers are given in

Table 5.2 andare analogous to the -CR+ spectra discussed'
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24

61
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26
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12
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Figure 5.2-CR+ (Oz,80vo T; 02,807o r) spectra of m/z 62 from (a)

HC=CCD(OH)C=CH, giving HC5H'- (b) TMSC=CC=CCHzOCH j, giving c4cH2',- and

(c) TMSC=CCH(OH)C=CH, giving czcHCzH'-. These spectra each show fragment iotts

of the forms, C¡H2'+, CrH'+ and C|+ (where n = l-5)'
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Table 5.2 Charge Reversal (-cn*; and Neutralisation Reionisation (-NR+) spectfa for the

three C '- rsomers.
tatlons:r

nt/z relative to baseintensi

tn/z 62 from HC=CCD(OH)C=CH

HCsH"

m/z 62 from TMSC=CC:CCH2OCH3

CaCH2"

m/z 62 from TMSC=CCH(OH)C=CH

cR 62(37), 61(100), 60(25), 50(0 _8)'
49(9.5), 48(4), 38(0.2), 37 (3), 36ç),^,
zoio.o¡), 25(0.25), 24(0.2), 14(<0.02)'

12(<0.1).
6 L( 100), 60(44), 50( 1), 49(6),

.5), 37(3,5), 36(4),26(0. i5)'
(0.75), 14(<0.02)' 13(<0.02)'

12(<0.1).

CzCIJCzH"

3. Possible pathways for anion rearrangement

The charge reversal and neutralisation reionisation data (including labelling studies)

presented thus far clearly demonstrate that the three isomeric cswzradical anions formed do

not rearrange to a common species or a common mixture of species in the gas phase' These

experimental results do not however exclude the possibility of some individual

rearrangement processes occurring for one or more of the initially formed radical anions to

give rearranged but still distinct ions. Mechanisms which might lead to isomerisation

include: (i) intramolecular hydride transfer around the C5-carbon skeleton (i'e' I '2-H' l'3-H

and 1,5-H shifts); (ii) cyclisation followed by ring opening of the carbon skeleton; and (iii)

intermolecular base catalysed proton transfer. The first two possibilities are energetically

unfavourable. Given the high degree of unsaturation of the carbon chain, the barriers
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involved in forming the strained intermediates and transition states will be considerable'

Examples of such reamangement processes have been investigated computationally and will

be discussed in the theoretical section of this chapter. The third possibrlity is summarised in

scheme 5.3. This has been discounted by labelling studies which show that isotopic

abundances of the product radical anions do not change in the presence of deuterated CI

reagent gases in the ion source of the maSS spectrometer (i'e' precursors ionised in the

presence of either D2O or H2O show the same isotopic ratios for each of the csHz'-

isomers). Mechanisms for isomerisation are thus either energetically unfavourable or

inconsistent with labelling data,* 'We conclude therefore that the data presented indicates that

HC5H'-, C+CHZ'- and C2CHC 2H'- are generated as discrete species' and that isomerisation

of these species is unfavourable under the experimental conditions'

Scheme 5.3

-'C-C-C:C=CHz + H2O > l(nð=c-c-c-cHz) 
-oH]

5

- 

HC-C-C-C:CH- + H2O

4

4. Generation of three isomeric C5H2 neutrals by NR

There are abundant peaks corresponding to parent cations (survivor ions) in all of the NR

spectra. In addition, the NR and CR spectra of each CSHZ radical anion are very similar

(Table 5.1 and 5.2). This suggests (i) a structural continuity between anion' neutral and

cation, since rearrangement of the neutral during the NR experiment should yield a spectrum

quite distinct from that obtained from the vertical CR transition,25'60'66'68 and (ii) favourable

Franck-Condon overlap linking the three surfaces'58 Therefore as the three radical anions

have been shown to be distinct, we propose that the thlee neutral species 4, 5 and 7 have

been generated successfully and that they are stable species on the timescale of the

neutralisation reionisation experiment (ca. 10-6 s). This is in line with existing theoretical

uld occur during the ionisation process ltse

ay act as a catalyst for proton transfer in

ty cannot be rigorously excluded however t

I this must be a minor Process'

lf.
an

he
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calculations which predict these species to be stable.l93 However it further seems likely that

there should be reasonable structural similarity between anions and neutrals for each of these

isomers. This hypothesis has been inve"tigated by calculation and the results are discussed

in the following section'

B. Theoretical Studies

Energy minima corresponding to HC5H'-, C+CHz- and czcHCzH'- on the radical anion

surface are shown in Figures 5.3-5.5 whilst their relative energies, along with those of the

corresponding neutrals and cations are summarised in Table 5.3. Consideration of these

Structures in traditional valence bond terms is by no means trivial as can be seen from the

geometries given. Resonance hybrid contributors can be written which give a classic organic

chemistry perspective of these species'

Table 5.3 Energies of anions, neutrals and cations of connectivities 4 (HC5H), 5

(CaCH),6 (cYc -HC¡CzH), 7 (CzCHC2H) and 8 (cyc -H2C3C2)' The energies of TS5"

/7" and TS4' -/6" from the radical anion surface are also included.

(Hartrees)
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-

Zero-Point EnergY
(Hartrees)

B3LYP/6-3IG

Relative
(kcal mol-l)

4" 1 -191.03443
- 190.98130
-190.95806

-190.68214
- 191.05879
-r90.9127r
-190.93165
-190.63081
- 191.00526
-t90.99r43
-r9r.04789

7 16' -190.91136

7 34" -190.90262
7'+ 2A', -190.58837

4 ,I,
4 lAl
4'+ 2fre
5'- 2Bt
5 1Al

5 34"
5'+ 2{',

6"
6 l4'
7" 2¡"

0.03671
0.03928

0.03849
0.04161

0.04063
0.04187
0.03948
0.04042
0.04042
0.04246
0.03964
0.04206
0.04t26
0.04213
0.04012
0.04254
0.03358
0.03320

t2.9
47.8

6r.9
236.6

0.00
54.8
19.1
268.4
32.6
43.4
6.2
55.8
98.4

296.5
36.5
61.0
85.8
69.5

8"
I lAt

TS5'-/7"
TS4"/6"

- 191.00003
-r90.96341
-r90.91523
-190.94083

I
I

t
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T, HC5H
173.5

'137.9

1.0784 1.2809

1 .3102

4.- 173.6

Figure 5.3 d. geometry-for the C|HZ radical anion isonter 4'- (Cz')'

optimisation à åuLt at *í nstyplo-3IG lãvet of theoryt, with bond lengths given

ii angstroms in degrees'

The optimised geometry of HC5H'- is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The c2u structure can be

rationalised in terms of the cumulenic valence representation, [HC=C=C-C-CH]'-' This is

best illustrated by the similarities between adjacent bond lengths, for example the bonds C1-

C2 and CZ-CZ arc !.28 Å and 1.31 Å respectively, and also the sp2 nature of the terminal C5-

H bond lengths (1.08 Å.). The slight bending of the carbon chain and the C-C-H bond angle

of 13go which is between that expected for sp2 and sp hybridised carbons, suggests

resonance contributions from acetylide species'*

<_____>

"---c=-...-cì
H€etc

4

The bent configuration of HC5H'- contrasts markedly with the linear diyne type structure of

the triplet ground state neutral (3Ig,4), where the bonds ct-czand H-c1 ate l'25 Ä and

1.06 Å, characteristic of sp hybridised carbons' Interestingly, the geometry of the singlet

excited state (lA', 4) contains both cumulenic and acetylenic functionality' Hence, the

geometry of the singlet more closely approximates that of the anion. Due to the fact that'

electron transfers in CR and NR experiments can be considered to occur as vertical

processes, electron detachment is expected to yield predominantly the excited singlet state of

the neutral species.sS The geometries of all neutrals discussed here are given as appendices

to this Chapter (Table 5.4). The B3LYP structures show excellent agreement with the recent

work of Seburg and co-workers,193 who optimised the ground state neutral geometries of

* It is worth mentioning that the connectivity HC5H'- lends itself to geometric isomerism, the second

isomer ts a tans -typ" ã..ungement with C2 symmetry. This is also a stable minimum' only 0 33 kcal

mol-l less stable than the species shown.

H

"Þ
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CsHzisomers 4-g at the CCSD(T) level.* A stable HC5H radical cation structure has also

been identified (Tabl 
" 
5.h These theoretical predictions are in agreement with the -NR+

experiments performed: with stepwise oxidation of the HC5H radical anion producing the

neutral and cationic HC5H sPecies

2. C¿CHz

1.0909

1 .3415 1.3563

1.2812 1.2626

122.3

electronic term.

-Þ c-c-c-c-
H

"\
€ I . \^_r-\ 

-r\-
\t--./\/-v v-

H

5

Figure 5.4 Optimised geom_etry-Íg: rlrç csHz radical oryi?\ isomer 5'- (Czr,)' Optimisariort

was carried out at inr"niäpiO"-3¡G levet ol theory, with bond lengths given in angstronß

and angles in degrees.

The optimised structure for cacï2'- is shown in Figure 5.4' The c2u symmetric structure

may be described in valence bond terms as a cumulene with the C-H bond lengths and

angles, 1.09 Å and l22o,characteristically sp2. There is an alternation of C-C bond lengths

down the carbon chain however which suggests a resonance contribution from a localised

acetylide anion hybrid. Both of these resonance contributors point to a HOMO anti-

symmetric with respect to the C-C-H plane which is consistent with the predicted 28 
I

H

5'-

CaCH2.- is structurally similar to the corresponding singlet ground state neutral (Table 5'4)

indicating that this is highly likely to be accessed in the NR experiment. A C¿CH2 radical

cation structure has also been calculated and shown to be a stable species (Table 5'4)'

Formed by reionisation of neutral 5, C4CH2'+ is the species ultimately detected in the -NR+

* Th"re is a suggestion in the literature that hod may not cope well with

cumulene/polyacetylene systems such as C5H2.93 We ated the geometry optimisations of

the three ground state neutrals 4, 5 and 7 at the MP :c e data appear as appendices to this

Ctupt", (fu¡t" S.S). It is found however that ¡ feported here gives much better

agreement with the high level CCSD(T) structures of Seburg und .o-*o'k"tt' 193
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3
experiment. The relative energies of the anions (Table 5./; strow that CaCH2'- is more

stable than HC5H'- by 12.9 kcal mol-1 at the level of theory indicated. This is the reversal of

the trend for the corresponding neutrals but is similar to that observed previously by Ikutal32

for the analogous CzHz radical anions, where C2CH2'- was found to be more stable than

HC3H'- by 15.8 kcal mol-1.

3. C2CHC2H

119

178.8

15.0

78.3

1.3871 1.407

1.2817 1.2309
0623

1787'-
Figure 5.5 Optimised geometry fof !h9 CtH? radical 

"f!o? 
isomer 7'- (C9' Optimiscttion

wãs carried out at the"ßL id:S lC level of theory, with bond lengths given in angstrotns

and angles in degrees.

The optimised structure for C2CHC2H'- is shown in Figure 5.5. This C5 symmetrÌc

structure is consistent with valence bond contributions from both localised acetylide as well

as cumulenic representations. It is best thought of as an extension of the C2CH2radical

anion (3'-) where one of the hydrogens is replaced with an acetylide function. These

hybrids suggesr a HOMO for this ion anti-symmetric with respect to the C5 plane which is

consistent with the calculated 24" electronic term.

H H

I

c

z-c-"\co ..-c/r.'/
H/"

ê \"
H'/ e-

CZCHCZH'- is structurally similar to the corresponding singlet ground state neutral (7) and

radical cation (7'+) indicating favourable overlap between the three potential surfaces. This

provides some insight into the successful NR experiments previously described, supporting

the proposed gas phase generation of neutral CzCHCzH. The geometric data for the ground

7
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state neutral, triplet excited state and radical cation are listed in Table 5'4' The isomer

c2cHC2H'- ts 6.2 kcal mol-l less stable than cacH2'- which makes it a tnore stable

configuration than HC5H.-. This is in contrast to the situation for the corresponding ground

state neurrals where the order of stability is HC5H > C+CHz = czcHCzH (Table 5'3)' The

computational results discussed up to this point allow estimation of the adiabatic electron

affinities (EA) of the three neutrals HC5H, CqC[zand c2cHC2H: these are 1'51' 2'38 and

2.15 eV resPectivelY

4. cyc-HC jC2H and cYc-H2C jC2

calculations concerning the c5H2 isomers 4, 5 and 7 demonstrate that all three species have

stable anion and neutral structures with similar geometries across both potential surfaces'

These theoretical predictions would suggest that all three are ideal targets for a -NR+ study

which is consistent with the experimental data presented. Analogous calculations for the two

remaining connectivities, 6 and 8 (see pp 93), which were proposed in the study of Seburg

and co-workers, have been performed to ascertain whether these would be suitable

candidates for a similar synthetic strategy'193

1.5772
1.4833

150.2

1.4409

1.3482 1.0778

147.0

175.1

1.2719

1 3840
152

1.3382

1 4072

1 3839 139.8

1 0842

144.7

Dihedrals:
H-Cr-Cz-Ce 178 3
Cr-Cz-Ce-C¿ 93 6
Cr-Cz-Cs-Cs -88 6

Cz-C:-Cs-H 1 5

152.9
1.2174

1 0829

1.0650

6

In their theoretical study of neutral CS[Zisomers Seburg and co-workers demonstrated the

surprising stability of the cyclic HC3C2H (6) structut"'193 Calculated using the

RCCSD(T)iaug-cc-pVDZl;B3LYP/6-31G protocol this lA'species is found to be slightly

more stable than ground state HC5H (4, Table 5.3)' The predicted structure is given in

6

Figure 5.6 Optimised geometries for the cyclic CSHZ isomer 6 (Cil and the corresponding

radical anion isomer 6'- (Ct). Optimisation roi ,orried out at the B3LYP/6-31G level o'f
'rîrîårv 

i;¡in bond tingths'giien in angs¡oms and angles in degrees'
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Figure 5.6 and may be considered in valence bond terms as an extension of the aromatic c-]'c-

Cz1zspecies (L) where one of the hydrogens is substituted for an acetylene moiety'

U-U

c

6ê
H

H

This assignment is borne out by the contracted H-C t and C t -Cz bond lengths ( I '07 and l '22

Å, respectively) which are characteristic of acetylenic functionality and the C3-C5 bond length

(1.35 Å) which has double bond character. Such a structure maintains a 2æ-electron

population on the C3-ring which, along with the C5 molecular symmetry' fulfils the

requirements for aromaticity and may hence account for the stability of this isomer. Electron

attachment to this neutral carbene generates a relatively unstable radical anion of C¡

symmetry (Figure 5.6). The bonding environment surrounding C1 in this structure can be

considered as between sp and sp2 in nature, given the H-CI-C2 bond angle of 1400 and the

lengthened CrCzbond (1 .zi L). This is best described by the valence contributors shown

below

<------> 2
H 1.c H

./c 6
2"

H

In both cases the n-electron population on the C3-ring is greater than two and such bonding

representations also rationalise the deviation of this ion from planarity' Thus no aromatic

stabilisation is expected for 6'-. Energy calculations support this suggestion with cvc

-HC3C2H.- nearly 33 kcal mol-l less stable than the global minimum CqCHz'- and with

electron attachment exothermic by only 0.41 eY '
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1,O772

147

1.3582

.0788

1 4665

1 1014

180.0
152,1 1,4380

149.6

8

1 2684

Dihedrals:
Cl -Cz-Cs-C ¿

Cz-Ce-C¿-Cs
Cz-Cs-C¿-H
Cz-Cg-Cs-H

179 6

96.0
176 7

-1 1

620

1.3465
1 3753

1.2812 1 3325
1 5091

147

127 0

8'-

Figure 5.7 Optimised Seometries for the cyclic CSHZ isomer I (CZr) oncl tlrc

coîresponding radical aniin isomer S" (Cl). Optimisationwas carried out at the B3LYP/6-

fiC lírrlo¡ ihrory, with bond lengths given in àngstromt and angles in degrees'

The structure of neutral isomer 8 is given in Figure 5.7. This C2u symmetric species has a

ground lA1 electronic state and is calculated to be 13 kcal mol-1 less stable than 4, making it

the least thermochemically stable CsÞzneutral carbene discussed thus far (Table 5'3)' This

instability is due to the ring strain energy of the cyclopropene ring which is not, in this case,

offset by significant aromatic stabilisation. The bond lengths Cr-CZ and Cz-C¡ (1'28 and

1,33 Å. respectively) demonstrate little alternation, suggesting allenic carbene character for

the carbon chain. This points to extended n-overlap over carbons Ct-CZ-C¡ and hence a fi-

electron population of > 2 for the C3-ring. 
H

Þ "<[L,-L,-

8 H

Electron attachment to I is exothermic by only 1.06 eV and produces an anion 37 kcal mol-l

less stable than the global minimum on the radical anion potential surface (Table 5.3). The

structure of this species is given in Figure 5.7 and a deviation from the planar structure of the

neutral is observed. In valence bond terrns this can be considered as a resonance hybrid of

the following structures
H

Oc-c- c-

H

c
,cc

I H

<-----r>

H
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These resonance contributors provide some rationale for the contraction of the C3-C4 bond

length from single bond character in the neutral carbene (1.44 

^), 
to double bond character

in the radical anion (1.36,Å.).

These calculations suggest that the cyclic CSHZ isomeric anions 6" and 8'- present difficult

targets for synthesis in the gas phase, at least by the negative ion methodologies used in this

study. For example, extrapolation of the anion syntheses presented for isomers 4", 5'-

and 7'- would suggest a hydroxy-substituted cyclopropene as a suitable precursor for

anions 6" and 8" (Scheme 5.4). Assuming similar chemistry, namely carbon-oxygen

bond homolysis, facile electron transfer to the nascent OH radical (Scheme 5'4, b) seems the

more probable outcome given the low electron affinities of both cyclic CsHz species' Thus a

unimolecular reaction such as outlined in Scheme 5.4 is likely to give a greater abundance of

hydroxide ions than of the desired radical anion due to the discrepancy in electron affinities

(1.36 eV in the case of 6).# On the basis of the theoretical data it appears that the radical

anions 6" and 8" would present difficult targets for generation in the gas phase'

Scheme 5.4
H
/

_c
HC=C-C?| + 'oH (a)

6'- t/

HC-C HC=C-
H

OH

H

öir-c

c?1-c.HC=C-

6

+ -oH (b)

5. Unimolecular isomerisation pathways

The possibility of isomerisation of these radical anions has also been investigated

computationally. Two typical examples are shown in Scheme 5'5 which represent the two

types of processes previously discussed, namely a 1,3-hydride shift (TS5'77") and a 3-

membered ring formation (TS4" t6). The geometries of these transition states appear as

# The electron affintiy of the hydroxide ion is reported as 1.827 67 t 0'000 021 eV
t9'7
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appendices to this Chapter (Table 5.6). These rearrangements have activation barriers of

g5.g and 56.5 kcal mol-l respectively (Table 5.3), suggesting that these processes are much

more energy depanding than electron loss and as such are unlikely to be observed under thc

experimental conditions'

Scheme 5.5
H

C,
c'

c-c-c-c-(H 
-H

> c-c-cr

7

6'-

c-c-c '"ì-t
H

+

H

H.c_c_c_c-c,H 

-
'c-

+

C.

- 
H-C-C-Cl

c
I

c
c

H

5

4'-

TS s'-l 7'-

TS 4'-l 6 '-

c C,,
H

(Iv) CONCLUSIONS

Gas phase negative ion chemistry has been shown to be an efficient and structurally sensitive

method of generating isomers of c5H2 radical anions. The technique of neutralisation

reionisation mass spectrometry allows the formation of their neutral counterparts' The

radical anions 4'-, 5" and 7" have been synthesised in the gas phase and have been

shown to have discrete structures. The corresponding neutrals have been generated in NR

experiments, with this forming the first reported observation of CzCHCzH. The stability of

the radical anions 4,5" and7" and the corresponding neutrals has been suppolted by

theoretical calculations indicating these connectivities to be bound on both surfaces' Two

further anions 6'- and 8" have also been investigated theoretically and prove to be much

less stable than their open chain counter-parts. These calculations suggest that gas phase

synthesis of 6'- and 8'- by the type of methodologies employed in this study would be

inefficient. The experimental and theoretical evidence demonstrating the stability of C5H2

transient neutrals lends support to their candidacy as possible interstellar species' Further,

the large electron affinities of the open chain species 4,5 and 7 suggests that the

corresponding anions may also play a role in the chemistry of these galactic environs'
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(V) BXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Mass spectrometric methods

CR and NR spectra were me¿sured using a two-sector reversed geometry VG ZAB 2HF

spectrometer. This instrument and the typical experimental conditions for NICI, CR and NR

experiments have been described in Chapter 1. Specifically however, spectla were generated

in the following manner. Samples were placed in glass capillaries which were drawn to a

fine point and inserted into the cheùcal ionisation source via the solid inlet probe, in order

to produce a measured pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr, inside the source housing. Typical

ionisation conditions were; source temperature, 200oC; ionising energy, 70 eV (tungsten

filament); accelerating voltage, -7 kV. All slits were fully open in order to minimise mass

discrimination effects due to energy resolution.46'182 The reagent ions HO-, DO- and

CH3O- were generated respectively from substrates H2O, D2O and CH3OH (intloduced

through the heated septum inlet) to give an operating pressure inside the source housing of

ca. 5 x 10-5 Torr, and thus an estimated pressure inside the ion source of close to 0.1 Torr.

Negative ion chemical ionisation of the sample either effected (i) deprotonation or

dedeuteration as appropriate, or (ii) desilylation of a neutral trimethylsilated substrate by the

method developed by DePuy and cowork"rr.l0 Neutralisation of the anion beam in the first

collision cell was achieved by collision with oxygen gas at a typical pressure of 5 x 10-6

Torr: this reduces the main beam to SOVo of its initial value, producing essentially single

collision conditions in the collision cell.183 Residual ions were removed using the deflector

electrode, with neutrals passing into the second cell where they were reionised to the

corresponding cation under identical conditions to those used in the first cell. The spectra

were collected by reversing the polarity of the electric sector voltage and scanning the sector

voltage. CR spectra were measured under the same conditions as those used for NR spectra,

except that the deflector electrode is grounded. Although this CR method does increase the

likelihood of double collisions, it allows direct comparison between NR and CR

spectra.25,60'66'68,s All spectra were repeated a minimum of three times in order to establish

their reproducibility.

# Comparison of the NR and CR spectra collected in this way equates to a qualitative NIDD treatment (cf
Chapter I, pp 20).
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B. Syntheses of Precursor Molecules

Many of the precursor compounds necessary for this study had not previously been

repofted. The synthetic procedures employed to prepare them are given in this section'

I . M e thyl ( 5 - time thy I s ity I ) p ent a- 2, 4 - diyny t e th e r ITMS C=CC=CCHzOCH¡ I'

This preparation is described in Chapter 4, pp 86'

2. [ 1 ,1-D2] -5-Trimethytsilylpenta-2,4-diyn- 1-ol ITMSC=CC=CCD2OH1 
1e8' t lo

[1,]-Dz]-5-Trimethylsilylpenta- 2,4-diyn-1-ol was prepared by a standard procedu"20O

except that [D2]-paraformaldehyde was used in place of the unlabelled reagent' Yield =

837o. D2> 99Vo'*

3. t 3 -D t I -Penta- 1,4-diyn-3-ol [HC=CCD(OH)C=CH]'

[3-D1]-Penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol was prepared by a standard procedurel36'187 except that methyl-

lDt]-formatewasusedinplaceofethylformate.Yield=J37o'Dt=98vo,

4. [ 1,5 -Dz] -Penta- 1,4-diyn-3 -ol [DC=CCH(OH)C=CD]'

A solution containing 1,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)penta-1,4-diyn-3-oll88 (1'5 g) and 18-crown-6

(0.005 g) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (20 cm3¡ was added dropwise over 0'5 hr to a

stirred solution of potassium fluoride (1.0 g) in deuterium oxide (1 cm3)' atOoC' under a

nitrogen atmosphere. The solution was then stirred al25oC for 12 hr, before being dried

(MgSO+). Removal of the solvent in vacuo gave [1,5-D2]-penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol (0'31 g'

76vo 'Dz= 857o)'

* polyacetylenes are known to be unstable and potentially explosive hence further purification of these

compounds was not attempted unless absolut"ly n"ttt'ury'185
tt4
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5. ( I -Trimethylsityt)penta- I ,4-cliyn-3-ol ITMSC=CCH(OH)C=CH] '

Ethynyl magnesium bromide (0,74 cm3, 0.5 M in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran)' was added

dropwise under nitrogen to a stirred solution of (3-trimethylsilyl)propynal20l'202 10'03 g¡' in

anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (10 cm3), at OoC, the mixture stirred for 12 hr at 25oC, cooled to

OoC, quenched with aqueous ammonium chloride (saturated, l0 cm3) at OoC, and extracted

with diethyl ether (3 x 20 cm3). The organic extract was washed with water (20 cm3)'

sodium chloride (saturated 10 cm3), dried (MgSO¿) and the solvent removed itt vacuo to

yield (1-trimethylsilyl)penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol' (0.03 g,8ovo)' [M-H+]- = 151.0565'

CsHlsOSi requires 151.0579. lU NV1R (200 MHz, CDCI¡) ô 0.17 (s,9H), 2'52 (d,lg)'

2.90 (br, 1H), 5'10 (d'1H).

6. M e thy I - 3 - [ t, 5 - b i s ( t r ime thy t s ily I ) ] p ent a - l, 4 - diynyl e the r

ITMSC=CCH(OCH:)C=CTMS]'

Freshly distilled dichloromethyl methyl ether (1.61 cm3) in anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (20

cm3) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of trimethylsilylethynyl magnesium

bromidelSs 1Z.Sl g) in tetrahydrofuran (100 cm3) over 0'5 hr, at goC, under a nitrogen

atmosphere and the reaction mixture stirred at 25oc fot 12 hr. The reaction was quenched

with aqueous ammonium chloride (saturated, 50 cm3), extracted with diethyl ether (3 x 50

cm3), the ethereal extract separated, washed with water (20 cm3), aqueous sodium chloride

(saturated, 20 cm3) and dried (MgSO¿). The solvent was removed in vacuo and the crude

product purified by distillation at reduced pressure (b'p' 76-8OoC @ 0'07 Torr) to yield

methyl-3-[1,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)]penta-1,4-diynyl ether (1.74 g,24Vo)' [M'*] --238'1192'

C12H22OSi2 requires 238.1209. lU NtytR (200 MHz, CDCI¡) õ 0.19 (s, 18 H), 3'40 (s,

3H), 4.89 (s, 1H).

T.Methyl-3-[1,5-D2]-penta-1,4-diynylether[DC=CCH(OCH3)C=CD]'

This preparation was carried out by the same procedure outlined for the corresponding

alcohol;using methyl-3-[1,5-bis(trimethylsilyl)]penta-1,4-diynyl ether (0.75 g) gave methyl-

3-[1,5-Dz]-penta-1,4-diynyl ether (0.17 g, 597o ,D2> 97Vo)'
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C. Computational Methods

Geometry optimisations were carried out with the Becke 3LYP methodSS'89 using the 6-31G

basis within the GAUSSIAN 94 suite of programs.92 Stationary points were characterised

as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or transition states (one imaginary frequency) by

calculation of the frequencies using analytical gradient procedures. The minima connected

by a given transition structure were confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)

calculations. The calculated frequencies were also used to determine the zero-point

vibrational energies which were then scaled9l by 0.9804 and used as a zero-point energy

correction for the electronic energies calculated at this and higher levels of theory. More

accurate energies for the B3LYP/6-3lG geometries were determined with the RCCSD(T)

methodlT6-181, using the Dunning aug-cc-pVDZbasis set,95'96'203 within the MOLPRO

package.94 The described computational method was tested using CzCHz Q) giving a

computed electron affinity of 1.67eV compared with the experimentally determined I '794 +

O.OZSeY.r28 Calculations involving GAUSSIAN 94 geometry optimisation were carried out

using both PC and Unix machines. MOLPRO single point energy calculations were carried

out with both the Cray J 932 computer at the Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum (Berlin), and the Power

Challenge Super Computer at the Australian National University Super Computing Centre

(Canberra).
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(VI) APPENDICES

and radical cation
using the B3LYP

isomers corresPonding
l6-3lG level of theolY.

degrees.

4 (D-n) 3r,
H-Cr- C'Ct'C4'C5- H
bond length H-C1 1.0648

CrCz l'2491
Cz-Cz 1.3111

5 (Czu) 1Ar

c:-cz

bond length C1-C2 l'2981
Cz-Cz 1.3031
Cz-Cq 1.2126
C¿-Cs 1.3242
Cs-H 1.0891

ansle Cl-Cz-C¡ 180.0- Cz-Ct-Ca 180'0
C¡-C+-Cs 180.0
H-C5-Ca 122'0

7 (Cs) 14

\t

,.cíct'co.cr.,,
n6

bond length Cr-Cz 1.2955
Cz-Ct l'3449
Cz-Cq I.4ll9
C+-Cs 1.2181
Cs-Ho 1'0656
C¡-Hr 1'0941

angle CyC2-C3179.5
Cz-Cz-Cq 125.0
C3-C -C5 179.8
H6-C5-Ca 179'l

4 (Cs) 16'

Hz'cr- 
cz-c{c4'cs'H6

bond length H7-C1 1.0808
CrCz 1.2850
Cz-Ct I'2901
Cz-Ct l'3251
Cz-Ct 1.2389
Ho-Cs 1.0648

angle H7-C1-C2 135'0
CrCz-C3169.4
C2-C3-Ca 164.2
C3-Ca-C5177 '5
Ca-C5-H6172.8

5 1C51 r¡"
H6

r. -c2-q-c4-cl."r H7

bond length Ct-Cz 1.3156
Cz-Ct I'3015
CYC+ 1.2164
Cq-Cs 1.3312
Cs-Ho 1.0862
Cs-Hr 1.0862

angle CyC2-C3169.4
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C¡-C¿-Cs 180.0
H6-C5-Ca 121.4
Hz-Cs-C¿,12I.4

7 (c5; :4"

\t

,.cíct'c4.c5.H6

bond length C1-C2 1.2361
Cz-Ct 1.3869
Cz-C+ 1.3964
C¿-Cs 1.2244
Cs-Ho 1.0645
C¡-Hr 1'0887

angle C¡C2-C3179'2
C2-C3-Ca 124'0
C3-Ca-C5 Il9.O
H6-C5-Ca 179.7

5'+ (Cs) 2A'

4.+ (D_n )
H- C r- C'C
bond length

,T,
;Cq'Cs- H
H-Ct l.O14l
CrCz 1.2466
Cz-Ct 1.3028

H
q'c4-c(.

H

H.
cz-ct-Co-Cl. "

H7
Cl-

bond length Ct-C2 1.3401
Cz-Cz 1.2821
CYC+ 1.2895
C¿-Cs 1.3178
Cs-He 1.0928
Cs-H; 1.0928

angle C1-C2-C3I1O'4- 
Cz-Cz-C¿ 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180.0
Ho-Cs-C¿ 121.6
H1-C5-Ca l2L6

7'+ (Cs) 2¡'

{z

C
.cíCt'co
I

bond length C1-C2 1.2323
Cz-Ct I '3817
Cz-Cq 1.3'757
C+-Cs 1.2287
Cs-Ho 1.0133
CYHt I'0944

angle C1-C2-C3178.6
C2 C3-Ca 124.3
C3-Ca-C5 118.2
H6-C5-Ca 179'8

119.3 H C -C 117.8 H -C -C 1 18.1

tt7



Table 5.5 The optimised geometries
and7. A comPariion between the B3L

CI er5

of the three ground state neutral C5H2 isomers 4, 5

YPl6-31G results discussed in this ChaPter, MP2lcc-

YDZ and the CCS YTZ dafa of and co-workers.l93

MP2lcc-pYDZi

4 Czu D-h4 I)-h
(triplet ground state)

H-Cr- Cz'Cz' C4'C5- H
bond length H-C1 1.0648

CrCz 1.2491
Cz-Cz 1.3111

5 Czu
(singlet ground state)

H
cf cz'q'c4-cl.

H
bond lengthCrCz l'2981

Cz-Cz I'3031
CTCq 1.2726
C+-Cs 1.3242
Cs-H 1.0891

angle Cl-Cz-C¡ 180.0- Cz-Ct-C+ 180.0
C3-Ca-C5180'0
H-C5-Ca 122.0

7cs
(singlet ground state)

H7

Cí
c3

Cí cs.Ho

bond lengthC¡C21.2955
Cz-Cz l'3449
Ct-Cq I.4Il9
C+-Cs I.2I8I
Cs-Ho 1.0656
C¡-Hr 1.0941

angle CyC2-C3179.5
C2-C3-Ca125.0
C3-Ca-C5 179.8
H6-C5-Ca 179.1

H-Cr- Cz'Ct' C4'C5- H
bond length Hz-Ct l'0144

CrCz 1.2304
Cz-Ct 1.3258

angle H-C¡C2 179.8
C¡C2-C3179.8
Cz-Cz-C+ 118.9

5cs
H

Cf cz'q'c4-C{.
H

bond length C1-C2 I3O2l
Cz-Cz 1.3221
Ct-C+ 1.2822
C+-Cs 1.3406
Cs-Ho l'0981
Cs-H; 1'0980

angle C1-C2-C3179'8
C2-C3-Ca 179.9
C3-Ca-C5 119.9
H6-C5-Ca I2Ll
H1-C5-Ca 121.2

7cs
H7

bond length C1-C2 1'3019
Cz-Cz 1.3598
Cz-Cq l'4236
C¿-Cs l'2368
Cs-Ho I'0774
C¡-Hz 1.0102

angle C1-C2-C3178.2
C2-C3-Ca 123.4
C3-Ca-C5 178.5
H6-C5-Ca 178.3

H-Cr- C¡C; C4-C5- H
bond length H-C1 i.0594

CrCz 1.2365
Cz-Ct 1.3019

5 Cz,

H
ct-cz-q-c4-c(.

H
bond length C1-C2 1.2819

Cz-Cz 1.2988
Cz-Cq 1.2655
Cq-Cs 1.3219
C5-H 1'0803

angle C1-C2-C3 180.0- Cz-Cz-Ca 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180.0
H-C5-Ca l2l.O

7c5

\t
.CíC,,CO
1

c4 ,.cíct'c4.c5.H6 C
.cs.Ho

bond length C1-C2 1.2858
Cz-Cz 13372
Cz-C+ 1.4128
C+-Cs l.2IO5
Cs-Ho 1.0595
C¡-Hz 1.0836

angle C1-C2-C3177.5
C2-C3-Ca 124.3
C3-Ca-C5 111.9
H6-C5-Ca 178.5

H C 119.3 H -C rt9.9 H C tt9.3

MP2/cc-pVDZ calculations were performed using the GAUSSIAN 94 suite of Programs,
other methods.following the same protocols outlined in the text for the

I l8
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Table 5.6 The geometries of the two transition states calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G level

angstroms and all angles in degrees.
of theory. All bond lengths are in

T S 5'-l7'-
Hz\ c-c2-c{

TS 4"/6"
c4

c5-c4-c{ tHt
1

C't-C

Hó
crCz
Cz-cz
cz-cq
c+-cs
c¡-He
ct-Ht
C,1-C2-C3
C2-C3-Ca
C3-Ca-C5
H6-C3-C2
H1-CyC2
CyC2-C3-Ca
C2-C3-Ca-C5
H6-C3-C2-C1
H1-C¡C2-C3

C
-'i

H6
1.3860
1.4708
1.3512
t.2'763
1.3503
1.0936
81.4
t31.2
t74.6
98.3
131.5
t32.5
t52.8
-9.1
-t24.2

5

bond
length

angle

dihedral
angle

bond
length

angle

dihedral
angle

ct-cz
cz-Ct
cvC+
C+-cs
cs-Ho
c:-Hz
C¡C2-C3
C2-C3-Ca
C3-Ca-C5
H6-C5-C3
}J1-CyC2
C¡C2-C3-Ca
C2-C3-Ca-C5
H6-C5-C3-C2

t.2552
t.3481
t.4299
t.4212
t.307-l
r.0112
r75.4
r49.5
15.9
52.5
150. I

-107. I
-r75.6

-6.5
-169.4}l't-CrCz-Cr

119
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Chapter 6: Gas Phase Syntheses of Three Isomeric

CtHz Radical Anions and Their Elusive Neutrals.

A Joint Experimental and Theoretical Study.

(I) ABSTRACT

Theoretical calculations predict a number of stable structures for neutral CIHZ with some of

the more stable geometries possessing the aromatic C3-ring moiety. Electron attachment to

all neutral CIHZ isomers produces bound isomeric radical anions. The most stable anion

isomers are found to be linear structures which may prove good candidates for formation in

the gas phase. Three radical anions, C6CH2, HCZC(CZ)C2H and C2CH2C4, have been

synthesised in the gas phase, utilising a range of precursors and NICI techniques. The

structures of these ions have been probed by collisional activation and charge reversal mass

spectrometric techniques. Neutralisation reionisation experiments confirm the theoretically

predicted stability of the corresponding neutrals: this constitutes the first reported observation

ofthese species.

r20
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(II) INTRODUCTION

The astrophysical and terrestrial interest in the unsaturated carbenes CnHZ (where' n < 7) has

been well documented in this thesis.# Both theoretical and experimental studies concerning

the odd homologues C3H2 and, increasingly, CSHZ are prevalent in the literature' By

comparison little is known about the Clp2carbenes. CIHZ isomers have yet to be detected

in interstellar or circumstellar gas clouds2O4'205 ho*"u"t models for the chemistry of these

regions predict such species to be present in detectable concentrations (although no particular

isomer is specified).206 Further, the C6CH2 (6) isomer has been proposed as a prime

candidate for astrophysical detection due to its predicted dipole moment of more than seven

DebYs.lo8'zo7

Scheme 6.1
c

C- C-..

c H

C/ {c- c\ ,/C-c-c-c-c-H
c\

H 3

c\
(

.au 1

/c
c,,

H ^-/U
H/

H.C c
I

CH
I -,r' 

'

-c- c- c- c-c-c-c-c\
,c/ -c- 

H
rCt 

-c'
H'/- 5 -H 6

,/c

H

c-c-c- c-c
,c/

H
4

H-C-C-C- C- C- C-C-H c-c-c
H

Aoki and Ikuta have calculated the mimum energy structures for a number of the most stable

neutral Cl1zisomers at the MIPz/Dgs*x level of theory.208 For the connectivities l-7

(Scheme 6.1) all were found to have singlet ground states with the exception of 7, the HCTH

isomer, which is a linear triplet species. All the ground states were determined to fall within

an energy range of less than 22 kcal mol- I (determined by single point energy calculations

utilising the ACpF/ANO//IVIP2/D95** level of rheory). The two most stable species were

determined to be the C3-ring chain carbenes I and 2. Both of these have (4n + 2) n-electron

87

# See Chapters 3 and 5.

t2l
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occupation (where n = 0) of the ring, thus aromaticity may account for the stability of these

systems. This is perhaps most obvious by consideration of possible valence bond stt'uctures

of the singlet carbenes I and2.

0

.zC-C-.. c c ,/c
H H H

e

IA

c\.\
"2""2"

c\
H

.,

H/

"2"H

The structures of 1 and 2 may in fact be considered as extensions of aromatic

cyclopropenylidene (^)r42 with the hydrogens substituted with diacetylene and acetylene

respectively. A third C3-ring chain structure 8 (Scheme 6.1) has also been proposed by

some authors, however the relative stability of this species has not been theoretically

determined.209 The energetics of electron attachment and its effect on structure for the

species 1-8 has been investigated theoretically and the results are described here. The

stability and suitability of these anions as potential precursors to the corresponding neutral

carbenes via NRMS techniques will be discussed.

Previously, only two C7H2 isomers have been detected in the laboratory. (i) Rotational

transitions corresponding to the cyclic carbene t have been detected in a DC electrical

discharge in a neon-diacetylene environment.2og It is found to be 15 times less abundant

than CsHz isomers generated in the same experiment. (ii) The electronic spectrum of HC7H,

7, trapped in a low temperature matrix has been recorded and provides evidence for a linear

triplet ground state as predicted by theory.l9a Th" capacity of neutralisation reionisation to

generate transient neutral species and in particular unsaturated carbenes in the gas phase has

been amply illustrated in this thesis* and by other authors.l53'154 The generation and

characterisation of three isomeric C7H2 radical anions will be described. NRMS

experiments conducted on these provide evidence for the stability of the corresponding

neutrals in the gas phase.

* 
See Chapters 4 and 5

t22
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(III) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Theoretical predictions for ClHz isomers

I. Relative stability of isomeric C7H2 neutrals and anions

The neutral C7H2 isomers L-7 were optimised at the economical B3LYP level of theory,

with the modest 6-3lc(d) basis set. The structures predicted in this way are in excellent

agreement with those calculated by Aoki and Ikuta and are given as appendices to this

Chapter (Table 6.5).208 The relative energies of these isomers have been determined using

the larger Dunning, aug-cc-pVDZ basis set and are given in Table 6.1. Although the energy

trend differs slightly from that previously reported,2O8 the isomers 1-6 all fall within I eV of

each other as demonstrated by these authors. The exception is the linear HCTH (7) isomer

which our calculations place some 14 kcal mol-l lower in energy than L. Estimation of the

electron affinity of HCTH at this level gives 1.86 eV which is in reasonable accord with the

value obtained using a coupled-cluster approach (EA = 7.'72 eY, see appendices to this

Chapter, Table 6.4). Therefore despite some energy discrepancies between this and

previously reported data, the economical B3LYP computational regime seems in accord with

high level treatments and is thus sufficient for comparison of C7H2 isomers'

Table 6.1 The relative energies of the ground state C7H2 neutrals of isomers 1-9 are given

here, along with the symmetry
triplet, all isomers were found to
optimised at rhe B3LYP/6-31G(
6.5). The energies of these spec

VDZ basis set.

State
(Point

Energy
(Hartrees)

Energy
(Hartrees)I

Energy
(kcal mol-l;+

CYC - A'(Cs)
-261.68456
-267.61012
-261.67091
-267.65590
-267.67825
-267 .1r05r
-261 .6597 |
-261.575t0

0
0.05178
0.05252
0.05230
0.051 15

0.05293
0.04919

0.05322
0.05128

t7.51
26.65
26.36
35.11
22.r1
0.00

33.99
85.89

2 cyc -HC2CzCzH
3 C2CHCaH
4 HC2CHCa
5 HCzC(CùCzH
6 C6CH2
7 HCTH

8 cyc -H2C3Ca
9 C2CH2Ca

lAr (czu)
lA'(cs)
1A'(cs)
lAr (czu)
1Ar (czu)
3r, (D-n)
lAr (czu)
lA'

ZPE uncorrected
t Relative energy includes ZPE corrected by 0.9804.91

r23
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2. cyc-H2CjC4

t52 2

149.1

1.33

08

1.28 1,3 I t26 t.32

Figure 6.1 Optimised geometry of neutral CZHZ isomer I (all bond lengths are givett irt

angstroms and all angles in degrees). The C2, structure is the singlet 1A1-ground state

calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) Ievel of theory. The results of energy calculatiotts on tlis
species can be found in Table 6.1.

The structure of the cyclic ClHz isomer I was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. This

structure was initially proposed by McCarthy and co-workers209 who extrapolated from the

CsHz calculations of Seburg et al. (seeinparticular structure 8, Chapter 5, pp 93).193 The

optimised structure of 8 is shown in Figure 6.1 and is found to be more than 15 kcal mol-l

less stable than the other cyclic C7H2 isomers, namely L and 2 (Table 6.1). Why should 8

be less stable than the other two C3-carbon ring systems? Some insight can be gained by

inspection of the predicted geometry and electronic state of the former species. The linear

C5-carbon chain in this molecule shows little alternation in C-C bond lengths, with all four

bonds falling between I.26 and 132 L. This is characteristic of a cumulenic carbene system

with the lone pair of electrons residing on the terminal carbon. Such a valence structure also

accounts for the lA1 electronic term: suggesting a HOMO orbital symmetric to the C-C-H

plane of the molecule and symmetrical with respect to the C2-axis of rotation.

H

c
Cc-c-c-c-c

c

H

This valence picture points to a æ-electron contribution of greater than two on the C3-ring

and consequently no aromatic stabilisation is expected.

t24
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3. cyc-HC4C jH and cYc-HC2C jC2H

t52

H

t.37
l5t2

I

139 109
t42

1.33 \_-/
144 4

t44
150 4

1.26 136
1.42

1,25 r.33 158 I

107

ê

t37 124

r.08 t24
07

1 45.1 l5l I

I )

energies for these anions are given in Table 6.2.

The relative energies of the neutral C3-ring systems l,2and 8 illustrate the importance of

aromatic stabilisation to these types of molecules. Similar considerations provide a rationale

for the relative instability of the anionic species 1'- and 2'- compared with open chain

isomers (Table 6.2). Addition of a further electron to the valence structures of singlet

neutrals 1 and 2 (illustrated previously) suggests three ft-electrons populating the C3-ring.

The calculated geometries of L and 2 are shown in Figure 6.2 and demonstrate a marked

deviation from planarity which can be depicted in valence bond terms as a series of

resonance hybrids.

c/l\
€ etct" \H^./c,/,v

a""

c
cc,

.z-Cr-//
H/"

^t,__1"

t25
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"2"'
.e

c

"2"\-
€ etc

^--l \ c\

All of these contributing structures have either three or four n-electrons on the C3-ring.

Further, the predicted geometries show the C3-rings to be non-planar. Consequently these

cyclopropenyl systems with (i) more than 2rc-electrons and (ii) lack of planarity, possess no

aromatic stabilisation to compensate for the large ring strain energy. As a result the ring

containing anions l",2 and also 8" are at least 30 kcal mol- l more positive in energy

than the open chain global minimum on the CtHz radical anion potential surface (Table 6.2).

Therefore despite the stability of the neutral cyclic ClHz isomers their relatively low

propensity for electron attachment suggests that the anions may be diffîcult to form in the gas

phase.

Tabte 6.2 The relative energies of the ground state C7H2 radical anions of isomers 1-9 are

given here, along with the symmetry and electronic term. The_geometries were.optimised_at
tne n¡I-yp/6-3IG(d) level and are given as appendicies to this Chapter (Table 6,5), The
energies of these species were then recalculated at the same level with the larger aug-cc-

c:\:H

H

)

basis set.

7 2 ve
State

(Point
Energy

(Hartrees)
Energy

(Hartrees)T
Energy

(kcal mol-l;+

l" cyc -HCaC3H
2 cyc -HC2C3C2H
3" CzCHC+H
4" HC2CHCa
5" HCzC(CùCzH
6" C6CH2
7" HCTH
S cyc -H2C3Ca
9" CzCHzC+
TS4/9"

r)
(cr)
(Cr)

24" (cr)
2g r (czu)
2Bt (czr)
2gt (czu)

(cr)
2A'(cr)

(cr)

-261.12606
-267.16903
-261.17685
-267.1s364
-267.79tr0
-267.t1781
-267.1219r
-261.69990
-267.630596

0.04130
0.05045
0.05025
0.04821
0.0521 l
0.04886
0.05103
0.05202
0.04624

37.85
t2.82
1.19
2r.t4
0.00
6.34
42]5
51.r1
97.t0

I ZPf,uncorrected
t Relative energy includes ZPE conected by 0.9804.91

t26
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4. C6CH2 and HCTH

By comparison with the ring containing structures the linear C6CH2 (6) and HCzH (7)

species form relatively stable anions (Table 6.2). In fact the former represents the global

minimum on the CtHz radical anion potential surface whilst the latter is less than 7 kcal

mol-l higher in energy. This energy trend is analogous to that observed in theoretical studies

of isomeric ClHzandC5H2radicalanions. C2CH2'- iscalculatedtobe l5.8kcalmol-l

more stable than HC3H'-whilst CaCH2'- is predicted to be 12.9 kcal mol- I more stable than

HC5g'-.140'210,+ 1¡. predicted structures of the radical anions 6 and 7 are shown in Figure

6.3 and may be considered as simple extensions of the corresponding C5H2'- isomers

discussed in Chapter 5.

t.2'l 1.33 1.26 1.32 t.26 134 1.09

122.O

6

179.1 179 0 185.0

7

143.t
1.07

Figure 6.3 Optimised geometries of the C7H2 radical anion isomers 6'- and 7" (all bond
tengths are giien in angstroms and all angles in degrees). The structures both possess C2y

symmetry añd¡utt geometric details are given as appendices to this Chapter (see Table 6.5).

Both structures are calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The relative energies

for these anions are given in Table 6.2.

The ion C6CH2'- (6) has a strictly linear carbon chain with only minor alternation between

C-C bond lengths (between 1.26 and 1.34 Å) and a C-C-H bond angle of l22o characteristic

of an sp2 hybridised carbon. This suggests a cumulenic structure in valence bond terms with

some resonance contribution from a polyacetylenic species. Both contributors point to a

HOMO anti-symmetric to the C-C-H plane which is consistent with the predicted 281 state.

_O H

c-c-c-c-c-c(

|.26 t.32 128

H

6

# See also Table 5.3, pp 104.

Þc:c-c-c-c-c
H
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The predicted structure of HCTH'- (7) initially seems unusual, howevel it is very similar to

the corresponding HC5H structure. In particular, the C-C-H bond angle of apploximately

140o is common '.o both calculated HCTFI'- and HC5H'- geometries. This angle falls

between that anticipated for typical sp2 ica. 120o) and sp (ca. l80o) hybrised carbons.

Therefore in valence bond terms, HCTH'- can be viewed as a resonance hybrid incorporating

both acetylenic and allenic functionality.

---C---C-C-C-C-C- 
H æ H-C-C-C-C-C_=.-,^ -...- /.n-c-

H
c

7

The structural isomers 6 and 7 are predicted to be stable as anions and neutrals and

consequently both present good targets for generation in the mass spectrometer. There is

also favourable Franck-Condon overlap between the anion, neutral and cation potential

surfaces of both these connectivities. The predicted structures for C6CH2 (i) radical anion,

(ii) singlet and triplet neutral# and (iii) radical cation# are strikingly similar. It is therefore

anticipated that neutralisation of C6CH2'- should efficiently generate neutral C6CH2 in both

spin states# and subsequent reionisation should yield the corresponding cation. The ground

state HCTH neutral is calculated to be a linear triplet species with this geometry in contrast to

the bent C2u structure of the radical anion already discussed. HCTH also possess a singlet

neutral electronic state# of higher energy than the triplet and with an equilibrium geometry

closer to the bent C2u structure of the anion. In a -NR+ experiment the singlet neutral would

be preferentially formed due to Franck-Condon factors, however the internal energy of the

incident anion makes the production of the triplet also plausible. Interestingly, of the two

neutral spin states the triplet should be more effîciently reionised to the cation as this species

also possess a linear D-¡ geometry (see appendices to this Chapter, Table 6.6).

5. C2CHC4H, HC2CHC4 and C2CH2Ca

The radical anions of structures C2CHC4H (3) and HC2CHC+ (4) are calculated to be

stable, only 12.8 and 7.8 kcal mol-l respectively above the global minimum (structures and

# Calculated struÇtures for excited state neutrals and ground state cations are given as appendices to this

Chapter (Table 6.6).
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relative energies of these species are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.5). Conceptually these

species are simply chain extensions of the C2CHC2H radical anion discussed in Chapter 5.

By contrast, placing both hydrogens onto the C3-position generates the rather unstable

C2ClH2Ca(9) radical anion which is nearly 60 kcal mol-l more energetic than C6CH2'-

(structure and relative energy of this species are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.5). The instability

in this structure arises.from the disruption of the n-overlap caused by an sp3 carbon at the

C3-position. This is best illustrated by the valence bond structure which necessarily possess

an unstable radical acetylide moiety.
H .HH

\
^./c./-Uc'/

\ c \9

This species provides an interesting target for experimental studies. It poses a number of

questions: (i) is it possible to generate such an anion in the mass spectrometer? (ii) Will such

an unstable anion maintain its structure or rearrange to a more energetically favourable

connectivity? (iii) Can the very unstable neutral 9 be formed from this anion (see Table

6.1)? If this anion can be generated experimentally and is shown to maintain its structure

this suggests that other, perhaps more significant, species may be pursued from their

negative ions. For example the cyclic geometries 1,2" and 8'- already discussed are all

calculated to be more stable than 9". The ground state neutral 9 is also rather unstable with

a calculated energy some 70 kcal mol-l above the cyclic aromatic neutral 1 (Table 6,1).

Interestingly this species is found to adopt a C3-ring structure upon optimisation, producing

quite a different geometry to that of the corresponding radical anion (for structural details see

appendicies to this Chapter, Table 6.5). It seems therefore that vertical oxidation of the

anion, as would be achieved in a -NR+ experiment, would most likely produce the triplet

neutral species which shares its open-chain geometry and is only 5 kcal mol- I above the

singlet (Table 6.+¡.* The triplet neutral should be efficiently reionised to the corresponding

cation# which has a very similar structure.

# Calculated structures for excited state neutrals and ground state cations are given as appendices to this
Chapter (Table 6.6).
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6. HCzC(CùCzH

17 8.9

t'19 6

12t.6

l .21

t21

39

t42

L06

lengths
and full
d at lhe
th other

CzH¡- species is given in Table 6.2'

The possibility of branched structures such as HCzC(CùC2H (5) arises with CzHz isomers.

The calculated structure of 5" is given in Figure 6.4 and shows C2y symmetry. The C-C-H

bond angles are nearly 180o and the corresponding bond lengths, r(C-C) = 1.22 Å and r(C-

H) = 1.06 Å. These data are consistent with pure acetylenic functionality, whilst the

remaining C-C bond lengths of 1.39 Å and 1.21 i\ suggest a resonance hybrid of allenic and

propynyl radical anions.

?C
H,C

c
ilt
c
t.

^-c-^./,V r-r\c'/ \-c.
H-/- - \H

c
il
c
I

-c'.r û---^
--H

5

The ion 5" is calculated to be some 21 kcal mol-1 less stable than the global minimum on the

radical anion potential surface, with the singlet ground state neutral also 2l kcal mol-l more

energetic than the cyclic aromatic neutral 1 (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Consequently,

HCzC(CZ)C2H (5) would seem a realistic target for synthesis in the gas phase via a negative

ion pathway. Further, the predicted structures for HCzC(CùCzH (i) radical anion, (ii)

singlet and triplet neutral# and (iii) radical cation# are strikingly similar. It is therefore

# Calculated structures for excited state neutrals and ground state cations are given as appendices to this

Chapter (Table 6.6).
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anticipated that neutralisation of HC2C(C ùCZH'- should efficiently generate neutral

HC2C(CùCzH in both spin states and subsequent reionisation should yield the

corresponding cation.

B. Syntheses of ClIJz isomers

L Gas phase syntheses of isomeric C7H2 radical anions

It has been previously demonstrated that the acetylide anions -C:CCHzOCH3 and

-ç:çÇ=CCH2OCH3 decompose by loss of the methoxide radical in the source of the mass

spectrometer, to generate the radical anions C2CH2'- and C4CH2'- respectiv.ly.l43't52 It

seems reasonable to anticipate therefore that the triyne anion -C:CC=CC=CCH2OCH3

should behave in a similar manner. This ion was formed by (i) desilylation of the

trimethylsilylated heptatriyne, TMSC=CC:çÇ=CCH2OCH3 and (ii) dedeuteration of the

labelled precursor DC:CC:CC=CCH2OCH3. In both cases an abundant peak

corresponding to the anion m/z 86 was detected in the source of the mass spectrometer

which must correspond to the C6CH2 radical anion (6'-). The mechanism for this formation

is likely the homolytic cleavage of the carbon oxygen bond (Scheme 6.2)

Scheme 6.2

TMSC=CC4C=CCH2OCH3

DC=CC4C4CH2OCH3

-C-=CC4C-=CCHzOCHg

+ -OH -+ -C=CC-=CC4CHzOCH3

+ -OH -+ -C4C4C4CHzOCHg

-+ -C-=CC-=CC-=CCH2' + CH3O'

+ TMSOH

+ DOH

Attempts were made to prepare the HCTH radical anion (7'-) in the gas phase by the

analogous pathway to that used for the corresponding, HC5H'- isomer.* That is,

dedeureration of the labelled heptatriyne precursor, HC=CCD(OH)C=CC:CH followed by

homolytic cleavage of the carbon oxygen bond as shown in Scheme 6.3. Unfortunately this

precursor proved to be unstable and could not be synthesised.

* 
See Chapter 5, pp 96.
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Scheme 6.3

HC=CCD(OH)C-=CC=CH + -oH -+ [HC=CC(OH)C4C=CH]- + DOH

-+ [HC=CCC=CC-=CH]'- + HO'

The branched HCzC(CùCzHradical anion (5") is formed by a very similar methodology to

that described above. The precursor for this anion is 3-ethynyl penta-1,4-diyn-3-ol or mot'e

commonly triethynyl methanol. Deprotonation of this species at one of the terminal

positions, under NICI conditions, yields an acetylide ion which readily loses the hydroxide

moiety as a radical in the source of the mass spectrometer to form the HC2C(CùCzH radical

anion (Scheme 6.4).

Scheme 6.4

(Hc4)3coH + -oH -+ (Hc4)2C(oH)C4- + HoH

t(Hca)zccal'- + Ho'(Hca)zc(oH)c4- +

The least stable of these ClHz radical anion isomers, namely C2CH2Ca (9") was formed

using the so-called "double-desilylation" method devised by Squires and co-workers.26'21

The bistrimethylsilyl heptatriyne precusor, TMSC=CCH2C=CC=CTMS, was prepared and

reacted in the gas phase with the sulphur hexafluoride radical anion which acts as the NICI

reagent. The mechanism for this process is not fully established but it seems likely to

proceed by the stepwise process outlined in Scheme 6.5. A large source formed peak af nt/2,

86 is observed under these conditions and may be assigned as the radical anion of isomer 9

provided that no rearrangement process accompanies or follows the formation of this ion.

Scheme 6.5

TMSC4CH2C=CC4TMS + SF6'- -+ [rMSC4CHzÈCC--{- (SFs')] + TMSF

[-MSC=CCH2C:CC=C- (SFs')] --) [(TMSC=CCH2C=CC=C')SFs-]

[(rMSC=CCH2C4C-{')SFs- ] -+ -C-=CCH2C4C=C' + SF4 + TMSF
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2. Characterisation of isomeric C7H2 radical anions by charge reversal

V/ith the exception of the double desilylation approach these methods of forming radical

anions have been thoroughly investigated for the CSHZ system (c/ Chapter 5)' Some

confidence can therefore be placed in the structural assignments of the ClHz isomers 5" and

6'-. Similarly, the gas phase synthesis of 9" is also straight forward. Comparison of the

charge reversal (CR) spectra of the m/z 86 ions from the various precursors may however

reveal more information regarding the connectivity of the anions, These spectra are shown

in Figure 6.5 and are at first inspection notably different from each other' This points to the

fact that at the very least these ions are structurally distinct species. A more thorough

analysis reveals that the observed fragmentations can be attributed to the structure of the

10ns

Consider firsr rhe branched HCzC(Cz)C2H (5'-) radical ion (Figure 6.5, a). Aside from the

ubiquitous loss of H' the major fragment ion in the charge reversal spectrum corresponds to

loss of CzH (m/z 61). This seems consistent with the assigned structure: cleavage of the C-

C single bond connecting one of the acetylide moieties to the central carbon should requife

less energy compared with disruption of the multiple bonding in this system. Further, the

linear CSH* ion (m/z 61) which is the product of this decompostion is known to be stable

from previous work discussed in this thesis (cf. Chaptet 4)'

By comparison, the CR spectrum of the C6CH2 (6'-) radical anion shows a more sequential

decrease in the abundance of peaks corresponding to fragment ions' That is, the C6H+ (nt/z

73) fragment ion is more intense than the CsH+ ion (m/z 61) which is in turn more intense

than C4H+ (n/z aÐ. This trend would be consistent with a linear structure with reasonably

homogenous C-C bonding throughout, as is the case for the assigned C6C[2geometry of

this ion. Interestingly, this spectrum shows very weak signals corresponding to CnH2'*

ions (where n = 3-6) which proved characteristic of the correspondingCaCH2 radical anion

(cf Figure 5.2, pp 101). The CR spectrum of C6CH2 shows more pronounced losses of

H' and 2H' from the parent species than those observed for C4CH2. Hence a greater
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Figure 6.5 -CR+ (Oz, 80Vo T; Oz 80Vo T) spectra of m/z 86 from (a) (HC=CI\COA 

'

giving HCzC(CÐCzH'- (5'-), (b) DC=CC=CC=CCHzOCH j, giving C6CH2'- (6") and

( c) TMSC=CCH2C=CC=CTMS, giving CzCHzC¿'- (9" ).

proportion of secondary fragmentation arising from decomposition of C7'+ and C7H+

cations may contribute to the spectrum of the former. This would result in an increase in the

intensity of signals due to CnH+ and C¡+ (where n= 3-6) fragment ions and thus some
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84

25

I\

/
4836
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rationale for the lack of uniformity between C6CH2 and CaCH2 spectra' It appears therefore

that there are some differences in the unimolecular behaviour of the homologues C6CH2 and

CaCH2. Further evidence of this is the observation of fragment ions in the negative ion CA

spectrum of c6cH2 whereas no such fragments are observed for the c+cFIz system (Table

6.3). These spectra will be discussed in the subsequent section.

The assignment of the C2CH2C+ (9'-) structure to the CIHZ radical anion which results

from the reaction of (1,7-bistrimethylsilyl)hepta-1,4,6-triyne and SF6'- is perhaps the most

difficult to confirm given the predicted instability of this anion. The charge reversal

spectrum of this ion does however tend to support the ion-chemistry assignment (Figure 6'5,

c). The spectrum, in the first instance, is notably different from those of the other two ClHz

isomers which suggests that if the unstable ion has rearranged, it has not undergone major

rearrangement to either of the more stable configurations which have been independently

synthesised. The second significant feature of this spectrum is the relatively high abundance

of peaks corresponding to cnHr'+ and cn'+ (where n = 3-6) fragment ions. This trend is

unique to this spectrum and whilst it is not easy to attribute it directly to the C2CH2Ca

structure the following observations can be made: (i) a predominance of CnH2'+ fragments

has been shown, at least in C5H2 systems, to indicate the presence of the CH2 methylene

moiety and (ii) large peaks corresponding to Cn'+ fragments (compared with CnH2'+ and

CnH* ions) are unusual in both ClHZand C5H2 systems' Such pronounced fragments point

to an instability in the parent species as multiple fragmentations are generally required to

yield naked carbon chains. Both these observations are consistent with the assigned

C2CH2Ca(9'-) structure, however it must be stressed that such CR fragmentation

behaviour may not be unique fo c2cH2ca. Even so, further evidence in the form of

collisional activation and theoretical results are presented in the two subsequent sections

which are also consistent with the C2CH2Ca assignment of structure.
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Table 6.3 Collisional activation (CA), charge reversal (CR) and neutralisation reionisation

for the C H - lsomers
r lsomer ve to

or
base

1
m/z 86 from (HC=C):COH

5'- , HCzC(CùCzH''

'7

m/z 86 from DC=CC=CC=CCH2OCH3

6" , C6CH2'-

m/z 86 from TMSC=CCH2C=CC=CTMS

9" , C2CHzC+'-

6 1 (48), 60(44), 49(28).

cR 86(44), 85(100), 84(84), 1.!(r3)'
13(22),'12(9), 62(22), 0 t (29)r. 60(47),
50i4),' 4g(g), 48(1), 37(13),36(9)' 25(2),
24(r.s).

NR+ 86(56), 85(90), 84(100), 14(23),
13(37), 6l(71), 60(16), 50(21), 49(43),
48(32), 3l (22), 36(2r).

cA 86, 85(100), 84(31),73(85), 12(55),
6 1(7 1), 60(27), 49(2t).

cR 86(49), 85(88), 84(100), 7-4(4),

13(s1), 12(t3), 6r(43), 69\22), lo(¡),
4gitg'), 48(9), 37(15), 36(9), 25(l)'
24(o.s).

NR 86(61), 85(93), 84(100), _14(8),
73(s8), t2(22), 6r(44), 69(al), s0(10)'
4gi2r), 48(15), 37(15), 36(15), 25(2),
24(2).

cA 86, 85( 100), 84(39), 7 4(ll)' 13(25),
l2(lg), 62(8), 60(47), 38(16), 36(5).

NR 86(63), 85(100), 84(54), l4(l), 73(6),
12(9), eZØ),61(13), 60(4), 50(5)1 49(8)'
¿s(sj, 31 (5), 36(8), 26(r), 25( 1), 24(2).

T For CA spectra the parent signal is excluded and the most abundant fragment peak is used

to calculate relative intensitY'
t this spectrum is quite wg-ak rT¡h a low signal to noise.ratio' Differences between this

,üñÅ;d the coiresponding CR spectrum are not thought to be significant'

3. Characterisation of isomeric C7H2 radical anions by collisional activatiott

For the clHz radical anion isomers studied here the unique situation arises where

fragmentation of the carbon chain in the negative ion CA spectra is observed' This has not

been previously noted for any of the cumulenic anions studied. The negative ion CA spectra
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for radical anions 5,6 and 9 are given in Table 6.3. The nature of the observed

fragmentation is more surprising because it involves losses of rather unstable atomic and

diatomic neutrals and does not seùm to fall under the auspices of the predictable negative ion

decomposition which are commonly reported,l4'15 For example, the decomposition of the

branched HCZC(CùC2H (5") radical anion shows formation of fragments corresponding to

the ions Cn'- and CnH- (where n = 5 and 6). It is not clear how these ions can be formed

simply. Only stepwise atomic losses of hydrogen and carbon can account fol the

observation of the ions C6'- and C6H- assuming no structural rearrangement occurs,

Formation of C5'- seems the only decomposition for which it is possible to write a

conventional negative ion mechanism (Scheme 6.6).

Scheme 6.6

2.c'"Ò.+ l(.u*') 
-c'H] c;- + HCzH

nt/z 60

H -H

Although not readily explained in terms of unimolecular negative ion chemistry, the CA

fragmentations of these ions provide a further means of comparison of the C7H2 structural

isomers examined so far. The linear isomer, C6CH2 (6") shows formation of the same

fragment ions as 5'- in its negative ion CA spectrum. However the relative abundances of

the peaks corresponding to C6'- and Cy- (m/z 12 and 60) compared with the C6H- and

CSH- fragments (m/z 13 and 61) are substantially lower than those in the spectrum of the

branched species. V/hilst these differences cannot be easily attributed to the respective anion

geometries, the different abundances of the fragment ions clearly demonstrate that two

distinct anionic structures have been generated.

The least stable of the CIHZ radical anions generated, namely CZCHZC+ (9'-), shows a

unique fragmentation behaviour in its CA spectrum. Aside from the ubiquitous losses of H'

and 2H' the largest peak in the spectrum corresponds to the C5 radical anion (nt/z 60).

/'C
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Although speculative, a mechanistic scheme can be written for a unimolecular reaction of

C2CH2Ca'- resulting in formation of the C5 radical anion (Scheme 6.1). Ir' seems probable

that upon activation, the C2CH2C4 radical anion would decompose to form the ion-neutral

complex, t(CsHz) -'CZl. The C2 radical anion may then abstract a hydrogen radical and a

proton (perhaps in a stepwise process analogous to that of the oxygen radical anion;21

resulting in loss of neutral acetlyene and formation of C5'-. Other fragments in the spectrum

also point to the assigned C2CH2Caconnectivity. The appearance of the CIHZ radical anion

is the most noticable: this is consistent with loss of the Ca chain as a neutral from

C2CH2Ca'-. As with the charge reversal data, the CA spectrum is by no means conclusive

of structure. However the observed fragmentations (i) can at least be accounted for

qualitatively in terms of the assigned structure and (ii) the CA spectrum is unique to this ion'

showing quite a different CA behaviour to the other species analysed.

Scheme 6.7

\. + [(c+cH) c¿-1 Cd- + HC2H

nlz 60

H
.s

"qt"c'/

Generally, the CA spectra demonstrate unusual fragmentations which are not always easy to

rationalise. However it is significant that distinct spectra are obtained for all isomers. This

not only points to three structurally distinct anions but to three distinct anions that do not

reaffange to a common stable connectivity even upon activation.

4. Possibitities for rearrangement of isomeric C7H2 radical anions

The CR and negative ion CA data presented thus far demonstrate that the three CIHZ radical

anion species generated have different structures. If rearrangement processes are occurrlng

either during or after the formation of these anions, such processes certainly do not result in

a single stable structure or indeed a coÍrmon mixture of stable structures. Both of these

scenarios would lead to common fragmentation in the spectra described. Having said this
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however, some degree of isomerisation cannot be excluded and the possible pathways are as

follows: (i) intramolecular hydride transfer around the c7-carbon skeleton, (ii) cyclisation

followed by ring opening of the carbon-skeleton and (iii) intermolecular base catalysed

proton transfer.

The first two possibilities seem rather unlikely. Given the high degree of unsaturation of

these C7H2 systems, the intermediates and transitions states required to achieve

reaffangement must be exceedingly strained and consequently rather energetic' For the

cslzsystem a few possible pathways were investigated theoretically and it was found that a

typical 1,3-hydrogen shift involved an activation barrier of 85.8 kcal mol-l while formation

of a three membered ring required 56.5 kcal mol-1.* It is expected that for crHz radical

anions hydride transfers and skeletal rearrangements are also likely to be energetically

unattainable. The c2c12ca(9) radical anion is a possible exception to this, as its inherent

instability (nearly 60 kcal mol-1 less stable than 6" ) suggests that little activarion may be

required to undergo hyride transfer or cyclisation. with such an excess of energy it might be

expected that 9" could rearrange to one of the more stable anions, such as 6'-' This

possibility at least can be excluded based on comparison of cA and cR spectra' but it is

possible that nascent 9" rearranges to some other stable clwz'- configuration (cf scheme

6.8). A transition state for this 1,3-hydrogen shift has been identified by calculation and is

found to be nearly 40 kcal mor-l above 9" (Tabre 6.2). This presents a substantial barrier to

isomerisation and it would be expected that other rearrangement pathways would require

similar activation energies. Thus it seems unlikely that once formed, 9" should undergo

extensive unimolecular rearrangement

Scheme 6.8
+

\.u
.C-.

\

H
I

c--c-
(/\

H,C
c\c/c c c\c\ t-" t-a

9

* 
These calculations are discussed in Chapter 5, pp ll2

c\
c

(

4
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Intermolecular base catalysed proton transfer must also be considered as a possible pathway

ro isomerisarion. The formation of HCzC(CùCzH (5") and C6CH2(ó') radical anions

involve the loss of an oxy-radical, either hydroxide or methoxide, from a parent anion and

follow closely procedures established for C5H2'- species. As an example, a possible

intermolecular base catalysed proton transfer for 6'- is outlined in Scheme 6.9.

Scheme 6.9

-'C-C-C-C-C-Q=CH2 + H2O 

-6'-

HC-C-C-C-C-C-CH2 -oH
l(

- 

HC-C-C-C-C_C_CH- + H2O

7

The possibility of the NICI reagent gas acting as the catalyst base for this process can be

excluded given that the use of labelled NICI reagents does not lead to the incorporation of

deuterium labels. However the analogous intramolecular process where the hydroxide ot'

methoxide leaving group acts as the catalyst cannot be rigorously excluded. This possibility

does not need to be considered for the C2CIF,,2C+ (9) radical anion as the double-desilylation

method employed for its formation does not involve a potential base catalyst.

To summarise, there do exist a few possibilities for isomerisation of the ClHz radical anions

generated in this study: (i) for isomers 5"and 6'- rearrangement accompanying formation,

where the leaving group acts a base catalyst for proton transfer, cannot be excluded. (ii)

Unimolecular isomerisation of the radical anions subsequent to formation vla hydride

transfer or skeletal reanangement, cannot be entirely ruled out. It must be stressed that the

latter possibility appears extremely unlikely on the basis of theoretically predicted energy

requirements for such isomerisation processes. Having conceded these possibilities, no

evidence exists suggesting the operation of any such processes. The weight of evidence,

including theoretical data and CA and CR spectra, suggests that all three of these anions exist

as discrete species.
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2. Gas phase synthesis of isonteric C7H2 neutrals

Given that three isomeric CtHz radical anions have been generated in this study it now

remains to examine the stability or otherwise of the corresponding neutrals' The

neutralisation reionisation spectra of each of the isomers are reported in Table 6.3. The NR

spectra of all three isomers show a strong recovery signal at m/z 86 indicative of some

surviving " C7}ì2" neutral.

The theoretical results previously discussed suggest that the neutrals 5, 6 and 9 exist as

discrete species on the ClHz potential surface. These are, therefore, the most probable

products of the step-wise oxidation of the corresponding radical anions in the NR

experiment. In addition, the structural similarity between the anions 5'-and 6'- and their

ground state neutrals suggests favourable Franck-Condon overlap between these potential

surfaces (Table 6.5).58 Similarly, the radical anion 9'- shares a geometry analogous to that

of the low lying triplet neutral (Table 6.5 and 6.6). Consequently, little excess internal

energy would be deposited in the neutrals by the anion-neutral electronic transition'

Experience has shown that structural rearrangement of these unsaturated cumulene species

(anions or neutrals) are high energy processes requiring activation energy upwards of 20

kcal mol-l (cl Chapters 4, 5 or 6). Hence rea-rrangement on the neutral surface is unlikely

in these NR experiments. The theoretical evidence suggests therefore that the ClHz cation

signals detected in the NR spectra of all three isomers correspond to the reionised neutrals 5,

6and9

This conclusion is evidenced experimentally by the similarity between -NR+ and -CR+

spectra of each isomer (Table 6.3). For each of the three anion isomers 5'-, 6'- and 9'- the

fragments and fragment peak abundances show little variation between -NR+ and -CR+

spectra. Major rearrangement of the neutral species during the -NR+ experiment should

result in the formation of a different cation to that resulting from the -CR+ procedure.

Consequently, different fragmentation would be observed in the two spectra.25'60'66'68 It
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appears therefore that the neutral CIHZ isomers 5, 6 and 9 are stable species on the mass

spectrometry timescale (ca. 10-6 s).

(IV) CONCLUSIONS

Theoretical calculations, both ours and those of other researchers, have predicted the

structures and relative energies of nine isomeric Cl[Zneutrals. It has been calculated that

electron attachment to these species will generate stable radical anions which may provide

suitable targets for synthesis in the gas phase. The relative order of stability of the isomers

has been shown to alter between neutral and anionic potential surfaces, with the aromaticity

of neutral c3-ring structures 1,2 and I disrupted by the attachment of an electron' Three of

these C7H2 radical anions have been generated in the mass spectrometer by different NICI

techniques. Two theoretically stable anions (S"and 6") and one substantially less stable

cllzisomer (9'-) have been synthesised in the gas phase. Spectral data collected from

these ions has been shown to be unique for each isomer and at least qualitatively consistent

with the assigned structures. The corresponding neutrals have also been generated using

neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry. This is the first experimental leport of the

neutrals HCzC(CùC2H (5), C6CH2 (6) and CzCHzC+(9)'

It is significant that this synthetic protocol has allowed the generation of 9" and 9' Both

anion and neutral are predicted by theoretical calculations to be rather unstable on their

respective potential surfaces. That NICI should yield such an anion and NR such a neutral is

testament to the sensitivity of these techniques' In principle, it suggests that other unstable

anions such as the ring chain isomers I",2 and 8" may be pursued (providing that

suitable precursor compounds can be identified) as potential precursors for these

corresponding neutrals in the gas phase'

The neutrals HC2C(C z)CzH(S), C6CH2 (6) and CzCHzC+(9) are all potential interstellar

molecules and with their high calculated electron affinities: 2.47, 2.82 and 3'37 eV
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respectively (Table 6.4), the possibility exists that the corresponding anions may also be

present in galactic environments

(v) EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Mass Spectrometric Methods

CA, CR and NR spectra were measured using a two-sector reversed geometry VG ZAB

2HF spectrometer. This instrument is described in detail in chapter 1. The typical

experimental conditions and procedures are similar to those discussed in previous chapters'#

Those routines unique to this study are outlined below'

samples were introduced into the source via a heated septum inlet, with solid samples

dissolved in a small amount of methanol or tetrahydrofuran' This was done to produce a

measured pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr inside the source housing' tM-H]- ions were obtained

using H2O or CH3OH as NICI reagents at an operating pressure inside the source housing

of ca. 5 x 10-5 Torr, and thus an estimated pressure inside the ion source of close to 0'1

Torr. IM-TMSI- ions were generated by desilylation of the precursor using the method

developed by DePuy and co-workersl0 except that hydroxide ions were used as the gas

phase nucleophile. This has also been demonstrated to be an effective methodology for

formation of anions in the gas phase.ll tM-2TMSl radical anions were generated from

bistrimethylsilylated preculsors utilising SF6 as the NICI reagent by the method of Squires

and co-workers.* 26 CA spectra were measured using argon as the collision gas at a typical

pressure of 5 x 10-7 Torr, giving predominantly single collision conditions'183 -¡p+ ¿¡d

-CR+ spectra of the anions were measured under typical O2lO2conditions.# All spectra were

repeated a minimum of three times in order to establish their reproducibility.

# See Chapte 1 4, pp 85 for a discussion of typical experimental conditions.
* 

See Chapte. l,;;6 and Chapter l, pp 9 respectively for detailed discussion of [M-TMS]- and [M-2TMS]'-

ionisation techniques.
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B. Syntheses of Precursor Molecules

The precursor molecules used in this study were prepared by Dr Suresh Dua' The synthetic

schemes utilised and references to preparative procedures are given below'

I . M e thy I ( 7 - t rimethyl s ily I ) he p t a -2, 4, 6 - t riynyl e th e r ITMS C=CC:CC:CCH 2OCH3]2 
t I

TMSC=CC=CCu + BrC=CCH2OCH3 -) TMSC=CC:CC=CCH2OCH3
- CuBr

2. Methyt [D I ] -hepta-2,4,6-triynyl ether IDC=CC=CC=CCHzOCH¡]21 
I

MeOD/DO-

TMSC4C-:CC=CCH2OCH3 -+ DC=CC=CC=CCHzOCHs

3 . 3 - Ethy ny I p e nt a - 1, 4 - diy n - 3 - of [(HC=C) ¡ C OiH12r22t 
t

Clodl-1*

TMSC:CCH(OH)C=CTMS -) TMSC=CCOC=CTMS

TMSC=CCOC=CTMS+TMSC-=CLI +(TMSC=C)3COH
}G

IMSC{þCOH + (HC=C)3coH

4. 1,7 -B is( trimethylsilyl)hepta- 1,4,6-triyne ITMSC=CCH2C=CC=CTMS]

TMSC=CCH2Br+TMSC=CC:CCu-+IIr/SC=CCH2C=CC=CTMS
- CuBr

(a)

(b)

(c)

C. Computational Methods

Theoretical protocols utilised in this study are very similar to those outlined in preceding

chapters. Briefly however, geometry optimisations were carried out with the Becke 3LYP

method88'89 using rhe 6-3lc(d) basis within the GAUSSIAN 94 suite of progru-,.e2

Stationary points were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or

transition states (one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using analytical

gradient procedures. The minima connected by a given transition state were confirmed by

intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The calculated frequencies were also used to

determine the zero-point vibrational energies which were then scaled9l by 0.9804 and used

as a zero-point energy correction for the electronic energies calculated at this and higher

levels of theory. More accurate energies for the B3LYP/6-31G(d) geometries were

determined using the larger Dunning aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.95'96 Where possible the

RCCSD(T) method,lT6-181 using the Dunning aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, within the MOLPRO
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97.4 packag.94 *u. used for calculation of thermochemical properties such as electron

affinity. calculations involving GAUSSIAN 94 geometry optimisation were carried out

using the Power Challenge Super Computer at the South Australian Super Computing Centre

(Adelaide). MOLPRO 97.4 single point energy calculations were carried out with the

power Challenge Super Computer at the Australian National University Super Computing

Facility (Canbena).
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(vr) APPENDICES

Table 6.4 The relative energies of the C7H2 (i) radical anions and (ii) singlet and triplet

neutrals are given here, along with the symrnetry and electronic terms. The geometnes were

optimised at the B3LYP/6-31G( d) level and are giVEN AS appendicies to this Chapter (Tables

6.5 and 6.6). The s of these species were then recalculated at the RCCSD(T) level

with the basis set.

7 2
ve

(Point Group) (Hartrees)a Energy (eV)b(anions and neutrals)

5'- HCzC(CùCzH
5 HCzC(CùCzH
5 HCzC(CùCzH
6" C6CH2
6 C6CH2
6 C6CH2
7" HCTH
7 HCTH
7 HCTH

9" C2CH2Cac
9 C2CH2Ca
9 C2C}J2Ca

zBt (czr)
lAr (czu)
3Br (czu)
2Br (czn)
lAr (czu)
3Az(czr)
lAz (czu)
1Ar (czu)
3tg (D-h)
2A'(cs)
lA'(cs)
3A" (cs)

-261 00154 0.0(.)

2.41c
3.63
0.00

2.82c
3.1 t

0.00
2.41

l.l2e
0.00

3.3',7c
3.60

-266.9t350
-266.86944
-261.02102
-266.91808
-266.88310
-261.00196
-266.9t151
-266.93956

-261.69990
-261.51510
-261.51051

a Energies calculated at the RCCS 3lG(d) Ievel ol theorY

except rsomer 9 and do not include 9 the lack of high order
intractable and so

symmetry renders the single Point energY calculation at RCCSD(T) level

these results were calculated at the lesser B3LYP/aug- cc-pYDV IB3LYP I 6-3 I G(d) I evel'

b Relative energies are calculated including corrected zPE contrtbutions.

c corresponds to an estimate of adiabatic electron affinity.
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Table 6.5 Geometries of ClFzisomers on the neutral and radical anion potential surfaces.

The geometries of the electronìc ground states are given o{y. Fgr the neutrals that is the

singlét electronic state for all but isomer HCTH (7), which has a linear triplet gt!9!q Iq!.
unõfo. the anions the ground state is a doublet in all cases. Calculated at the B3LYP/6-
3lc(d). All bond lengths given in angstroms and all angles in degrees

^,C
^.rv4

^.rv3..v2
1

1" (Cl) Doublet
bond H-Cr L0153
length CrCz 1.2535

Cz-Ct 1.3308
CyC+ 1.2632
C+ Cs 1.3320
Cs-Ce 1.5241
Cs-Cz 1.3890
Ce-Ct 1.3660
Cz-H 1.0873

H H

1 (cs)
bond
length

angle

1A'
H-Cr 1.0668
CrCz L2l4l
Cz-Ct 1.3591
Cz-Cq 1.2238
C¿-Cs L3182
Cs-Co 1.4582
Cs-Ct 1.3419
Cø-Ct 1.4019
Ct-H 1.0833
H-C1-C2 119.6
Ct-Cz-Cz 119.9
C2-C3-Ca 119.6
C¡-C¿-Cs 119.9
Ca-C5-C6 149.0
Ca-C5-C1 150.8
C5-C6-C7 55.8
C5-C7-H 146.5

angle H-C1-C2 145.1
C1-C2-C3 115.1
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C:-C+-Cs 119.3
Ca-C5-C6 151.2
Ca-C5-C7 153.1
C5-C6-C7 5l.l
C5-C7-H 144.4

dihedral H-C1-C2-C3
angle C1-C2-C3-Ca

C2-C3-Ca-C5
C3-Ca-C5-C6
CTC¿,-Cs-Cl
Ca-C5-C6-H

-n7.9
l5 1.8
-25.1
t40.3
-40.3

0.3
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u-c

H

2 (Czr)
bond
length

angle

t-H
H H

lAr
H-Ct l.061I
CrCz I.2116
Cz-Cz 1.3908
Cz-C+ 1.4341
C:-Cs 1.3500
H-C1-C2 119.5
CyC2-C3 179.8
Cz-CyC+ 149.6
C2-C3-C5 148.5

2'- (Cr) Doublet
bond H-Ct 1'0682
Iength CrCz L2353

Cz-Cz 1.3691
CTCq 1.4231
C+-Cs 1.4350
C¡-Cs l'4203
Cs-Co 1.3631
Ce-Ct 1.2424
Cz-H l.O72I

angle H-C1-C2 158'1- CrCz-Cz 175.9
C2-C3-Ca 150.4
C2-C3-C5 149.0
C3-Ca-C5 59.6
C3-C5-C6 149.4
C5-C6-C7 175.0
C6-C7-H 151.1

dihedral H-C1-C2-C3
angle CrCz-Ct-C¿,

Cz-CTC¿t-Cs
C2-C3-C5-C6
C3-C5-C6-C7
C5-C6-C7-H

H

Çs-C+-Cs-CrCt-

^r2'U1

3'- (Cr) Doublet
bond CrCz 1.2115
length Cz-Cz 1.3848

C¡-H I'0912
Cz-Cq 1.3864
C+-Cs 1.2393
Cs-Co 1.3533
Ce-Ct 1.2255
Cz-H 1.0642

angle CrCz-Ct 118.4- 
Cz-Cz-C¿, 125.8
Cz-Cz-H I 19.1
C¡-C+-Cs 178.1
C+-Cs-Ce 119.8
C5-C6-C7 178'6
C6-C7-H 111.6

dihedral CyC2-C3-Ca
anqle Cl-Cz-C¡-H- Cz-C¡-C+-Cs

C3-Ca-C5-C6
Ca-C5-C6-C1
C5-C6-C7-H

r10.4
101.7
t78.2

5.t
-85.1
r14.0

C5-C5-C7-H H

3 (cs)
bond
length

angle

lA'
CrCz 1.2854
Cz-Ct 1.3463
C¡-H 1.0951
Ct-C+ 1.4015
Cq-Cs 1.2239
Cs-Co 1.3580
Ce-Ct 1.2147
Cz-H l.0613
CrCz-Ct 119.5
Cz-Cz-C¿, 124.3
C2-C3-H 119.1
C3-Ca-C5 178'1
C¿-Cs-Co 179.6
C5-C6-C7 180.0
C6-C7-H 179.9

r79.0
-1.1

-r16.5
41.t

- 131.3
t72.8
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tt

l6'
H-Ct 1.0615
CrCz 1.2129
Cz-Cz 1.4109
Ct-Cq 1.3318
C¡-H 1.0935
Cq-Cs 1.2626
Cs-Co 1.3061
Ce-Ct 1.2812
H-Cl-Cz 119.0
CrCz-Cz 178.5
C2-C3-Ca 124.1
C2-C3-H 116'5
Cz-C¿rCs 119'3
Ca-C5-C6 180'0
Cs-Ce-Ct 119'9

C5

tt
,Cs-Ca-Cs-CrCzc2

c
H

^ tl""-"
,'u'

4'- lcr;24"
bond H-Ct 1.0642
length CrCz l.22II

Cz-Cz t'4082
Ct-C+ 1'3690
C¡-H 1.0941
Cq-Cs 1.2513
Cs-Co 1.3395
Ce-Ct 1.21t5

angle H-CrCz 111.8
C¡C2-C3 178.0
C2-C3-Ca 124.8
C2-C3-H 116'0
C¡-C¿-Cs 178.4
C¿-Cs-Co 179.1
C5-C6-C7 179.8

C5
I

C,+

I

,."("1"3-c6-cz:H
5" (C2u) 28 

1

bond H-Ct 1.0642
length CrCz 1'2188

Cz-Ct 1.4231
Ct-Cq l'3939
C¿-Cs l.2lO5

angle H-CyC2 118.9- C1-C2-C3 179.6
Cz-Cz-C+ t21.6
C2-C3-C6 116.8
C3-Ca-C5 180'0

a (cs)
bond
length

angle

5 (czn)
bond
length

angle

6 (czu)
bond
length

I

1'
u-c

tAl
H-Ct r.0676
CrCz l.2IlO
Cz-Cz 1.4240
CTCq 1.3554
C¿-Cs 1.2832
H-Cr-Cz 179.1
C1-C2-C3 179.5
Cz-Cz-C¿, 121.4
C2-C3-C6 ll7 'l
Cz-Cq-Cs 180.0

lAr
CrCz 1.2886
Cz-Cz 1.3011
CyCq 1.2701
C¿-Cs 1.2930
Cs-Ce lzllO
Ce-Ct 1.3204
Cr-H 1.0896
C¡C2-C3 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180'0
C3-Ca-C5 180.0
C¿-Cs-Co 180.0
Cs-Ce-C't 180.0
C6-C7-H l2l'6
H-C7-H 116'8

H H

c<
H

c C1-C2-C3-Ca-C5-C5-

6'- (C2u) 2B 
1

bond Ct-Cz 1.2121
lensth Cr-Cr 1.3339" c1-cq 1.2s63

C¿-Cs 1.3233
Cs-Co l'2612
Ce-Ct 1.3449
Cz-H 1.0903

angle CrCz-Cz 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180.0
Ca-C5-C6 180'0
C5-C6-C7 180.0
Ce-Ct-H 122'0
H-C7-H 116'0

angle
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H -C 1-C2-C3-C6C5-C6-C7- H H =- a.,,--Ce-C3-Ca- 
C5- Co..- 6r--H

7 (D-¡) 3It
bond H-Ct
length CrCz

cz-ct
ct-Cq

7" (Czì 2A'z

bond H-Cr 1.0140
Iensth CrCz 1.2582- Cz-Ct 1'3202

Ct-C+ 1.2833
angle H-CrCz 143'l- C1-C2-C3 175.0

Cz-Cz-C¿, 119.0
C3-Ca-C5 119.1

H

c¡c2-c3- "*"<1{a\

r.0663
r.2330
t.3251
t.2170

H

c

H

8 (czu)
bond
length

1Ar
CrCz l'2789
Cz-Ct 1.3117
Cz-Cq 1.2516
C+-Cs 1.3248
Cs-Co 1.4271
Co-Ct 1.3306
Co-H 1.0820
CyC2-C3 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C:-C¿-Cs 180.0
Ca-C5-C6 152-2
C5-C6-C7 62.2
C5-C6-H 149.1

S" (Cr) Doublet
bond CrCz 1.2641
length Cz-Cz I'3448- Cz-C+ 1.2424

C¿-Cs I-3662
Cs-Co 1.5394
Cs-Ct 1.3445
Ce-Ct 1'4380
Ce-H l.IO2l
Cz-H 1'0831

angle C¡C2-C3 179.8- C2-C3-Ca 179'5
C3-Ca-C5 178.5
Ca-C5-C6 150.9
Ca-C5-C7 151.4
C5-C6-C7 54.6
C5-C6-H 126.1
C5-C7-H 146.3

dihedral CrCz-Cz-C+
angle C2-C3-Ca-C5

C3-Ca-C5-C6
C3-Ca-C5-C1
Ca-C5-C6-H
Ca-C5-C7-H

angle

5.0
-153.1
-t48.2

166.3
63.4
-5.1
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HH
\
Co

\t2 c*--
C. C1 C5

C1 --C6__

C6
C7

C7

g 1c.; t4'
bond CrCz 1.2994
length Cz-Ct 1'5409- Cz-Cq 1.4295

Cz-C+ 1.4740
C¿-Cs 1.2974
Cs-Co 1'2900
Cs-Ct I'2931
C¡-H 1.0892
C¡-H 1.0892

ansle C1-C2-C3 131'O- C't-Cz-C¿, 163'6
Cz-CyC¿, 56-6
Cz-C+-Cs 146.2
C+-Cs-Ce 119.4
C5-C6-C7 179;7
Cz-Cz-H 116.5
Cz-CYH 116'5

dihedral CfCz-Cz-C¿,
ansle Cz-CYC¿,-CS- Cz-C¿-Cs-Co

Ca-C5-C6-C7
C1-C2-C3-H
CrCz-Cz-H

9'- 1C.; z4'
bond CrCz
length Cz-Cz

CE-Cq
c¿-Cs
cs-co
Co-Ct
c¡-H
c¡-H

t.2629
r.47 15
1.4603
t.2366
r.3432
|.2118
r.t029
1'ro29

180.0
180.0
180.0

180.0
0,0

180.0
0.0

60.2
-60.2

angle C7-C2-C3 116'3- C2-C3-Ca 102.6
C¡-C+-Cs 116.3
C+-Cs-Co 117.5
Cs-Co-Cz 178.9
C2 C3-H ll2'5
Cz-Ct-H 112.5

dihedral C¡C2-C3-Ca
angle Cz-Cl-C+-Cs

C¡-C¿-Cs-Co
Cq-Cs-Ce-Ct
C1-C2-C3-H
Ct-Cz-Cg-H0.0

71.8
-7 t.8
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7

TS9/4" (C1) Doublet
bond CrCz 1.2981
length Cz-Cz

cz-cq
c¿-cs
cs-co
Ce-ct
c¡-Hs
C¡-Hs

1.5595
1.4091
r.2416
t.3394
r.213r
t.2552
r.0962

angle C¡C2-C3 83'5- C2-C3-Ca 123.0
C¡-C+-Cs 171.2
Ca-C5-C6 119'3
C5-C6-C7 179.4
C2-C3-H3 92.5
C2-C3-He 113.7

dihedral CyC2-C3-Ca
angle Cz-CyC¿,-Cs

C¡-C¿-Cs-Co
Ca-C5-C6-C7
C1-C2-C3-Hg
C1-C2-C3-He

r09.1
-154.8

-66.3
16.8

1.0
-105.0
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Table 6.6 Excited state neutral and ground state cation geometries of the ClHz isomers 5,

6,i u"d9. CalculatåJ ut ttr. F.3LYFI6-31G(d). All boñd lengths given in angstroms and

all angles in degrees
C5

I

Ca
I

^ .,c3-^
^.rv2 

v6:n
..v1 v7\

^ -c3-^
^.av2 

v6:¡

Haut 
v7\

C5
I

1-

H HH

5 (czu)
bond
length

angle

6 (czu)
bond
length

angle

H

c<
H

C1-C2-C1-Ca-C5-C6-

38l
H-Ct 1.0665
CrCz 1.2153
Cz-Cz 1.4099
Cz-Cq l.4O4l
C+-Cs 1.2246
H-C1-C2 119.8
C¡C2-C3 119.1
C2-C3-Ca Il9'9
C2-C3-C6 I2O'3
C3-Ca-C5 180'0

5'+ (C2v) 2A I
bond H-Cr 1.0735
length CrCz 1.2116

Cz-Cz 1.3956
Cz-Cq 1.4028
C+-Cs 1.2208

angle H-C1-C2 119'8
C¡C2-C3 119.9
C2-C3-Ca ll9'1
C2-C3-C6 120.6
C3-Ca-C5 180.0

H

C1-C2-C3-Ca-C5-C n"d
H

6'+ (C2ì 282
bond Ct-Cz 1.2272
length Cz-Cz L3354

Ct-C+ 1.2442
C¿-Cs 1'3139
Cs-Ce 1.2570
Ce-Ct 1.3295
Ct-H 1.0906

angle CrCz-Cz 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180.0
Ca-C5-C6 180'0
Cs-Co-Cr 180.0
C6-C7-H l2l.I
H-C7-H 117.8

3^2
CrCz 1.3009
Cz-Cz L3Ol2
C¡-C+ 1.2136
C¿-Cs 1.2969
Cs-Co 1.2719
Ce-Ct 1.3291
Cz-H 1.0873
CrCz-Cz 180.0
C2-C3-Ca 180.0
C3-Ca-C5 180'0
Ca-C5-C6 180.0
C5-C6-C7 180'0
C6-C7-H 121.2
H-C7-H 111.7

*-".,- z-Cs-C rCs-Co-çr--H H -C 1-C2-C3-C6C5-C6-C7- H

7'+ (D-¡) Ig
bond H-Ct
length CrCz

cz-cz
Ct-Cq

7 (Czu) lAr
bond H-Cr 1.0687
length CrCz 1.2385

Cz-Cz 13202
Ct-C+ l'2153

angle H-C1-C2 158.8- C1-Cz-Ct 176.5
C2-C3-Ca 119.0
C¡-C¿-Cs 119.1

r.0136
1.2318
r.3115
t.2128
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Hit
\.'
Co

.rcl 
"\c4:.

Co
^,/ "\

./vz

HU
\,'

co--

C1 cs-- C1 C^

cu-- cu__

v7 C7

91Cr;:6"
bond Ct-Cz
length Cz-Ct

cz-cq
cq Cs
cs-co
ce-Ct
cs-H
C:-H

9'+ 1çr1 24'
bond CrCz l.2Il3
length Cz-Ct 1.4656

Ct-Cq 1.4451
C¿-Cs l'2600
Cs-Co 1.2919
Ce-Ct 1.3352
C¡-H 1.1055
C¡-H 1.1055

angle C¡C2-C3 181.5- C2-C3-Ca 108'6
C3-Ca-C5 183.2
Ca-C5-C6 178'9
C5-C6-C7 184.6
C2-C3-H II2.O
C2-C3-H lI2.O

dihedral CrCz-Cz-C¿,
angle Cz-Ct-C+-Cs

C¡-C+-Cs-Co
C+-Cs-Ce-Ct
Ct-Cz-C¡-H

r.2395
r.4143
1.4560
r.2363
r.329r
r.2932
T.IOT2
IJOIZ

angle C¡C2-C3 164.0
C2-C3-Ca 111.1
C¡-C¿-Cs 111.1
C¿-Cs-Ce 181.1
C5-C6-C7 180.1
C2-C3-H 110.9
C2-C3-H 110'9

dihedral C1-C2-C3-Ca
angle CZ-CYC¿,-CS

C¡-C¿-Cs-Co
C+-Cs-Ce-Ct
C1-C2-C3-H

180.0
0.0

180.0
0.0

58.6
-58.6

180.0
0.0

180.0
0.0

53.0
-53.0C -C H C -C H
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Chapte r 7 z The Gas Phase Synthesis and

Unimolecular Behaviour of NCCCN

(I) ABSTRACT

The radical anion and cation of NCCCN have been generated in the gas phase by a number

of methodologies. The neutral has been probed using neutralisation reionisation mass

spectrometry. These experiments demonstrate NCCCN to have some unimolecular reactivity

on the microsecond timescale . By contrast, the most simple homologue NCN appears

stable. Molecular orbital calculations have been carried out for both species on anion' neutral

and cation surfaces in order to elucidate the structure and behaviour of these intermediates'
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(II) INTRODUCTION

Small, highly unsaturated molecules are of much interest to chemist and astrophysicist alike'

Reactive organic species containing the c3-cumulene unit have received considerable

attention. The interstellar heterocumulenes C3O, C3S and C3N have all been targets of

intensive laboratory and theoretical effort .214-21'7 Di-heterocumulenes of the form XC¡Y

have also been the subject of laboratory study although as yet none has been detected in

galactic gas clouds.# Carbon suboxide (X = Y = O) is a relatively stable organic reagent'218

while NC3O has been observed in NRMS experimentr'2l9 HNC3Y where Y = NH' O' S

have been also been generated by this technique.2z}-2z2 NC3N is also a menber of this

family of compounds. Little is known about this transient species but it has for many years

been implicated as a key intermediate in chemical reactions.

Throughout the late 1950',s and the 1960',s, NCCCN or dicyanocarbene was frequently

invoked as a reactive intermediate in a number of addition reactions' It was postulated that

dibromo malononitrile heated in the presence of copper gave tetracyanoethylene via lhe

coupling of two dicyanocarbenes (Scheme 7.1 , u).223 Reaction of bromo malononitrile and

triethylamine in the presence of an alkene gave a dicyano cyclopropane: the involvement of

dicyanocarbene was again proposed by way of explanation (Scheme I 'l,b)'224

Scheme 7.1

2 NCcBr2cN+ ,"u_;;ã,,2 NcccN +
NC CN (a)

N

NCCH(Br)CN + NEt3 NCCCN
- Et3NH+Ba

Subsequent studies have suggested that the intermediacy of dicyanocarbene is not necessary

for either rcaction.225,226 However the interest generated by this work stimulated efforts to

(b)

# Lin"ar, symmetrical XC3X species do not possess permanent dipole moments. Radioastronomical

detection is therefore not pliusible. See Chapter 3 for a more detailed account of this type of detection bias'

Infrared or other spectroicopic investigation however may yet establish the presence of these species in

interstellar or circumstellar gas clouds'
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form the carbene in a less ambiguous manner. Dicyanodiazomethane was found to be a

suitable precursor for the generation of the carbene by either photolysis or pyrolysis'227

Dicyanocarbene produced by either method was found to insert rapidly into aliphatic C-H

bonds and to add across C-C double bonds (Scheme J.2, a and b).228

Scheme 7.2

^ 
\-/\ \--__-cH(cN)2 +NOCN2CN -..i NcccN +

cH(cN)2 (a)

hu
NCCNzCN _ N;

O
NCCCN + c(cN)2

(b)

Thermolysis of dicyanodiazomethane in the presence of cis and trans 2-butene proved

informative, with reactions carried out in the neat olefin proceeding with > gOVo rctenÍion of

stereochemi ,try.228 However if this reaction is carried out with cis or trans olefitn diluted in

an unreactive solvent, the product ratio approaches 30 : 70 (cis : trans )' That is' the

thermodyn amic trans product is the major product under dilute conditions, regardless of the

original stereochemistry of the alkene. It was suggested that this is indicative of concerted

addition of singlet dicyanocarbene formed originally from thermolysis of the d\azo

precursor, resulting in retention of stereochemistry, However, dilution of the olefin in this

reaction allows collisional deactivation of the singlet dicyanocarbene to a triplet ground state

prior to addition. The triplet then adds in a stepwise manner to give predominantly the

thermodyn amic trans product. The assignment of the triplet ground electronic state was

confirmed by the electron spin resonance spectru .229 The carbene was generated by

photolysis of dicyanodiazomethane and trapped in a low temperature matrix where its

electron spin resonance spectrum was measured. These results further predict a linear

structure for the triplet ground state of NCCCN'

The pyrolysis of dicyanodiazomethane in a stream of helium at22} oC has also been carried

out with products identified by mass spectromet ry.230 Dinitrogen and tetracyanoethylene
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were detected as expected, surprisingly however, cyanogen and dicyanoacetylene were also

found as major products. It was suggested that these are formed by subsequent

decomposition of the tetracyanoethylene (Scheme 7.3). However pyrolysis of neat

teftracyanoethylene at 700 oC is necessary before these products are observed. This problern

was explained in terms of excess internal energy resulting from the coupling of the two

dicyanocarbenes.

Scheme 7.3
collisional
deactivation

CN

CN

lì3:3il
a (2oo oc)

2 NCCCN +
+

2 NCCN2CN -N2
NCC=CCN + NCCN

decomposition

Similar experimental trends were observed for the NCN homologue' Produced either

photolytically of pyrolytically from cyanogen azide (NCN3), NCN inserts into C-H bonds'

in a stereospecific manner when high concentrations of an aliphatic substrate are

prerent.z3l,232 This was rationalised in terms of singlet carbene as the reactive species'

Dilution of the substrate with an unreactive solvent leads to the reaction proceeding in a

stereo-random fashion. This was once again rationalised in terms of an initially formed

singlet state undergoing collisional deactivation under dilute conditions to yield the triplet

ground state. The triplet ground state then undergoes stepwise insertion'226 Further support

for this postulate was the detection of triplet NCN trapped in low temperature matrix, by

electron spin resona n"".229

More recent spectroscopic studies have been carried out on both NCCCN and NCN'

Infrared absorptions of NCCCN trapped in low temperature matrix have been

measured.233,234 Electronic, laser induced fluorescence and infrared spectra have been

reported for NCN.235-237 Both NCN and NCCCN have also been the subject of theoretical

investigations. A non-linear 38 1 ground state NCCCN structure was calculated in early
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studies and found to be some 17 kcal mol-l more stable than the lowest energy singlet

state.238-240 R"".nt high level ab initio investigationr24l fo. NCN have found linear 3I"-

to be the ground state with a C-N bond length of I '2334 Ä in good agreement with the

experimental determination of L2309 L'242'243

Previous negative ion chemical ionisation studies have shown that the radical anions

NCCCN.- and NCN'- can be formed by ion molecule reactions. Reaction of malononitrile

with O'- was found to give NCCCN'- in the gas phase, whilst the same reagent reacted with

cyanamide yields NCN'- (Scheme 7.4, a andb¡'244'245

Scheme 7.4

(NC)2CH2 + O'- + (NC)2C'- + H2O (a)

NCNHz + O'- -+ NCN'- + H2O

Whilst little work has been done on the NCCCN anion, NCN'- has been probed in

photoelectron spectroscopic experiments. The electron affinity of NCN has been determined

to be 2.4g4 + 0.006 eV and the ground electronic state has been confirmed to be the

triplet.246

(b)
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(III) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Synthesis of NCN

l. Gas phase synthesis of neutral NCN

The NCN radical anion was synthesised by reaction of cyanamide with o'- in the source of

the mass spectrometer (Schem e 1.4, b). This reaction gives a peak at nt/z 40 of high

abundance corresponding to a "cN2'-" species. A previous investigation has shown that this

reaction produces NCN'- (A) exclusively

and C) are formed.245

neither of the two other possible geometries (B

Scheme 7.5
Nrñ-N=C=N'

A

-'C=N=N

B C

This structural assignment is further confirmed by the -cR+ spectrum which shows loss of

atomic nitrogen and formation of the cyanide cation as the major fragmentation' Although a

peakcorrespondingtoN2'+doesappearintheSpectrumitisofsubstantiallylower

abundance than the cN+ signal (Figure 7.!, a). The opposite trend would be anticipated for

structures B and C where fragmentation yielding the dinitrogen radical cation should

dominate.

The -NR+ spectrum of NCN.- shows a strong recovery signal (Figure 7'1, b) suggesting the

stability of neutral NCN on the microsecond timescale' A qualitative comparison of the

-CR+ and -NR+ spectra indicates a slight increase in fragmentation (relative to the recovery

signal) in the latter. The spectra are however ostensibly the same and it can be concluded

that (i) there is favourable Franck-Condon overlap between the anion' neutral and cation

potential surfaces (a conclusion borne out by theoretical predictions of structure' see

subsequent section) and (ii) there is no major unimolecular behaviour (either rearrangement

or fragmentation) which can be attributed to the transient neutral'
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40

x5

(a)

12
14

m/z

(b)

12
14

26

26

28

28

40

m/z

Figure 7.1 (a)-cR+ (o2,807oT; 02,80VoT) and(b) -NR+ (o2,807oT; Oz,807oT)

spectra of NCN'-.

2. Theoretical predictions of NCN structure

The hybrid density functional Becke 3LYP method using the modest 6-3l+G(d) basis

predicts a ground state triplet (3Ig-) for NCN neutral with a C-N bond length of 1.2341 Ì+.

This value is in good agreement with both the experimental [r(c-N) = r'2309 ]+1242'z+z uno

high level theoretical data available [r(C-N) = 1.2334Å1.2+t An excited singlet lAe- stut" is

also predicted with r(C-N) = L2312 Ä but almost 1.5 eV above the ground state (Table 7.1).

This method predicts linear D-¡ geometries for both anionic and cationic charge states' The
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2lI, anion ground state is calculated to have r(C-N) = l'2404 A whilst for the 2ll' cation

ground state r(C-N ) = 1.2317 Å. These geometries were used to predict adiabatic electron

affinities and ionisation potentials using coupled cluster theory' The results are given in

Table 7.1 along with the experimentally determined electron affinity of NCN (electronic

energies, zero-point energy corrections and relative energies are given in Table 7'2)' It is

apparent from these results that (i) the B3LYP method performs surprisingly well' providing

a good estimate of electron affinity and (ii) for the RCCSD(T) method' the larger cc-pYTZ

basis set out-performs the cc-pvDZ basis set for prediction of the EA' Photoelectron

spectroscopy experiments carried out on NCN'- were unable to detect excited singlet states

for neutral NCN but a rower bound of 0.g5 ev was established.246 That is, the singlet

electronic state must be at least 0.85 eV more energetic than the triplet ground state' This

result is consistent with the singlet-triplet energy gap calculated by all three methods (Table

7 .r)

Table 7.1 Thermochemical properties for NCN calculated at different levels of theory.
listed in

and electronic energies from which these properties are derived are

64.

or Experiment tYPe

RCCS D(T) I aug- cc-PY DV I
F.3LYP/6-31+G(d)

RCCS D(T) I aug- cc-PYTA I
B3LYP/6-31+G(d)

cBS-QCVAPNOa

Photoelectron spectroscoPYa

affinity (eV) Potential (eV)

2.23 14.60

2.42 t4.94

ev)b
1

2.52

2.484 t 0.006

N/A

N/A

1.35

|.25

N/A

> 0.85

a Taken from the work of Ellison and co-wor
b The energy separation between the triplet

kers.24ó
ground state and the excited singlet electronic

state.

In valence bond terms the theoretical data Suggests Structures for ground state anion' neutral

and cation as shown in Scheme 7.6. The linear geometry and contracted C-N bond lengths

suggest a resonance hybrid of a cyano-nitrene and allenic type structures' For the triplet
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ground state neutral two unpaired electrons in orthogonal ll orbitals gives rise to the 3Is-

term. The ground state anion and cation may be considered by simply adding or removing

an electron from the HOMO orbital

Scheme 7.6

Þ Þ O è etc. (a)N=C_N

N=C_N

O

=C=N

c c € etc. (b)O

Þ

+ +

o O o etc. (c)

The geometric uniformity between the three charge states may give some insight into the

observed NRMS behaviour of this species. with linear structures for the anion' neutral and

cation the only geometric differences are the c-N bond lengths which differ by less than

0.01 Ä. This suggests favourable Franck-Condon factors governing vertical electronic

transitions between (i) anion and cation (-cR*;, (ii) anion and neutral and (iii) neutral and

cation (-NR*; surfaces. From the theoretical data it would be expected that neutral NCN

would be formed in an NRMS experiment and observed as the NCN'+ signal in the

spectrum. Due to the favourable Franck-condon considerations for the anion and both

triplet and singlet neutral potential surfaces it is probable that both spin states would be

accessed during this experiment. The large recovery signal in the -NR+ spectrum of NCN'-

has already been discussed (Figure 7.1, b) and is consistent with these theoretical

predictions.
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Table 7.2 The results of theoretical calculations for anion, neutral and cation charg.e. s!1te.s

of NCN, The geometri", u." calculated at the B3LYPI6-31+G(Ð]evel. gflqlolyiyith high

t"*riingt" poiît 
"n"-t!i;;;;i.;i;i"d 

at the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ and RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-

VTZ levels
NCN Species r(C-N)

angstroms
Electronic

Energy
(Hartrees)

Zero-point
Energy

Relatlve
Energy

kcal mol-l1i
State

NCN.-

NCN 3s - | '23412t
Þ

NCN

NCN.+

-t41.59r03a
-r41.22912b
-r41.34193c
-t41.4985r
-t47.14696
-r41.25819
-r41 .44511
-t41.09823
-r41.21219
-r41.02683
-t46.69248
-146.19796

0.00922a

0.00842

0.00915

0.00844

,ft, 1.2404a

r.2312

0.0
0.0

57.6
5t.4
55.8
9r.2
82.5
84.8
353. I
336.6
344.6

1a,-
b

,ft, I '2317

a Calculated using B3LYP|6- 3 1 +G(d)//B 3LYP I 6-3 I +G(d)
b Calculated using RCCSD(T)/aug - cc -pY DV lB3LY P I 6 -3 1 +G (d)

c Calculated using RCCSD(T)/aug-cc- pY TZJ /B3LYP/6- 3 1 +G (d)

I ZPnuncorrected
f Relative energy includes ZPE conected by 0'9804'91

B. Synthesis of NcccN and its unimolecular Behaviour

l. Gas phase synthesis of NCCCN ions

Two methods were found for generating the NCCCN radical anion in the mass spectrometer'

The first, involves the reaction of malononitrile with O'- as previously reported by Dawson

and Nibbering (Schem e 7 .4¡.2aa The resultant loss of H2O, gives a peak corresponding to

,,C3N2.-,, in good abundance. The structure of this ion was assumed in the literature to have

NCCCN connectivity consistent with the structure of the malononitrile precursor' This is

borne out by the -CR+ spectrum, which shows losses of N, NC and NCC as the major

fragmentations consistent with C-N and C-C cleavages from an NCCCN backbone (Table

7.3, pp 161). Sequential fragmentation of activated cumulenic cations along the carbon

backbone has been observed previously.* A comparable example involves the fragmentation

of H2N=C=Ç=e=e+ under CA and +NR+ conditions.22l Here, the fragmentations are

dominated by losses of (i) O, CO, C2O as well as (ii) NH2, CNH2, C2NH2 originating from

simple cleavages along the carbon backbone. Notably, no loss of C or C2 is observed which

* 
See also CR fragmentation of HC5H' Chapter 5
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would require more complex decomposition pathways' Thus for a linear cumulenic cation

species the sequence of fragment ions observed may be used for assignment of structure'

The second method for generation of C:NZ'- involves the fragmentation of the

tetracyanoethylene oxide radical anion. Under NICI conditions' tetracyanoethylene oxide

gives a source formed parent radical anion with concomitant production of a c3N2 radical

anion (m/z 64).2a7 Th. -CR+ spectrum of the latter ion confirms the empirical assignment

and its connectivity, showing identical fragmentation to that observed in the spectfum

obtained from malononitrile (Table 7.3, pp 167)' The structure of this ion is therefore

assigned as the radical anion NCCCN. The source formed NCCCN radical anion gives a

more abundant peak from tetracyanoethylene oxide than from malononitrile and hence a mofe

intense cR spectrum was obtained from the former. As a consequence' a few minor

fragmentations not previously observed, such as the loss of carbon and formation of C3'+'

were noted. Formation of NCCCN'- from tetracyanoethylene oxide could occur via a

number of mechanisms but it is notable that the CA spectrum of the parent radical anion

shows only limited formatio n of m/z 64.24'7 It is therefore most probable that dissociative

resonance capture competes with thermal electron capture under NICI conditions' forming

internally excited ions along with the stable [M]'- ions. The former may decompose rapidly

to NCCCN'- by a mechanism such as that described in scheme I .7 '

Scheme 7.7
+

o +
e

CN
(.*

+
CN \_./ CN

This type of decomposition of cyano substituted oxiranes has been induced photolytically in

solution chemistry. 2-Cyanooxiranes undergo photolytic cleavage in a number of cases to

give substituted cyanocarbenes which can be trapped by insertion or addition to the reaction

solvent. For example,2,3,3-tnphenyl-2-cyanooxirane under prolonged photolysis gives
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phenylcyanocarbene, which adds to the double bond in 2-mefhyl-2-butene' the reaction

solvent (Scheme 7'Ð.248

Scheme 7.8

Ph

CN

Ph +hu o+ !

Ph

(.*

The analogous C3N2 radical cation is formed upon EI ionisation of tetracyanoethylene oxide'

If this ion is formed by a dissociative ionisation pathway, as for the anion and neutral

mechanisms discussed, NCCCN connectivity would be anticipated' Comparison of the CA

spectrum of this positive ion with the -cR+ spectra of the anion can only be a qualitative

guide to ion structure.# Having said this however, the fragment ions observed in the CA

spectrum of the c¡Nz radical cation are very similar to those observed in the cR spectrum of

the radical anion. The former shows major losses of N, NC and NCC consistent with

NCCCN connectivity (Table 7.3,pp 167)'

Malononitrile also gives the C¡NZ radical cation under EI conditions, presumably via step-

wise loss of hydrogen radicals from the parent ion. Loss of two or more hydrogen radicals

from a cumulenic backbone has previously been observed and utilised in the generation of

unsaturated carbon cations in the gas phase.l48'150 The structure of the precursor molecule

suggests the connectivity is NCCCN in this case unless some skeletal rearrangement ts

involved in the ionisation or fragmentation process. The geometry is confirmed by the CA

spectrum, which is identical to that of the same ion obtained from tetracyanoethylene oxide

(Table 7.3, PP 167)'

# The internal energies deposited in the ions in each of the two experiments are quite different and hence more

often than not the abundances of the fragment ions appearing in each spectrum are not tht 'u*t'39 
St'

Chapter l, pp 25 for more discussion of this observation'
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In summary, NCCCN radical anions and cations may be generated in the gas phase by

ionisation (under varying conditions) of the neutral substrates malononitrile and

tetracyanoethYlene oxide.

Tab le 7.3 CR and CA a of NCCCN' - and NCCCN'+ res vel
ons

Molecule method tYPe mass/charge ratio (relative intensity)a

-CR+ 1

-CR+

),

tetracyanoethYlene
oxide

malononitrile

tetracyanoethYlene
oxide

(Nzo)

NICI
(Nzo)

EI

EI

CA
(positive)

CA
(positive)

26(9),24(4), l2(o)

64(93), 52(5), 50(58), 38(100), 36(3)'
26(t3),24(4), l2(r)

64, 52(4), 50(10), 38(100), 36(0.4)' 26(l)'
24 (0.4), r2(<0.2)

64,52(2),50(7), 38(100), 36 (0.5), 26(2)'
24 (t), 12(0.2)

a For convenience the relative abundance is given relative to that of the base peak (excluding

the parent ion signal for positive ion CA sPectra)

2. Behaviour of neutral NCCCN

with the connectivity of the radical anion and cation of NCCCN established, it remains to

investigate the stability of the corresponding neutral on the mass spectrometric timescale'

-NR+ and +NR+ spectra of the precursor ions show strong recovery signals consistent with

the survival of a "C3N2" neutral species between neutralisation and reionisation collisions

(ca. 10-6 s). It is of particular interest to note the abundance of peak m/z 52, corresponding

to loss of carbon, in (i) the -NR+ compared with the -CR+ spectrum and (ii) the +NR+

compared with the positive ion cA (Figures 7.2 and7.3 respectively)'
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38
(a)

64

26
50

24

12

x5
36 52

m/z

(b)
38

64

50 52

26

24
12 36

m/z

(c) NCCN

c

m/z ccN
NCCCN

cccN

Figure 7.2(a)-CR+ (oz,807oT; oz,807oT) and(b) -NR+ (oz,807oT; oz,807oT)

spectra of NCCCN'-. (c) -NIDD+ spectrum'

CN
C2
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Consider the case of the radical anion in the first instance. Vertical excitation of the anion to

the cation surface in the -CR+ experiment generates the NCCCN radical cation as has been

demonstrated by the fragmentation pattern (see preceding -CR+ discussion, pp 164)'

However the corresponding -NR+ spectrum shows a pronounced loss of carbon, not

observed for the -CR+ spectrum, suggesting one of two possibilities, each involving a

unimolecular reaction of the neutral NCCCN (Scheme 7'9)'

Scheme 7,9

er7

(a)

(b)

NcccN'- 
NR (-g) 

[Ncccr'r]+
NR (-e-)

CzNz+ C:]:5'CrNå*
m/z 52

NCCtrf + + C

m/z 52

NCCCN'-
run(-g-) 

[rucccru]+ 
rearransemen, NccNc NBl9 

lr.rccxc.*]+

neutral
f ragmentation

neutral

positive ion
f ragmentation

[ruccruc'* ]+

Direct loss of carbon from reionised NCCCN'+ can be ruled out as this fragmentation is only

minor in the -CR+ spectrum. Therefore, the first possible rationale for the observed loss of

atomic carbon is fragmentation of neutral NCCCN to form C and CzNz (Scheme 7.9, a)'

The larger neutral fragment would then be efficiently reionised and the CzNz cation observed

in the -NR+ spectrum. It would be expected that the increased abundance of the C2N2 peak

in the -NR+ spectrum should be accompanied by a concomitant reduction in the recovery

signal. This should be most apparent ln a comparison in peak abundances between -NR+

and -CR+ spectra. Such a comparison can be observed in the NIDD analysis, derived by

subtraction of the normalised -CR+ from the normalised -NR+ spectrum (Figure 7 '2, c)'#

The NIDD spectrum shows (i) a positive signal for loss of carbon, as expected for a species

formed by fragmentation of the neutral and (ii) a negative intensity for the parent specles,

indicative of a reduction in the number of surviving neutrals. Whilst this seems in agreement

with the proposed mechanism, the abundance of the two peaks in the NIDD spectrum are

# The method by which the NIDD spectrum was obtained is outlined in the Experimental section of this

Ctræt"i- A discússion of this method and its application appears in Chapter l, pp 20'
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quite different. The magnitude of the increase in carbon loss Qn/z 52) in the -NR+

compared with the -CR+ spectrum far exceeds the magnitude of the reduction in the parent

species (m/z 64).

By contrast, the NIDD spectrum shows that the loss of nitrogen to give m/z 50 is reduced in

the -NR+ compared with the -CR+ spectrum by approximately the same magnitude as the

increase in the loss of carbon which gives rise to m/z 52. This may point toward a second

scenario for a neutral process giving rise to the loss of carbon in the -NR+ spectrum (Scheme

1.g, b). Isomerisation of the neutral to form an isocyano species with the NCCNC

connectivity, followed by reionisation would yield an activated NCCNC radical cation' In

keeping with the previous discussion, such a cation would be expected to fragment by a

series of sequential cleavages along the molecular backbone. Such fragmentation would

result in the observation of comparable losses of carbon and nitrogen in the -NR+ spectrum

(see preceding -CR+ discussion, pp 164). This is indeed the case, with the peaks

corresponding to losses of carbon and nitrogen (m/z 52 and 50 respectively) of comparable

abundance (Figure 7.3, b). The NIDD analysis also highlights this trend, with the loss of

carbon as positive and the loss of nitrogen as negative and of almost equal intensity (Figure

j.2, c). This suggests that loss of carbon from the C¡NZ cation formed in the stepwise

oxidation (-NR+; comes at the expense of the nitrogen loss observed in the -CR+

experiment. Such an observation is consistent with the proposal of complete or partial

isomerisation from NCCCN to NCCNC at the neutral stage of the -NR+ experiment'
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26
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26
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Figure 7.3 (a)CA (benzene,TTvoT; oz,807oT)and(b) +NA+ (benzene,T}voT; oz,

807o T) spectra of NCCCN'+

whilst it is not possible to quantitatively compare the positive ion cA and +NR+ spectra

shown in Figure 7.3 it is informative to contrast them in a qualitative sense' The general

trend is toward greater fragmentation in the +NR+ with respect to the parent ion signal' than

that observed for the CA experiment. Amongst this however the most striking contrast

remains the increase in abundance of the m/z 52 signal between the CA and +NR+ spectra'

The same possibilities exist here as in the negative ion case. Namely, the increased loss of

carbon in the +NR+ spectrum could be due to (i) toss of atomic carbon from neutral NCCCN

and subsequent reionisation of the czNz fragment or (ii) skeletal rearrangement of the

50

64

36
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NCCCN chain to an isocyanide species such as NCCNC and subsequent reionisation and

fragmentation by loss of the terminal carbon (Scheme J'9, a and b respectively)' In the

absence of any quantitative analysis (such as the NIDD comparison) it is difficult to favour

one of these proposals over the other. In light of the -NR+ data it is tempting to favour the

mechanism for neutral isomerisation (Scheme7.9,b). However geometric differences

between anion, neutral and cation (see subsequent theoretical discussion) may result in two

diff'erent processes occurring in each of the NR charge permutations discussed' This is

because the Franck-condon factors are likely to be different for the anion-neutral and cation-

neutral electronic transitions. The +NR+ data by itself does not give any further insight into

the mechanism for carbon loss in the neutral spectra, except that it does suggest the process

is independent of the charge state of the precursor ion'

If it could be established whether the carbon loss is from the central carbene position

(NCCCN) or one of the nitrile moieties NgccN) this may further elucidate the mechanism

of this process. As such, malononitriles labelled with carbon-13 at (i) the methylene

position and (ii) one of the nitrile carbons were prepared' These precursors were reacted

with the O'- in the source of the mass spectrometer to generate gas phase NCCCN radical

anions with labels incorporated as indicated in schemeT.lo'

Scheme 7.10

Nc-13cH2-cN +

NC-CH'-1sç¡ +

o'- -+ NC-13C-CN'- + H20

o'- -) Nc-c-13CN'- + H2o

(a)

(b)

The collisional activation, charge reversal and neutralisation reionisation data from these

anions are listed in Table I .4, pp r74. The most critical observation arising from the -NR+

spectra of the labelled precursol ions is that the loss of carbon- 12 and carbon- 13 occurs in an

almost statistical manner from both configurations. That is, the peaks m/z 52 and 53 appear

in a ratio of approximately 1 : 2. This suggests a scrambling of the label which may occur at

either the anion, neutral or cation stage of the -NR+ experiment'
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The negative ion CA spectra forboth carbon-13 labelled species are given in Table 7'4,pp

li4. TheNC-l3C-CN radical anion is found to lose predominantly the unlabelled cyanide

radical and form the unlabelled cyanide anion. A comparatively small fraction of l3CN-

(147o of unlabelled cN- signal) is observed. This is indicative of a small amount of

rearrangement of carbon scrambling, however this is a minor process, probably occurring

only upon collisional activation of the anion. Conversely, the NI3C-C-CN radical anion

shows loss of both labelled and unlabelled cyanide radicals in a ratio of almost i : 1 as would

be anticipated for this labelling configuration. The ratio of the 13cN and cN anions in this

spectrum is however not quite unity as would be anticipated, but closer to 0.65' Given the

results from the NC-l3C-CN labelling configuration, it seems unlikely that rearrangement or

carbon scrambling could account for this discrepancy in the Nl3C-C-CN'- spectrum' More

probable is a contribution to the m/z 26 peak from fragmentation of a parent ion isobaric

with the Nl3C-C-CN radical anion.# The CA spectra seem to indicate that scrambling of the

carbons in the NCCCN radical anion is a very minor process and probably does not occur ln

the absence of collisional activation.*

# A small loss of the

seems likely to be an

precursors have an 1 3

tM-Hl- and [M-HZ]'- in the source of the mass spectr

much more intense fragmentations than the latter in both CA and -CR+ spectra' The extent of the isobaric

contamination proved difficult to quantify. With the difference in atomic mass between C2 l3CN2 ancl

c3N2H of only 0.004 a.u., sufficient resolution could not be achieved in order to compare relative peak

abundances. Assuming the correct assignment of the impurity the CA, -CR+ and -NR+ spectra for put'e

malononitrile tM-Hl- are given as a footnote to Table 7.4. Certainly this data helps to rationalise some of

the anomolie, o¡r"ru"ã ií the spectra of the labell :d NCCCN radical anions' For example' In the CA

;;;.rr"^;;i¡"Ñtrc-c-cN radical anion it is probable that the_[M-H] anion of unlabelled malononitrile

contributes to the intensity of m/z 26 but notm/z 27 (see Table 7.4) hence creating a spurious ratio for the

formation of the labelled and unlabelled cyanide anions

* The metastable ion spectrum (ie. the MIKE spectrum run in the absence of collision gas) of the

malononitrile tM-Hzl radical anion shows no fragmentatton'
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Table 7.4 NR, CR and cA spectra for the two labelled configurations of NCCCN radical

anrons.
Precursor Spectrum

typeIon mass/charge ratio (relative intensitYli+

NC-C-I3CN -CR+

NC_C_I3CN -NR+

NC-C-I3CN

NC-13C-CN -CR+

NC-l3C-CN -NR+

NC-I3C-CN CA

65( 100), 64(7), 53(2)a, 52(0)a,
38(21), 21(3), 26(4), 25(2),

5l(22),50(4), 39(28),
24(2), i4(0), 13(0.5),

CA

12(r)
osirôol, 64(7), s3(22), s2(t3), s l_(?Ð, 50(6), 39(7q),

ãáissl,' nÒt, 26(20), 2s(1s), 24(9), 14(0), r3(2)'
r2(4)
os i o+( t o), 5 l(29), 39 (14), 38( 1 2), 21 (65), 26( 1 00)

65(100), 64(5), 53(1)a, 52(0)a,_51(.13), 50(4), 39(58)'

zai2Ð:'ry\i, 26(6), 2s(3), 24(r), 14(0.s)' 13(1)'

tz(r)
osirôol, 64(17), s3(Is), s2(9),5r(?1), s0(6): 32\19),

ãgio+¡, zloo', 26(26), 25(13), 24(9), t4(2), r3(2),
12(s)
65" 64 (13), 5 1(15), 39(30), 38(3)' 21 (14), 26(100)

If the carbons of the NCCCN radical anion are not scrambling then the question remains as

to whether this process is occurring for neutral NCCCN, the NCCCN cation or both' It is

possible that rearrangement of the neutral, such as cyano-isocyano isomerisation (Scheme

l.g,b) may be a process related to scrambling of the carbons. That is' scrambling of the

carbons may accompany isomerisation. This connection had been established by theoretical

calculations described in a subsequent section on pp 182. Hence the observation of

statistical rosses of carbon-12 andcarbon-13 in the -NR+ spectra of both labelled NCCCN

radical anions favours isomerisation of the neutral rather than its direct fragmentation

(scheme Lg,b and a respectively). The possibility of facile scrambling of the carbons

occurring at the cation stage and preceding fragmentation cannot be excluded' The -CR+

spectrum of NI3C-C-CN'- shows formation of the l3CN cationatm/z 27 whilst this peak is
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absent in the corresponding spectrum of NC-13C-CN'-' This would suggest little carbon

scrambling of the NCCCN cation. However the NC-l3C-CN'- spectrum does show a peak

at m/z 38 corresponding to loss of labelled cyanide radical. It is unclear as to whether this

points to some rearrangement of the cation or simply losses from an isobaric impurity'#

whilst both these explanations can account for the appearance of m/z 38 in the -cR+

spectrum of NC-13C-CN'-, neither can explain the increased abundance of this peak in the

-NR+ spectrum. The ratio of m/z 38 to m/z 39 in the -CR+ spectrum is approximately 0'4

while in the corresponding -NR+ spectrum it is approaching unity (Table 7 '4)' This can

only be rationalised in terms of rearrangement or scrambling of the carbons in neutral C:Nz'

To summarise the experimental observations: (i) both the -NR+ and +NR+ spectra of

NCCCN ions show a pronounced loss of carbon to form a peak at m/z 52 which is only a

very minor process in the -cR+ and the positive ion cA spectra. (ii) In both NR spectra the

peak corresponding to loss of carbon is comparable in abundance to that of loss of nitrogen'

and (iii) the loss of carbon seems to be accompanied by a scrambling of the carbons at the

neutral stage of the experiment. These observations support the conclusion that the initially

formed NCCCN neutral isomerises to NCCNC with accompanying scrambling of the

carbons. It is then the cyanoisocyano carbene which is reionised to the corresponding cation

and fragments to give comparable losses of carbon and nitrogen in both -NR+ and +NR+

spectra (Scheme l.g, b). Theoretical calculations presented in the subsequent section

support this conclusion, showing that if sufficient energy is present in the neutral for

isomerisation to occur then energy baniers to carbon scrambling can also be overcome'

Two further experiments may well reinforce this conclusion. Firstly, in order to further

establish that scrambling of the carbons is a neutral process' measurement of the -NR-

spectrum of NC-l3C-CN'- may prove definitive. We have demonstrated that the NCCCN

radical anion unclergoes only minimal carbon scrambling' Therefore an increase in the

abundance of the peak corresponding to the l3CN auion in the -NR- spectrum of

#The -CR+ specrrum of the [M-H] aniou of malononitrile shows a pronounced peak at nlz 38 (Table 7'4)
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NC-l3C-CN.- can only be attributed to scrambling of the carbons in the intermediate neutral.

Unfortunately, attempts to measure these -NR- spectra failed'due to the relatively weak

fragmentation of the NCCCN anion and hence no useful data could be collected.# secondly,

the two mechanistic possibilities for carbon loss in the -NR+ and the +NR+ spectra could be

differentiated by measuring a NR/CA spectrum. This experiment requires at least a three

sector facility* and involves (i) carrying out the NR experiment between the first two sectors,

(ii) mass selecting the recovery ion with the second sector and (iii) collisionally activating

this ion between the second and third sectors. If the loss of carbon is not observed in the

-NR+/CA spectrum of NCCCN'- (or the +NR+/CA spectrum of NCCCN'+) it could be

concluded this process is the result of fragmentation of the neutral (Scheme 7.9, a)' If

however the loss of carbon is present, then isomerisation of the neutral (Scheme l'9,b)

would be the more likely mechanism'

3. Theoretical predictions of NCCCN structure and energetics

The success of the B3LYP density functional method for accurate prediction of the structure

of the NCN nitrene suggests it is appropriate for use with the higher NCCCN homologue'

Calculation at this level predicts a linear 3Ig- g.ound state for neutral NCCCN (Figure 7'4,

a) consistent with the available experim ental data229 but in contrast to early low-level

theoretical studies which favour a bent C2u structu.".238 A bent C2u structure is predicted

for the excited singlet lA1 electronic state (Figure l '4,b)'

# This experiment was attempted using 02 and benzene in adjacent collision cells. V/hilst a weak recovery

signal was detected, sufficient intensiìy could not be achieved to observe negative ion fragments' It is

pJssible that the use of mercury vapour or some alkali earth metal vapour as the reionisation gas may

increase the number of reionisád nãgative ions and consequently allow the observation of fragments'

Currently such facilities are not available in the Adelaide group'

* 
Such facilities are not yet available in the Adelaide group. It is hoped that future collaborations may allow

the -NR+/CA and +NR+/CA spectra of the NCCCN negative and positive ions to be measured.
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1.3694
1 .3176

123.6 1 .181 1

1.194

(a) (b)

Figure 7.4 Structures of neutral NCCCN (a) 3Zs- ground state and (b)1At excited state

Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory.

1.3688 1.3128

1 .1905 1 .1955

(a)
(b)

Figure 7,5 Structures of NCCCN ions, (a)2B2ground state anion and (b)2IIu ground

state cation. Calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory'

The contracted c-c bonds in the triplet ground state [r(c-c) = 1'3176 Ä] are between triple

and double bond in character. This suggests that in valence bond terms this species is

considered as a hybrid of a pure cumulenic nitrene and a cyano-acetylene nitrene. Both

cumulenic and acetylenic structures would account for the predicted linear geometry of this

diradical. The two unpaired electrons can be considered to occupy two orthogonal lI orbitals

giving rise to the 3Ig- term. By contrast the bent C2y structure of the singlet is that of a pure

disubstituted-carbene.

D o € Dlrl=C=C-C= O '.c' -cr-.

v1v

N=C-C=C-N N N

3y-

There are no data either experimental or theoretical pertaining to the structures of the anionic

and cationic NCCCN radicals. The geometries predicted using the same protocol as for the

neutral species are given in Figure 1.5. h is interesting to note the structural similarities

between (i) the NCCCN radical cation and the triplet neutral and (ii) the NCCCN radical

anion and the singlet neutral. In valence bond terms the charged species may be considered

by simply adding or removing an electron from the HOMO of the neutral countelpart.

tA,

173.1

c
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++

C N-rc'

13.18

14.02

c_r.

Þru= c-c=c-N c+ [r|=Ç=Q=Q=[\

2llu ,8,,

N

0.41

These geometric similarities must also be considered in the context of the various NRMS

experiments discussed in the preceding section' For example' in the -NR+ experiment

previously described, Franck-condon factors for the anion-singlet neutrai transition should

be more favourable than those governing the anion-triplet neutral transition' It would be

anticipated therefore, that the singlet neutral should be predominantly formed in this instance.

Conversely, in the +NR+ experiment the ground state triplet neutral is more likely to form'

This allows for the possibility that the loss of carbon observed in both NRMS spectra' may

arise from the unimolecular reactions of both the singlet and the triplet neutrals. However

the negative or positive precursor ions are not energetically cold: as such, it is unlikely that

the neutrals in each experiment will be purely of one spin state or the other' It is most

probable that both are formed with a preference for the species of greatest structural

similarity to the precursor ion. Therefore, one may conclude that the loss of carbon could be

occurring from unimolecular behaviour on one or both of the NcccN neutral potential

surfaces

Table 7.5 Thermochemical properties for NCCCN calculated at different levels of theory.
electronic

The geometries of the various specles are given in Figures '7.4 and 7.5 while the

from which these are derived are listed in Table 7.6.

affinity (eV) Potential (eV) ev)a

0.46
RCCS D(T) I aug- cc-PY DZ I

B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
RCCSD(T) I atg- cc-PYTV /

P.3LYPl6-31+G(d)

3.11

3.20

a The energy seParation between the triplet ground state and the excited singlet electronic

state

The energies of the various charge and spin states of NCCCN have also been calculated

using the density functional approach and also at the more comprehensive RCCSD(T) level'

The results are given in Table 7.5 which shows the calculated electron affinities, ionisation
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potentials and singlet-triplet splittings (data from which these properties are calculated is

given in Table 7.6). The electron affinity of NCCCN is notably more than 3 eV' Perhaps

this is not surprising considering the electron affinity of the cyanide radical is also extremely

large [EA(CN) = 3.g620+ 0,0050 eYl.249 The singlet electronic state of neutral NCCCN is

calculated to be only 0.46 eV above the triplet ground state. This singlet-triplet splitting is

substantially smaller than that observed for the smaller NCN homologue suggesting the

excited NCCCN singret lA1 state should be detectable by photoerectron spectroscopy'246

Unfortunately there exists no experimental data for comparison with these theoretical

thermochemical predictions. The success of this theoretical protocol in predicting structural

and energetic properties of the NCN system together with the coherence of the results for

this system across two theoretical methods and three basis sets adds validity to the data

presented.

Table 7.6 The results of theoretical calculations for anion, neutral and cation charge states

of NCCCN. The geomtrie s are calculated at the B3LYP/6-3 1+G(d) level of theorY and are

ven in Figure s 7.4 and 7.5 with high level single Point energl es calculated at the

Species

and

State Energy
(Hartrees)

-cc levels
ve

Energy (kcal mol-1)t

NCCCN.-

NCCCN

NCCCN

NCCCN'+

3spo
b

0,0
0.0

70.8
1t.6
73.9
88.8
82.3
84.8
323.3
318.1
323.4

1Al

2fIu

-223.19962a
-223.23528b
-223.41429Ç
-223.68708
-223.12093
-223.29614
-223.65183
-223.10339
-223.21891
-223.28532
-222.12938
-222.89994

.J

s)l

o.or9L2a

0.01934

0.01885

0.02010

a Calculated using B3LYP/6-3 1 +G(d)//B 3LYP / 6-3 r+G(d)
b Calculated using RCCSD(T)/aug -cc-pYDZ IB3LYPI6-3 I +G(d)

c Calculated using RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-p VTAB3LYP/6-31+G(d)
I zPn uncorrected
t Energy given relative to the NCCCN radical anion. The relative energy includes ZPE

corrected by 0.9804'91
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4. Rearrangement reactions of neutral NCCCN

Isonitrile-nitrile rearrangements have been known for more than 100 y.u.r.250'251

Theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out on this isomerisation

reaction.252,253 ]t'is generally accepted that the free energy difference between nitriles and

isonitriles is approximately 15 kcal mol-l in favour of the nitriles for a wide variety of

substituents. Further, the barrier to this rearrangement is of the order of 30-45 kcal mol-l'

By way of example, p -tolyl isocyanide rearranges to p -toluonitrile in the gas phase at 180-

Z20oC a calculated activation of ca. 33.8 kcal mol-l (Scheme 1.|D.254 By contrast, the

reverse nitrile-isonitrile rearrangement, has a larger activation barrier and produces a less

thermodynamically stable species. Examples of this scenario *" rur".255

Scheme 7.ll
180-220 0c

N=C c=N

Such a cyano-isocyano reanangement occurring in neutral NCCCN has been suggested as a

possible explanation for the loss of carbon observed in the NRMS spectra (Scheme l -9,b)'

The energetics of this process have been investigated by the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) theoretical

method. The success of this method for prediction of structure and energy of the NCN and

NCCCN systems has already been discussed. It is therefore utilised here for calculation of

the relative energies of isomeric C¡Nz species and the activation barriers connecting them.

H¡C
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Table 7.7 Energies and relative energies of the various singlet neutral C¡Nz isomers, Also

some pertinent transitions states are included. These are calculated at the B3LYP/6-

31+G(d)//B 3LYP16-31+G(d) level of theorY The geometrres of transition states and

reactive intermediates are VEN AS

2
Species State

A1
singlet

lA'
singlet

1A'
singlet

1A,

singlet
lAr

singlet
singlet
singlet

3

to this

Energy
(Hartrees)

ableT

Energy (kcal mol-l;+
T

TSII2
2 t(NCC)cNl
TS2/3
3 ICNCCN]
TS3/4
4 tcN(ccN)l
TS4/5
s ICNCNC]
TS3/3 -", -
TS4.H q{ç
lc + NCCN

-223.56382
-223.64491
-223.58223
-223.63286
-223.53633
-223.61106
-223.54882
-223.6t338
-223.51234
-223.51852
-223.44112

0.01688
0.01964
0.01638
0.01842
0.01613
0.01930
0.01607
o.ol192
0.01634
0.01489
0.01652

57.8
8.6
45.9
t5.4
14.6
25.9
66.1
21.3
52.1
85.0
130.8

ZPE uncorrected

Relative energy includes ZPE corcected by 0'9804'91I
+

5.Isomerisation onthe CjN2 singlet potential surface

The singlet cyano-isocyano carbene (3, CNCCN) is found to be a stable minimum some 15

kcal mol-l more energetic than singlet NCCCN (L, Table 7'7)' The difference in energy is

in good agreement with the general cyano-isocyano trend outlined earlier' The geometry of

CNCCN is a bent c5 configuration similar to that for singlet NCCCN and characteristic of a

disubstituted carbene. Rearrangement of NCCCN to CNCCN is found to occur through the

intermediacy of a cyclic species (NCC)CN (2) with the activation energies for the ring

closing and ring opening steps of this reaction determined to be 57'8 and 37'3 kcal mol-l

respectively (Figure 7.6). Conversely, the reverse reaction (ie' isocyano-cyano) has an

activation energy of ca. 42 kcal mol-l in good agreement with the experimental

determinations for similar isomerisations (ca. 38 kcal mol-1, cf Scheme 1'Il)'
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N

c
TS2y3

57.8 N-
c

c- \̂r-N
45.9

42.4

57.8 37.3
15.4

8.6 c' -c
-N

b"-(/2

N-u
Figure 7.6 The reaction coordinate diagram for the cyano -isocrtano rearran nt of

singlet neutral dicyanocarbene 7 to singlet neutral cyano-isocyano
Seme
ll enecarbene 3. A rgtes

are reported in kcal
which are indicated by vertical arrows

mol-l and given relative to NCCCN with exception of activation energies

Should this rearrangement occur, the nascent cyano-isocyano carbene (3) would have

sufficient energy to overcome the barrier to carbon scrambling. This can occur through the

rhombic transition state TS3/3 which is found to exist some 52 kcal mol-l above the

NCCCN singler global minimum (Table 7.7). schemeT.l2 shows schematically how this

symmetric saddle point can produce scrambling of the central and isocyano carbon atoms'

Scheme 7.12

c 13^

N/ 
,._ 

C=-N
c

TS112

.,C-û-N

3

0.0 c-N
C-.^
1 

U-N

c
o-N"c

^ÈN\N -.-- c-N _________>-
-l-- c--

33

13

TS3/3

Further rearrangement of CNCCN (3) to the diisocyano carbene GNCNC (5) is also

possible. A similar stepwise mechanism has been found which brings about this

rearrangement (Figure 7.1). The energetics are slightly more demanding for the diisocyano

species. This carbene is found tobe2l kcal mol-1 less stable than the dicyanocarbene with

the activation barriers to its formation some 75 and 6l kcalmol-l above the singlet NCCCN

global minimum. It is interesting to note the continuation of the energy trend with CNCNC
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(5) less stable than CNCCN (3) by almost 15 kcal mol-l whilst CNCCN (3) is less stable

than NCCCN (1) by a similar magnitude (Table 7.7).

TS3/4

C-N,C-
N

c TS4/5

74.6 ..-N-C-Ntvc
66.7

47.3

59.2 40.8

25.9 27.3

15.4 c-N -.(x ç-N'c-N-"
5

a-trt'cic-* 4

Figure 7.7 The reaction coordinate diagr.am for the cyano-isocyano rearrangement.o.f

iiìsk, 
"r"tral 

isocyanocyano carbene 3 rcâiisoiyanocarbene 5. Au energies are reported in

kcãI mol-I and given relative to NCCCN with exception of activation energies which are

indicated by vertical arrows.

Carbon scrambling can also occur for the diisocyanocarbene via a similar type of rhombic

transition state as that described previously (Scheme 7.13). The activation barrier to this

scrambling is however quite demanding, some 58 kcal mol-l above the CNCNC carbene and

85 kcal mol-l above the singlet NCCCN minimum (Table1.7)'

Scheme 7.13
13

c
N-C --------.L-.-- c--N'/ N_..-c

TS5/5 5

6. Isomerisation on the C3N2 triplet potential surface

The triplet potential surface also warrants some investigation. The relative energies of triplet

C:Nz isomers are given in Table 7.8. The triplet isocyanocarbenes, CNCCN (3) and

CNCNC (5) are substantially less stable than the triplet NCCCN minimum by 26 and 51

ttc-N N---c =--L- Nl
c-t.

s{

5
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kcal mol-1, respectively. Consequently rearrangement processes of the type described for

the singlet surface will be substantially more endothermic' Further to this, triplet

intermediates such as the cyclic species (NCC)CN (2) are also unstable' some 55 kcal mol-l

above the global minimum. It would seem from these data that isomerisation of the triplet

NCCCN nitrene is extremely unlikely on energetic grounds and hence transition states

connecting these minima have not been calculated'

Table 7.8 Energies and relative energies of
at the B3LYP/6-3l+G(d

some of the triPlet neutral C:Nz isomers

These are calculated )/|B3LYP16-31+G (d) level of theorY. The

of these are ven as to this le7.l
ve

2
Energy (kcal mol-l¡+Species State Energy

(Hartrees) T

3s-
b

triplet o.ol128
0.01793
0.01802
0.01652

55.4
26.0
50.1
t07.2

2 tNCC)cNl
3 ICNCCN]
5 ICNCNC]
3c + NCCN

34"
37¡"

singlet

-223.59618
-223.64415
-223.60491
-223.51343

Ï ZPE uncorrected
t Relative energy includes ZPE conected by 0'9804'91

7. Fragmentation of neutral NCCCN

Fragmentation of neutral NCCCN (singlet or triplet) has been suggested as a possible

alternative explanation for the loss of carbon observed in the NRMS spectra (Scheme 7'9'

a). If this process is occurring then several questions must be addressed: (i) which carbon is

lost, (ii) what is the mechanism for this fragmentation and (iii) what are the energy

requirements? Attempts to find a transition state for carbon loss from singlet and triplet

NCCCN species failed and hence the first two questions cannot be addressed directly' It is

however possible to examine the overall energetics of this unimolecular reaction if we

compare the energy of neutral C¡NZ species with the most stable possible fragmentation

products. These were found to be atomic carbon and cyanogen (N=CC=N)' The energy of

these fragments separated at infinity are tabulated for comparison with singlet and triplet

C,Nz species in Tables '7.1 and.7.8 respectively. It is clear frorn these data that this is not an

energetically favourable process. Loss of carbon and formation of cyanogen is exothermic

by approximately 130 kcal mol-1 on the singlet potential surface and almost I l0 kcal mol-l
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on the triplet. Even without the consideration of the thermochemical barriers to these

reactions the energy requirements are much greater than for the rearrangement processes

outlined in the Previous section.

(IV) SUMMARY

The NRMS experiments carried out in this study, including those with carbon-13 labelling'

point to a unimolecular rearrangement of some of the transient NCCCN neutral to NCCNC'*

It seems likely that reionisation of the latter species to the corresponding cation and

subsequent fragmentation accounts for the pronounced loss of carbon in the NR spectra'

The possibility of fragmentation of the transient neutral cannot however be rigorously

excluded and further experimental investigations have been suggested, namely -NR- and

NR/CA experiments, which should prove conclusive. The theoretical part of this work

demonstrates a possible reaction pathway for cyano-isocyano isomerisation for at least the

singlet neutral C¡Nz surface. The energy demands for this process are high (nearly 60 kcal

mol-l) and it is unclear whether such energies would be attainable by a neutral species in an

NRMS experiment.# It has been shown however that if the energy barrier to isomerisation

can be surmounted then the system will possess sufficient internal energy to undergo carbon

scrambling.

The weight of evidence suggests the following scenario: (i) both -NR+ and +NR+

experiments generate singlet and triplet NCCCN species. (ii) It is likely that a greater

* In principle, further isomerisation to the CNCNC is also possible however the larger energy requirement

tuggèttr that it is less likely than formation of the NCCNC'
o Iï¿;;p;4 we have demonsrrared rhat theoretic ally C2C1C2requires only 22 kcal mol-l to rearrange to

the morqstable C4CH configuration. However the experimental evidence suggests that this process does not

occur during the NR experiment. By contrast, in this Chapter the experimental and theoretical eviclence

ooints to the operation of a neutral .ãarrange-"nt during the NR experiment which requires activation ol-

nearly 60 kcal mol-1. Why should a unimolecular reaction, with a calculated activation barrier of 60 kcal

;;-i, p.o"""d when it has been shown that a process requiring 2nly 22 kcal mol-1 does not? It must be

remembered, that the activation barrier to a given chemical reaction is not the only property of the system

which determines the efficiency of the process. The pre-Arrhenius (or e

considered when estimating the rate of chemical reaction (Chapter 2, pp 36). y

the reaction rate is not simply derived for a rearrangement occurring during ¿ €

amount of energy i-pa.teá to the system is so ambiguous (Chapter 1, pp l5). The two molecules in

fu.stion (NCCCÑ and'C2CHC2), and indeed theìr respective rearrangement reactions are completely diffèr'ent'

It would therefore b. ant[iput.à that the respective frequency factors and consequently the respective reaction

rates would varY substantiallY.
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proportion of singlet NCCCN is produced in the -NR+ experiment and conversely more

triplet in the +NR+ experiment due to Franck-Condon factors' (iii) The singlet species

undergoes some isomerisation to give singlet NCCNC with concomitant scrambling of the

carbons, whilst the triplet is unlikely to rearrange under the reaction conditions. (iv) The

mixture of singlet and triplet NCCCN and singlet NCCNC forms the bulk of the neutral

beam in the NR experiments and upon reionisation these species fragment sequentially from

the termini giving loss of nitrogen to produce NCCC+ and loss of carbon to give NCCN'+'

This is outlined in Scheme 7.14'

Scheme 7.14
neutralisation

NCCCN.- (+)

triplet

INcccr.r ]+
singlet

NCCCN

NCCNC
neutral

rearrangement

NCCCN'+

¡tositive iott

fragmenîatiort

NCCC' + N

u/:. 50

NCCC + + N'
n/z 5O

NCCN'+ + C

n/2. 52

reionisation

f r.rcccx]+ + NccCN [NcccN'* ]
I

t
I l

fr.rco.rc'+]+ <
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(v) EXPERIMENTAL SECTTON

A. Mass Spectrometric Methods

CA, CR and NR spectra were measured using a two-sector reversed geometry VG ZAB

2HF spectrometer. This instrument is described in detail in Chapter 1' The typical

experimental conditions and procedures are similar to those discussed in previous chapters'#

Those routines unique to this study are outlined below

samples were introduced into the source via a heated septum inlet' with solid samples

dissolved in a small amount of methanol. This was done to produce a measured pressure of

5 x 10-6 Torr inside the source housing. EI produced positive ions under these conditions

whilst negative ions were obtained in the presence of N2O at an operating pressure inside the

source housing of ca. 5 x 10-5 Torr, and thus an estimated pressure inside the ion source of

close to 0.1 Ton. N2O was used as (i) an electron moderating agent for electron attachment

and (ii) as a NICI reagent, generating O'- as the primary reactant ion' -NR+ and -CR+

spectra of the anions were measured under typical O2lO2conditions' Neutralisation of the

positive ions (+¡B+) in the first collision cell was achieved by collision with benzene at a

typical pressure of 5.5 x 10-6 Torr. This reduces the main beam to l07o of its initial

intensity, producing conditions slightly greater than a single collision senario'38 Residual

ions were removed using the deflector electrode, with neutrals passing into the second cell

where they were reionised to the cation by collision with dioxygen (5 x lO-6 Torr, single

collision conditions). The corresponding CA spectra were obtained under the same

conditions except that the deflector electrode is grounded' Although this increases the

likelihood of double collisions in the CA experiment, it allows some comparison between

+NR+ and positive cA spectra. All spectra were repeated a minimum of three times in order

to establish their reproducibility. The -NIDD+ spectrum of NCCCN'- is produced by the

normalisation of the peak intensities for -NR+ and -CR+ spectra, followed by the subtraction

of the -CR+ from the -NR+ data* according to Equation I l '66

# See Chapter 4, pp 85
* A discussion of the UiOn mettrod and its application appears in Chapter l, pp 20
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Equation 7.1

ITNIDD) tlrNR)/IiIiNR)l - [Ii(CR)/IiIi(CR)]

B. Syntheses of Precursor Molecules

Tetracyanoethylene oxide, malononitrile and cyanamide are all commercially available

materials purchased from the Aldrich Chemical Company and used without further

purification. l3c-labelling of malononitrile at the cyano 1¡l3CCH2CN) and methylene

(NCI3CH2CN) positions was carried out by the procedure of Cheung and Gray,256 with

13C > 99To \n both cases. The synthetic scheme is outlined in Scheme 7.15 with

Brl3CHzCO2H giving NCI3CHzCN whilst KI3CN is used to produce NI3CCHzCN'

Scheme 7.15

BTCH2CO2H + KCN -+ NCCH2CO2H + KBr

NCCHzCOzH

NCCHzCOzEt

#
+ EIOH -> NCCHzCOzEt +

+ NH3(aq) -+ NCCHzCONHz

POCI3

--) NCCH2CN + H2O

Hzo

+ EIOH

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

NCCH2CONH2

C. Computational Methods

Theoretical protocols utilised in this study are very similar to those outlined in preceding

Chapters. Briefly however, geometry optimisations were carried out with the Becke 3LYP

method88,89 using the 6-3l+G(d) basis within the GAUSSIAN 94 suite of programs'92

Stationary points were characterised as either minima (no imaginary frequencies) or

transition states (one imaginary frequency) by calculation of the frequencies using analytical

gradient procedures. The minima connected by a given transition structure were confirmed

by intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations. The calculated frequencies were also

used to determine the zero-point vibrational energies which were then scaled9l Uy O'eSO+

and used as a zero-point energy correction for the electronic energies calculated at this and
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higher levels of theory. More accurate energies for the B3LYP geometries were determined

with the RCCSD(T) method,l76-181 using the Dunning aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ

basis sets,95,96 within the MOLPRO package.94 Calculations involving GAUSSIAN 94

geometry optimisation were carried out using the Power Challenge Super Computer at the

South Australian Super Computing Centre (Adelaide). MOLPRO 97'4 single point energy

calculations were carried out with the Power Challenge Super Computer at the Australian

National university Super computing Facility (canberra).
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(vI) APPENDICES

TableT.gGeometriesofminimaandtransitionStatesonthesingletC¡Nzpotential
surface. Calculatedäiitt" eãiVP/6-31;ciãj.- Ãff Uo"d len sths givenln angstroms and all

angle sinde
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C3-Ca-N5 Il4'9

dihedral Nt-Cz-C¡-C+
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Nr

\ ,,.ct-,
V2

c1-
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l'\^
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Cr
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^ 
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N2--Cs- N¿
\
C5 c,-Nlc"\N4-cs
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Table 7.10 Geometries of minima on the triplet C¡Nz potential surface. Calculated at the
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Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions

(I) THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Theoretical calculations of molecular structure and energy have been carried out for the range

of cumulene and heterocumulene systems investigated in Chapters 4-7' Structural prediction

using the B3LYP hybrid density functional approach has proved successful' The geometrtes

obtained with this economical method have shown good agreement with more expensive

theoretical approaches (Tabte 5.5, pp 118) and where available' experimental data (Chapter

7, pp 161). Where possible the more comprehensive RCCSD(T) coupled-cluster approach

has been utilised, in conjunction with the B3LYP geometries' for the estimation of the

thermochemical properties of the species of interest. Model systems for which experimental

data is available have been used to test this theoretical protocol' The electron affinities of

C3H, and Ctïzcalculated at the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZleve| using B3LYP geometries

differ by only ca. 0.1 eV from the reported values (Chapter 4, pp 84 and Chapter 5' pp I 16)'

This places some confidence in the calculated electron affinities for the cumulenes and

heterocumulenes discussed in this thesis'

Many of the electron deficient cumulenes and heterocumulenes investigated in this study are

predicted to have large electron affinities' Some of the most striking examples are

EA(CzCHCz)=4,54eY,EA(C¿CHù__2.3seV,EA(CeCHz)=2,82eVandEA

(NCCCN) =3.2O eY. The stability of such anions suggests that they may be present'

together with their neutrals, in the interstellar environment' Theoretical calculations have

provided support for structural assignments in the gas phase: they have been used to

demonstrate the stability of anions and neutrals relative to isomerisation, decomposition and

electron detachment processes. Conversely, theoretical prediction of the stability of the

czclCzanion actually provided the impetus for the experimental investigation which

resulted in the generation and characterisation of this ion (Chapter 4, pp 61)'
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The theoretical calculations presented in this thesis have allowed for comparison of the

relative stability of structural isomers on anion, neutral and cation potential surfaces' For the

c5H sysrem (chapter 4), CaCHand cyclic isomers HCzC¡ and c2c3H have shown stability

on the anion and neutral potential surfaces. This is in line with the previously reported

trends for the prototypical C3H system.146 For the cumulenes CnHZ (where n = 5 and 7) the

C¡-1CH2 structures have proved to be the most stable radical anions' whilst for the

corresponding neutrals HC¡H and some aromatic ring-chain conformations are the most

negative in energy (Chapters 5 and 6)

prototypical C3H2 sYstem.l32

These results are consistent with those for the

The theoretical part of this study has also provided some rationale for the observed stability

of some cumulenes possessing the unsaturated C3-ring system' It has been demonstrated

that some substituted derivatives of aromatic cyclopropenylidene (4, Scheme 8'l) possess

aromaticity resulting in stabilisation of these highly strained geometries' Two stable

conformations have been identified. Firstly, where one or both ring hydrogens of A are

substituted for acetylene or diacetylene functions, producing a structure B (where X and Y

are -H and/or -c:cH and/or -c=cc:cH). The carbene B maintains the 2n-electron

population on the C3-ring and hence the aromaticity and consequent stabilisation' Addition

of a further electron to such a molecule will further populate the rc-system of the ring and

result in loss of aromaticity and destabilisation of the resulting radical anion (cl Chapter 5

and 6). The second possibility, C (where X is -H or -C=CH), possesses two unsubstituted

carbons on the C3-ring. In principle, such a configuration can produce an anion' radical

neutral or cation without disrupting the aromaticity of the system (cf Chapter 4)' In the

cases where such aromatic stabilisation can be invoked the ring chain species are as stable ot'

more stable than their open chain isomers'
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Scheme 8.1

HH

BA C

(II) MASS SPECTROMETRIC STUDIES

A range of different ionisation methods have been invoked in this work in order to generate

charged analogues of neutral cumulene systems in the gas phase' Closed shell anions have

been produced by deprotonation and desilylation under typical NICI conditions whilst radical

anions have been generated by reactions of suitable precursors with o'- and SFo'-' some of

the cumulene anions of interest could not be formed by simple ionisation techniques'

Consequently, a number of precursors were identified which give rise to these anions via

unimolecular decomposition involving the loss of neutral fragments' Loss of closed shell

fragments from acetylide precursors give the CaCH and C2CHC2 anions' while homolytic

decomposition has been used to selectively generate isomeric CSHZ andClw2radical anions'

The selectivity of such methodologies is demonstrated by the range of anions produced'

many of which had not previously been identified. This work represents the first reported

preparation of the gas phase ions, C2CHC2-' C4CH2'-' HC5H'-' C2CHC2H'-' C6CH2'-'

HCzC(Cz)C2H'- and c2c*2ca'-. Although most of these anions are predicted by theory to

be reasonably stable, species such as c2c?2ca'- have alsobeen prepared' czcH2C4'- ts

calculated to be substantially more positive in energy than other c7H2 anions but it has been

successfully prepared in the gas phase and does not appear to rearrange to any of the more

stable configurations (Chapter 6). This result is significant, as it suggests that provided

suitable precursors can be identified, anion analogues of a full range of cumulenes can be

prepared bY this aPProach.

Despite the selectivity of the ionisation methods utilised here, it is important to further

establish the structure of the resulting ions by alternate means. This is parlicularly important
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because of the number of isomeric anions synthesised and hence differentiation of isomers

has been paramount. Generally, negative ion CA mass spectrometry has proved ineffective

for this task. The cumulenic anions investigated here have shown little structurally

significant fragmentation in their respective CA spectra' The C7H2 radical anions proved an

exception, producing reasonably intense CA spectra with fragmentation unique to each

structural isomer (Chapter 6). CR and NR mass spectra of these cumulenic anions have

demonstrated more extensive fragmentations. In general, the CR and NR spectra of isomeric

anions have proved distinct (chapters 4-6) with similar fragmentations but differing peak

abundances. In some cases, the nature of the fragmentation can be attributed directly to the

ion structure. For example, the CR and NR spectra of the CaC[2radical anion show peaks

corresponding to losses of Cn (n = 1-3). In contrast, the comparable spectra of HCsH'-

show a lower abundance of such peaks but exhibit larger peaks corresponding to loss of

cnH fragments (Figurc 5.2,pp 101). cR and NR spectra do not always differentiate

isomers, with the spectra of c2cHC2H similar to those of caclH2' In such cases much of

the structural ambiguity may be removed by the use of appropriate deuterium labelling'

Neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry has allowed the investigation of the stability of

neutral cumulenes on the microsecond timescale. All hydrocarbon cumulenes investigated

by this methodology were shown to survive the NR experiment' The stability of these

neutrals was assessed by comparison of the -NR+ and -CR+ spectra for a given anion

precursor. such experiments allowed the confirmation of theoretical predictions for the

srability of c4cH, c2cHC2,c4c12, HC5H, c2CHC2H, c6c[2, HCzc(cz)c2H and

C2CH2Ca. This work represents the first reported experimental observation of many of

these transient species. It is interesting to note that cumulenes such as C2CHC2' which is

predicted by theory to reside in a reasonably shallow minimum (the barrier for isomerisation

to CaCH is calculated to be only ca. 22kcalmol-l) shows no evidence of isomerisation

during the NR experiment (chapter 4, pp 81). This suggests that NR may be used to

synthesise a full range of transient cumulene neutrals in the gas phase' even those which may

appear predisposed to unimolecular reaction. Some caution must be exercised however' as
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reaffangements have been identified which occur on the NR timescale. Investigation of the

NCCCN system has revealed one such example (chapter 7). Comparison of the -NR+ and

-CR+ spectra of the NCCCN radical anion point to at least partial isomerisation of neutral

NCCCN to NCCNC between the neutralisation and reionisation events' Other evidence also

supports this proposal, including theoretical calculations which present a possible reaction

pathway.

Overall, the combination of NICI and NRMS methods used in this work has demonstrated

the ability to investigate the stability of a range of cumulene systems' The protocols

established here for the generation of anionic analogues of cumulenes may in the future be

used in conjunction with spectroscopic methods, such as photoelectron spectroscopy, to give

further thermochemical insight into the neutral systems. Such data may help build the picture

of the chemistry of the interstellar and circumstellar environments.

(III) POTENTIAL INTERSTELLAR MOLECULES?

Linear species such as CaCH and C3CH2 are known interstellar molecules (Chapter 3' pp

41). In this study we have examined atan}e of structurally more complex derivatives, both

structural isomers (eg. C2CHCz) and higher homologues (eg. CqCHz and C6CHz)' The

stability of these species has been demonstrated in the laboratory by NRMS experiments and

is supported by theoretical calculations. It seems probable that unsaturated hydrocarbons of

this type may participate in the chemistry of interstellar and circumstellar gas clouds. From a

practical point of view detection of complex cumulenes may be difficult by radioastronomical

techniques (Chapter 3, pp 40). In contrast, linear species presented in this thesis' such as

CaCH2 and C6CH2 represent prime candidates for detection because of their simple

structures and large dipole moments (5.8 and 8.1 Debye respectively)J93'209

In addition to the neutral cumulenes, the possibility of anionic cumulenes as interstellar

species may also be considered. Currently no anions have been detected in interstellar or

circumstellar gas clouds but nevertheless the possibility exists (Chapter 3,pp 43)'l l8'll9
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Many of the cumulenes generated in this study have been calculated to have large electron

affinities thus increasing the likelihood of electron attachment. Perhaps if some of these

hydrocarbons are detected in interstellar or circumstellar clouds then their corresponding

anions may also be located in these environments'
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The syntheses of C6CH 2'- arnd the corresponding carbenoid cumulene C6CH2

in the gas phase

Suresh Dua, Stephen J. Blanksby and John H. Bowief

Department of Chemistry, The University of Adelaide, South Australia, 5005, Australia

84

73

86

61

Small cumulenes have been detected in circumstellar gas and

dust envelopes which surround red giant stars, in particular, the

bright carbon-rich star IRC-10216.1-3 These include C"(n = 3

and 5), C,H (n = 2-8) andC,H2@ = 24 and 6), with neutrals

where n is even generally being more abundant than those

where n is odd.r-s The high electron affinities of these neutrals

suggests the possibility that the corresponding anions may co-

ocður with the neutrals in circumstellar envelopes.6-8'We have

reported the syntheses of a number of these anions in the source

ol a VG ZAB zHF mass spectromefet le g' CsH 8 and three

isomers of C5H2' s] and have used collision-induced charge
stripping of the anions to effect the syntheses of the appropriate
neuìials.e Both CsCHz and CcCH have already been detected in
circumstellar envelopes,3 and it has been suggested that CoCHz

should also be present,lo and that it should be an excellent
candidate for detection because of its large dipole moment

[calculated to be 7.33 D (Table l)].s The proposed pathways via
which such hydrocarbons can form in the interstellar environ-
ment have been reviewed.ll

\ùy'e describe the synthesis and structures of both (C6CH2)'-
and the corresponding carbenoid cumulene neutral.

The radical anion of C6CH2 was synthesised in the source of
the ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer as summarised in sequence

(1). The reaction between HO- and DC6CH2OEt+ yields the

60

72

49

48
31

24 2s
50

Table 1 Ab initio calcuìations for anions and neutrals

Fig. 1 Neutralisation reionisation ( NR*) mass spectrum of C6CH2' . VG

ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer. Oz in both collision cells (measured pressure

outside cells = 2 x l0-7 Ton). CR spectrum of CoCHz'- (Oz in the first

collision cell, measured pressure outside cell -2 x I0-1 Torr) as follows

lml z (relative abundance)l: 86(49Eo), 85(88), 84( 100)' 1 4(4),'73(57 )'
'7 2(r3), 62(3), 61 (43), 60(2e), 50(3), 4e( 1e), 48(e), 37( 1 s), 36(e), zs(t)'
24(0.s).

36
74

H8

C1-C2-Ca-Ca-C5-C6-C \u,

Anion
Neutral
(singlet)

Neutral
(triplet)

HO + DC=C(C=C)2CH2OEt

HOD + -C=C-C=C-C=C-CH2OEt ' --*(CoCHz)-' + EtO'

(1)

State
Symmetry
Energy (hartrees)"
Rel. energy

(kJ mol-t)
Adiabatic electron

affinity (eV)
Dipole moment

(Debye)
Bond length (Ä)b

CIC2
C2C3

C3C4

c4cs
C5C6

C6C1

C?H8
C7H9

Bond angles (')b
crc2c3c
cóc?H8
c6H7He
H8C7He
c6c7H8He

(2Br)
Cz,

-266.969928

('Ar)
Cz,

-266.866t86

2'72

2.82

I .33

(3Az)

Cz,

-266.833462

358

6.40

0

and the corresponding charge reversal (CR) spectrum of
C6CH¡'- Qisted in the caption to Fig' 1) suggests that the neutral
formed has the same connectivity as the radical anion.rT

Ab initio calculations for both the neutral and radical anion
were carried out at the RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-VDZllB3LYPl
6-31G* level of theory using GAUSSIAN94Te and MOLPRO
96.4.20 Details are summarised in Table 1. The radical anion and

both the singlet and triplet neutrals are best represented as

180.0
t2t.98
t21.98
116.04
180.0

" RCCSD(T)/aug-cc-p VDZ level of theory including zero point vibrational

energy [calculated from vibrational frequencies at the B3LYP/6-31G* Ievel

of theory, and scaled by 0.9804 (ref. 18)1. ó B3LYP/6-3lG* level oftheory.
. All other angles along the carbon skeleton are also 180.0'.

8.10

1.2'72

r.334
r.256
t.323
1.261

t.345
1.090
1.090

r.289
1.301

t.270
1.293
r.271
t.320
1.090
1.090

1.301

1.301

r.274
t.291
1.272
t.329
1.089
1.089

180.0
t2t.6l
t21.61
116.78
180.0

180.0
121.t6
t21.16
11'7.6'Ì

180.0
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simple linear cumulenes.
corresponds to the

The ground state of neutral C6CH2
singlet carbenoid cumulene

(cf. ref. 2l) which has a calculated
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dipole moment of 7 .33 D. The adiabatic electron affinitv of this
neutral is estimated to be 2.82 eV; thus we propóse that
C6CH2' as well as the corresponding neutral maybe present in
the circumstellar environment.
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The collision induced loss of carbon monoxide from deprotonated
benzyl benzoate in the gas phase. An anionic 1,2-Wittig type
rearrangement

C. S. Brian Chia, Mark S. Taylor, Suresh Dua, Stephen J. Blanksby and
John H. Bowie
Department of Chemistry, The University of Adelaide, South Australia, 5005

The ion PhCO2]
2CHPh, upon collision activation, undergoes competitive losses of CO and CO2 of which

the former process produces the base peak of the spectrum. Product ion and substituent effect (Hammett)
studies indicate that PhCO2]

2CHPh cyclises to a deprotonated hydroxydiphenyloxirane which ring opens
to PhCOCH(O2)Ph. This anion then undergoes an anionic 1,2-Wittig type rearrangement {through
[PhCO2 (PhCHO)]} to form Ph2CHO2 and CO. The mechanism of the 1,2-rearrangement has been
probed by an ab initio study [at MP4(SDTQ)/6-3111G(d,p) level] of the model system HCOCH2O

2 →
MeO2 1 CO. The analogous system RCO2]

2CHPh (R 5 alkyl) similarly loses CO, and the migratory
aptitudes of the alkyl R groups in this reaction are But > Me > Et ~Pri). This trend correlates with the
order of anion basicities (i.e. the order of ÄGo

acid values of RH), supporting the operation of an anion
migration process. The loss of CO2 from PhCO2]

2CHPh yields Ph2CH2 as the anionic product: several
mechanistic scenarios are possible, one of which involves an initial ipso nucleophilic substitution.

Introduction
As part of a study of the gas phase Cannizzaro reaction, we
reported that deprotonated benzyl benzoate, upon collisional
activation, eliminates carbon monoxide to form deprotonated
diphenylmethanol.1 This must involve some form of re-
arrangement.cf.2 There are a number of possible mechanistic
scenarios which need to be considered: these are summarised
in Schemes 1 and 2. Both pathways shown in Scheme 1 involve

initial nucleophilic attack of the benzylic anion to a phenyl
ring. In contrast, both mechanisms shown in Scheme 2 involve
a ‘Wittig’ type 1,2-migration (where Ph migration and CO
elision are synchronous) in the last step, but they differ in the
way the key ‘Wittig’ precursor species is formed.

This paper provides experimental evidence which suggests
that the cyclisation–‘Wittig’ rearrangement best accounts for
the loss of CO from PhCO2]

2CHPh.

Results and discussion
The reaction between DO2 and PhCO2CD2Ph gives an

Scheme 1
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O

O

Ph

–

Ph

Ph
O–   +   CO

O

O

PhH

–

O

O

Ph

H

–
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ortho

(M 2 D)2 ion exclusively, while the analogous reaction between
HO2 and C6D5CO2CH2Ph yields only an (M 2 H)2 ion. The
collisional activation tandem mass spectrum (CID MS–MS) of
the latter parent anion is recorded in Fig. 1. In addition to the
pronounced loss of CO, there is also a rearrangement peak
corresponding to loss of CO2. We will discuss each of these
rearrangements seriatim.

Fig. 1 CID mass spectrum (MS–MS) of C6D5CO2]
2CHPh. VG ZAB

2HF mass spectrometer. For details see Experimental section.

Scheme 2
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Table 1 Mass spectra of Ar1CO2]
2CHAr2

Substituents
Relative intensity

[(M 2 H)2 2 [(M 2 H)2 2 [(M 2 H)2 2 [(M 2 H)2 2
Ar1

p-MeO
H
m-MeO
p-F
m-F
m-CN
p-CN

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

Ar2

H
H b

H
H
H
H
H

p-MeO
H b

m-MeO
p-F
m-F
m-CN
p-CN

σ value

20.28
0

10.10
10.15
10.35
10.61
10.65

20.28
0

10.10
10.15
10.35
10.61
10.65

CO]

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Ar1CO2

60
33 a

35
34
6
4
4

33
33 a

11
4
2
1
0.5

Ar1CHO]

19
17 a

15
13
12
6

54
17 a

23
18
11
7

10

CO2)]

28
8

25
20
35
20
35

32
8

17
32
28
24
35

Ar12

5
6 b

6
10
8

18
20

5
6 b

4
4
3

Ar22

1
6 b

2
4
1

15
6 b

14
18
12
22
28

Me?]

68

60

38

26

a From Fig. 1. b Ar1 = Ar2 = Ph.

(A) The loss of carbon monoxide from deprotonated benzyl
benzoates
The mechanisms to be considered for the loss of CO are sum-
marised in Schemes 1 and 2. The simplest way to commence
this investigation is to consider the cyclisation–‘Wittig’ mechan-
ism shown in Scheme 2: initial cyclisation through a deproton-
ated hydroxyoxirane system has ample precedent in the liter-
ature.3–5 If the loss of CO follows the conversion of the parent
anion PhCO2

2CHPh to PhCOCH(O2)Ph, the spectra of both
species should exhibit [(M 2 H)2 2 CO] ions and the peak
widths at half height of these ions should be the same in the
two spectra. The two mass spectra are shown, for comparison,
in Fig. 2. The two spectra are similar, in particular, the peak

Fig. 2 CID mass spectra of (A) PhCO2]
2CHPh, and (B) [PhCO-

CH(OH)Ph 2 H]2. Peak widths at half height (A) 2CO (31.7 ± 0.3);
2CO2 (35.4); (B) 2CO (31.7), 2CO2 (23.5 ± 0.3 V).

widths at half height of the two [(M 2 H)2 2 CO]2 peaks
are the same within experimental error (see legend to Fig. 2).
The only difference noted in the two spectra concerns the
[(M 2 H)2 2 CO2] peaks. This peak is of smaller abundance
in the spectrum of [PhCOCH(OH)Ph 2 H]2 and the widths at
half height of the peaks in the two spectra are significantly
different (see legend to Fig. 2). This suggests that the losses of
CO are arising via intermediates common to both PhCO2]
2CHPh and [PhCOCH(OH)Ph 2 H]2, but that the situation
concerning the losses of CO2 from the two parent ions is more
complex.

The experimental evidence outlined above suggests that the
loss of CO from deprotonated benzyl benzoate is occurring via
the cyclisation–‘Wittig’ process summarised in Scheme 2. Let us
now investigate whether there is any evidence which favours (or
disfavours) either of the ipso or ortho nucleophilic substitution
mechanisms shown in Scheme 1. Such gas-phase rearrange-
ments are not uncommon and examples have been reported
before (cf. the ipso Smiles rearrangement and the competing
ortho rearrangement 6,7). We have investigated these aspects
using a Hammett type substituent effect study. Different meta
and para substituents were placed on each of the phenyl rings
of the benzyl benzoate and the abundances of ions
[(M 2 H) 2 CO]2 were monitored as a function of the elec-
tronic nature (the Hammett σ value) of the substituent. It is
necessary to be wary using Hammett studies in the gas phase,
since there is often no inbuilt standard (or standard fragment-
ation) with which to compare the reaction under investigation.
The following Hammett study is used only to indicate general
trends. The abundance ratios of the major fragment ions in
the spectra of a variety of ions of the general formula Ar1-
CO2]

2CHAr2, together with known Hammett σ values 8 of the
substituents used in this study, are summarised in Table 1.

A comparison of the abundances of [(M 2 H) 2 CO]2 ions
with those of either the Ar1CO2 or [(M 2 H) 2 Ar1CHO]2
fragment ion (see Table 1), shows that the abundance of the
rearrangement ion increases with an increase in σ (with an
increase in electron withdrawing character) of the substituent
on either ring. Consider now the ipso and ortho nucleophilic
cyclisation mechanisms summarised in Scheme 1. In both cases,
(i) if the ring cyclisation (the first step) is rate determining for
the loss of CO from Ar1CO2]

2CHAr2, then a higher value of σ1

and a lower value of σ2 will accelerate the ring cyclisation (i.e.
increasing electron withdrawing character on Ar1 will enhance
the elecrophilicity at the carbon to which the nucleophile
approaches, and increasing electron introducing character on
Ar2 will enhance the nucleophilicity of the attacking carb-
anion). Consider next, the second step (the 1,2-H transfer) of
the ortho cyclisation mechanism (Scheme 1). Such a concerted
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1,2-H transfer through a proton bound transition state is for-
bidden by the Woodward Hoffman rules: it has an activation
barrier in the vicinity of 200 kJ mol21 9–11 and there are no
recorded examples in the condensed phase of 1,2-H migration
along a carbon side chain via carbanions.12 However, if a 1,2-H
transfer does operate, this step is likely to be rate determining.
In such a situation, a lower value of σ1 (i.e. making the reacting
carbanion more basic) will increase the rate, and although the
effect of σ2 should be small, an increase in σ2 will make the H of
the breaking C]H bond more acidic, and marginally increase
the rate. The final possibility is that where the final steps of both
the ipso and ortho mechanistic proposals are rate determining
(Scheme 1). A decrease in σ1 will increase the electron density
on the initial carbanion site thus increasing the rate, while an
increase in σ2 will stabilise the product alkoxide anion, thus
effectively reducing the barrier to the transition state. None of
the considered scenarios correlate with the experimental obser-
vation (that the abundance of the rearrangement ion is greater
with a high value of σ1 and a low value of σ2). Thus we may
eliminate the mechanistic scenarios proposed in Scheme 1, and
return to the consideration of a 1,2-‘Wittig’ type mechanism.

The classical 1,2-Wittig rearrangement in solution is usually
represented as shown in Scheme 3 (R is generally an alkyl

group). The reaction is reported to be stepwise with the second
step being rate determining.13 There has been debate as to
whether the intermediate is anion–neutral A or radical–radical
anion B, but since the rates follow the migratory aptitudes of
radicals in some cases, the radical–radical anion mechanism
has been preferred.14 However, the radical mechanism is not
universally accepted.15 The 1,2-Wittig reaction also occurs in
the gas phase,16,17 and an ab initio study of a model system

Scheme 3

ArO-CHR
–

[R–(ArCHO)]

[R•(ArCHO)• –]

Ar

R
O–

A

B

(2CH2OMe → EtO2), suggests an anionic pathway in which
there is no discrete intermediate.18

We know that the initial reaction pathway proceeds via an
oxirane cyclisation–ring opening in the case of PhCO2]

2CHPh
(see Scheme 2): it is the mechanism of the phenyl migration
which needs to be established. Thus we have carried out ab
initio calculations [at MP4(SDTQ)/6-3111G(d,p) level] 19 for
the model system HCOCH2O

2 (i.e. HCOCH2O
2 → MeO2 1

CO. There are two anion rearrangement channels; no evidence
is found for any reaction involving radical migration (i.e. both
RHF and UHF calculations on the two intermediates shown in
Fig. 3 give identical anionic structures). The first rearrangement
channel is an unfavourable concerted reaction with a barrier of
310 kJ mol21. The geometry of the transition state is shown in
Table 2. The second rearrangement pathway is the stepwise
process summarised in Fig. 3, with details recorded in Table 2.
There are a number of equilibrating cluster ions (separated in
energy by less than 5 kJ mol21) on a plateau close in energy to
the initial transition state. Two of these are shown in Fig. 3. The
equilibrating clusters may undergo two reactions. The first is the
dissociation process yielding HCO2 and CH2O (endothermic
by 202 kJ mol21). The second process is the rearrangement.
Once the second complex is formed, the system may proceed to
the rearrangement products (MeO2 and CO). The rearrange-
ment process is inefficient because the reaction channel is
narrow [i.e. the frequency factor (the pre Arrhenius A factor) is
low], because reversion to reactant is more favourable than con-
version to products across the flat energy plateau. The con-
sequence of this is that the migration (second) step shown in
Fig. 3 is likely to be rate determining.

The PhCO2]
2CHPh system is too large for us to compute at

an appropriate level using ab initio calculations, thus we have
constructed a reaction coordinate diagram using Benson’s
rules 20 and known electron affinities 21 to estimate the energies
of all stable species, and have used the results of the ab initio
calculation on the model system as a guide to the barrier
heights of the phenyl migration steps. These data are summar-
ised in Fig. 4.

Let us now revisit the results of the Hammett study. Although
it now seems likely that the final migration step is rate determin-
ing, let us consider the expected substituent effects for each of

Fig. 3 Reaction coordinate energy diagram of the reactions O]]CH]CH2O
2 → HCO2 1 CH2O and O]]CH]CH2O

2 → MeO2 1 CO.
Gaussian 94. Geometries optimised at MP2(full)/6-3111G(d,p). Energies optimised at MP4(SDTQ)/6-3111G(d,p)//MP2(full)/6-3111G(d,p)
level [zero point energy corrected (scaled 0.9)]. C]C distances as follows: transition state (2.842 Å), association complex 1 (2.960 Å), and association
complex 2 (2.962 Å). For full data concerning energies and geometries see Table 2.
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the four steps shown in Fig. 4. Experimentally, we have deter-
mined that increasing the electron withdrawing effect of sub-
stituents on either Ar1 or Ar2 increases the abundance of the
[(M 2 H) 2 CO]2 ion (i.e. a larger k value with a high σ1 and a
low σ2).

If step 1 is rate determining, the rate will increase with
increasing σ1 (increases the electrophilicity of the carbonyl
carbon), and decreasing σ2 (increases the nucleophilicity of the
attacking carbanion). If step 2 is rate determining the rate will
increase with decreasing σ1 and increasing σ2. If the dissociative
step (step 3) of the 1,2-rearrangement is rate determining, the
rate will increase with increasing σ1 and decreasing σ2. None of
these scenarios conform to the experimental results.

Table 2 Energies and geometries of transition states and inter-
mediates shown in Fig. 3 a

Reactant [O]]CHCH2O
2 (anti form)]:

Product (MeO2 1 CO):
Product (HCO2 1 CH2O):

2227.833 563 8 hartrees,
2227.813 419 5,
2227.756 706 8,

 0 kJ mol21

152.9
1201.8

Transition state concerted

O H

O
H

H

6
5

7

3

4 1
2

[ ]

–

2227.833 563 8 hartrees
1309.6 kJ mol21

C1O2

C1H3(H4)
C5O6

C1C5

C1O6

1.308 Å
1.116
1.217
2.023
2.661

O2C1H3(H4)
H3C1H4

O6C5H7

O6C1H3(H4)
O2C1H7

119.548
110.32
164.82
76.45
86.48

Transition state stepwise

H

O O
H

H6

5

7

3

4
1 2[

]
–

2227.778 559 5 hartrees
1144.41 kJ mol21

C1O2

C1H3(H4)
C5O6

C5H7

C1C5

O6H3(H4)

1.238 Å
1.090
1.258
1.168
2.842
2.517

O2C1H3(H4)
H3C1H4

O6C5H7

C5C1H3(H4)
C5C1O2

122.558
114.87
109.87
62.62

150.17

Association complex 1

H O

O
H

H

7
5

6
3

4
1

2[ ]–

2227.778 660 5 hartrees
1144.15 kJ mol21

C1O2

C1H3(H4)
C5O6

C5H7

1.236 Å
1.092
1.261
1.163

O2C1H3(H4)
H3C1H4

O6C5H7

H3(H4)C1C5

C5C1O2

O6C1O2

122.418
115.02
109.17
62.50

153.13
128.18

Association complex 2

O

H O
H

H7

5

6

3

4
1 2[ ]

–

2227.780 315 5 hartrees
1139.80 kJ mol21

C1O2

C1H3(H4)
C5O6

C5H7

C1O6

C1C5

C1H7

1.238 Å
1.092
1.253
1.198
2.344
2.964
2.582

O2C1H3(H4)
H3C1H4

O6C5H7

H3(H4)C1H7

C1O6C5

C5C1O2

122.148
114.97
109.14
58.73

107.15
147.18

a Gaussian 94.19 Geometries at MP2(full)/6-3111G(d,p). Energies at
MP4 (SDTQ)6-3111G(d,p)//MP2(full)6-3111G(d,p), corrected for
zero point energy (scaled 0.9).

Migration step 4 may be represented as shown above. The
expected electronic effects are as follows: (a) electron withdraw-
ing effects (large σ2) will assist the attack of the nucleophile at
the carbonyl group of Ar2CHO, and (b) there are two opposing
substituent effects of Ar1: viz. (i) electron withdrawing effects
(large σ1) will aid the dissociation of Ar1]CO2 to Ar12 and CO,
and (ii) electron introducing effects (small σ1) will aid the attack
of the nucleophilic Ar12 at the carbonyl group of Ar2CHO. The
only scenario which conforms to the experimental results of the
Hammett study (i.e. the rate increasing with increasing σ1 and
increasing σ2) is that step 4 is rate determining with (a) and (b, i)
being the major features affecting the rate. Thus the electronic
effect of the substituent on the dissociation of Ar1CO2 to Ar12

is more important than its effect on the nucleophilicity of Ar12.
Finally, we need to consider the possibility that the migration

step is a radical reaction (cf. Scheme 3). There are several pos-
sible stepwise pathways and a concerted route to consider [from
Ar1COCH(O2)Ar2] but they all have one feature in common.
If the migration of Ar1? to ?CH(Ar2)(O2) to yield Ar1Ar2CHO2

is rate determining, the rate must increase with decreasing σ1

and increasing σ2. This is not in accord with experimental data.
In addition, radical reactions are generally much less influenced
by electronic effects than are ionic processes: 22 the substituent
effects shown in Table 1 for loss of CO are pronounced.

We conclude that (a) the formation of Ph2CHO2 and CO
from PhCO2]

2CHPh occurs by the complex sequence shown
in Fig. 4, (b) phenyl migration step 4 is rate determining and
(c) there are two major factors influencing the rate of the
phenyl rearrangement step, viz. the low probability of phenyl
migration in comparison to (i) the back reaction, and (ii)
the competing cleavage reaction (i.e. that yielding PhCO2 1
PhCHO).

(B) The loss of carbon monoxide from RCO2]
2CHPh

(R 5 alkyl)
We have described above (i) how there has been debate concern-
ing whether the 1,2-Wittig rearrangement is a radical or anionic
reaction, and (ii) that the loss of CO from PhCO2]

2CHPh is
best represented in terms of an anionic 1,2-Wittig type mechan-
ism. What we wish to do now is to study a cognate system in
which there is a reasonable possibility that the rearrangement
step could involve a radical rather than an anion migration. To
this end we have made a series of compounds RCO2CD2Ph
[R = alkyl (Me, Et, Pri and But)]. Should the (M 2 D)2 ions of
these compounds lose CO, it is possible that the rearrangement
may involve radical migration, since [RCO? (PhCDO)~2] might
partake in the reaction {i.e. in the case of [MeCO? (PhCHO)~2],
the electron affinities of MeCO? 23 and PhCHO 24 are both close
to 42 kJ mol21}.

The mass spectrum of the (M 2 D)2 ion from MeCO2-
CD2Ph is shown in Fig. 5, while the major fragmentations of
all four of the (M 2 D)2 ions are summarised in Table 3. The
spectra show both [(M 2 H)2] CO] and RCO2 ions (see Table 3

Migration

Ar1
Ar2

H

O O

[ ]–

Table 3 Mass spectra of RCO2]
2CDPh

Relative intensity

R

Me
Et
Pri

But

[(M 2 H)2

2 CO]

100
14
15
25

RCO2

14
14
17
1.5

2RCO2D

74
100
49
10

2RCO2H

24
75
18
5

Ph2

32
71
23
26

[(M 2 H)2

2 R?]

8
12

100
100
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Fig. 4 Reaction coordinate energy diagram of the system PhCO2] 2CHPh → (Ph)2CHO2 1 CO. Energies calculated using Benson’s rules 20 and
estimated electron affinities.21 Transition state energies for the final rearrangement reaction are those computed for Fig. 3.

O

Ph Ph

O

(0)

(-29)

(-46)

(+146)

(+21)

Ph

O

O
H

Ph

PhCO2-–CHPh

 _ PhCOCH(O–)Ph

O

Ph

Ph2CHO–  +  CO

PhCO–  +  PhCHO

O
Ph

H
δ–δ–

δ–
δ–

1

2

3 4

and Fig. 5, and cf. Fig. 4) and a comparison of the relative
abundances of these peaks in the four spectra should give a
qualitative indication of the relative probabilities of the
rearrangement reactions in the four systems, i.e. the migratory
trend of the alkyl groups. If it is a radical reaction, the
migratory aptitudes should be But? > Pri? > Et? > Me?.cf. 14 If
the reaction is anionic, the gas-phase anion migratory aptitude
should follow the ∆Go

acid value for the process RH →
R2 1 H1 (the smaller the value, the higher the migratory apti-
tude). The ∆Go

acid values are as follows: CH4 (1709 kJ mol21),25

C2H6 (1724),26 Me2CH2 (1722) 26 and Me3CH (1701 kJ mol21).26

Thus the theoretical thermodynamic gas-phase anion migration
trend should be But2 > Me2 > Pri2 > Et2. The data listed
in Table 2 show the following trend in migratory aptitude:
But > Me > Et ~ Pri, these data are thus consistent with an
anion reaction.

(C) The loss of CO2 from PhCO2]
2CHPh

The spectra of both PhCO2]
2CHPh and [PhCOCH(OH)-

Ph 2 H]2 show loss of CO2, the peak widths of these product
peaks are different (see legend to Fig. 2), and the product
peak is of smaller abundance in the spectrum of [PhCO-
CH(OH)Ph 2 H]2. The Hammett study (see Table 1) does not
indicate any particular trend, unlike the situation pertaining to
the loss of CO. The CO2 yields product ions in both spectra

Fig. 5 CID mass spectrum (MS–MS) of (CH3CO2CD2Ph 2 D)2. VG
2HF mass spectrometer. For experimental details see Experimental
section.

which show the characteristic fragmentations of the diphenyl-
methyl anion.27

There are two plausible mechanisms for the loss of CO2 from
PhCO2]

2CHPh: these are summarised in Scheme 4, together
with estimated ∆fH

o values for reactant, intermediates and
products. The first possibility involves phenyl migration within
the oxirane species C to form the diphenylacetate anion which
then decarboxylates to form the diphenylmethyl anion. The
second process is an ipso nucleophilic substitution to give D
which then loses CO2. Loss of carbon dioxide from PhCO-
CH(O2)Ph occurs specifically through C, since the [(M 2 H) 2
CO2] peaks in the spectra of Ph2CHCO2

2 and [PhCOCH-
(OH)Ph 2 H]2 have the same width at half height (23.5 ± 0.3
V) {the [(M 2 H) 2 CO2]2 ion produces the only major daugh-
ter peak in the spectrum of Ph2CHCO2

2}. The peak width of
the [(M 2 H) 2 CO2]2 peak from PhCO2]

2CHPh (35.4 ± 0.3
V) is appreciably different from the widths of the corresponding
peaks from [PhCOCH(OH)Ph]2 and Ph2CHCO2

2 (both
23.5 ± 0.3 V). Thus the mechanism of CO2 loss from
PhCO2]

2CHPh cannot occur exclusively via C. We propose
that either the loss of CO2 occurs (i) exclusively by an ipso
mechanism through D (see Scheme 4), or (ii) the competitive
pathways shown in Scheme 4 are both operative.

Scheme 4

Ph
O

O

Ph

–

(0 kJ mol–1)

O

Ph Ph

O– O

Ph
O–

Ph

(–46)C (–29)

Ph

Ph
CO–

(–111)

O

O

Ph–

D (+60)

Ph-–CH-Ph   +   CO2

(-138 kJ mol–1)
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Conclusions
Deprotonated benzyl benzoate undergoes competitive
rearrangement reactions resulting in the losses of CO and CO2.
The rearrangement pathways are summarised in Scheme 2 and
Scheme 4. Cyclisation of PhCO2]

2CHPh yields an energised
deprotonated diphenylhydroxyoxirane which undergoes ring
opening to form deprotonated deoxybenzoin which then dissoci-
ates via an anionic 1,2-Wittig type rearrangement to yield the
diphenylmethoxide anion and carbon monoxide (Scheme 2).
The loss of CO2 from PhCO2]

2CHPh is more complex: this
may occur exclusively by an ipso arrangement through D, or by
two competitive losses through C and D (Scheme 4).

Experimental

Mass spectrometric methods
Collisional activation (CID) mass spectra (MS–MS) were
determined with a VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer.28 Full
operating details have been reported.29 Specific details were as
follows: the chemical ionisation slit was used in the chemical
ionisation source, the ionising energy was 70 eV, the ion source
temperature was 100 8C, and the accelerating voltage was 7 kV.
The liquid samples were introduced through the septum inlet
with no heating [measured pressure of sample 1 × 1026 Torr
(1 Torr = 133.322 Pa)]. Solid samples were introduced via the
direct probe with no heating. Deprotonation was effected for
unlabelled compounds using HO2 (from H2O: measured pres-
sure 1 × 1025 Torr). In the case of deuterated derivatives, DO2

(from D2O) was used as the base. The estimated source pressure
was 1021 Torr. CID MS–MS data were obtained by selecting the
particular anion under study with the magnetic sector, passing
it through the collision cell, and using the electric sector
to separate and monitor the product ions. Argon was used as
collision gas in the second collision cell (measured pressure,
outside the cell, 2 × 1027 Torr), giving a 10% reduction in the
main beam, equivalent to single collision conditions. Peak width
measurements were performed with the instrument in MS–MS
mode using the electric sector to scan the peak under study. The
peak width (at half height), quoted in V, is a mean of ten indi-
vidual experiments (the main beam peak width at half height
under the instrumental conditions used was 6 V).

Ab initio calculations on stable anions for the model system
HCOCH2O

2 → MeO2 1 CO were carried out using Gauss-
ian 94.19 Geometries were optimised at MP2(full)/6-3111
G(d,p) level while energies were computed at the MP4(SDTQ)/
6-3111G(d,p)//MP2(full)/6-3111G(d,p) level and corrected
for zero point energies (scaled to 0.9). Full procedural details of
such calculations have been reported.30

Benzyl benzoate, deoxybenzoin and diphenylacetic acid were
commercial products.

Benzyl [á,á-2H2]benzoate. This was made by a standard pro-
cedure 31 from [α,α-2H2]benzyl alcohol and benzoyl chloride.
Yield 78%. [2H2] = 99%.

Benzyl [2H5]benzoate. This was prepared by a standard pro-
cedure 31 from benzyl alcohol and [2H5]benzoyl chloride. Yield
76%. [2H5] = 98%.

[O-2H]benzoin. This was prepared by three exchanges with
MeOD at room temperature. [2H] = 90%.

Compounds PhCO2CH2C6H4R. These were prepared by the
following reported methods: R = 4-F,32 3-MeO,33 4-MeO,34

3-CN 32 and 4-CN.32

3-Fluorobenzyl benzoate. This was made by a standard
method 32 from 3-fluorobenzyl alcohol and benzoyl chloride.
Colourless liquid (bp 135–136 8C/0.5 mmHg). Yield 56%.
Found, C, 73.04; H, 4.82. C14H11O2F requires C, 72.83; H,
4.65%. λmax/nm (log ε, EtOH), 206, 230 (3.87, 3.90); νmax/cm21

1720; δH(200 MHz) 5.35 (s, 2H), 7.20–8.11 (m, 9H); m/z 230
(M~1, 15%), 109 (FC6H4CH2

1, 43), 105 (PhCO1, 100), 77 (Ph1,
22).

Compounds RC6H4CO2CH2Ph. These were prepared by the
following reported methods: R = 4-F,35 3-MeO,36 4-MeO 37 and
4-CN.38

Benzyl 3-fluorobenzoate. This was made by a standard
method 35 from 3-fluorobenzoyl chloride and benzyl alcohol.
Colourless liquid (bp 122–123 8C/0.5 mmHg). Yield 84%.
Found, C, 72.97; H, 4.66. C14H11O2F requires C, 72.83; H,
4.65%. λmax/nm (log ε, EtOH), 206, 237 (3.88, 3.85); νmax/cm21

1720; δH(CDCl3, 200 MHz), 5.37 (s, 2H), 7.2–7.9 (m, 9H); m/z
230 (M~1, 30%), 123 (FC6H4CO1, 100), 95 (FC6H4

1, 36).
Benzyl 3-cyanobenzoate. This was made by a standard pro-

cedure 38 from 3-cyanobenzoyl chloride and benzyl alcohol.
White crystals, mp 39–40 8C (from dichloromethane). Yield
82%. Found, C, 75.94; H, 4.67. C15H11NO2 requires 75.64; H,
4.41%. λmax/nm (log ε, EtOH), 210, 230 (4.23, 3.74); νmax/cm21

2250, 1730; δH(CDCl3, 200 MHz), 5.40 (s, 2H), 7.4–8.4 (m, 9H);
m/z 237 (M~1, 87%), 130 (NC-C6H4CO1, 77), 102 (NC-C6H4

1,
34), 91 (C7H7

1, 100).
[2H2] Compounds RCO2CD2Ph (R 5 Me, Et, Pri and But.

These compounds were made in 80–90% yield, by the standard
reaction 39 from the appropriate acid chloride and [α,α-2H2]-
benzyl alcohol. All products were distilled in vacuo and [2H2] =
99% in all cases. The purity of products was checked by
1H NMR and positive ion MS.
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The synthesis and structure of the symmetrical isomer of C5H-

Stephen J. Blanksby, Suresh Dua, John H. Bowie* and John C. Sheldon

Departnxent of Chemisu'y, The Uniyersity of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia 5005, Australia

Theion (C2CÍ{Cù isformed in the gas phase by the process
(C2CHCù- + ('RDCO2') [R

= H, Me or Et]; the ground state structure is a singlet, with
C2v symmetry.

Unusual organic molecules have been detected in circumstellar
gas and dust envelopes which surround red giant stars.r These
include C:, Cs and the hydrocarbons C,,H (n = 2-6), which
have been identified around the bright calbon-rich star IRC +
10216]-3 The high electron affinities of these neutt'als suggest
the possibility that the con-esponding anions may co-occur with
the neutrals in circumstellar envelopes,a'5 and it is of interest in
this context that negative ions are present in the coma of comet
Ha11ey.6 We have reported the syntheses of C:H-,7 Cs-',8 and

linear CrH-'a (and their conversion thlough the applopriate
neutral to decomposing positive ions) in the ion source of a VG
ZAB 2JJF mass spectrometer. Ab initio calcúations lat CISD/
6-31lG (d,p) levell indicate that lineal C5H has both singlet
and triplet states, with triplet I being the ground state, and that
the corresponding neutral has an electron affinity of 2.4 eY.8

We initially attempted to form the elusive 2 in the ion source

of the VG 2HF mass spectrometer by a number of methods
lelated to that shown in eqn. (l):

(C=C)-CH(OMe)-C=CD-+ [(:C=C=CH-C=CD) OMe]-->
CsD- + MeOH (1)

--+ (CzCHCz)- + IRCDOz]
(2)

--+ (C2CDC2) + IRCHOz]
(3)

unfortunately, the base deprotonates exclusively at the centlal
position to yield lineal CsD- (c/. 1) rather than lemove D+ to
form CzCHC2-. Howevet' the energised precursot' anions

shown in eqns (2) and (3) (R = H, Me, Et) [formed by the

reaction of HO with DC=C-CH(OCOR)-C=CD and HC=C-
CD(OCOR)-C=CHI decompose to yield (CzCHCz) and
(C2CDC2)- respectively and exclusively. We are nof sure

whethel this plocess involves incipient R- deplotonating at the

terminal position (to yield COz and RH as neutral products) or
whether the acetylenic H transfers to oxygen to yield RCO2H as

the neutral ploducts.
When soulce folmed (C2CHC2) ions are fired through a

collision cell containing Ar (af 2 X l0 7 Torr; I Torr = ca. 133

Pa) the lesultant tandem negative ion mass spectrum exhibits
only loss of H' to form C5-' @f. ref. 8). Under the same

expelimental conditions, charge stlipping of (C2CHC2)- ions
yields energised palent cations C5H*, whose resultant spectrum

[the chalge reversal spectrumro'rt of (C2CHC)-I ts ntlz
(composition lelative abundance) 61 (C5H+, 35), 60 (Cs*', 100),

49 (C4H+, 11), 48 (C4+', 62), 3'7 (C3H*, 8 1 ), 36 (C3t 
" 

69), 25
(C2Iì*,4),24 (Cz*',21),12 (C+', 0.2). Although this spectrum
shows the same peaks as those obselved in the corresponding
spectrum of isomer | (cf. ref.8), the peak abundances in the two
spectra are significantly and reproducibly different. In paltic-
ular, the abundances of ntlz 6l (C:H*) and 60 (C5*') ale 35 and

100 for 2, and 100 and 76 for 1. Since the two charge leversal
spectla are different, we conclude that isomers I and 2 are

stable. Howevel', the data cannot exclude the possibility of

Table 2 Bond lengths and angles for CzCHCu taken from ab initio
calculations

--->

H

H

2^./ \ \
2

Ab initio calculations IGAUSSIAN 94e at CISDI6-311G
(d,p) levell indicate furthel that (i) thele is a stable symmetlical
isomer C2CHC2-, and that this isomer (like linear CsH-) also

has stable singlet and triplet forrns, and (ii) there is no energy
and stable species C3CHC-. Ab initio data fol C2CHC2 are

summarised in Tables I and 2. In this case the singlet is

significantly more stable than the triplet. The geometry of the

central carbon of the ground-state singlet approximates to
trigonal planar (the Cz-CrC+ angle is close to 130"), and the

Cr-Cz and C2-Cj bonds have significant triple and double bond
character respectively (see Table 2). The structure is depicted
(in valence bond form) as 2. Isomer 2 is less stable than isomer
1 by 170 kJ mol I at the level of theory indicated. The electron
affinity of the neutl'al corresponding to 2 is calculated to be 4.2
eV.

Table I .Aå i¡ril¿o calculations for CzCHCz-"

H
Ixc.

õ/-v1 U5

State Singlet Triplet Singlet Triplet

Symmetly
HF/6-31lG (d,p)
Zero point vibrational energy
Total thermal energy
CISD/6-311G (d,p)

Cz,

- 189.14150
0 03188
0.03685

- 190.286804

Cz,

- t89.61132
0.02161
0.03282

- 190.20186

Bonct ten{hlÌt

C'-Cz
Cz Ct
C:r-H

Bond angle (")

cr-c2-x
x-c2-c3
c2-c3 H

85.3
90.0

115.3

80.0
90.0

101.2

r.2425
1.3679
1.0843

\.2'746
l.3636
1.1048

" Ab initio optimization used the Betry plocedure (ref. 12) at HF/6-3llG
(d,p), GAUSSIAN 94 (ref 9). The correctness of the geometlies was

confilmed by the lack of negative analytical computed harmonic vibratìon

frequencies. The post Hartree-Fock energies (CISD) were calculated at the

Hartree Fock geometries. All energies are recorded in hartt'ees
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minor interconversion of 2 fo I under the experimental
conditions.

The neutral analogue of t has already been detected in the
interstellar environment:r 3 it would be of interest to search for
anions 1, 2 andthe neutral corresponding to 2.

\ùy'e thank the Australian Research Council for the financial
support of this project.
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Competitive charge-remote and anion-induced fragmentations of the
non-8-enoate anion. A charge-remote reaction which co-occurs with
hydrogen scrambling

Suresh Dua,a John H. Bowie,*,a Blas A. Cerda,b Chrys Wesdemiotis,b

Mark. J. Raftery,a Julian F. Kelly,a Mark S. Taylor,a Stephen J. Blanksby a and
Mark A. Buntine a 
a Department of Chemistry, The University of Adelaide, South Australia, 5005, Australia
b Department of Chemistry, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325-3601, USA

The non-8-enoate anion undergoes losses of  the elements of  C3H6, C4H8 and C6H12 on collisional
activation. The mechanisms of  these processes have been elucidated by a combination of  product ion and
labelling (2H and 13C) studies, together with a neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometric study. These
studies allow the following conclusions to be made. (i) The loss of  C3H6 involves cyclisation of  the enolate
anion of  non-8-enoic acid to yield the cyclopentyl carboxylate anion and propene. (ii) The loss of  ‘C4H8’ is
a charge-remote process (one which proceeds remote from the charged centre) which yields the pent-4-
enoate anion, butadiene and dihydrogen. This process co-occurs and competes with complex H scrambling.
(iii) The major loss of  ‘C6H12’ occurs primarily by a charge-remote process yielding the acrylate anion,
hexa-1,5-diene and dihydrogen, but in this case no H scrambling accompanies the process. (iv) It is argued
that the major reason why the two charge-remote processes occur in preference to anion-induced losses of
but-1-ene and hex-1-ene from the respective 4- and 2-anions is that although these anions are formed, they
have alternative and lower energy fragmentation pathways than those involving the losses of  but-1-ene
and hex-1-ene; viz. the transient 4-anion undergoes facile proton transfer to yield a more stable anion,
whereas the 2-(enolate) anion undergoes preferential cyclisation followed by elimination of  propene [see
(i) above].

Introduction
Collision-induced loss of a neutral from an even-electron nega-
tive ion in the gas phase often involves reaction involving the
charged centre.1,2 There are also fragmentations of even-
electron anions which are ‘charge-remote’, viz. reactions which
occur remote from the charged centre. Amongst the latter
are some radical losses which form stabilised radical anions.3,4

Substantiated reports of charge-remote reactions involving the
loss of even-electron neutrals from even-electron anions are
not common. The classical charge-remote mechanistic proposal
for alkanoate anions is shown in reaction (1). This was first

proposed by Adams and Gross,5–8 but the mechanism has been
questioned.9–11 Support for the charge-remote mechanism has
been provided by Cordero and Wesdemiotis 12 who have used
neutralisation reionisation mass spectrometry (NRMS) to
identify butene as a neutral product of the reaction shown in
reaction (1). This charge-remote process has a large activation
barrier; estimates range from ca. 200 kJ mol21 (experimental 5–8)
to 385 kJ mol21 (computational 13).

This paper reports the fragmentations of the non-8-enoate
anion, i.e. a system similar to the alkanoate shown in reaction
(1), except that it has double bond functionality at the opposite
end of the molecule to the carboxylate moiety. We anticipated
that collision-induced transfer of a proton from the allylic pos-
ition to the carboxylate anion would yield an allylic anion, and

that this should result in competition between charge-remote
fragmentation of the carboxylate anion, and anion-directed
fragmentation from the allylic centre. We will show that both
charge-remote and anion induced processes do indeed occur in
this system, but not as a consequence of fragmentation of an
allylic anion.

Results and discussion
We have described above why we chose to study an enoate anion
for this study. The first task is to choose which enoate anion is
the most suitable for study. The mass spectra of a number of
such anions are listed in Table 1. The spectra of the lower
homologues are dominated by loss of carbon dioxide and are
not suitable for this study. In contrast, the higher homologues
show the type of losses previously noted in the spectra of
alkanoate anions,5–7,12 for example, losses of the elements of
C3H6, C4H8 and C6H12. In principle, these losses could all be
charge-remote reactions analogous to that shown in reaction
(1), except of course that the neutral products will be a diene
and dihydrogen. We have chosen to probe the mechanisms of
these processes using the non-8-enoate anion as a suitable
example. The investigation uses a combination of product ion,
labelling (D and 13C), neutral reionisation mass spectrometry
(NRMS) and computational studies.

(a) The evidence based on product ion and labelling studies
The collision-induced negative chemical ionisation tandem
mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the (M 2 D)2 ion of CH2]]CH–
(CH2)6CO2D is recorded in Fig. 1. The first part of this investi-
gation involves the identification of the structures of the prod-
uct ions formed following losses of ‘C3H6’, ‘C4H8’ and ‘C6H12’.
This was done by comparing (i) MS/MS/MS fragmentation
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Table 1 MS/MS data from CH2]]CH(CH2)nCO2
2 ions

CH2]]CH(CH2)nCO2
2

Loss
Formation

n H? H2 H2O
a CO2 C3H6 C4H8 C5H10 C6H12 C8H16

?CH2CO2
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
8

100
65

100
100
100
54
22

5
10
15
20
5

3
10
34
72
16
72
51

88
100
29 2

17
100
100

8

48
39

5
3

14
56
10 10

5
7

10
1
2
9
5

a The loss of H2O is a standard reaction of carboxylate species and proceeds following proton transfer to form the enolate anion.14 To take a specific
example relevant to the enoic acids: CH2]]CHCH2CD2CO2

2 loses HOD and D2O in the ratio 2 :1. The processes are as follows: CH2]]CHCH2CD2-
CO2

2 → CH2]]CHCH2
2CDCO2D → [(CH2]]CHCH2CD]]C]]O) DO2] → CH2]]CH2CHCD]]C]]O 1 HOD and CH2]]CHCH2C]]]CO2 1 D2O.

data of each product anion [using an MS 50 TA instrument
(through the courtesy of Dr R. N. Hayes and Professor M. L.
Gross)] and (ii) MS/MS fragmentation data of source formed
product ions (using the VG ZAB 2HF instrument), with the
MS/MS data of known ions produced by deprotonation of the
appropriate neutral molecules. These data are recorded in Table
2. Results are summarised in Scheme 1. (B2/E) Linked scans of

source formed m/z 71, 99 and 113 confirm that each is formed
directly from the parent (M 2 H)2 ion.

The product ions shown in Scheme 1 which result from the
losses of ‘C4H8’ and ‘C6H12’ are those that would be formed
from the appropriate charge-remote process [cf. reaction (1)].

Fig. 1 The collision-induced negative chemical ionisation tandem
mass spectrum (MS/MS) of the (M 2 D)2 ion of CH2]]CH(CH2)6-
CO2D. VG ZAB 2HF instrument. For experimental conditions, see
Experimental section.

Scheme 1

However, if  the loss of ‘C3H6’ involves a ‘charge-remote’ pro-
cess, the ionic product will be CH2]]CH(CH2)3CO2

2. The data in
Table 2 identify the product ion as the cyclopentyl carboxylate
anion and therefore the loss of C3H6 must involve a cyclisation
process.

We now wish to study the losses of ‘C3H6’, ‘C4H8’ and ‘C6H12’
in detail, and to assist with this endeavour, we have prepared
carboxylate anions from five D2 compounds [those indicated
by an * in 1] and one 13C compound [that depicted by # in 1].
The MS/MS data derived from all labelled species are recorded
in Table 3.

The cyclisation process—loss of C3H6. It has already been
shown that the product anion of this process is the cyclopentyl
carboxylate anion. The deuterium labelling results indicate that
both the hydrogens at the 7 position and one hydrogen at pos-
ition 5 are lost as part of C3H6. These data may be rationalised
as shown in Scheme 2. Transfer of a proton from position 2 to

the carboxylate anion produces the key enolate intermediate (2),
which undergoes the cyclisation process shown. We have drawn
the cyclisation process [see intermediate 2] in synchronous fash-
ion because of the deuterium labelling results {the alternative
stepwise process in which an intermediate [(cycloC5H9CO2H)
2CH2CH]]CH2] decomposes to yield cyclo-C5H9CO2

2 and
CH3CH]]CH2, would involve the loss of one H from position 2
(the precursor enolate anion is formed following proton trans-
fer from position 2 to the carboxylate anion centre), not, as
observed, from position 5}.

The losses of ‘C4H8’ and ‘C6H12’. The two most plausible mech-
anisms for the loss of ‘C4H8’ are the charge-remote reaction (2)†

Scheme 2

† There are anionic processes like those summarised in formulae (3) and
(4), which would give the same products as those formed by charge-
remote process (2). These processes are less favourable on energetic
grounds than that shown in reaction (3). In addition, we will show later,
that such ionic processes do not occur because the precursor 4-anion
preferentially undergoes facile proton transfer to form carboxylate (and
enolate) anions.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/a607437e
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Table 2 MS/MS and MS/MS/MS data for some product ions from the non-8-enoate anion

Precursor ion (m/z) Product ion (m/z) Spectrum type Spectrum [m/z (loss) abundance]

CH2]]CH(CH2)6CO2
2

(155)
CH2]]CH(CH2)3CO2

2

(113)
CH3CH2CH]]CHCH2CO2

2

(113)
CH3(CH2)2CH]]CHCO2

2

(113)

CH2]]CH(CH2)6CO2
2

(155)
CH2]]CH(CH2)2CO2

2

(99)
CH2]]CH(CH2)6CO2

2

(155)
CH2]]CHCO2

2

(71)

]C3H6

(113)

]C4H8

(99)

]C6H12

(71)

MS/MS/MS a

MS/MS
MS/MS

MS/MS

MS/MS

MS/MS

MS/MS

MS/MS/MS a

MS/MS

MS/MS/MS a

MS/MS

111 (H2) 100, 71 (C3H6) 60
111 (H2) 100, 71 (C3H6) 65, 44 (C5H9

?) 4
112 (H?) 100, 111 (H2) 10, 95 (H2O) 34, 71 (C3H6) 2
69 (CO2) 29, 58 (C4H7

?) 10
112 (H?) 18, 97 (CH4) 8, 84 (C2H5

?) 4, 69 (CO2) 100,
67 (CO2 1 H2) 4, 58 (C4H7

?) 2, 53 (CO2 1 CH4) 3, 44 (C5H9
?) 3

112 (H?) 68, 111 (H2) 28, 95 (H2O) 14, 84 (C2H5
?) 62, 69 (CO2) 100

112 (H?) 8, 111 (H2) 2, 95 (H2O) 100, 85 (28) 8,
83 (CH2O) 64, 71 (C3H6) 6, 69 (CO2) 2, 57 (C4H8) 2, 43 (70) 1

111 (H2) 100, 71 (C3H6) 72, 44 (C5H9
?) 5

98 (H?) 70, 81 (H2O) < 10 b, 58 (C3H5
?) < 10 b, 55 (CO2) 100

98 (H?) 65, 97 (H2) 5, 81 (H2O) 10, 58 (C3H5
?) 7, 55 (CO2) 100

70 (H?) 100, 27 (CO2) 35

70 (H?) 100, 44 (C2H3
?) 4, 27 (CO2) 29

a The MS/MS/MS spectra are weak: peaks < 5% are lost in baseline noise. b The spectra are weak—the abundances of these peaks are only
approximate.

Table 3 MS/MS data for labelled non-8-enoate anions

Precursor ion (m/z) Spectrum [m/z (loss) abundance]

CH2]]CH(CH2)5CD2CO2
2

(157)
156 (H?) 55, 155 (D?) 32, 138/137 a (HOD, D2O) 15, 
115 (C3H6) 100, 101 (C4H8) 30 b, 102 (C4H7D) 25 b, 72 (C6H11D) 48, 60 (C7H13

?) 22

CH2]]CH(CH2)3CD2(CH2)2CO2
2

(157)
156 (H?) 65, 155 (D?) 15, 139 (H2O) 38, 115 (C3H6) 100,
101 (C4H8) 15, 100 (C4H7D) 30, 71 (C6H10D2) 45, 58 (C7H11D2

?) 24

CH2]]CH(CH2)2CD2(CH2)3CO2
2

(157)
156 (H?) 70, 139 (H2O) 28, 114 (C3H5D) 100, 101 (C4H8) 15, 100
(C4H7D) 8, 71 (C6H10D2) 38, 58 (C7H11D2

?) 18

CH2]]CHCH2CD2(CH2)4CO2
2

(157)
156 (H?) 45, 139 (H2O) 22, 115 (C3H6) 100, 101 (C4H8) 8

b,
100 (C4H7D) 15 b, 99 (C4H6D2) 25 b, 71 (C6H10D2) 52, 58 (C7H11D2

?) 25

CH2]]CHCD2(CH2)5CO2
2

(157)
156 (H?) 30, 155 (D?) 30, 139 (H2O) 28, 113 (C3H4D2) 100,
100 (C4H7D) 15 b, 99 (C4H6D2) 29 b, 71 (C6H10D2) 38, 58 (C7H11D2

?) 18

CH2]]CHCH2
13CH2(CH2)4CO2

2

(156)
155 (H?) 50, 138 (H2O) 15, 114 (12C3H6) 100,
99 (12C3

13CH8) 28, 71 (12C5
13CH12) 12, 58 (12C6

13CH13
?) 5

a Composite peak not resolved. b Peaks not fully resolved.

and the anionic process (3).‡ Deuterium labelling studies
should resolve the problem as to which of processes (2) and (3)
is operative. In practice, this turns out not to be the case, since
the deuterium labelling data [Table 3, and cf. 1] indicate a par-
ticularly complex scenario. These data show that hydrogens at
positions 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have partially scrambled prior to or
during the loss of ‘C4H8’. Hydrogen scrambling in anion sys-
tems can, in principle, occur by one of two general processes, viz.
(i) by specific proton transfer processes occurring to particular
anionic sites in the molecule, or (ii) by some type of skeletal
rearrangement of the carbon skeleton, or (iii), some combin-
ation of both (i) and (ii). The latter scenario is reminiscent of
the fragmentations of positively charged long chain carboxylate

‡ An alternative anionic process involves the reaction of the 4-anion
shown in (5).† This would result in the formation of but-1-ene and the
enolate anion of pent-4-enoic acid. We were unable to find a transition
state for this reaction using AM1 calculations and have not considered
the process further.

esters, where both H and C rearrangements abound.15 We pre-
pared the 6-13C labelled derivative of non-8-enoic acid in order
to distinguish between these possibilities. If  carbon skeletal
rearrangement is occurring in this negative ion system, both
‘12C3

13CH8’ and ‘12C4H8’ will be lost from the 6-13C labelled

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/a607437e
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parent anion. The (M 2 H)2 ion from 6-13C-non-8-enoic acid
shows exclusive loss of ‘12C3

13CH8’: no carbon scrambling pre-
cedes or accompanies this or any other fragmentation (see
Table 3).

Since we cannot distinguish between reactions (2) and (3) by
deuterium labelling, perhaps computational studies may assist.
We are not in a position to do high level ab initio calculations
with systems of such complexity, but estimates of the reaction
coordinate profiles for reactions (2) and (3) have been made
using semi-empirical calculations (at AM1 level) using GAUS-
SIAN 94 16 and GAMESS-US 17 (see Experimental section for
full details of the procedures used), and these are summarised
in Figs. 2 and 3. The data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 should only be
used qualitatively, but they do indicate (i), that both processes
are energetically unfavourable with high activation barriers [an
earlier AM1 calculation of the activation energy of a charge-
remote reaction of an alkanoate anion gave a value of 385 kJ
mol21 (cf. the value in Fig. 2 of 372 kJ mol21), even though the
value was nominally reduced using an experimental correc-
tion 13], and (ii) the anionic process has the lower barrier to the
transition state, it is less endothermic overall, but it is the more
complex in terms of the number of steps involved. It would be
unwise using these data, to propose which of reactions (2) or
(3) is the more kinetically favoured.

Turning now to the loss of ‘C6H12’: this process could occur
by either the charge-remote reaction (4) or from the enolate
anion as shown in reaction (5). Since the same hydrogens are
eliminated in both processes, deuterium labelling will not dis-
tinguish between the two possibilities. The data in Table 3 con-

Fig. 2 Semi-empirical AM1 calculations for charge-remote reaction
(2). Energy (kJ mol21) reaction coordinate plot. For computational
procedures, see Experimental section.

Fig. 3 Semi-empirical AM1 calculations for anionic mechanism reac-
tion (3). Energy (kJ mol21) reaction coordinate plot.

firm the hydrogens involved in the loss of ‘C6H12’. No detectable
hydrogen scrambling competes with this loss.

The evidence to date does not allow us to differentiate
between charge-remote and anion-induced mechanisms for
‘C4H8’ or ‘C6H12’ loss.

(b) The evidence based on neutralisation reionisation mass
spectrometry
The charge-remote and anionic processes described above
can be differentiated based on the neutral molecules they
release. For example, the charge-remote reaction (2) produces
butadiene plus dihydrogen, whereas the anionic mechanism
reaction (3) yields but-1-ene. Which neutrals are cleaved can be
found by a NRMS-type experiment, i.e. by post-ionising the
neutral CID losses and directly detecting them in the corre-
sponding neutral fragment-reionisation, 2NfR

1, spectrum.12,18

That of the non-8-enoate anion is shown in Fig. 4(a).
For the interpretation of this spectrum, it is important to

realise that all neutrals eliminated from the collisionally-
activated non-8-enoate precursor anion (see Fig. 1) are post-
ionised simultaneously. Each of the neutrals produces several
ions upon collision-induced dissociative ionisation (CIDI),19

the resulting 2NfR
1 spectrum arising by superimposition of the

individual CIDI spectra.18 Because of this convolution, spectral
interpretation and structural assignments are substantially
facilitated if  the 2NfR

1 spectrum of the unknown [Fig. 4(a)] is
compared against the collisional ionisation spectra of relevant
reference molecules. An alkene and an alkadiene [Figs. 5(a) and
5(b)] as well as the neutral losses from the saturated nonanoate
anion [see Fig. 4(b)] were chosen as the pertinent references in
this case and will be discussed first.

Collisional ionisation spectra of hex-1-ene and hexa-1,5-diene.
Depending on the decomposition mechanisms of the non-8-
enoate anion (see above), the major neutral CID fragments are
either alkenes or alkadienes. The types of ions formed upon
collisional ionisation of these neutrals can be found by

Fig. 4 2NfR
1 spectra of the CID neutrals from (a) the non-8-enoate

anion, and (b) the nonanoate anion. VG AutoSpec instrument. For
experimental procedures, see Experimental section.
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neutralisation-reionisation (1NR1) of their molecular ions. 1NR1

experiments were conducted with hexa-1,5-diene and hex-1-ene,
the larger neutral fragments generated by reactions (4) and (5).
Owing to the high kinetic energy, and hence superior trans-
mission and reionisation efficiencies of large neutrals, such
moieties generally provide dominant contributions to NfR
spectra.18

The 1NR1 spectrum of ionised hex-1-ene [Fig. 5(a)] contains
a prominent alkenyl ion series, viz. CnH2n21

1 (m/z 27, 41, 55, 69).
These ions, which also appear in the EI spectrum of hex-1-ene
[inset in Fig. 5(a)],20 are diagnostic for alkenes.21 The given
alkenyl ions are less important or even absent in the 1NR1 spec-
trum of ionised hexa-1,5-diene [Fig. 5(b)]. Instead, this spec-
trum includes a sizeable CnH2n23

1 series (m/z 39, 53, 67, 81) and
other highly unsaturated ions, consistent with the higher
degree of unsaturation in the diene.21 Highly unsaturated frag-
ments also dominate the EI spectrum of hexa-1,5-diene 20 [see
inset in Fig. 5(b)]. It can be seen from Fig. 5, that alkenes and
alkadienes can be distinguished from a consideration of their
collisional ionisation products. It should be noted that the
relative fragment ion abundances in 1NR1 and EI spectra differ:
this is a consequence of the different internal energy distri-
butions deposited in parent ions by neutralisation-reionisation
compared with electron ionisation.22 Thus collisional ionisation
reference spectra are most suitable for comparisons with NfR
data.

CID neutrals from the nonanoate anion. The majority of the
fragment ions generated upon CID of the (M 2 H)2 ion from
the saturated nonanoic acid correspond to nominal CnH2n12

losses (marked by an * in Fig. 6). The only important fragments
which do not belong to this series are those at m/z 139 (H2O
loss), 86 (C5H11

? loss), 58 (C7H15
? loss) and 44 (C8H17

? loss).
Overall, the CnH2n12 losses make up the largest fraction of the
neutral CID fragments and should therefore be the principle
contributor of the ions observed in the 2NfR

1 spectrum [Fig.
4(b)]. The latter contains a relatively abundant alkenyl series

Fig. 5 1NR1 spectra of the molecular cations from (a) hex-1-ene and
(b) hexa-1,5-diene. VG AutoSpec instrument.

Fig. 6 The CID mass spectrum of the nonanoate anion. VG AutoSpec
instrument.

CnH2n21
1 (m/z 27, 41, 55, 69 and 83), but much less (if  any) alkyl

ions CnH2n11
1 (m/z 29, 43, 57, 71 and 85). These spectral charac-

teristics reveal that the formal CnH2n12 losses cannot be alkanes
or alkyl radicals plus H?, because such species would have pro-
duced considerable CnH2n11

1 after reionisation.12 As discussed
in the foregoing section for hex-1-ene, alkenyl ions are diagnostic
of alkenes.12,21 Thus the 2NfR

1 data indicate that the major
neutrals eliminated from the nonanoate anion are CnH2n 1 H2,
in agreement with the charge-remote fragmentation depicted in
reaction (1). Parallel conclusions were reached from the 2NfR

1

data of other saturated fatty acids.12

The relative intensities in the reference 1NR1 spectrum of hex-
1-ene and the 2NfR

1 spectrum of nonanoate [Figs. 5(a) and
4(b)] do not match. This is because the latter also contains con-
tributions from other smaller alkenes as well as from other CID
neutrals (see below). Also, alkenes formed by charge-remote
fragmentations are energised because of the large reverse acti-
vation energy associated with such processes (cf. Fig. 2). This
explains why C2H<2n21

1 fragments, which lie higher in energy
than C2H2n21

1 23 are more dominant in the 2NfR
1 spectrum

[Fig. 4(b)] than in the reference 1NR1 spectrum [Fig. 5(a)]. For
the same reason, alkene molecular ions (CnH2n~1) have a lower
relative abundance in the 2NfR

1 spectrum than in reference
1NR1 spectra. For example, compare m/z 84 (C6H12~1) in Figs.
4(b) and 5(a) (the peak height of C6H12

1? is artifically enhanced
in the reference 1NR1 spectrum owing to the small peak width
of precursor ions, which are not subject to kinetic energy
release. In contrast, the C6H12~1 peak in the 2NfR

1 spectrum is
much wider because it originates from the larger nonanoate ion,
and through a process of large reverse activation energy that
leads to substantial kinetic energy release).

Three nominal radical losses are observed, namely the losses
of C5H11

?, C7H11
? and C8H17

? (see Fig. 6). Reionised C5H11
?

yields a detectable C5H11
1 ion (m/z 71), whereas only a trace of

C7H15
1 (m/z 99) is formed, and there is no C8H17

1 (m/z 113) above
noise level. It is possible that the larger radicals decompose
more extensively upon post-ionisation. More likely, the CID
ions of m/z 58 and 44 are not formed in one step by elimination
of C7H15

? or C8H17
? respectively, but originate by consecutive

processes, e.g. from m/z 86 by losses of C2H4 or C3H6.
CID neutrals from the non-8-enoate anion. Comparison of the

2NfR
1 spectra of the non-8-enoate and nonanoate anions [Figs.

4(a) and 4(b)] shows that the former contains more unsaturated
product ions. Fig. 4(a) includes dominant peaks at m/z 54, 67
and 81 but barely any heavier ions within the corresponding
peak groups. These products (several of which belong to the
CnH2n23

1 series) also appear in the 1NR1 spectrum of hexa-1,5-
diene [Fig. 5(b)] and are characteristic for alkadienes. The small
relative abundances of m/z 55, 69 and 83 [see insets in Fig. 4(a)],
which are indicative of alkenes [see previous section and Fig.
5(a)], further attests that these alkenes are not an important
component in the neutral loss mixture released from the non-
8-enoate anion.

The sizeable m/z 54 signal (C4H6~1) in Fig. 4(a) is due to the
elimination of butadiene, consistent with the operation of
charge-remote reaction (2). Similarly, the negligible relative
intensities of m/z 55 and 56 (C4H7

1 and C4H8~1) indicate the
loss of but-1-ene (C4H8) from the non-8-enoate anion to be an
unfavourable process.

The abundant peak corresponding to m/z 81 (C6H9
1) in Fig.

4(a), shows a small shoulder corresponding to m/z 82 (C6H10~1).
The presence of these two products confirms that C6H10 is elim-
inated from the non-8-enoate anion, supporting the operation
of charge-remote process 5. That the neutral is hexa-1,5-diene
is confirmed by the reference collisional ionisation spectrum
shown in Fig. 5(b). All ions present in the reference spectrum
are seen in the 2NfR

1 spectrum of non-8-enoate [Fig. 4(a)]. The
abundance ratio of m/z 54 :67 is larger in the 2NfR

1 than the
1NR1 spectrum, because the former includes a contribution
from C4H6 loss [reaction (2)]. As explained earlier, the large
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reverse activation energy of charge-remote reactions supplies
excess energy to the neutral products, promoting extensive
fragmentation upon reionisation and reducing peak resolution
[cf. Figs. 4(a) and 5(b)].

The alkenyl ions C6H11
1 and C6H12~1 (m/z 83 and 84) are of

very small abundance in the 2NfR
1 spectrum of the non-8-

enoate anion [Fig. 4(a)]. The nonanoate anion loses hexene,
and its 2NfR

1 spectrum [Fig. 4(b)] shows a small peak corre-
spondng to C6H11

1. Based on the relative ratios of m/z 83 :81 in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we conclude that the loss of hex-1-ene from
the non-8-enoate anion is, at best, a minor process compared
with that resulting in loss of hexa-1,5-diene.

Thus 2NfR
1 data are consistent with (i) charge-remote process

(2) operating to the exclusion of anionic process (3), and (ii) the
operation of charge-remote process (4) with the possibility of a
minor contribution from anionic process (5).

Summary and conclusions
The above study shows that competitive charge-remote and
anion-induced processes occur following collisional activation
of the non-8-enoate anion.

In summary:
(i) The loss of C3H6 is a reaction of the enolate anion (formed

following proton transfer to the carboxylate centre), which
effects cyclisation to yield the cyclopentyl carboxylate anion
and propene. Hydrogen scrambling does not accompany this
process.

(ii) The loss of ‘C4H8’ is a charge-remote process resulting
in the formation of the pent-4-enoate anion together with
butadiene and dihydrogen. This reaction co-occurs with exten-
sive proton transfer processes occurring between various
carbanions on the carbon skeleton.

(iii) The major process producing overall loss of ‘C6H12’ is a
charge-remote reaction which yields the acrylate anion together
with hexa-1,5-diene and dihydrogen. A minor accompanying
anionic process may involve loss of hex-1-ene. No detectable
hydrogen scrambling accompanies this (these) process(es).

In conclusion:
(a) the observation of a charge-remote fragmentation

[2(C4H6 1 H2)] co-occurring with anionic proton scrambling
processes is unique in negative ion chemistry. The fact that
charge-remote reaction (2) occurs in preference to the anionic
process may be rationalised as follows. The 4-carbanion, whose
formation is inferred from deuterium labelling data, rearranges
by facile proton transfer (to form either or both of the stable
enolate or carboxylate anions) in preference to the reaction
shown in reaction (3) (there is ample precedent for unstable
carbanions undergoing proton transfer to form more stable
anions 24). We have tested whether such a process is feasible by
the use of AM 1 semiempirical calculations. When the 4-
carbanion (see Fig. 3) achieves the conformation shown in (6),

proton transfer to form the non-8-enoate anion is immediate:
no stable hydrogen bonded intermediate is formed during this
process.

(b) The situation concerning loss of ‘C6H12’ is arguably even
more complex. NRMS data are consistent with the charge-
remote reaction (4) being predominant, and the lack of com-
petitive hydrogen scrambling in this instance implies that the
process must have a lower activation barrier than that of the
corresponding reaction (2). Further, anionic reaction (5) must
have a lower activation barrier than that of the corresponding

reaction (3), since the enolate anion precursor [in reaction (5)] is
some 130 kJ mol21 more negative in energy than that shown for
the precursor 4-anion [in reaction (3)] (see Fig. 3). This leads
to the final question: why then does not anionic reaction (5)
occur to the exclusion of charge-remote reaction (4)? The
answer must be that the enolate anion preferentially undergoes
the cyclisation process already described (see Scheme 2) rather
than reaction (5).

Experimental

Mass spectrometric methods
Collisional activation (CID) mass spectra (MS/MS) were
determined with a VG ZAB 2HF mass spectrometer.25 Full
operating details have been reported.26 Specific details are as
follows: the chemical ionisation slit was used in the chemical
ionisation source, the ionising energy was 70 eV, the ion source
temperature was 100 8C, and the accelerating voltage was 7 kV.
Non-8-enoic acid was introduced into the source via the direct
probe with no heating [measured pressure of sample 1 × 1026

Torr (1 Torr = 133.322 Pa)]. Deprotonation was effected using
HO2 (from H2O) or DO2 (from D2O) for deuterium-labelled
derivatives. The measured pressure of H2O or D2O was 1 × 1025

Torr. The estimated source pressure was 1021 Torr. Argon was
used in the second collision cell (measured pressure, outside the
cell, 2 × 1027 Torr), giving a 10% reduction in the main beam,
equivalent to single collision conditions.

MS/MS/MS tandem mass spectra were measured (through
the courtesy of Professor M. L. Gross and Dr R. N. Hayes)
with an MS TA 50 mass spectrometer as described previously.27

The pressure of He collision gas in both collision cells was
1 × 1026 Torr, producing a reduction in the main beam of
30%.

The NRMS-type experiments were conducted with an E1BE2

tandem mass spectrometer (VG AutoSpec at Akron) that
has previously been described.28 This instrument houses two
collision cells (C-1 and C-2) and an intermediate deflector in the
interface region between E1B and E2. The carboxylate anions
(M 2 H)2 from nonanoic acid and non-8-enoic acid were
formed by FAB ionisation, using a 20 keV Cs1 ion gun and
triethanolamine as the matrix. The (M 2 H)2 precursor anions
were accelerated to 8 keV, selected by E1B and dissociated
with He in C-1. CID coproduces ionic and neutral fragments.
After exiting C-1, the ionic fragments and any undissociated
(M 2 H)2 ions were deflected from the beam path, and the
remaining neutral losses were post-ionised in C-2 by collision-
induced dissociative ionisation with O2.

19 The newly formed
cations were mass-analysed by E2 and recorded in the neutral
fragment-reionisation, 2NfR

1, spectrum.12,28 The superscripts
besides N and R in the NfR notation designate the charge of
the precursor ion (from which the neutrals are eliminated)
and the charges of the ultimate product ions (to which the
neutrals are reionised), respectively.18 Neutralisation-
reionisation (1NR1) spectra of the molecular cations of hex-1-
ene and hexa-1,5-diene were measured similarly by replacing
He in C-1 (which causes CID) with trimethylamine (which
causes charge exchange neutralisation).18 In these experiments,
molecular cations were generated by electron impact, and were
accelerated to the kinetic energy with which hex-1-ene and
hexa-1,5-diene would be eliminated from 8 keV nonanoate and
8 keV non-8-enoate, respectively (4.2 to 4.3 keV).

Syntheses of unlabelled and labelled precursor molecules
Hex-1-ene, hexa-1,5-diene, but-3-enoic acid, nonanoic acid and
ε-caprolactam were commercial products. The following com-
pounds were made by reported procedures: pent-4-enoic acid,29

hex-5-enoic acid,30 hept-6-enoic acid,29 oct-7-enoic acid,29 non-
8-enoic acid 31 and cyclopentane carboxylic acid.32

2,2-[2H2]pent-4-enoic acid. This was prepared as for the
unlabelled analogue,29 except that hydrolysis of the precursor
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ester was carried out with NaOD and the final acidification by
D2SO4 in D2O. Overall yield 75%, D2 = 90%.

2,2-[2H2]Non-8-enoic acid. Non-8-enoic acid 33 (0.5 g) was
heated under reflux in MeOD–MeONa [Na (0.2 g) in MeOD (5
cm3)] for 15 h. After being cooled to 25 8C, the solvent was
removed in vacuo, the residue dissolved in water (5 cm3), cooled
(0 8C), acidified to pH 1 with aqueous hydrogen chloride (10%),
and extracted with diethyl ether (5 cm3). Removal of the sol-
vent gave the desired product (95% yield; D1 = 10, D2 = 90%).

4,4-[2H2]Non-8-enoic acid. Diethyl succinate was reduced 34

with lithium aluminium deuteride in refluxing tetrahydrofuran
to yield 1,1,4,4-[2H4]butane-1,4-diol (yield 85%), which was
tosylated 35 with tosyl chloride § (1 equiv.) in anhydrous pyridine
to yield a mixture of mono- and di-tosylated 1,1,4,4-
[2H4]butane-1,4-diol. The mono-tosylated product was ob-
tained in 60% yield following column chromatography [on
silica eluting with diethyl ether–hexane (1.5 :8.5)]. The mono-
tosylate was coupled 36 with pent-4-ene magnesium bromide to
yield 4,4-[2H2]non-8-enol (yield 72%) which was oxidised 37 with
chromium trioxide to give the desired 4,4-[2H2]non-8-enoic acid
(overall yield 55%; D2 = 99%).

5,5-[2H2]Non-8-enoic acid. This was synthesised by a similar
methodology as that used above for 4,4-[2H2]non-8-enoic acid.
Glutaric anhydride was reduced with lithium aluminium
deuteride to obtain 1,1,5,5-[2H4]pentane-1,5-diol. Overall yield
of 5,5-[2H2]non-8-enoic acid, 45%; D2 = 99%.

6,6-[2H2]Non-8-enoic acid. This was prepared by first coup-
ling 38 4,4-[2H2]-4-bromobut-1-ene 39 with 5-magnesium bromide
pentanol tetrahydropyranyl ether 38 to obtain 6,6-[2H2]non-8-
enol tetrahydropyranyl ether in 67% yield. 6,6-[2H2]Non-8-enol
was formed following deprotection of the tetrahydropyranyl
ether with acid,40 and then oxidised 37 to give 6,6-[2H2]non-8-
enoic acid in 50% yield (D2 = 99%).

7,7-[2H2]Non-8-enoic acid. This was synthesised using a simi-
lar methodology as that used for 4,4-[2H2]non-8-enoic acid.
1,1,7,7-[2H4]Heptane-1,7-diol was prepared by reduction of
dimethyl pimelate with lithium aluminium deuteride.34 Overall
yield of 7,7-[2H2]non-8-enoic acid, 55% (D2 = 99%).

6-13C-Non-8-enoic acid. The reaction 41 between allyl bromide
(1.2 g) and Cu13CN (1.1 g, 13C = 99%) 42 gave allyl (13C cyanide)
in 70% yield. The allyl (13C cyanide) was hydrolysed 43 to the
labelled vinyl acetic acid (65% yield), which was reduced 34 with
lithium aluminium hydride in refluxing tetrahydrofuran to form
1-13C-but-3-en-1-ol in 78% yield. The alcohol was tosylated 44

with tosyl chloride. The tosylate was purified by column chro-
matography over silica in diethyl ether–hexane (1.5 :8.5),
coupled 36 with 5-magnesium bromide pentanol tetrahydro-
pyranyl ether 38 to yield 6-13C-non-8-enol tetrahydropyranyl
ether, which was then deprotected to give the alcohol 39 and then
oxidised 37 to 6-13C-non-8-enoic acid (overall yield from 1-13C-
but-3-en-1-ol, 40%: 13C = 99%).

Computational methods
Semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations using the AM1
model Hamiltonian 45 were performed with the GAUSSIAN
94 16 and GAMESS-US 17 systems of programs. Calculations
were performed on a variety of computational platforms,
including DECStation 5000/25 and Silicon Graphics Indigo 2

xZ workstations, as well as Thinking Machines CM-5 and
Silicon Grapics Power Challenge supercomputers.

Optimised molecular geometries were characterised as local
minima or transitions states by subsequent vibrational fre-
quency calculations. Molecular geometries representing local
minima possess all positive vibrational frequencies; transition
states are identified as possessing one (only) imaginary fre-
quency as well as one (only) negative eigenvalue of the Hessian
matrix. The zero-point energy for each structure was also

§ Tosyl chloride = 4-methylphenylsulfonyl chloride.

obtained from the frequency calculations. Calculated zero-
point energies tend to overestimate actual energies by up to ca.
15% and are therefore scaled by 0.89.46 The reaction barriers
were determined by comparing zero point-corrected energies of
the appropriate local minima and transition state. Intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations from the transition state
were undertaken to confirm that the calculated transition state
geometry does indeed connect the relevant local minima on the
overall reaction potential energy surface.

The following computational protocol was employed in this
study. Optimised geometries for reactants and products were
determined using GAUSSIAN 94. The molecular geometry of
the transition state linking local minima on the reaction poten-
tial energy surface (Fig. 3) were then determined using the
Linear Synchronous Transit (LST) approach.47 The structure
resulting from an LST calculation was subsequently used
as input for a saddle point geometry optimisation using
GAMESS. The saddle point geometry determined from the
GAMESS calculation was then input, along with the reactant
and product geometric specifications, into a QST3 transition
state optimisation using GAUSSIAN 94. QST3 Transition state
optimisations employ the Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-
Newton (STQN) method developed by Schlegel and co-
workers.48 Finally, IRC calculations were used to confirm that
computed transition state geometries do connect the reactants
and products of interest.
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Anionic migration in aromatic systems effected by collisional activation.
Unusual fragmentations of deprotonated anilides containing

methoxyl and ethoxyl substituents

Stephen J. Blanksby, Suresh Dua, John M. Hevko, Hamish Christie and John H. Bowie

Department of Chemistry, The University of Adelaide, South Australia, 5005, Australia.

Long-range cross-ring reactions occur when (M – H)– ions of methoxy- and ethoxy-C6H4––NCOR (R = H, CH3, C6H5 and
CH3O) are subjected to collisional activation. These reactions are generally minor processes: a particular example is the
cross-ring elimination p-C2H5O–C6H4––NCOCH3 → [CH3

– (p-C2H5O–C6H4–NCO)] → p-(–O)–C6H4–NCO + C2H4 + CH4. Ma-
jor processes of these (M – H)– ions involve (i) losses of radicals to form stabilised radical anions, e.g. (a) loss of a ring H•• or
(b) CH3

•• (or C2H5
••) from the alkoxy group, and (ii) proximity effects when the two substituents are ortho, e.g. loss of CH3OH

from o-CH3O–C6H4––NCHO yields deprotonated benzoxazole. Another fragmentation of an arylmethoxyl anion involves loss
of CH2O. It is proposed that losses of CH2O are initiated by anionic centres but the actual mechanisms in the cases studied
depend upon the substitution pattern of the methoxyanilide: o- and p-methoxyanilides may undergo ipso proton transfer/elimi-
nation reactions, whereas the m-analogues undergo proton transfer reactions to yield an o-CH3O substituted aryl carbanion
followed by proton transfer from CH3O to the carbanion site with concomitant loss of CH2O.

Introduction

The general fragmentation pathways of even-electron
organic anions have been reviewed.1 The major fragmen-
tations often proceed via an anion–neutral complex with
the complex either falling apart to give the anion and the
neutral; alternatively, the anion effects some reaction
within the complex, viz. deprotonation, elimination, an
SN2 reaction etc., resulting in elimination of a neutral.
One of the interesting features of such reactions is how
far the anion is free to move within the ion complex.
There are examples where anions are free to move
within the complex and effect reaction at more than one
centre: the classical example involves the loss of H2

from the [M – H]– ion of cyclohexanone to yield the two
products shown in Sequences 1 and 2.2 In contrast, there
are many examples where the incipient anion is not mo-
bile, but reacts solely at an adjacent position. A particular
example is shown in Sequence 3.3

We have reported an anionic migration reaction where
an incipient anion may move either around, or across, an
aromatic ring to induce an internal SN2 reaction.4 The
overall process is shown in Scheme 1 and involves the
loss of the elements of CH3CD3 when R = CD3. The prod-
uct anion is formed by two competitive pathways. The
first is a stepwise process, involving loss of first CH3

•• and

then CD3
••. The second is synchronous, and is rationalised

in terms of an incipient CD3– ion moving to effect an SN2
reaction at the carbon of the OCH3 group resulting in
elimination of CH3CD3 (the alternative process where
CH3

– undergoes an SN2 process at the carbon of the CD3

group is energetically unlikely in comparison).
The present paper extends the work described above.

The incipient anion is formed in the same way from the
precursor anion Ar––NCOR through complex [(ArNCO)
R–].† The aims of the present work are (i) to investigate

†A reviewer has asked whether the parent anions fragment sponta-

neously as well as following collision activation, and whether ion

complexes are formed in these processes. To take the particular

example shown in Scheme 1: the process does occur in the absence

of gas in the collision cell, but collision activation significantly

increases the peak abundance (this is generally true for other

processes described in this paper). If a potential of 1000 V is applied

to the collision cell (argon pressure in cell, 2 × 10–7 Torr), the ratio

of fragmentation within the collision cell to that outside the cell is 3 :

1 for the process shown in Scheme 1. The intermediacy of ion

complexes is proposed for some (but not all) of the processes

described in this paper when this aids the mechanistic rationale. In

the absence of potential surface data for the reactions, such propos-

als, although plausible, are speculative.
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the effective migratory aptitude and reactivity of a num-
ber of incipient anions, i.e. R = H, CH3, C6H5 and CH3O.
We examine the reactions of these anions with o-, m- and
p-OCH3 substituents (cf Reference 4) and R = CH3 and
C6H5 with o-, m- and p-OC2H5.

Experimental section

HO– NICI MS/MS data were obtained with a reverse
sector VG ZAB 2HF instrument.5 Full details of the op-
eration of the instrument have been given previously.6,7

Specific details were as follows: the chemical ionisation
slit was used in the ion source, the ionising energy was
70 eV, the ion source temperature was 150°C, and the
accelerating voltage 7 kV. All samples were introduced
into the ion source using the direct probe which was not
heated. The source pressure of sample was typically 5 ×
10–7 Torr. Deprotonation was effected by HO– (from H2O,
source pressure 1 × 10–5 Torr). The total estimated source
pressure was 10–1 Torr. The (M – H)– ion was focussed
using the magnet, fired through the second collision cell
which contained argon [measured pressure outside the
cell, 2 × 10–7 Torr (giving a 10% reduction in the ion
beam signal, equivalent to single collision conditions)],
and the mass spectrum was obtained by scanning the
electric sector.

All unlabelled compounds (listed in Tables 1 and 2)
are known8 and were prepared by conversion of the ap-
propriate substituted aniline to the amide.8

Labelled compounds

o-(D3-methoxy)formanilide
Reduction of o-nitro-D3-anisole (D3 > 99%)9 with

aqueous titanous chloride10 gave o-D3-anisidine (yield
50%, D3  > 99%) which was formylated11 with formic
acid to give o-(D3-methoxy)formanilide (overall yield
35%, D3 > 99%).

o-Methoxyform-D-anilide

o-Anisidine hydrochloride (0.75 g) and formic D acid
potassium salt (1.0 g, Dl = 99%) were heated at 120°C for

one hour. The cooled mixture was extracted with diethyl
ether (3 × 10 cm3), the combined ethereal extract washed
with aqueous sodium hydroxide (saturated 10 cm3) and
dried (anhydrous MgSO4). Evaporation of the solvent
gave o-methoxyform-D-anilide (yield 83%, Dl = 99%). 

p-(D5-Ethoxy)acetanilide

Prepared by a reported procedure.12 (D5 = 99%).

p-(D3-Methoxy)phenyl methyl carbamate

p-D3-Anisidine9,10 (see above) was allowed to react
with methylchloroformate in acetone11 to yield p-
(methoxy-D3) phenyl methyl carbamate (yield 75%, D3 =
99%).

p-Methoxy(3,5-D2-phenyl) methyl carbamate

3,5-D2-4-Anisidine (Dl = 45, D2 = 55),13 on treatment
with methyl chloroformate in acetone,11 gave p-
methoxy(3,5-D2-phenyl) methyl carbamate (yield 70%,
Dl = 45, D2 = 55%).

Results and discussion

Before commencing a discussion of the reactivity of
the studied systems, we wish to address the problem of
whether the formal intermediate in these reactions corre-
sponds to [(ArNCO) R–] or [(ArNCO)–•• R••]. There has
been debate about this type of situation, particularly
where the neutral either has a significantly higher elec-
tron affinity than R••, or when R– is unbound in the free
state (i.e. where the electron affinity of R•• is negative) (cf
Reference 14). We are currently looking at theoretical
potential surfaces of particular reactions (e.g. the Wittig
rearrangement, which in principle could be either a radi-
cal or anionic 1,2 rearrangement15) to study this problem.
Our view at this time is that it is not important (for
subsequent reactions) which of the two extreme possibili-
ties (i.e. the neutral–anion complex or the radical anion–
radical complex) is the more stable, because in principle,
reaction via either R•• or R– may occur within a complex

Sequence 1 and 2.

Sequence 3.
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which may have both anionic and radical character. It is
the physical barrier(s) for the next stage(s) of the reaction
together with the probability of that process, which will
determine whether R– or R•• is involved in that reaction.
In support of this contention, there are certain fragmen-
tations of anions which may be rationalised by competi-
tive processes involving both R•• and R–. One example is
the general scenario for [(neutral) CH3O–] complexes
which may competitively decompose to (i) form CH3O–,
eliminate CH3OH (CH3O– deprotonates the neutral),
eliminate CH2O (H– transfer to the neutral from CH3O–),
and (ii) lose CH3O••.16 Thus, for simplicity, we depict the
intermediates in the following discussion as neutral/anion
complexes: this should not be taken to mean that they
cannot also have radical anion/radical character. There
are reactions described in this paper which are clearly
reactions of R– and others which involve loss of R••.

“Long range” SN2 reactions of anisole derivatives

The first question that we wish to answer is whether
the SN2 process shown in Scheme 1 (already noted4 for
R = CH3) occurs when R = H, C6H5 and CH3O, and if so,
how is this dependent on the nature of R. The spectra of
the deprotonated forms of o, m and p formamide, ben-
zamide and methyl carbamate derivatives of anisole are
recorded in Table 1. Deprotonation is effected at the NH
moiety,4 and when R = C6H5 and CH3O, losses of
C6H5CH3 and CH3OCH3 are noted (Table 1). Linked B2/E
scans of source formed product ions m/z 134 show, in
each case, that the product ion originates competitively
(i) directly from the (M – H)– parent and (ii) by the proc-
ess [(M – H)– – CH3

••] – R••. MS/MS data for source
formed m/z 134 ions identify them as the appropriate o,
m or p-OCN–C6H4–O– species (cf Reference 4). When R
= H, the corresponding SN2 loss should result in the loss
of methane. Methane elimination is observed for the or-

tho isomer, but not for either the meta or para isomers.
However, this is not an SN2 process as evidenced by the
spectra of the two deuterium labelled derivatives shown
in Figure l: a ring H together with the CH3 group from
CH3O are eliminated in this process. A possible rationale
is shown in Scheme 2.

We conclude that “ long-range cross-ring”  SN2 proc-
esses (cf. Scheme 1) occur almost equally when R = CH3,
C6H5 and CH3O. However, these are minor processes
compared with other fragmentations listed in Table 1 and
illustrated in Figure 1. The SN2 process does not occur
when R = H.

 The “long range” elimination process of phenetoles

If the methoxy group shown in Scheme 1 is replaced
by an ethoxyl group the possibility of a cross-ring elimi-
nation reaction (E2 or possibly E1cb) must be considered.
This is shown in Scheme 3. We chose R = CH3 and C6H5

for this part of the investigation and the spectra of the
appropriate (M – H)– ions are recorded in Table 2 and
Figure 2.

When R = CH3 or C6H5 for o-, m- or p-substituted
phenetoles, the respective losses for the elimination proc-
esses (shown, for example, for p-isomers in Scheme 3)

Loss Formation

Precursor H• H2 CH3
• CH4 CO CH2O CH3OH (CH3

• + CO) CH3OCH3 C6H5CH3 (CH3OH + CH2O) NCO– CH3O
– CN–

o-–NCHO 100 15 5 2 3 22 7 1 1 1

m-–NCHO 100 10 3

p-–NCHO 100 10 35 5

o-–NCOC6H5 100 2 8 0.3 3 1

m-–NCOC6H5 100 2 6 3 8

p-–NCOC6H5 100 20 7 3

o-–NCO2CH3 100 2 25 5 4 1 10

m-–NCO2CH3 100 5 20 3 6 2 3

p-–NCO2CH3 100 2 30 52 8 20 2 4

Table 1. Mass spectra of anisole derivatives.

Scheme 1.
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are CH4 + C2H4 (“ C3H8” ) and C6H6 + C2H4 (“ C8H10” ).
The product ions for these processes are again o-, m- or
p-OCN–C6H4–O–, identified by comparison of the spectra
of source formed m/z 134 ions with those of the spectra
of the product ions formed as follows: i.e. HO– + o-, m-
or p-OCN–C6H4–OCH3 → o-, m- or p-OCN–C6H4–O– +
CH3OH (cf Reference 4). In addition, B2/E linked scans
of source formed m/z 134 ions confirm that these ions are
formed both directly from the (M – H)– ions (Scheme 3)
and also by the stepwise process [(M – H)– – C2H5

• – R•],
an exactly analogous scenario to that pertaining to the SN2
reaction of the anisoles.

There is a problem when R = CH3, in that loss of 44 Da
from the (M – H)– ion could either be “ C3H8”  or CH3CHO
(see later for a discussion of the latter process), and the

available evidence cannot exclude the possibility of mi-
nor loss of CH3CHO accompanying loss of “ C3H8” . Thus,
we made the OC2D5 derivative of the p-isomer and its
spectrum (Figure 2) shows loss of 49 Da (i.e. loss of
“ C3H3D5” ).

We chose to study the labelled p-isomer for an addi-
tional reason. Of the three isomers, the elimination proc-
ess should be the least favourable for the para isomer,
since the incipient methyl anion has to move furthest in
this case. If the elimination mechanism shown in Scheme
3 is operative, either of the steps (i.e. the formation of
incipient R– or the second step which involves R– depro-
tonating at the β position) could, in principle, be rate
determining. If the second step is rate determining there
should be a pronounced deuterium kinetic isotope effect

Scheme 2.

Figure 1. MS/MS data for (a) o-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCDO, and (b) o-CD3O–C6H4–

–NCHO. ZAB 2HF instrument. For experimental details
see Experimental section.

Scheme 3.
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(when OC2H5 is replaced by OC2D5), and observation of
such an effect would provide strong evidence in favour
of the operation of an elimination reaction. It must be
stressed that it is necessary to be cautious in using inter-
molecular isotope effects in gas-phase studies [i.e. com-
paring the relative extents of losses of “ C3H8”  (from the
unlabelled parent) with “ C3H3D5”  (from the labelled par-
ent)] because (i) there is no identical internal standard
which is common to both spectra, (ii) there may be an

isotope effect operating for the formation of the parent
ion17 and (iii) there is a problem in this case since the
processes under study compete with the stepwise proc-
esses (C2H5

• + CH3
•) and (C2D5

• + CH3
•), and there could

be a secondary deuterium isotope effect operational for
the losses of C2H5

• and C2D5
•. However, secondary deu-

terium isotope effects operating for collision-induced
radical losses from anions are small: those reported to
date are less than 1.5.18

Figure 2. MS/MS data for (a) p-C2H5O–C6H4–
–NCOCH3 and (b) p-C2D5–C6H4–

–NCOCH3. ZAB 2HF instrument.

Loss Formation

Precursor ion H• CH4 C2H5
• C3H8 CH3CHO C2H5OH (C2H5

• + CH2O) “ C6H5C2H5” C2H5O
– NCO–

o-–NCOCH3 70 100 22a 22a 27

m-–NCOCH3 80 21 100 34a 34a 10

p-–NCOCH3 85 8 100 48a 48a 1 0.1

o-–NCOC6H5 100 8 3 1

m-–NCOC6H5 100 10 1

p-–NCOC6H5 100 40 2 0.2

aC3H8 and CH3CHO are both 44 Da.

Table 2. Mass spectra of phenetole derivatives.
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The two spectra compared in Figure 2 were measured
using identical instrumental conditions, and it can be
seen that the abundance ratio of m/z 134 to that of the
[(M – H)– –  C2H5

•] ion [Figure 2(a)] is more than three
times that of m/z 134 to the [(M – H)– – C2D5

•] of Figure
2(b). In qualitative terms, this isotope effect is signifi-
cantly larger than any expected secondary deuterium iso-
tope effect for the competitive stepwise process. This
result adds credence to the mechanistic scenario outlined
in Scheme 3.

Radical losses and unusual neutral losses from anisoles

and phenetoles

The major processes observed in the spectra listed in
Tables 1 and 2 involve radical losses to form stable
radical anions. A major fragmentation of all (M – H)– ions
involves loss of H• from the aromatic ring, to produce, for

example, 4. A major cleavage noted in all spectra in-
volves loss of the alkyl radical from the alkoxy group to
yield radical anion 5.

The loss of the elements of methanol (or ethanol) from
(M – H)– ions occur in a number of the spectra listed in
Tables 1 and 2. In the case of the methyl carbamates, the
reaction is straightforward: the incipient methoxyl anion,
produced from the carbamate, deprotonates the aromatic
ring (see later). But the losses of methanol from the
(M – H)– ions of the ortho compounds, for which label-
ling data are shown in Figures 1 and 3, are most unusual
and require explanation.

Let us consider the case shown in Figure 1 first. Three
possible mechanistic scenarios are shown in Sequences 6
to 8 (Scheme 4). The first two mechanisms are initiated
by a hydride ion; Sequence 6 is a deprotonation/elimina-
tion, while Sequence 7 results in the formation of a
methoxide anion complex following an ipso nucleophilic
substitution. Sequence 8 involves liberation of a methox-
ide complex following ipso cyclisation via the carbonyl
oxygen. The spectra of two labelled derivatives are
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(b) shows loss of “ CD3OH” ,
while Figure 1(a) shows losses of “ CH3OH”  and
“ CH3OD”  in the ratio 1 : 2. Comparison of the ratios of
the losses of labelled and unlabelled CH3

• to “ CH3OH”
in the spectra of the labelled and unlabelled compounds
(Table 1 and Figure 1) indicates no significant deuterium

Figure 3. MS/MS data for o-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCOC6D5. VG ZAB 2HF instrument.
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isotope effect in the loss of “ CH3OH”  compared with
“ CD3OH”  but an isotope effect of at least three is in-
volved with the comparative losses of “ CH3OH”  and
“ CH3OD” . Thus the ––N–CO–H hydrogen is involved in
the rate determining step of the reaction. The mechanism
shown in Sequence 6 does not accord with the labelling
data. Sequences 7 and 8 do fit the labelling data, provided
(i) in the case of Sequence 7, the methoxide anion depro-
tonates preferentially (but not exclusively) at the position

from which it was liberated and (ii) for Sequence 8, the
methoxide anion deprotonates preferentially (but not ex-
clusively) at the 2-position of the benzoxazole ring. In
order to differentiate between these two possibilities, we
have compared the MS/MS data for source formed m/z
118 (from the o-–NCHO substituted anisole) with the
analogous data for deprotonated phenylisocyanate and
benzoxazole. The collisional activation and charge rever-
sal spectra listed in Table 3 are consistent with the prod-

Scheme 4.

Precursor ion Spectrum type
Spectrum CA [m/z (loss) relative abundance]
              CR [m/z (relative abundance)]

[(M – H)– – CH3OH] from
o-CH3O–C6H4–NHCHO

CAa 117 (H•) 100, 90 (CO) 20b and 89 (CHO•) 20b

CRc 102 (45), 90 (100), 89 (50), 76 (30), 75 (32), 74 (30), 63 (58), 62 (40), 61 (20), 50 (30), 39 (5)

(M – H)– ion from
C6H5NCO

CA 117 (H•) 100, 90 (CO) 5

CR 102 (18), 90 (100), 89 (34), 76 (46), 75 (49), 74 (42), 63 (47), 62 (39), 61 (20), 50 (39), 39 (4)

(M – H)– ion from 
benzoxazole

CA 117 (H•) 100, 90 (CO) 15b and 89 (CHO•) 22b

CR 102 (40), 90 (100), 89 (48), 76 (35), 75 (32), 74 (21), 63 (58), 62 (42), 61 (22), 50 (34), 39 (5)

aweak spectrum.
bunresolved peaks.
ccharge reversal (positive ion) spectrum (cf. Reference 19).

Table 3. Collisional activation and charge reversal MS/MS data for the [(M – H)– – CH3OH)] ion from o-CH3O–C6H4–NHCHO and
the (M – H)– ions from phenylisocyanate and benzoxazole.
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uct ion being deprotonated benzoxazole: thus the process
is that shown in Sequence 8.

Loss of the elements of CH3OH also occurs from
o-CH3O–C6H4––NCOC6H5 (Table 1), but the spectrum
(Figure 3) of o-CH3O–C6H4––NCOC6D5 shows that the
extra H originates from either aromatic ring. If these
losses are analogous to that shown in Sequence 8 (Scheme
4), the product ions from the unlabelled analogue will be
deprotonated 2-phenylbenzoxazoles. The mass spectrum
of product ion m/z 194 from the unlabelled (M – H)– ion
is too weak for a meaningful comparison with that of
deprotonated 2-phenylbenzoxazole, thus we are unable to
confirm this proposal in this case.

The loss of formaldehyde from anisole derivatives

There are two characteristic fragmentations of depro-
tonated anisoles; (i) the loss of a methyl radical (see 5
above) and (ii) the loss of formaldehyde. The loss of
formaldehyde has been reported previously.20,21 The ob-
servation20,21 that ring deprotonated anisole undergoes
partial ring ortho H/methyl H interchange is of particular
relevance, suggesting that proton transfer from CH3 to the
anionic centre on the aromatic ring precedes or accompa-
nies loss of CH2O. Examination of Table 1 indicates that
loss of formaldehyde occurs (i) from parent anions when
R = H, OCH3 and C6H5 [the corresponding loss of acetal-

dehyde occurs from phenetole anions when R = C6H5 (see
Table 2)], and (ii) from [(M – H)– – CH3OH] ions when
R = OCH3. In many of the cases just mentioned, the
charge is localised on nitrogen, and, at least initially,
remote from the fragmenting site. What then is (are) the
mechanism(s) of the losses of CH2O in these cases?

The losses of CH2O and labelled analogues are sum-
marised in Table 4 for all of the deuterated anisoles

Figure 4. MS/MS data for (a) p-CD3O–C6H4–
–NCO2CH3, and (b) 4-CH3O–[C6(2,6)H2(3,5)D2]–

–NCO2CH3. VG ZAB 2HF instrument.

Precursor ion Loss

o-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCDO CH2O

o-CD3O–C6H4–
–NCHO CD2O

o-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCOCD3 CH2O

m-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCOCD3 CH2O / CHDO (1 : 1)

p-CH3O–C6H4–
–NCOCD3 CH2O

p-CD3O–C6H4–
–NCO2CH3 (A) CD2O

4-CH3O–[C6(2,6)H2(3,5)D2] – –NCO2CH3 (B) CH2O

[A  – CH3OH]– CHDO / CD2O (2 : 3)

[B – CH3OD]– CH2O / CHDO (2 : 1)

Table 4. Labelling data for the loss of formaldehyde.
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considered in both this and the earlier study.4 When R =
D or CD3, formaldehyde is eliminated from the ortho
position without any accompanying H scrambling. In the
one meta compound studied (R = CD3) both CH2O and
CHDO are eliminated demanding complex H scrambling
accompanying or preceding loss of the neutrals. For the
para compound where R = CD3, specific CH2O loss is
observed. Finally, the spectra of two labelled para car-
bamate derivatives (Figure 4) show two losses of CH2O,
viz. (i) from the (M – H)– ion (this loss occurs without H
scrambling), and (ii) from the [(M – H)– – MeOH] ion. In
the latter case, MeO– deprotonates at both the ortho and
meta positions, and following loss of MeOH, partial ring
H/OCH3 hydrogen scrambling precedes or accompanies
the loss of CH2O.

We propose that all of the losses of formaldehyde are
initiated from anionic centres. The following mechanistic
scenarios are proposed. The loss of formaldehyde from
ortho systems may occur either by the proton trans-
fer/elimination process shown in Sequence 9 (Scheme 5)

or by internal ipso proton transfer/elimination shown in
Sequence 10. The loss of formaldehyde from the p-sub-
stituted species could occur by an ipso process analogous
to that shown in 10. Loss of formaldehyde from meta
systems must be initiated by ortho proton transfer to N
(see 11) (and in the case of o-methoxyacetanilide sys-
tems, Ar––NCOCH3/ArNHCOCH2

– equilibration com-
petes with the CH3O hydrogen/ortho ring hydrogen
equilibration). The final case involves loss of CH2O
from the [(M – H)– – CH3OH] ion from the p-substituted
carbamate: this is shown in Sequence 12. We propose that
this loss of CH2O involves the ion formed by deprotona-
tion at the meta position, then CH3O hydrogen/ring H
scrambling (via the two equivalent meta positions) co-oc-
curs with elimination of formaldehyde.

All of these losses of CH2O have significant activation
barriers. Take as an illustration the carbamate example
(Sequence 12): for CH3O– to deprotonate the aryl ring
requires some 80 kJ mol–1, and for an aryl anion to depro-
tonate the CH3O group, at least 40 kJ mol–1 [estimated
from ∆G0

acid values; CH3OH = 1565 kJ mol–1, (CH3)2O =
1665 kJ mol–1 and aryl H, about 1630 kJ mol–1].22 

In conclusion, the major collision-induced fragmenta-
tion processes of the alkoxyl substituted anilide anions
described in this report involve the losses of radicals from
alkoxyl groups to form stable radical anions. Competing
with these processes are (i) specific ortho effects, and (ii)
a number of reactions where the parent Ar––N–CO–R
ions liberate R– through ion complexes [(ArNCO) R–] and
the incipient R– species is able to effect a number of
“ long-range cross-ring”  reactions including deprotona-
tion, SN2 displacement at OCH3 and elimination reactions
at OC2H5 substituents.
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Addressing Referee Concerns

This thesis entitled "Gas Phase Synthesis of Interstellar Cumulenes. Mass Spectrometric and

Theoretical Studies." has been reviewed by two referees who are internationally recognised in

the field of mass spectrometry. While one of the referees has praised the research presented

here-in and stated that it is worthy of special commendation, the other has leveled some

criticisms. It is worthwhile to point out that the analyses which the latter referee has

questioned, form the basis of two papers which have been accepted for publication in the

Journal of Physical Chemistry ("Generation of Two Isomers of CrH From the Corresponding

Anions. A Theoretically Motivated Mass Spectrometric Study." Blanksby, S.J.; Dua, S.;

Bowie, J.H. I Phys. Chem. A 1999, in press. "Gas Phase Syntheses of Three Isomeric CrH,

Radical Anions and Their Elusive Neutrals. A Combined Experimental and Theoretical

Study." Blanksby, S.J.; Dua, S.; Bowie, J.H.; Schröder, D.; Schwarz, H. J. Phys. Chem. A

1998, 102 ,9949.). Nevertheless, we will explicitly counter these criticisms in the following

discussion.

The second referee has made several comments regarding the CR and NR spectra discussed in

this thesis. He has criticised the use of these spectra for the structural assignment of

hydrocarbon anions and in particular their use in differentiating isomeric species. The spectra

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are singled out, with doubts raised over the characterisation of

the CsH and CsHz anions. These concerns are addressed here along with some of the other,

less fundamental criticisms.

In Chapter 4 two CR spectra are presented corresponding to independently synthesised C5H

connectivities (Figure 4.5, pp 80). The first and most obvious difference between these

spectra is the relative abundance of peaks corresponding to loss of hydrogen radical (m/z 60)

compared to the abundance of the parent ions (m/z 61). It has been rightly pointed out by the
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reviewer that this dramatic contrast in intensities may be the result of different internal energy

distributions within a common C5H species. Under NICI conditions two different reactions

leading to the same anion may produce this species with differing amounts of intemal energy

depending on the thermochemistry of the respective processes. In this respect, it is significant

to note that C4CfyD anions formed from the precursors -C=CC=CCH2OCH3 
and

-C=CCH(OCH3)C=CD (as outlined on pp 76 and 78 respectively) yield CR spectra with

directly comparable peak abundances. This is observed, despite the likely difference in their

internal energy content, arising from the thermochemistry of their respective formation

reactions. Similarly, C2CHC, anions formed from three different anion precursors, namely

-C=CCH(OCOR)C=CH (where R: H, CH3 and CH2CH3 respectively), all give identical CR

spectra (as described on pp 78 and79). The reproducibility of the CR spectra over a range of

precursors (including isotopomers) strongly suggests two isomeric C5H anions rather than

simply different internal energies of a single anion structure.

It has fuither been suggested, that some of the fragmentations observed in the CR spectra of

the CsH isomers cannot arise from simple cleavages of the proposed ion skeleton. For

example, the CR spectrum of the C2CHC, anion (pp 80) shows loss of CH, C2H and C3 which

cannot occur by simple single cleavages from the parent system. It should be noted here that

these systems are highly unsaturated and hence it seems likely that all cleavages will be

extremely high energy processes. To support this intuitive assessment thermochemical data

has been collected front various sources and augmented with some calculated energies to give

estimated heats of formation for the various fragmentation channels (Tables 9.I and 9.2).

Although these values, in many cases, include approximations and are intended simply as a

guide it is immediately apparent from these data that all decomposition pathways are highly

endothermic. Even the most accessible channel lies some 156 kcal mol-' above the estimated

heat of formation of the C4CH* ground state. It is therefore quite probable that rearrangement

2
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processes occur below the dissociation threshold and hence it is not surprising that some

"less-than-simple" cleavages are observed in these spectra. Consideration of the relative

thermochemistry of the two C5H cation isomers in the context of the energy requirements for

the various fragmentations is also useful. According to the calculations presented in this

thesis (pp 69) the ground state C'CHCr* cation is expected to be some 80 kcal mol'r less stable

than CqCH* and hence much more likely to access the dissociative exit channels in a vertical

CR experiment. This is consistent with the experimental observations, with the peaks

corresponding to fragment ions much more abundant in the CR spectrum of CTCHCT- than that

of CaCFI-þp 80).

Table 9.1 Estimated heats of formation for the various fragmentation channels for cations of
the form CrH*. These values are generated from the estimated heats of formation collated in
Table 9.2.

m/z Fragment
(ions and neutrals)

AHrrn, (kcal mol-r)

60

49
48

37
36

25
24

Cr'* + H'
c3cH* + c
c4'* + cH'

C2CH* + C2

cr'* t ccH
CCH* + C3

cr* I ccrH

569

541
663
583

628
597

637

It has been suggested that the doubly charged CrH** ions may prove more structurally

diagnostic. Neither the CR nor the NR spectra of the two CsH anions show peaks

corresponding to doubly charged species (pp 80 and 82) suggesting that these are not formed

under typical collision conditions. While it is possible that such ions could be observed under

multiple collision conditions the anticipated yields would be extremely low and no pertinent

information could be expected from such low intensity signals.

5
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Table 9.2 The measured and estimated heats of formation of C5H* ions and their possible
charged and neutral fragments. The source of the data are expressed in the third column.

Fragment
(ions and neutrals)

AH¡zra (kcal mol-r) Source ofdata

C4CH*

C4CH
c2cHC2*
C,CHC2'

cr'*
c5
C3CH*

C3CH'

Co*
c4
c2cH*
C,CH'
cr'*
c3
CCH*
CCH
cr.'*
c2

c'+
C

CH
H

385
196
465
244

517

234
370
154
52r
232
383
174
495

196
401
133

463
200
432

t7r
t42
52

(IE: 8.18 eV) Theory"
(BDE[Cs-H]:90 kcal mol-')b

Rel. Energies"
Rel. Energies'

(IE:12.26 eV) NIST'
NIST

(IE:9.39 eV) Theoryb
(BDE[C4-H]:1 30 kcal mol-')d

(IE :12.54 eV) NIST
NIST

(PA[C3] :184 kcal mol')'
(IE:9.07 eV) Theoryb
(IE: 12.97 eV) NIST

NIST
(IE : 11.6 eV) NIST

NIST
(IE : 11.4 eV) NIST

NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST
NIST

"Relative energies taken from calculated values given on pp 69 and70.
b Estimated from energies calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory.
"Thermochemical data taken from NIST online database hffp://webbook.nist.gov/
d Theoretical prediction of C-H bond dissociation energy in CaH.ruu

" Proton affinity of C: bracketed in a flowing afterglow study.rae

In Chapter 5 three radical anion isomers of the form CrH, are discussed and their CR and NR

data are presented. While the spectra of the C4CH2 and HCsH isomers show distinctive and

structurally indicative fragmentations (pp 98 and 101), the third species CzCHCzH shows

fragments and fragment intensities quite similar to those of C¿CHz. This problem is

highlighted in the discussion þp 100) and it has been addressed by means of isotopic

labelling. The isotopomers CrCH(D)CrD(H) were independently synthesised in the gas phase

(pp 96) and the CR and NR spectra of these ions are listed in Table 5.1 (pp 99). These spectra

4
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clearly demonstrate the inequivalence of the two hydrogens within this ion structure and thus

distinguish it from the other two C5H, connectivities discussed þp 100).

The reviewer has suggested the examination of CsH^ cations (where n : 1 and 2) formed from

EI of suitable precursors. Indeed, there are examples of the formation of such ions in the

literature'74'"'and these are discussed in the introduction to Chapter 4 þp 64). The problem

with such experiments is the structural ambiguity inherent in formation of hydrocarbon

cations by EI. Cations of the form C5H and CsHz have been previously investigated, however

in these cases the structures have been assigned simply on the basis of theoretical predictions

for the lowest energy configurations.rT4' rsr Despite these problems we did conduct some

cation experiments but they are not outlined in this thesis because of the inconclusive nature

of the results. Briefly, EI on pentadiyne yields abundant peaks corresponding to CsH and

CsHz cations (m/z 62 and 6l respectively) amongst others. Fragmentations observed from

these ions in both CA and NR experiments however show no clear structural trends and as

nothing can be inferred about the structure based on the precursor these data did not prove

informative,

It has nowhere been claimed that the CR and NR spectra of the various CrH" isomers alone

provide indisputable proof of the absolute connectivities of these ions. However careful

comparison of these data has been shown to (i) support structural assignments, (ii) distinguish

structural isomers and (iii), when used inconjunction with a carefully selected precursor and

isotopic labelling data, confirm ion structure.

5




